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WELL REVIEWED ARCHITECTURE BOOKS FROM

GAUDI
lgnost de Solo-Moroles. "Goudi is a wonder. lt comprehensively
documents the Catalan master's architecture while briefly addressing
aspects of his career and manner of working. Sola-Morales divides
Gaudi's production into three logical and stylistically comprehensible
penods-'eclectic,''modernisme,' and'destruction'-and illustrates

each extremely well. Lush with color illustrations, this volume is an

excellent choice for libraries. Highly recommended." Librory Journol.
l28 pages. 2@ illus. 155 in color. B%"x11Y2".0525-5. $ l4 95

POSTMODERN: The Architecture of the Postindustrial
Society.
Poolo Portoghesr. "A well-illustrated and well-packaged statement of
the cumbersome topic by a highly qualified author who has been a

part of the development both as practitioner and theoretician. He
introduces us to the work and rationale of both the chref proponents
and the obscure practitioners who contribute to the movement,
including Philip lohnson, Cesar Pelli, Helmut jahn and others. An excel-
lent sourcebook."-Choice. 150 pages. 172 illus,, 48 in color. 8t/z"x
llt/2".04720. $25.

McKlM, MEAD & IVHITE
Rtchord Guy Wllson. " A good, readable history of the firm responsible
for many of the most important American buildings built between
lB79 and 1915."-Newsweek, "Wilson's study, an overview accessible

to the layman, represents years of careful research. lt is well-illustrated
with lrttle-known examples of the flrm's work and permits a fuller ap-
preciation of the firm's contributions to the American urban scene."

-Librory Journol. 230 pages. l0"xl0" 293 rllus. 0491 7 $35.

ART NOUVEAU ARCHITECTURE
Edrted by Fronk Russe/i. "This Rizzoli publication on Art Nouveau archi-

tecture is one of the best, an excellent introduction synthesizing much

of the recent research in the period. lt fulfills a need for a compre-
hensive survey aimed at practitioners, not lust scholars ." 

-Architecturol
Record. "Well illustrated, the selection of photographs is good; a useful

and welcome addition to Art Nouveau literature." ./ournol of the
bciety of Architecturol Historions. 332 pages. 9"x12". 450 illus. 64 in
color. 0544-l . Paper: $29.95.

I

BERNINI

NE!/ YORK

URE

tE
C(.'turrry
Urlt rpa

ARTNOUVEAI.J

ARCHITECTURE

ISBN Prefrx: 0-8478 Rtzzot,t
\\tu \{,Rr

712 Fifth Ave,, NewYork, N.Y. 10019

MODERN ARCHITECTURE I85I -1945
Kenneth Frompton. Photogrophs byYukio Futogowo. "An extraordinary
volume, a visually stunning, comprehensive survey of modern architec-
ture. Frampton's ten incisive essays cover the major stylistic and socio-
political currents, Futagawa's photographs are hauntingly evocative;
the quality of the reproductions is superb. Sets a new standard for
books of this type. Highly recommended."-Lrbrory lournol. "Framp-

ton has a fresh presentation on the history of modernism."-Choice.
Hardcover: 464 pages. Over 570 illus., 70 in color. 0506-9 $65.00.
Paper:Vol. I (l85l-1919)210 pages. 340 illus. 0507-7. Vol. ll(1920-45)
254 pages. 330 illus, 0508-5. $29.95 each.

BERNINI
Fronco Borsi. This first major study in years of the greatest architect of
the Baroque discusses Bernini's architectural achievements in a text of
impeccable scholarship, investigating over 70 works and including pre-
viously unpublished documentary material. An extensive catalog
raisonne supplements hundreds of photos, elevations, ground plans

and drawings. 382 pages. l0"xl l'i Over 500 illus. l7 in color.0509-3
$75. November.

ARCHITECTURE OF THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY IN EUROPE
Aoude Mignot. "With this beautifully illustrated volume, Mignot at-
tempts to 'redefine the whole of nineteenth century European archi-

tecture from the point of view of the period.' He succeeds in this ex-
cellent survey, in which he discusses the evolution of building types, the
development of modern engineerrng, and the rise of diverse stylistic

trends. Highly recommended for all architectural collections." -Ubrory
Journol. 314 pages. Over 500 illus., 40 in color. 10"x12". 0530- I . $60.

NEIV YORK I9OO

Roberc A.M. Stern , Gegory Gilmortin & iohn M. Mossengo/e, " Richly re-

searched, a composite sourcebook for any serious student of New
York. A virtual museum of architectural images. Essential for urban

architectural libraries and recommended for large general col-
lections."-Librory Joumol. 

" A most comprehensive, monumental and

deflnitive architectural history,"-New York Mogozine. "A book as rich

and ambitious as the era itself, A remarkable accomplishment."-Paul
Goldberger, New Yo* Times Book Review 520 pages. Bt/t"xl|". Over
500 b & w illus. 051 l-5. $50.



ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL URBAN PLANS OF ALL TIME

the NoLLI PLANof RoMEof 1749 in FAcSIMILE
The Plan in 12 sheets (assembled dimensions: 82" wide by 68" high); 2 smail ptans (approximatety 21,, wide by t7,,high); 4 sheets of tnder;and title page; comprise a portlolio of 19 sheets that is tire tirstinie facsimite o tri iirite as pu6rrneo uv eiamoattista r.rJifoeing-eraclv
!!19 "3T" 

size as.the original 1748 edition. Printed in line offset on archival acid{ree 65 lb. Moirawkcorei'paper with a sheet size of 32,,by22" ' orders are shipped insured on receipt of payment. Domestic orders are shipped flat in a reiniorced uoi. for"lgn oroers are shipped rolled in a tube.
The portfolio has an 8-page introdrnlion with an.essay by Allan ceen, Portratt of a city, which discusses the iconography of the decorations,the significance of the plan as the 

.1 
8th-century bencrrmirk of. urban topography and ciriography, tnJ uict<grouna a-na 

'trijory 
oi tne pran anaits makers, a chronology of G. B. Nolli's life, an ahnolated legend forthepiania grindetranslaleo'tr6m tne ftaii inAwenimento, and a bibliography.

Price: $75.00 U.S' Payment with order. Foreign orders: please add $9 for surface or $26 for air postage.

Available at architectural booksellers, or orderfrom the publisher: J. H. Aronson, Bor 302C, Highmount, N. y. 1244iPacking & domestic shipping is included. New York State ris.idents ptease aJJ appropriate satei tai. Availabie on specialorder in a bound edition; price from $250 up, depending on the type of binoint. Fir further information write for brochure.

'?.



Original in poperbac'k

Architect?
A Candid Guide to the Profession

Roger K. Lewis
Architec't? presents a candid. canny picture of what
one can expect from the architectural prot-ession

covering such subjects as the structure and curricu-
lum content of architectural education. workload
shock. 'pencilphobia.' and the prevailing -isms and

-ologies. It details the ongoing process ofhow an

architect works and gets work and introduces some of
the generic personalities to be found in the lield.

$9.95 (Cloth, $17.50)

New

Hollis Frampton
Recol lections/Recreations

edited by Bruce Jenkins and Susan Krane
This book cover the full range of experimental filmmaker Hollis
Frampton's "other work" as he called it-his photography which
until now has remained virtually unknown. Imbued with histori-
cal references, puzzles, and humor, these works are progenitors
of much that is being labeled "post-modern" today. "What is

particularly moving about Hollis Frampton's work in photography
is that it brings a great fbrmal intelligence in concert with a criti-
cal mind of extraordinary scope. The result is a body of work that
constantly examines the grounds lor the aesthetic claims of pho-
tography. . . ."-Rosalind Krauss, edillor October

8t/z x 1l 128 pp. 130 illus.. l0 in color $15.00

New

Bauhaus
Photography
edited by Egidio Marzona and Roswitha Fricke
translated b1' Harvev- Mendelsohn and Frederick Samson
Foreword b1- Eugene Prakapas

These five hundred photographs are a unique and exuberant
record of Bauhaus activities and experiments during the 1920s

and ea.rly 1930s. Significantly most of them were taken by artists-
painters like Fritz Kuhr and Werner Siedhoff, designers Heinz
Loew and Herbert Bayer, Bauhaus masters Hannes Meyer and

Joosst Schmidt-who were not self-conscious photographers but
who wanted to work with a new technological product. The result
is the most comprehensive photographic archive currently avail-
able on the Bauhaus.

9 x l05h 320 pp. 510 illus. $30.00

The MIT Press
28 Carleton Street, Cambridge, MA02142
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Tqke your pick of these
helpful professionol guides.

A GUIDE IO ESTIMATING
LANDSCAPE COSTS
Dy Gory O. Robinette, Myrick,
Newmon, Dohlberg €r Poftners, lnc.
Get the details on costs, peisonnel manage-
ment, crew composition, materials require-
ments, equipment, marketing or contracting
landscape maintenance services, and more.
Over 200 charts, diagrams, lists, and tables
make it easy to find information. 21 5 pp.,
$23.50

AIRIUM DUILDINGS
Dy Richord Soxon
Find out how these great, glass-roofed
structures restore the streetline to the city,
conserve energy, and use precious urban
plots more efficiently. "Exceptional...Good,
detailed information is provided on a
remarkably wide variety of recent atrium
buildings." -Design Book Review
176 pp., $50.00

MARKETING ARCHITECTURAL
AND ENGINEERIN6 SERYICES
Second Edition
Dy Veld Coxe
Learn how to research new business
markets, identify potential clients, develop
pursuit strategies, prepare written or oral
presentations, and negotiate and close
commissions. "lts overview of the entire
process of business development is clear
and complete."-Design Book Review
272 pp., $26.95

ARCHITECTURAL COMMOX
SENSE
Sun, Site, ond Self
By Rod Dike
Gain a solid understanding of the intangible
forces that influence the aesthetics of arch-
itecture. Dike shows how to combine sun,
site, and self as aids to beautify the human
environment. He explains various maxims
to proportion successf ul design.. .

energy conversion potentials...and how to
determine the solar potential of any design
throughout the year. 180 pp., $22.95

RETROFITTING OF COMMERCIAL,
INSTITUTIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN
Edited by Milton Meckler
The retrofitting techniques in this informative
volume can cut energy consumption by up
to 500/0. Twenty-seven energy experts show
how to plan, design, construct, and main-
tain energy-saving cost-eff ective equipment
and systems. You'll learn ways to forecast
results of energy-saving measures, evalu-
ate utility rates, and perform pre- and post-
construction surveys. "A rich source."-
Choice 464 pp., $42.50

COASTAL DESIGN
A Guide for Duilders, Plonners,
ond Home Owners
DyOrrin H. Pilkey,5r., Volter D. Pilkey.
Orrin H. Pilkey. Jr., ond Villiom J. Neol
Experts show how to buy or upgrade an
existing coastal home, site and build a new
home, preserve beaches, and prepare for
floods, storms or hurricanes. "Deserves
close attention....has generally sound ad-
vice... "-Design Book Review
224 pp., $24.95

PERSPECTIYE DRAVING
HANDDOOK
By Joseph D'Amelio
Make your perspective drawings clear and
attention-grabbing. This comprehensive
handbook shows you how to use dimunition,
foreshortening and convergence, distortion
measurement, and shadow effects. Horizon
line, vanishing point, cone of vision, and
other concepts are clearly explained. 96pp.,
$10.95 paper

ARCHITECTURE
Perspective, Shodows,
ond Reflections
Dy Dik Vroomon
Find out how to render the perspective,
shadows, and reflections in any design to
create a truer image of what the final struc-
ture will look like. Here's how to achieve
photograph-like realism, how to draw com-
plicated forms, and how to master versatile
new techniques. 760 pp., $19.95

ENERGY EFFICIENT
SIIE DESIGN
By Gory O. Robinette, Myrick,
Newmon, Dohlberg G Portners, lnc.
Apply land planning and design to achieve
maximum energy efficiency. Coverage in-
cludes natural heating and cooling factors,
regional adaptation of these factors, and the
impact of various site elements on human
comfort. "Consistent, well-annotated com-
parisons between the design factors most
likely to prove critical in every climate."-
Design Book Review 160 pp., $25.45

THE SCOPE OF SOCIAL
ARCHITECTURE
Dy Richord Hotch
Learn about the major achievements in
social architecture over the last 15 years in
the U.S. and abroad. lllustrated project
reports and essays cover theory and prac-
tice in user-centered design. Projects ex-
amine range from individual dwellings to
building ensembles and city districts. "A
useful anthology of essays. Recom-
mended."-Choice 320 pp., $42.50

THE SKETCH IN COLOR
By Robert S. Oliver
Achieve striking effects by adding color
media to different surfaces. Over 100 color
sketches accompany useful information on
colored markers, colored pencils, thumbnail
sketches, and more. "Promises to add a
vivid dimension to your sketching."-Ihe /l
lustrator 148 pp., $31.45

RENDERING STANDARDS FOR
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
By Stephen V. Rich
Develop authoritative drawing skills. You'll
find easy{o-read charts and step-by-step in-
structions in this sourcebook. Coverage in-
cludes the glass box, dot, office plan, and
grid systems. Rich explains how to use
overlay and registration drafting systems-
precision techniques that add flexibility to
drawing procedures. 352 pp., $32.50

PERSPECTIYE IN ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGN
Second Edition
Dy Felix Konig
Put your designs in accurate perspective
with precisely defined techniques. An expert
demonstrates perspective, projection paral-
lelometry, component point drawing,
distance point drawing, three-sided per-
spectives, unattainable vanishing points,
circleb in perspective, ellipses, parabolas,
hyperbolas, and shadows cast from remote
sources. 128 pp., $14.95

Available at your bookseller
or write to:

Yon Nostrond Reinhold
135 W. 50th Street

NewYork, N.Y. 10020
D 8642



T]RBAN CT.NTT.RBOOKS
A bookstore for Architecture

and Urbanism

+57 Madison Avenue at 51st St.
. NewYork.NewYork.10022

(212) e35-35e5

Mon.- Sat.
Store Hours:
10am to 6pm

Urban Center Books, a not-for-profit bookstore specializing in Architecture and Urbanism is operated by the
Municipal Art Society of New York with the support of theJ.M. Kaplan Fund
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t'Arion Press Fine Editions

IVIICHAE,L GRAVES draws The GreatGatsby

TheFitzgerald novel with ninety illustrations of its landscape, architecture, vehicles and furnishings in a deluxe

edition limited to)50 copies at $400 and 50 copies, boxed, with two originaldrawings at$.1,750 Exhibition of

the drawings and book at the N4ax Protetch Gallery, 37 West 57 Street, New York, December 8 through 29.

THE ARION PRESS,460 Bryant Street, San Francisco CA 94107. To order write or call [-115]777-9651.
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HENNESSEY
+ INGALLS
ART + ARCHITECTURE
BOOKS

1254 SANTA MONICA MALL

SANTA MONICA.CA 90401

(213) 4s8 9074

The

Architectural
Bookshop

66 Herelord Street
Boston, Massachusetts
02115

Telephone 617 262-2727

'f he Archrlectural B@kshoo ollers @e ol lne largesl

colectrons ol b@ks on archlleclure. des'gn con'

sfuctpn landsca!€ archrleclure. $la. erergy,
ptannrng. orawrng and renc,elrng. gtapnrc atls house

.enovalron and archfleclural hrslory ano cillrcrsm

Boston Society o{ Architects

NEWSLETTER
PRAIRIE AVENUE BOOKSHOP , I OCT. r9B4

NOTES
Th. Pr!irie Avcnu? Boolahop NtrSLEmER eill Iist

Ier a!chitcctu(.I tltla3 on a tro!. frequcnt b.6ia
th.n ve are abl€ to nalntain rlth our general
lnnouncen€nts. I! yll] b. issucd four to slr !ln.a
. ye.!. f,e rlII atv.ys lnclud. n.Jor n.e boot6 and
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LOUIS CHRISTIAN MULLCARD'I'S COURT OF THE AGES BY NIGHT. (COURTESY OT THE CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY)
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Debora Siluerman:

ECLECTICISM, MODERNISM,
SOCIAL DARU/INISM, AND
VITALISM:THE SAN FRAIICISCO
WORLD'S FAIR OF I9I5

Much more than in Europe, already stocked and oaerfl,owing
with classical masterpieces, do we here, on the edge of the
white man's world, need to see realized and uisualized some

of the spirit of the masterpieces of old. It's a long, long way
to the Acropolis, and what we need here is some of the
godlil@ simplicity of the Athens of Pericles, and something
of the monumental and massiue dignity of Imperial Rome.
What is paltry, what is poor, we haae always had with us.

-B. J. S. Cahill, Architect, "The Panama Pacifrc Exposi-
tion from an Architect's Viewpoint," I9l4 (Quoted in Bene-
dict, World's Fairs).

In 1915, San Francisco mounted a vast international exposi-
tion, commemorating the United States' completion of the
Panama Canal, and trumpeting the city's own recovery
from the devastating earthquake and fire of 1906. Archi-
tects, engineers, politicianso sculptors, and businessmen
joined together to construct an idealized built environment
of monumental classical proportions, Visitors to the fair-
grounds were greeted by a colossal'oColumn of Progress"
modeled on Trajanos Column, followed by an entryway
ensembleo the "Court of the Universe j' designed by McKim,
Mead and White in emulation of the forecourt at Saint
Peter's Basilica in Rome. Echoes of classical architecture
reverberated in architect Henry Bacon's 'oCourt of the
Seasonsoo' derived from Hadrian's villa, and in the massive
o'Palace of Machines," modeled on the Baths of Caracalla.
Thus the western edge of the American republic sheathed
its rawo "paltryo' youth in the imposing garb of classical
grandeur. While Europeans had, by 1915, repudiated the
strict conventions of Beaux-Arts classicismo Americans in
l9l5 enthusiastically embraced the visual forms of classical
dignity as legitimation ofa traditional legacv they had never
inherited.

The masking of a 1915 Palace of Machines behind a

ponderous fagade suggesting Caracallan Rome was not un-
usual for a world's fair. Nl such expositions were marked
by the juxtaposition of new forms of production with cul-
turally inherited modes of thought.l One of the primary
functions of the l9th-century world's fairs was to offer a

showcase for technological progress, scientific invention,
and advanced industrial production. They provided the
forum in which the public was first introduced to many of
the miracles of the modern world: the telephone, wireless

telegraph, and Corliss engine of 1876; nighttime electricity
in 1889; the automobile, moving pictures, and x-ray in
1900; and transcontinental telephone calls and aviation in
1915. New architectural forms often accornpanied these star-
tling displays. Indeed, scholars of architecture and urban
design have examined the l9th-century expositions as suc-
cessive chapters in the history of modernism. From the
Crystal Palace to the Eiffel Towea exposition structures
often were the laboratory for the new materials and meth-
ods of construction that eventually yielded the stripped-
down, exposed-parts functionalism of the International Style.

Yet, although the world's fairs celebrated the launching
of a technological future, its unprecedented products and
forms had to be tempered, accommodated, and contained
by traditional mentalities. The juxtaposition of old and
new often created tension and ambivalence, which were
expressed verbally or spatially. The interplay of past, pres-
ent, and future in the world expositions, and the meanings
attributed to the confrontation of tradition and innovation,
varied according to national context and historical circum-
stance. As the l9th century waned, the intensity and explicit-
ness of tensions between old and new embodied at the
world's fairs deepened. Late in the century, both European
and American world's fairs relinquished the unabashed
confidence of the mid-century exhibitions, and disguised
the forms of technological modernism within the trappings
of historicist culture. Thus, at the Paris Exhibition of 1900,
the elaborate exterior stone fagades of the Grand Palais
enveloped its giant interior iron frames; at the 1889 Exhibi-
tion, with its wrought-iron Eiffel Tower and Palace of
Machines, the equation had been reversed. Similarly, the
"White City" Chicago Exhibition of 1893 and the 1915

Panama Pacific lnternational Exposition rejected the ex-
posed wrought-iron of the Philadelphia Centennial of1876,
replacing it with Beaux-Arts-derived ensembles of over-
loaded classicism.

Although this trend suggests an increasing reclamation
of tradition as the century progressed, it would be wrong
to characterize it in terms of an o'antimodernist" defeat of
an incipient oomodernism," No tradition is static, and the
reappearance of historical eclecticism and classicism in
architecture in the late l9th-century world's fairs was
charged with contemporary meanings and transformations.
Indeed, what first appears as a retreat to the past emerges,
on closer analysis, as the formulation of another configura-
tion, equally modern, constructed from historicist ele-
ments. In the Paris Exposition of 1900, for example, the
"traditional'o stone fagades, preferred to the exposed
wrought-iron latticework of 1889, were punctuated by a

new visual language-modernist allegory. French painters
and sculptors presented as allegories of ooelectricity" young
women in chic, contemporary hairdo (the "chignon" bun),
and mounted academic murals in which the popular actress
Sarah Bernhardt was seen greeting the president of the
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Third Republic. The most spectacular infusion of o'modern-

ism" in this seemingly traditional fair was the entryway of
1900 that replaced the Eiffel Tower of 1889: a monumental
sculpture of a young riloman in couturier clothes and chig-
nono atop a wide triumphal arch. Designed by Beaux-Arts-
trained artist Ren6 Binet to symbolize the luxury sector
and decorative arts, oul,a Parisienneooo the quintessential
consumer, was as modern in her way as the Eiffel Tower

was in its.2

The Anthropology of World's Fairs: San Francisco's Pan-

ama Pacific International Exposition of 1915 enables us to
explore the equally complex and contemporary meanings
which infused the American return to classicism, embodied
in the San FranciscoVorld's Fair of 1915. Though Americans
longed for history and tradition, and appropriated the
conventions of the European Beaux-Arts as a surrogate
lineageo they invested this heritage with distinctively Ameri-
can values and problems. Vorld's Fairs illuminates with
rich historical specificity the ways religious, culturalo and
political meanings shaped the creation of an artifice of
ancient civilization in the midst of California in 1915.

The San Francisco Panama Pacific International Expo-
si-tiono like other l9th-century world's fairs, was compared
by contemporaries to a "living encyclopediar" a "vast, pub-
lic, international university" in which all human knowledge
and experience were contained and represented. Burton
Benedict, an anthropologist, does justice to this com-
prehensiveness by organizing his book as a collaborative
effort of scholars drawn from different disciplines: an art
historian, an architectural historian, a political historian,
and a literary critic. The analytic tools used by each
exemplify a range of methodologies, and in some cases

break new ground in interpreting the relations between
culture and society.

Benedict's opening essay provides a broad overview of
world's fairs in various nations and over time. Benedict
argues that international expositions were both expedient
economic tools and extraordinary cultural expressions.
Drawing on the anthropological theory of Mauss and Durk-
heim, he identifies the fairs as oocollective representations,"
and as unique, total symbolic systems which can be ana-
lyzed as keys to national ethos. One of Benedict's central
ideas is to compare international expositions with the
Northwest Coast Kwakiutl lndian ritual of the "potlatchi'
Like the potlatch, each world's fair aimed to o'outdo" and
ooshame" rival nations by mounting a bigger, better, and
more expensive spectacle than its immediate predecessor.
The potlatcho where rival tribes gathered at lavish feasts,
and the host tribe conspicuously destroyed goods most val-
ued in the community-from rare food to coins-does have
some affinity with the interplay of creativity and destruc-
tion in the world's fairs. Nation-states did lavish extraordi-

nary expenditures on these temporary spectacles, in which
the principles of profit and economic efficiency were subor-
dinated to the imperative of gaining prestige by outshining
national rivals.

Benedict's worldos fair as potlatch is intriguing, though
readers should remember the profound differences between
small, tribal ceremonies and state-organized international
exhibitions. Historically, European fairs, in particular,
may be compared more with the opulent, ephemeral festi-
vals staged by royalty and the aristocracy, from lavish royal
entries to the spectacular celebrations of royal marriages
and births.

Vhile proposing anthropological categories for the inter-
pretation of the expositions, Benedict provides important
information about the changes in world's fairs over time.
He points out, for example, the evolution of product display
from a single paviliono where goods from different nations
could be instantly compared (1851 and 1867), to separate
national pavilions (1878 and 1889), to individual company
and corporate pavilions (1893 to 1974). This sequence
broadly reflects the changing political economy of Europe
and the U.S. from the mid-I9th to the 20th century. Cross-
national comparison of goods flourished in the high period
of international free trade; the emergence of separate na-
tional pavilions coincided with an era of economic protec-
tionism and economic nationalism; and the replacement of
national pavilions by corporate ones represented the re-
turn of the internationalism of the early fairs, in the new
guise of advanced corporate capitalism.

Benedict also suggests that the categories different na-
tions used to classify their "living encyclopedias," and the
way these classifications changed over time, expressed dif-
ferent national views of how an ideal city and society could
be organized. Though they should be tested on a case by
case basis, his general taxonomies offer an important con-
ceptual point of departure for grasping the meaning and
function of world's fairs.

The remaining essayists move from Benedict's diachronic
sweep to synchronic and historically specific interpreta-
tions. Marjorie Dobkin contri-butes a well-researched,
sophisticated discussion of the political history which
shaped the planning and construction of the 1915 exhibi-
tion. She describes how the fair was initially conceived in
1904 as a celebration of the prosperity of the San Francisco
business community, whose leaders construed the fair as a
bold "advertisement" of San Francisco as gateway to the
Orient and South America. The original plannerso led by
banker and former mayor James Phelan, called in urban
designer Daniel Burnham, director of Chicago's 1893 World
Columbia Exposition, to formulate a plan linking the fair
to permanent improvements and urban renovation for San
Francisco. Burnham proposed sweeping changes in the
cityos shape, inserting elegant boulevards and numerous
parks in descending concentric rings from Telegraph Hill.
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McKIM, MEAD AND WHITE'S COURT OF THE UNIVERSE, COLUMN oF PROGRESS

The plan was never realized; it languished after two natural
disasters and one man-made conflict altered the tone,
scope, and goals ofthe1915 exhibition. The1906 earthquake
and fire attached to the planning of the l9I5 San Francisco
fair urgent needs for urban reconstruction, rendering the
aesthetic unity of Burnham's plan a luxury. The Burnham
plan was also the first casualty of an intra-elite conflict: a
series of trials from 1906 to 1909 mounted by the progres_
sives against corporate graft in municipal government bit-
terly split the San Francisco business community between
Progressive reformers and corporate Republicans. Dobkin
discusses how the graft trials poisoned the planning of the
1915 exhi-bition, whose organizers closed ranks against the
Progressives, excluding some of the original initiators of
the fair from its board of directors.

Dobkin intricately reconstructs the elite factions who
politicized the fair, and the ensuing conflicts between local,
state, and national officials as the fair moved toward com-
pletion. Architects and designers will be particularly inter-
ested in her analysis of the politics of siting for the fair,
the influential patrons who sponsored each of three com-
peting architectural ensembles, and the legacy of the l9l5
fair for San Francisco city planning. Dobkin likens the l9l5

fair to a mirage, and exposes the intense discordance be-
neath the stated themes of harmony, peace, and class unity.

Gray Brechin's essay, "sailing to Byzantium,', provides
a useful and interesting description of the design innova-
tions that enlivened the fair's derivative classicist architec_
ture. The exhibition, he convincingly demonstrates, pro-
moled four areas of architectural originality. First, it ex-
tended the convention of Beaux-Arts ensemble planning by
the "court scheme,o' coordinating the fairgrounds into four
major arenas, each with its forecourtso sculpture, and
pavilions, Second, the fair experimented with bold techni_
cal inventions of indirect lighting. Massive mirrors and
ship masts were used nightly to dart reflected colored lights
to the surfaces of the buildings, enveloping them in a shim_
mering oofilm of light,oo a'osoft, shadowless radiance.,, These
dazzling effects anticipated the great scenographic tech_
niques later used in the cinema. Third, architects of the
l9l5 fair exploited advanced technology to simulate the
effects of age in their buildings. McKim, Mead and White,
commissioned to design the'.Court of the Universeo', exe_
cuted their ensemble with a new facing material adapted
from their experience with the construction of New york,s
Pennsylvania Station. There the architects had saved
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money without sacrificing ceremonial splendor by using a

new material to line the vast interior walls of the station:
travertine, which resembled marble. In 1915 they used

travertine to cover the exterior fagades of their buildings,
whose mellow ivory, rose, and yellow striations made the

structures appear "earth-beaten, weathered, and rooted in
an ancient past." Thus a resourceful, inexpensive technique
created the illusion of antiquity, rendering the fair, in
Yeats's words, atr "artifice of eternity."

The 1915 exhibition architecture was also marked by an

unusual and intense colorism, which lightened the imposing

classical gigantism of the structures. A popular painter and

watercolorist, Jules Gu6rin, was put in charge of visually
coordinating all levels of the fair's built environment.
Gu6rirr required, for everything from architect's drawings

to plans for sculptural programs and landscape designso

the application of a single vibrant palette: the bright yellow

and oranges of the California poppy, the azure of the San

Francisco Bay, the intense green of the foliage, and the

ruddiness of the soil. Gu6rin's goal was to create a formal
coloristic harmony above the individual historicist struc-
tures: o'just as a musician builds his symphony around a

motif or a chord, so I must strike a chord of color and

build my symphony on this.'o Contemporary commentators

noted the juxtaposition of playful, intense coloring with
ponderous formality in the exhibition architecture:

Painted pilasters skip up and down the dignity oftravertine

stone piers.
The dead spleen of Vitruvius should gather grit to see so

Iordly a scheme go through the color pots. Yellow domes

atop these classic piles proclaim against the cerulean blue

in unmistakable paean, "Who did this thing?"

PRIMIT'IVE MAN BY

AI-BERT SIEINT]RT

muscular, and gigantic nude male figure tearing two conti-
nents asunder to make way for the Panama Canal. These

"highly evolved virility figures" reappeared, as Armstrong
mentions, in the central allegorical sculptures of the fair,
which included the tensed aim of the ooAdventurous Bow-

man" and the combative vigor of the ooFountain of Energy."

Armstrong explains the pervasiveness of powerful male fig-

ures, and the relative dearth of female allegorical iconog-

raphy, as symbolic of contemporary theories of Social Dar-
winism. The fair's visual paradigm was infused with what
one commentator called "rough, brutal, evolutionary
ideas," which assumed not only the ascent of man over
other life forms, but a ooclear-eut Anglo-Saxon race su-pe-

ri-ority." The evolutionary aspect of popular Darwinism
lyas represented literally in a sequence of painted murals
unfolding the "successive stages of the world's growth, fol-
lowing manos metamorphosis from sea life to the present.'o

Sculptural friezes at the fair extended this literal rendering
in works entitled o'Natural Selection,'o o'Survival of the Fit-
test," and o'Primitive Man." The interpretation of Social

Darwinism as racial supremacy was also evident in the

fair's visual arts. Artists commissioned for the exhibition
assumed the fair to beo in their wordso oothe ultimate fron-
tier of the race's march eastward from its cradle in Asia,'o

where oothe civilization of the Anglo-Saxon faces its anti-
type, the oriental!" Spectators entering the exhibition

Brechin's essay concludes with a discussion of the impact
of the four areas of design innovation in the fair on sub-

sequent architects and architecture. Bernard Maybeck, for
example, who contributed the startling Palace of Fine Arts
in 1915, continued to use the fairos featured color palette in
his later works. And, as Brechin indicates' the application
of intense orange to the San Francisco Golden Gate Bridge
in the 1920s explicitly invoked the precedent of the unusual,
theatrical coloring unique to the l9l5 exhibition. Perhaps

in the playful combinations of classical elements and lively
colors typical of Post-Modern architecture we see an un-
acknowledged legacy of the fair.

The last two essays analyze the particular meanings the

visual arts of the fair carried for their creators and view-

ers. Art historian Elizabeth Armstrong characterizes the

iconography of the plastic arts at the exhibition in her

essay, isolating a visual paradigm which united posters,

muralso paintings, and sculpture: the imaging of aggressive

male power. The official poster of the fairo for example,
o'The Thirteenth Labor of Hercules," represented a taut'
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under the arches of the Tower of Jewels were greeted by
the huge murals of Villiam Dodge, in which the "mystic"
primitive East was disposed on one side, against the striving
o'adventurous" West on the other. Reiterating the theme, A.
Stirling Calder mountedo on triumphal arches 160 feet in
the air, two towering sculptural groups: "The Nations of
the East'o and "The Nations of the West." An allegory of
"The Spirit of Enterprise" surmounted the sculpture of
the Anglo-Saxon race; the ooorientals," lacking the drive for
progress, were depicted as ooexotic but primitive peoples
with little hope of improvement,o' symbolized by a central
inattentive figure lumbering forward on the back of an
elephant draped in ornate harness.

George Starr, a literary critic, provides a striking com-
plement to Armstrong's analysis of the visual arts in his
concluding essay, "Truth Unveiled: The Panama Pacific In-
ternational Exposition and its lnterpreters." Vhere
Armstrong identifies the particular ideas that shaped the
fair's iconography, Starr illuminates the reception of the
arts, and the ideas underlying them, by a middle-class
public. Starr's probing of this reception provides important
methodological guidance for cultural historianso and Iinks
his efforts to those of scholars like Michael Baxandall, who
has offered startling insights into the oocognitive skills" and
"habits of mind" that shaped the way art was processed by
particular publics in particular historical moments.

Starr explores a fit between the pervasive allegory of the
art at the fair and Americans' o'appetite for allegory in
1915." He argues that the visitors to the fair were not passive
consumers, but active o'decoderso" who relished translating
visual arts into their verbal equivalents. By analyzing
guidebooks, memoirs, and newspapers, Starr indicates that
American fairgoers were intent on finding profound moral
messages beneath the surfaces of murals and sculptures,
and earnestly approached visual art for its literary mean-
ing and intellectual significance. Guidebooks exhorted the
viewer to engage in the ooclose and strenuous work" neces-
sary to decipher the meaning of allegorical art, and, with
their guidebook's clues in hand, spectators exercised their
interpretive zeal. Starr suggests that the typical visitor to
the fair was not a pleasure seeker but a determined and
hard-working devotee of "what was morally, intellectually,
and culturally good for him."

Starr links the penchant of the 1915 visitors for oomechan-

ical allegorizing" to distinctively American religious and
cultural habits. He suggests the continuity of the 1915 ap-
proach to visual art as the repository of elevating moral
messages with the Puritan distrust of sensuality, and an
ascetic need to turn pleasure offered to the eyes into mater-
ial for productive thoughts. Starr characterizes the visitor
to the fair as determined to engage in oopurposeful activity
like church-going," ferreting out profound truths from the
arts with a resolve'ocombining the high-mindedness of reli-
gious devotion with the dignity of labor."

Like his earnest "crackers of codes," Starr does not take
his own findings at face value. He probes a wide range of
sources to suggest a profound tension between the fairgoers'
high-minded intellectual activism and their yearning for
and yielding to a purely synaesthetic collective ritual.
Starr's analysis of the contrast between the daytime and
nighttime experience of the 1915 fair isolates a striking
pattern of contradiction between the fair as moralizing
sermon and the fair as irrationalist spectacle. He demon-
strates how fairgoers welcomed a release from their plod-
ding allegorical exercises and, freed from the constraints
of dessicating reason, embraced vitalist splendors.

Starr shows the thrilling impact wrought by the fair's
nightly use of indirect atmospheric lighting. Ponderous and
legible by day, at night the fair's monumental architectural
homilies in stone were transformed into a shimmering fan-
tasy land of shifting sensual delights. The massive entryway
Tower of Jewelso for example, accosted the public by day
with murals trumpeting Western invincibility and Anglo-
Saxon racial superiority. At night, the messages on the
tower's surface dissolved into a field of unstable, fragile
lights-thousands of pieces of cut glass, hung from wires,
and backed by mirrors. At night, shuddering in the wind,
the glass novagems lit up, offering spectators 4 kaleidoscope
of colored light.

Starr provides a second telling exampleo contrasting the
meaning of the exhibition's o'Court of the Ages" by day and
by night. By day, architect Louis Henry Mullgardt's court
epitomized the boastful thematic program of progress and
Social Darwinism. A huge sculptural fountain preceded the
imposing court pavilion, around the sides of which un-
folded the friezes of ooSurvival of the Fittest" and "Natural
Selection.o' By night, as Starr perceptively demonstrates,
the ooevolutionary clock runs backwardo and Reason no
longer has the last wordo" for the rational, the ethereal,
and the ideal give way to oosimmering molten liquid" amidst
ooa warm red glow." The entire court and sculpture were
powerfully transformed at night by extraordinary red light
and scenic effectso described in this way by one contempo-
rary commentator:

Steam rising from the base offountain; figures silhouetted
in warm red glow. .. . Serpent cauldrons around edge of
pool, to heighten weird effect, by the flickering of gas
lamps. . . . Effect of simmering molten liquid. . . . Steam
used in court. . . . Main Tower, only tower without direct
lighting thrown on exterior; religious feeling, increased by
candlesticks. . . steam to suggest smoke drifting upward.

Starr indicateso based on contemporary documents, how
the primeval nightly spectacle inspired ecstatic wonder
among fairgoerso who compared it to a form of collective
ooworshipoo and to a "gorgeous," o'intoxicatingi' "primitive
pageant." Nightly, light and scenography transported vis-
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itors far from the genteel Protestant moralizing of their
daytime experience.

Starr does not explain the broader implications of this
contrast between the daytime and nighttime ethos of the
fair, yet his imaginative reconstruction of the tension be-
tween intellect and instinct confirms what historians have

construed as a widespread cultural crisis in America in this
same period. Historian Jackson Lears, for example, sug-
gests that Americans in 1915 were in the throes of a distinct-
ively American ooreaction against positivism," nourished by
James's and Dewey's promotion of an indeterminate universe,

by the revelation of the power of the irrational in the
individual mind, and by the emergence of a'opost-positivist
science." Lears's work traces the stirrings of cultural crisis
among a broad cross-section of the American middle class,

the members of which he characterizes as questing for new
nonrational sources of authority, and for spiritual and
psychological regeneration. Lears identifies three responses
to the American fin-de-siEcle crisis of reason, each of which
resonated in the 1915 exhibition: the turn to cults ofwarrior
violence; a vogue for orientalism in philosophy and the
arts; and the eruption of Catholic revivalism.3

Starros analysis of the way fairgoers yielded to ecstatic
sensual ooworship" and "intoxicating pageantryoo in the fair's
nightly architectural scene suggests a kinship to the irra-
tionalist tendencies found by Lears. Starr's isolation of the
tensions between allegorical moralism and vitalist commun-
ion experienced by visitors at the l9l5 fair offers compelling
evidence for the broader cultural crisis besetting the Ameri-
can middle class in the first decades of the 20th century.
His essay, and the other fine material in The Anthropology
of Vorld's Fairs, give us access to the hidden world of
meanings lurking beneath the ponderous stability of the
fair's architecture of classicism, historicism, and rational-
ism. This book will imevocably change the way we approach
early 20th-century architecture. [t is an unusual assess-

ment of the indivisibility of cultural, political, and archi-
tectural history.

1. For an analysis of this juxtaposition in IBB9, see Debora Silverman,
"The Paris Exhibition of 1BB9: Architecture and the Crisis of Bourgeois
Individualism," in Oppositions, #8, Spring 1977, pp. 7I-92.

2. From the reviewer's Nature, Nobility, and Neurology: The Origins
of French Art Nouueau, lBB9-1900 (forthcoming, University of Cali-
fornia Press).

3. T. J. Jackson Lears, lVo Place of Grace, Anti-Modernism and the
Transformation of American Cuhure, 1880-1920 (New York: Panth-
eon, 19Bl).

The Anthropology ofVorld's Fairs: San Francisco's Panama Pacific
International Exposition of 1915, Burton Benedict, with contributions
by Marjorie Dobkin, Cray Brechin, Elizabeth Armstrong, and George
Starr, Scolar Press, 1983, 175 pp., illus. $45.00 cloth; $15.00 paper.

William H. Pierson, Jr.:

AMERICA'S CASTLE
KENNETH HAFERTEPE

The story of the conception, design, and construction of
the Smithsonian building in Washington, D.C., is one of
American democracy at work in the realm of public ar-
chitecture. As told in America's Castleo it is the story of
the conflicting ideals of powerful, well-meaning men, and
of the agony of a building as it was altered, torn downo and
rebuilt, accordirrg to the dictates of fate or politics,

Hafertepe's account is vivid, persuasive, and eminently
readable. Based on a wealth of documentation, and de-

veloped with a keen sense of timing and suspense, it takes

the reader with disarming ease and clarity through the
bewildering reports and correspondenceo the complex
events and personalities. It is the most detailed account yet

of the making of the Smithsonian and adds significant new

information to the now familiar story of the building. Of
particular interest is the author's treatment of the very
early phases of the design, including an analysis of A. J.
Davis's unsolicited project of 1840, and a recounting of the
role of the architect Robert Mills in the development of the
original Smithsonian scheme. Hafertepe also reveals for
the first time, and in impressive detail, the central role of
Joseph Henry, as the first Secretary of the Smithsonian, in
the early evolution of the building. In fact, Henry emerges,
in the author's vielr', as the hero in the prolonged confron-
tation of ideas and ideals which shaped the institution.

Henry's principal opponents in this confrontation lyere

Robert Dale Oweno the congr:essman from Indiana who
introduced the bill establishing the Smithsonian, and the
architect of the building, James Renwick. The bequest of
the English scientist James Smithson was intended for the
"increase and diffusion of knowledge," and the very loose-

ness ofthis specification opened the door to widely differing
interpretations. Owen's bill was humanistic in toneo calling
for a large building with a museum, library, and art gallery,
as well as scientific research facilities. On the other hand.
Henry-a theoretical scientist from Princeton (then the
College of New Jersey)-saw no need for a large building
with wide-ranging purposes. He sought instead to shepherd
the bequest toward scientific research and publication. The
result was a mortal conflict of diametrically opposed viewso

a conflict which forms the heart of Hafertepe's account.
That account has one serious flaw: its author is judgmen-

tal on the side of Henry. Hafertepe's exposition of Henry's
role in the Smithsonian is the most important and interest-
ing part of his book, written with a keen awareness of its
dramatic potential. But to heighten the impact of that
dramao Hafertepe uses Owen and Renwick as foils, with
the result that both men emerge with their reputations
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substantially dimmed, and the building, the innocent and
tragic victim of disagreements among menn actually ends
up as one of the antagonists.

The first casualty was the original plan, as developed by
Robert Owen and his brother David. In the author's drive
to press Henryos opposition, this plan never receives a
proper hearing, and is treated as a kind of conspiracy by
the two brothers to get a foot in the door early. Actually it
was an intelligent and workable scheme, prepared bv
thoughtful and able men who knew precisely what they
were doing. As the author reports, Robert Dale Owen was
a cosmopolitan figure with liberal views; it says something
about Henry that in his drive to block Owen's reappoint-
ment to the Board of Regents, he found it necessary to
evoke the congressman's views on birth control. Owen's
idealism and wide-ranging curiosity gave him a very special
sense of the function of architecture in a democracyo and
his conception of the Smithsonian reflected that broad vi-
sion-and, as it turned out, the views of the majority of
those in a position to affect the outcome.

What is particularly disturbing about Hafertepeos han-
dling of the Owen scheme is that he never identifies David
Dale Owen as other than Robert Dale's brother, which
obscures David's expertise in the matter. David Owen
brought the highest possible credentials to the original
planning efforts; like Henry he was a distinguished edu-
cator and one of the leading scientists of his generation in
America. From his location in New Harmony, Indiana, he
led the earliest geological surveys of the upper Midwest,
and his laboratory (of architectural interest itself) served
as headquarters for the United States Geological Survey

until 1856 (when the USGS was transferred to the new
Smithsonian in Washington). In addition, in its short span
of existence the school at New Harmony where David Dale
Owen taught produced more prominent American field
geologists than Harvard, Yale, and Princeton combined.
When Robert Owen turned to his brother for advice, he
was seeking the help of one of the best-qualified men in the
nation. Yet their plan, so carefully articulated by Renwick
in the massing and arrangement of his original design, waso

from an architectural point of view, almost totally de-
stroyed by Joseph Henry during his incumbency as secre-
tary. The author, in his assessment of Henry's changes,
never considers their impact on the original design, which
seems essential if the architect is to be held accountable
for the outcome.

Hafertepe's bias against James Renwick is also conspicu-
ous. Throughout the book the two principal witnesses
against the architect are Henry himself, to whom Renwick
represented what he hated mosto the building; and George
Templeton Strong, prominent New York lawyer and diarist,
who despised Renwick and never missed an opportunity to
attack him and his architecture in the most disparaging
and often scandalous terms. Both men were prejudiced,
even angry observers, yet their opinions of Renwick are
quoted by Hafertepe at length, and form the basis of many
of his judgments. Renwick, on the other hand, has no
advocate, nor is his case ever fully presented. Hafertepe
writes, for exampleo that after the collapse of a portion of
the interior framing in the main building Renwick reported
to the Board of Regents, and later testified before them.
We never learno however, what that report containedo nor
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what the architect said before the board. Perhaps no rec-
ords survive, but if so, the reader should be informed, out
of fairness to Renwick.

In incidents like the collapse, where faulty materials or
construction must certainly have been the cause, the ar-
chitect may well have been partly if not wholly to blame.
But before judging hirn one must examine his structural
specifications carefully, and compare them with the changes

forced on him later by others. In this respect, it is impera-
tive to point out that Renwick's specifications for the build-
ing, written after sorne modifications to the original design,
were actually printed and are a matter of public record.
The author, however, never specifically refers to this docu-
ment, nor does he list it among his sources.

In considering the historical role of the Smithsonian,
Renwick's printed specifications are of immense impor-
tance. They not only provide solid evidence against which
to judge subsequent changes, but also show that Renwick
was innovative in his thinking. For example, they call for
fireproof construction of a very special kind for part of the
building: the floors of the Chemical Lecture Room and the
Students' Working Laboratory were to be carried by a

system of iron beams between which segmental vaults of
brick were to be sprung. The spandrils between the beams

and arches were to be brought to level with a mixture of
lime, sand, and gravel-in other words, concrete. Thus the
floors and the ceilings below were to have been completely
fireproof. Hafertepe does not mention this, nor does he

explore the question of why the architect's innovative rec-
ommendation was not carried out until much later in the
century. If it had been, the interior of the Smithsonian
would have been the first federal building in the United
States to employ this advanced method of fireproofing.
Ammi B. Young would shortly use the same method
throughout a number of important federal buildings, in-
cluding his addition to Robert Mills's Treasury Building.
It became standard in large-scale late l9th-century public
buildings in the United Stateso and remained so until the
invention of the metal frame in the late 1880s.

Hafertepe's bias against Renwick is most clearly evident
in chapter 6, which carries the heading oo. . . Not to be
Trusted." Even the most generous reading of this chapter
leaves the impression that Renwick was both incompetent
and untrustworthy. [t is true that Renwick could be a very
difficult man: he was self-assuredo even arroganto and a

snob; he was also socially well connected and politically
astute. The notion that he was incompetent and untrustwor-
thy, however, is so contrary to the evidence of his career
as a whole that it prompted a check of the letter from which
the phrase came. Vhen that phrase is seen in the context
of the entire letter, a more reasonable interpretation is that
Henry was questioning Renwick's ability to estimate costs,

not his personal integrity. At issue was the cost of certain
changes to be made in the lecture room; Hafertepe charges

that ooRenwick was attempting some gains of his own," and
in support of this allegation he writes:

[he] had originally estimated that the new plan for the

lecture room would cost another several hundred dollars.
Henry responded that he "would have nothing to do with
the change if there is any extra expense to it." Later that

evening the Secretary was informed that the contractor had

been willing all along to make the changes at no additional
cost.

It is significant that in this passage Hafertepe chose to
paraphrase the critical last sentence, in such a way as to
raise doubts about the architect's motives. What Henry
actually said was that the contractor "had concluded to do
it for the same as the cost of the first plan." Surely, oohad

been willing all along'o does not mean the same as "had
concluded." The first implies a radical difference of opinion
between Renwick and his contractor; the latter suggests

that the contractor made his decision for reasons that need

have had nothing to do with Renwick. In this case it is hard
to see how the architect could have schemed to gain finan-
cially.

Hafertepe also assures the reader that "all the changes

were made . . . owithout increasing the expense of the build-
ing.'" The Building Committee report for 1849, however,

gives quite a different picture: 'othe changes above men-

tioned [which are the ones Hafertepe describes] will be

accomplished, on agreement with the contractor, at an

extra cost of $100." Renwick would thus seem to have been

at least partly right in his original estimate. Hafertepe of
course may not have been aware of the Building Commit-
tee's report, although it comes from one of the documents
he cites. His paraphrased sentence, however, which actu-
ally changes the meaning, is difficult to view as uninten-
tional. lndeed, in the face of the documents themselves,

the author's treatment seems an inexplicable lapse in disci-
pline, especially in a book published under the imprint of
one of the nationos bastions of impeccable scholarship.

One of the most divisive issues in the Smithsonian con-
troversy was the Romanesque style of the building. In 1849,

over the vigorous objections of Joseph Henry, Robert Dale
Owen published Hints on Public Architecture, an intelli-
gent and revealing defense of the Romanesque in general,
and of the Smithsonian building in particular. Hafertepe
devotes an entire chapter to an informative analysis of this
work. Especially interesting is his comparison of Owen's
ideas on architecture with those of Henry, which he draws
primarily from one of Henry's unpublished essays. Again,
however, his sympathies are with Henry, and because of his
intense preoccupation with the battle of architectural wits,
many positive aspects of Hints are blurred. Owen's position
is also weakened when Hafertepe introduces, in support of
his arguments, an unfavorable review of Hints written by
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the architect Robert Carv Long, and publisherl in The
Literary World. In his discussion of this review, Hafertepe
concentrates on the most abusive of Long's charges rather
than on his fundamental criticisms, so that Long's inten-
tions are misconstrued. Seen in its proper light, the review
provides an illuminating insight into the architectural fer-
ment prevailing in the United States at the time the Smith-
sonian was built; but to understand Long's role in this
ferment it is necessary to establish his credentials (which
the author does not). Long was, in facto an archetypical
eclectic who was versatile in several styles, but had a strong
penchant for the Greek. He was also an architectural
purist. He thus regarded the Romanesque as a crudeo
unformed style, and Owen as a dangerous'Architectural
reformer" whose conceptions of architecture as ooan Art of
utility" posed an ominous threat to his own rarified vision
of what it should be.

Far from dampening the impact of Hints, Long's review,
by its very opposition, turned out to be a powerful affirma-
tion of the innovative character, not only of the book, but
of the building as well. Long's fears proved uncannily pro-
phetic; Owen's book became a powerful force in the per-
meation of the Smithsonian's bold new round-arch idiom
into the broad reaches of American architecture.

Hafertepe's book is really about Joseph Henry; he there-
fore does not deal with the larger issue of the relationship
of the Smithsonian to American architecture as a whole.
There is one hopeful moment, however, when he speaks
briefly of o'a style referred to as the Rundbogenstil." Unhap-
pily, this reference is fleeting, but had the author explored
it, he would have discovered that the RundbogensriJ was a
rational and vital style which flourished in Germany in the
1830s, and in the late 1840s was one of the several influences
which would shape the American round-arch mode. Iron-
ically, the last building discussed by Hafertepe, the United
States National Museum Building, is one of the finest ex-
amples of this mode in Vashington. More than that, it is
situated next to the Smithsonian where its complex, round-
arch rhythms move in sympathetic response to those of its
progenitor. The building, as the author so emphatically
reports, is fireproof, but he does not mention that the
technique for constructing the floors is the same as that
first recommended by Renwick in the Smithsonian.

On the whole, Hafertepe's architectural analysis is sound,
but in a few instances his judgment seems unsure; two of
these are worth mentioning. The first, a question of methodo
is found in the discussion of the similarity between the
central motif in the north fagade of the Smithsonian, and
the fagade of Renwick's earlier Church of the Puritans in
New York. Hafertepe observes that the Smithsonian towers
were'omore slimly proportioned'o than those of the church,
a judgment based on the engraving of the church that
illustrates his book. Illustrations of buildings in the periodi-
cals of mid-nineteenth-century America, useful as they areo

are seldom reliable on rnatters as discrete as proportion, and
this one is no exception. Actually, the architect's original
drawing, which is in the New York Historical Society, reveals
that the proportions were exactly the sarne on both buildings.

The second instance is substantive. and also occurs in
his discussion of the Church of the Puritans. Hafertepe
asserts that Renwick's oosources for the church in general
and the gable arrangement in particular were the Roman-
esque churches of Germany, which had been illustrated in
the second volume of Thomas Hope's Historbal Essay ort
Architecture." The author shows a plate from Hope's book
to illustrate his point. His identification of Hope as the
source for the gable is correet, but not his contention that
the church in general is also German. The fagade is con-
spicuously French. Its tripartite scheme deriveso in fact,
bav by bay, window by window, door by door, and tower
by tower, directly from one of the great abbey churches of
the Ile de France, St.-Denis. Even the crenellation, which
the author finds "arbitrarily applied" by Renwick, comes
from the same source. There are some modifications in
detail, and all the openings have been round-arched, but
the source of the overall design is unquestionable.

Hafertepe ends his story with the death of Joseph Henry,
and in a single-page envoi recognizes that Owen's concept
of the Smithsonian prevailed and ultimately led to the
institution as it exists today. But even in this valedictory
piece, it is the tortured building that is blamed for Henry's
failure to achieve his goals. The author's final sentence
reads: ooOwen's Castle forced upon Henry a far different
Institution from the one he so strongly advocatedl'In view
of what happened during the late lgth century in American
architecture, the Smithsonian building cannot be left as an
obstructive nuisance, even though to Henry it may have
been. To reaffirm its integrity as a work of architecture a
final observation seems in order. The Smithsonian was a
seminal monument in one of the most pervasive and impor-
tant architectural developments of the period. The round-
arch modeo as it took shape in this country, would reach
every type and level of building, including commercial and
industrial architecture, and would climax in the powerful,
poetic work of Henry Hobson Richardson. The Smithso-
nian was one of the initial steps in this process and thus
paved the way for the emergence of Richardson as the first
truly American architect, and the Richardsonian as the
first truly national style. There can be no doubt that the
Smithsonian was Joseph Henry's cross, but the final truth
is that this remarkable building, with all its youthful awk-
wardness and groping insecurities, survived Henry's persis-
tent efforts to destroy ito and in the end become a respected
symbol of the nation's struggle toward cultural identity.

America's Castle: The Evolution of the Smithsonian Building and
Its Institution, lB40-1878, Kenneth Hafertepe, Smithsonian, 1984,
208 pp., illus., $19.95.
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Edtuard N. Kaufman:

THE STATE OF THII\GS
VICTORIAI\

The trajectory ofVictorian studies has
not been entirely predictable. It started
in the 1920s and 1930s with a group of
English scholars and amateurs, began
to turn solidly acadernic in the 1950s,

blossomed in a fine series of books
and exhibitions in the earlv 1970s, and
then appeared to stall-surprisingly,
for the trend toward an appreciation
of historicist architecture took off de-
cisively at just that moment. But a

cultural coup had swept away the Vic-
torian incumbents and installed the
insurgent young Beaux-Arts, who
quickly captured the imagination of
architects and have held it ever since.
From a certain point of viewo the out-
come was inevitable, with England be-
coming an insular concern, a provin-
cial sideshow to the center of taste,
which was once again firmly established
in Paris. One might have thought that
the revived taste for eclecticism and
for the l9th century would spill over,
or at least down, to the Victorians,
but the study ofVictorian architecture
during the 1970s remained curiously
immune to the historicist vogue for
the Beaux-Arts. That the reverse is
true-that the Beaux-Arts trend in
recent architecture has been unin-
fluenced by the Victorian vogue-goes
almost without saying.

The reasons for this may have to
do not so much with architecture as

with the structure of the fields con-
cerned. After all, the intelligentsia's
preference for things (or thoughts)
French has been overwhelming: the
list of recent culture heroes is mark-
edly French-Foucault, Ladurie,
Barthes, Derrida, whoever-and cer-
tainly English history and sociologn
with their more pragmatic traditionso
have been hardly prestigious. Then,
too, Victorian architecture is frequent-
ly (and misleadingly) cast as Gothic,
and the preference for classicism among

architects has been absolute. "Archi-
tects don't like Gothic," said one to me

not long ago, rneaning that Victorian
did not have a chance. They may not
agree on what classicism is, but all
know it is something worth having.
Scholars argued for decades over the
nature of Gothic (something to do with
ribs), but nowadays no one seems to
care. Classicism has simply captured
all the strongholds, from watercolor
rendering to urban planning; it has

even captured the vernacular, in one
of the strangest alliances in archi-
tectural history (after all, no style
was more deeply imbued with a con-
cept of the vernacular than the Yic-
torian Gothic).

Yet the Gothic has never entirely
disappeared for long, at least not in
the last nine hundred years or so. It
is there now' at Pittsburgh Plate Glass,
and will no doubt surface elsewhere.
The Victorian Gothic, and the Vic-
torian Vernacular, are also hovering
about, at least in England. In the
meantimeo the study of Victorian archi-
tecture, classic as well as Gothic, has

taken off again and is undergoing a

decisive shift in character. If the Victo-
rian never captures the practical imagi-
nation of architects, it is at least well
on its way to academic tenure, as three
recent books-an interpretive study
and two catalogues-demonstrate.

The first is The Face of the Past:
The Presence of the Medieual Inheri-
tance in Victorian England. In it,
Charles Dellheim poses a central ques-
tion for l9th-century architectural his-
torians: what was the sigrrificance of
historicism, especially medievalism, in
Victorian culture? How, he asks, did
the Yictorians "rework tradition to suit
the needs of their unprecedented so-

ciety,o' a society marked by rapid indus-
trialization and dramatic shifts in eco-

nomic and class structure? How explain
the seeming paradox of a dynamic pre-
sent absorbed in the contemplation, and
even re-creation, of a static and distant
past? To do so, Dellheim moves from
general topics like the functions of
tradition, the growth of local arch-

aeolog,v and history, and the tension
between provincial and national con-
sciousness, to case studies in preser-
vation (Kirkstall Abbey and the city
churches ofYork) and municipal archi-
tecture (Vaterhouse's magnificent Man-
chester Town Hall). The writing is
cheerful and engaging, the material
deftly presented.

Dellheim is not a historian of archi-
tecture, and occasional slips may
make the architectural reader nerv-
ous. On the whole, however, his archi-
tectural history is sound, and his ap-
proach has much to teach us, particu-
larly the way he embeds the problem
of architectural historicism within the
larger problem of making and using
tradition. Local politics and travel
writing thus claim parity with restora-
tion theory, iconography, and the de-
bate over architectural styles. Further,
the secular is emphasized over the
sacred, the middle-class over the aris-
tocratic, the vulgar over the elite, and
the provincial over the metropolitan,
adding up to a notably different pic-
ture of building culture than the one
architectural historians are accus-
tomed to draw. Anyone who has ever
sought an alternative to the architec-
tural model of provincialismo dis-
torted as it is by value-laden concepts
of quality and artistic priority, would
do well to study the book.

So would anyone interested in crit-
ical, and especially popular, responses
to architecture. Dellheim mines an im-
pressively broad range of sources, in-
cluding journals, letters, travel
guides, popular histories, newspaper
reports, political speeches, minute
books, and popular poetry. His tech-
nique is similar to that so convincingly
advanced by Juan Pablo Bonta in,4r-
chitecture and its Interpretation
(London, 1979). It also recalls the
work of English scholars like Mark
Girouard and Clive Aslet, who have
been so adept at incorporating scraps
of letterso journalso manufacturers'
catalogues, guidebooks, and the like
into their writing. Yet were Girouard
or Aslet to include a popular cartoon,
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use Dellheim's phrase)'oas real as the
railway and the factory'o; historicism
not as real as modernism. More sym-
pathetic historians, asserting that his-
toricism was ooreally" a cloak for some-
thing more meaningful (such as the
roots of international Modernism),
have also denied the reality of the
historicist attitude. In a sense they
have subtlv refused to acknowledge
that historicism happened, and
though many books have by now dealt
appreciatively with historicist archi-
tecture, Dellheim's is one of the first
to accept that simple fact.

He not only accepts historicism, he
constructs a respectable academic case

for it. He begins by remarking that
what is "most telling" about the me-
dievalist works of Pugin, Coleridge,
Carlyle, Disraeli, and Ruskin is the
'ohumane vision" of the authors, whom
he goes on to describe as 'omodern
pilgrims in search of solutions to con-
temporary problems." This is hardly
novelo but Dellheim then shows how
Liberals like E. A. Freeman also con-
structed historical visions of the Middle
Ages to serve their views of the present.
ool-iberals and conservatives alike legit-
imized their causes by invoking me-
dieval symbols," thereby lifting the
phenomenon of medievalism beyond
the domain of a single class or point
of view Dellheim consistently empha-
sizes the active nature of history- or
tradition-making, believing-along
with E. A. Freeman-that politics and
history always influence each other.
Whether in the self-image of the Brad-
ford wool merchants or the internal
politics of the Archdiocese of York,
Victorian medievalism was "concerned
with contemporary dilemmas": there-
fore, argues Dellheim, it was not (as

its opponents have claimed) an anach-
qronism but a fundamentally'omodern"
phenomenon, as modern as the ooun-

precedented" society that produced it.
Thus Dellheim effectively counters the
strongest argument against historicism.

Architectural historians should be
aware that Dellheim's interpretation is

shaped specifically in opposition to the

it would most likely be with a mini-
mum of comment, letting it make its
own point. Dellheim, on the other
hand, will describe rather than illus-
trate it, carefully underlining the
meaning. In Girouard's book the car-
toon would be funny; in Dellheim's, it
is Evidence. Yet Dellheim is fairer to
his evidence than the English writers,
who tend to use it merely as a graceful
point to their argument. Dellheim al-
ways emphasizes the diversity of his
sources. Indeed, he likes to observe
how opinions are shaped by cir-
cumstances and serve different inter-
ests-a healthy acknowledgment of
the impurity of critical judgment, and
a salutary reminder to architectural
historians who hold by the objectivity
of their opinions.

Objects are centrally important to
architectural historians, as they are
to Dellheim, who believes that theVic-
torian perception of the past was pri-
marily ooa visual rather than a verbal
faculty, cultivated in the landscape
more often than in the li-brary, shaped
in a direct encounter with material
objects." He refers more than once to
the imposing 'ophysical presence" of
medieval remains, arguing that they

were just as "real" to the Victorians
ooas the railway and the factory." No
doubt he is right, but I suspect we are
also witnessing one of those always
interesting lapses from "objectivity,"
as Dellheim the historian makes his
own choice between paper and stone,
the library and the landscape. In the
end, he stays close to the library; his
book relies heavily on written sources,
but he salvages the excitement and
puzzlement of his encounter with
buildings by projecting it on theVicto-
rians. And who can blame them (or
him) for their obsessive interest in the
reality of buildings?Vho has nor won-
dered at the stolid yet ungraspable
'othereness" of a million tons of
masonry, or at the perplexing power
of a thing to exist?

Events and attitudes are real, too,
and their reality is often just as diffi-
cult to grasp-if consistent failures to
do so are any guide. After all, those
critics who not long ago claimed that
exhibition halls and railway stations
were the "real" architecture of the
l9th century were implicitly denying
the reality of other kinds of architec-
ture: for themo Gothic revival
churches and town halls were not (to
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view of metlievalism as a form of ooanti-

rnodern dissent," a protest against the

realities of industrial society and the

expression of an outrnoded and dying
aristocracv. Architectural historians are

more accustomed to the view that me-

dievalism-at least in the hands of
Pugin or Morris-held the seeds of
modern architecture. Dellheim shows

that neither of these simplistic expla-
nations can be sustained, that metlieval-
ism was propagated by Inany different
groups, and for a wide variety of rea-
sons. Yet, it is interesting that he ac-

cepts the assumption, basic to both of
the old views, that the 19th century
was a fundamentally modern and pro-
gressive age. Recent research (some of
it mentioned in the last chapter) has

suggested on the contrary that the
staying power of old ways and old
wealth was much greater than pre-
viously thought, and I suspect that
architectural research will confirm this.
Then Dellheim's paradox, the paradox
of the o'Gothic arch and the iron rail,"
will unravel, and a new explanation
of historicism will be wanted.

That an altered perception of his-
tory might call forth a new explanation
of it should occasion no surprise, for
Dellheirn and E. A. Freeman are surely
right, that history serves present goals

and values. This book is significant
precisely because it begins to shape

those changing values, especially a grow-
ing taste for historicism, into a cogent

historical explanation. As recently as

1970, Sir John Summerson-surely the
most sympathetic critic of Victorian
architecture-felt compelled to explain
the "Problem of Failure" in that archi-
tecture. Dellheim's interpretation, on
the contrary, is based on the premise
that it succeeded, and his book may
be the first explanation of the success

of Victorian architecture.

ooThere is no comprehensive study
of John Pollard Seddon," says Michael
Darby in the introduction to his
eponymous catalogue-a state of af-
fairs that may not surprise readers of
this journal. Yet for forty years before
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JOHN POI,I-ARD SEDDON'S VICTORIA TERRACE,
ABERYSTWYTH. WAI-ES, I896 ROM DARBY,

JOHN POI,LARD SEDDON

his death in 1906, Seddon was a l)rom-
inent member of his profession and a

leading Gothicist. John Pollard Sed-
don is not the "comprehensive studv"
Darby might have written; it is both
more and less than that, a catalogue
of the alrnost two thousand drawings
by Seddon in the print room of the
Victoria and Albert Museumo accom-
panied by about ll0 black-and-white
illustrations, a biographical introduc-
tion, and chronology which conflates
a catalogue of buildings, a list of pub-
lished articles, and a list of exhibited
drawings. (There is also a complete
set of microfiche illustrations which
can be ordered from Ormonde Pub-
lishing in London but which was una-

vailable to me.) [t is a prolegomenon
to a studv of Seddon; but its impor-
tance goes beyond its subject. The
Royal Institute of British Architects,
the leading repositorv ofVictorian ar-
chitectural drawings, has been releas-
ing an impressive series of book-length
catalogues; the V & Ao second only to
the RIBA in the value of its holdings,
starts its own series with this volume.

Like Darby, the author of our third
book is out to do something about the
disorganized state of Victorian source
materials. Roger Harper's original ob-
ject was to study the phenomenon of
architectural competitions in Victo-
rian England. But, finding'ono firm
basis from which to start the study,
nor even to establish possible lines of
enquiry,'o he decided to create such a

foundation. The result is Victorian
Architecturol Competitions, an index
of more than 2500 competitions as

reported in the leading British archi-
tectural journal, the Builder, between
1843 and 1900. Actually, there are four
indices-places, names, dates, and
building types-so that one can easily
look up, say, competitions for bre-
weries (only one, in Darlaston), or
competitions announced in 1876

(fortv-seven), or compe-titions held in
Pudsey (two, for almshouses and a

mechanics institute), or competitions
won by Szlumper and Aldwinckle
(two, both in Wales).

It is as catalogueso then, that both
books will principally be used, and
no doubt well used. But neither is
perfect. Seddon's flaws seem relatively
harmless (a school in the catalogue
becomes a parsonage in the photo-
graph; note is not always taken of
differences, sometimes substantial,
between drawings and executed build-
ings). Vith Victorian Architectural
Competitions I am not so sure. I
checked it against a subject I have
researched fairly thoroughly-the
works of ool,amb, Edward Buckton"-
and promptly discovered two compe-
titions which had escaped my notice.
On the other hand, only 5 of the 23

competitions on my list were included
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in Harperos, and there were dis-
crepancies between the architects' and
the geographical indices. Where were
the other competitions? A few evi-
dently escaped Harper's attention,
but most of them were never reported
in the Buil.der. So this is a valuable
index, but it is not a complete one,
and it will not save you from a dustv.
frustrating trip through the Buil.der,
not to mention the Building,Neros, the
Ciuil Engineer and Architects' lour-
nal, the Eccl,esiologist, the Architect,
and the British Architect, to name the
most important of the other Victorian
journals.

In pointing this out, I do not mean
to criticize Harper for not doing some-
thing he did not set out to do. But I
do want to indicate the enormous gap
between the profession's need for in-
formation and the research tools avail-
able to it. Darbv has given us access
to 5.6 percent of the V & A's 35,000
architectural drawings, Harper to a
respectable sample of the centuryos
architectural competitions. But how
slowly do such tools accomplish the
task! We urgently need a complete
index not only to the Builder, but to
all the important Victorian architec-
tural magazines; an index of exhibi-
tions, including those of the little-
known but all-important Architec-
tural Exhibition Society; catalogues
of drawings, not only in the leading
London collections but also in those
chaotically indexed but indispensable
County Record Offices; published cor-
pora of photographs, beginning with
the National Monuments Record; ac-
curate and well-indexed lists of monu-
ments to supplement those provided
by Buildings of England.

Vhether this will ever be achieved
none can say, but the process is under-
way, and for this scholars will be grate-
ful. Not everyone will rejoice, howevero

at the relentless professionalization of
the field which is taking place. Ama-
teurs will quite properly resent it and
indeed have resented it for some years,
for they can already see the day when
they will no longer be able to make

significant contributions, or even hold
significant opinions. But professionals
too should fear the future. In the past,
every encounter with the Buil.der was
a pioneer voyage, with the promise of
discoveries not merely at the end, but
along the way. A trip through the Cor-
pus Architecturae Victorianae will be
a very different thing, and so will the
research that results. It will no longer
be possible to launch balloons fueled
only by ambitious hunches and freighted
merely with the best research that
circumstances allow. Soon only regular
academic engines will run. We may
often bemoan our inability to find out
what we want to know, but how lucky
we have been to have lived unplagued
by the horror of"Notes" on previously
unknown works by minor masters,
untroubled hy efforts to distinguish
between the hands of assistantso in-
nocent of attributional trivia and the
fear of scholarly trespass. All this will
change, and the very tools which aid
our work will speed the change. Our
students, or theirs, will know the
search for minor figures who have not
been oodonelo

In the meantime, let us press for
our corpora, our indices, our com-
mendably serious interpretations, and
let the future take care of itself.

The Face of the Past: The Preservation
of the Medieval Inheritance in Victorian
England, Charles Dellheim, Cambridge,
1982, xvii + 214 pp., illus., $29.95.

John Pollard Seddon, Michael Darby, Vic-
toria and Albert Museum (dist. Faber &
Faber), 1983, 120 pp., illus., $24.95.

Victorian Architectural Competitions: An
Index to British and Irish Architectural
Competitions in the Builder 1843-1900,
Roger H. Harper, foreword by Sir John Sum-
merson, Mansell, London, 1983, xxxviii *
416 pp., illus., $43.00.

Alice Jurow:

DECORATED WALLS
OF MODERI\
ARCHITECTURE
KAKUZO AKAHIRA, editor

The wall-the sensual quality of its
material, the detailing of its surface,
joints, and openings-is perhaps the
most basic medium of exchange be-
tween person and building, the start-
ing point of cornmunication, experi-
ence, intimacy. Decorated Walls of
Modern Architecture is a handsomely
produced book from Japan featuring
some 200 color photographs of 32
European buildings, buildings in
which the wall, inside and out, is al-
'ways more than a plane. The contents
range in date from Guimard's Castel
B6ranger (1894-1898) to Aalto's TUber-
culosis Sanatorium (1929-1933), and
the chronological organization offers
a useful reminder ofthe extraordinary
diversity of this period. The intoxicat-
ing Art Nouveau of Guimard and
Gaudi appears side by side with the
sober (but no less rich) rationalism of
Baudot, Berlage, and Perret; the
chaste neoclassic simplicity of Vagneq
Behrens, and Loos is interwoven with
historicist and expressionist romanti-
cism from Ostberg, Asplund, Saari-
nen, and Steiner; and finally, white
International Style volumes alternate
with muscular exposed-concrete Gothic
as we reach the mid-twenties.

The selection seems a very personal
one, always pervaded by a sense ofthe
relationship between the observant
traveler and the felicitous architec-
tural detail. The limited number of
locations (Vienna, Paris, Barcelonao
Amsterdam, Stockholm, plus several
towns in Germany, Switzerland,
France, and Finland) adds to the feel-
ing that weore looking at a set of par-
ticularly fine travel photos, but this
limitation reinforces the special
strength of the book-it is not a com-
plete survey but rather a study of
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OTTO WAGNER, CONTROL BUILDING, VIENNA, 1906-I907

parts which can evoke the quality of
the larger whole. The intention is
clearly to present less obvious and less

frequently published examples of the
period, as well as unusual views and
obscure details of more familiar
works. For example, Wagner's Majo-
likahaus (looking somehow fresher
and cleaner than usual) is shot close
enough for individual tiles to be seen,

and is accompanied by a rare closeup
of his adjacent desigr at Linke Wien-
zeile 38, with its even more elegant gilt
decoration. Olhrich's Secession Build-

ing, most often seen head-on, reveals
when circumambulated a wealth of
applied and incised ornament-ani-
mal (owls!), vegetal, and geometric.
Similarly, Steiner's Goethaeneum is

shown in eight unique views, including
a couple of pulsating interiors and an
undulating shinglescape of the attic
story.

ln general, of the buildings pre-
sented, the less familiar are more
thoroughly documented. Thirteen
photographs are devoted to the variety
of brick ornament and castle forms of

Ragnar 0stberg's Stockholm City
Hall. Further voluptuous and inven-
tive essays in brick are seen in two
Amsterdam housing projects, the
Eigen Haard estate by Michel de Klerk
and the de Dageraad estate by P. L.
Kramer. Some of these less-known
works do indeed have a resonance with
the present, as suggested in K.
Yamashitaos preface: Vagnerns Kaiser-
bad Dam Control Building appears
startlingly Post-Modern, complete
with watery semiology; while Georges
Chedanne's 1903 steel and glass fagade

of the ooParisien Lib6r6" office still has

a stunningly high-tech look. Perhaps
one of the loveliest surprises in the
book is an early work of Aalto's, the
1925 Civil Guards House, a trio of
elegant structures whose tile roofs and
wood siding grve them a remarkably
California look, made outstanding by
robust proportions and sophisticated
classical allusion.

The photographs themselves are
magnificent. Often striking images in
their own right, they zoom in confi-
dently to an eye-catching texture or
shape: ceramic buttons embedded in
the fagade recesses of Perret's rue
Franklin block, a delicate crescent
moon patterned into the brickwork of
the Stockholm City Hall, the visual
pun of a diamond-faceted window in
Berlageos Diamond Workers Society
building (interestingly echoed on the
following page by a three-dimensional
glass star window in Gaudi's Villa
Bellesguard). Lighting conditions have
been used superbly to highlight sub-
tleties-the grotesques on the Castel
B6ranger's entrance columns have
never heen more clearly legible. The
focus (and it's sharp) is almost entirely
on closely viewed details; overall views

of the buildings are usuallv printed
small and seem a bit perfunctory, as

if their familiarity is assumed. Fair
enough-a stone walrus cornerpiece
and a truss connection studded with
blue-painted rivets are more impor-
tant aspects of Berlage's Amsterdam
Exchange than is its long rambling
streetfront,
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Decorated Walls of Modern Archi-
tecture provides a valuable documen-
tation of previouslv under-rep-
resented buildings and a very pleasur-
able sourcebook of images; it should
be equally desirable as a deskside ref-
erence, a coffee table indulgence, or
a companion volume to less lushlv il-
lustrated histories of the period. It's
a book that hardlv needs texto yet the
notes on each building (despite occa-
sional lapses into translation-ese) are,
like the photographs, well focused,
picking out significant technical and
historical details. Two appendices,
adding further information on the ar-
chitects and the buildings, are un-
translated; another-an endearingly
friendlv touch-consists of a set of
annotated maps, complete with Metro
stations, showing how to find each of
the buildings included. But they're
unlikely to look any better in person
than they do in these pictures; the
budget-conscious would do well to buy
this book and save the cost of plane
fare.

Decorated Walls of Modern Architecture,
Kakuzo Akahira, editor, Graphic-sha Pub-
lishing Co., Ltd., 1983, 158 pp., illus.,
3500 yen (approx. $30.00).

Micha Bandini:

MODERl\
ARCHITECTURE,
rB51-1945

KENNETH FRAMPTON

A new book of photographs and texts
on rnodern architecture, by Kenneth
Frampton and Yukio Futagawa, has
been lavishly produced bv Rizzoli. It
is a reprint in hardback of two soft-
cover volumes (Modern Architecture
l85l-1919 and 1920-1945, published
by A.D.A. Edita, Tokvo) bv the same
authors, with written text for the
most part extracted from Kenneth
Frampton's Modern Architecture: A
Critical History (Oxford University
Press, 1980)-a fact that is somehow
missing from the credits.

The organization of this compen-
dium, edited bv photographer Futa-
gawa, is complex: ten chapters, each
a short" illustrated essay. are inter-
spersed with a series of buildings, se-
lected presumably for their signifi-
cance to the Modernist debate, photo-
graphed mainly by Futagawa, and ar-
ranged in strict chronological order,

from Joseph Paxton's Crystal Palace
(1851 ) to Villanueva's City LIniversity,
Caracas (194 4-47, 1952-57 ).

The aim of Frampton's captions for
the photographs-again often excerpt-
etl or paraphrased from his Modern
Architecture-is to provide detailed
analyses of the buildings, as a corrlrter-
point to the chapter essays, the paral-
lel texts t,xpanding the book's his-
toringraphic outlook. In adopting this
technique, Frampton gives the impre-
ssion that he u,ishes to explore a more
fragmentarv. nonlinear, richer history
of rnodern architectureo antl not just
of Modernism; one that would come
to grips with the omissions of previ-
ously accepted histories. But the im-
pression cannot be sustained in the
light of his own important omissions
(Lutvens, Lethaby), the feeling of d6jn
vu inspired by most of the captions,
and, perhaps most of all, the irritating
use of the word 'uanticipatetl,'o which
conveys a penchant for a linear, prog-
ress-oriented historiography: Sulli-
van's'oexotic, all red architecture" an-
ticipates Wright's Larkin Building and
his Johnson Vax Building, which itself
anticipates Louis Kahn's articulation
into served and servant elements.

The somewhat casual relationship
of the photographs to the text is also
evident in their placing, which is
chronologically ordered and inter-
nally consistent, hut does not permit
cross-referencing with the chapters.
Moreover, the attempt to expand the
captions into a parallel history some-
times misfires; the Red House caption
is devoted more toWebbos connections
with the Arts and Crafts Movement
than to the building itself; the histor-
ical account of Toni Garnier's Cit6 In-
dustrielle is flattened by being made
to appear the direct result of his Prix
de Rome project; and the internal
ambiguity of the Italian Rationalist
Movement is reduced at a stroke by
making Terragni and Libera (who
never went to school in Milan) fellow
students at Milan Polytechnic.

A general index and good footnotes
would have made this book more us-ALVAR AALTO, CIVIL GUARDS HOUSE. SEINAJOKI. 1925

ru
:
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able. Unfortunately, there is no system

for referring the alphabetical index of
architects (compiled by Anthony Alof-
sin) to the text and captions, which
are both more than occasionally
marred by spelling mistakes (Giac-

como for Giacorno, Lingotti for Lin-
gottoo Siusse instead of Suisse).

Since the approach which underlies
this book is very close to that which
led Frampton to constructhis Modern
Architecture: A Critical History (f980),

I r,r-ill not engage in yet another discus-
sion of the book. I will only draw
attention to the criticism made by
Alan Colquhoun and Manfredo Thfuri
in a special issue of ,4rchitectural De-
sign (#52, July/August 1982) and by
William J. R. Curtis,* all three of
whom expressed misgivings about the
reductionism and rantlomness of the
text, while praising the attempt as a
whole.

For meo the difficulty irr under-
standing what the book is trying to
achieve has four distinct sources.

First, its scope is unclear. Anthony
Alofsin's indexo which includes C. R.
Cockerell ( I788- 1863), William Butter-
field (1814-1900), and Norman Shaw
(1831-1912), suggests a domain that is

never explored. Second, the limits of
the period are arbitrary. Some rnay

hold that the "true" root of Modernism
is in the Engineering tradition, but
why should that tradition be deemed

to start with the Crystal Palace in
I85l? Why not go back with Giedion
to Coalbrookdale? Third, either the
concept of Modern architecture
should be opened up in its diversity
of richness-making it impossible
either to bound it between two dates
or to exclude architects for stylistic
incompatibility-or a formalistic defi-
nition should be described, a criterion
to justify all reductions and omis-
sions. And fourth-one cannot help
but ask-what does this apparent ar-
bitrariness accomplish, and whom
does it aim to please?

The purpose of this text may be not
to reinterpret the Modernist dis-
course, or to familiarize a new public

with its problems, but rather to pro-
vide the publishing world with a new,

elegantly bound book of beautifully
executed photographs. Futagawa's

work is unquestionably very seductive
and, from a readeros point of viewo a

good reason to acquire the book; but
one must stop and examine the visual
images to discover the somewhat "lim-
ited" use of the camera which he al-
lows himself.

A typical Futagawa image is a simu-
lated straight elevation or central
single-point perspective which is not
merely reminiscent of an architect's
drawing, but in certain cases (e.g.,
C. E A. Voysey's Broadleys) almost
indistinguishable from it. Futagawa's

camera-drawing-machine does not at-
tempt to achieve any dynamic dimen-
sion; it chooses to present Modern
buildings as monuments and works of
art while ignoring the camera's poten-
tial for capturing the impact of ar-
chitecture.

The effect of freezing the images is

to freeze Modern architecture into a

hieratico timeless art product; the
final impression the book gives is of a

consumable item destined for a lay
audience desirous of increasing its
tasteful collection of coffee table
books.

For the student in search of an

introduction to Modern architecture,
Frampton's less expensive and smaller
Modern Architecture: a Critical His-
tory (Oxford University Press, 1982)

is a better value. To those seriously
considering study of the subjecto Bene-

volo's two-volume f,listory of Modern
Architecture (MIT, l97l) and the less

readable but historiographically more
astute Modern Architecture, by Thfuri
and Dal Co, (Abrams, 1980) are still
the only possible alternatives.

*Journal of the Society ofArchitectural Historians
(xL2, r98l).

Modern Architecture l85I-1945,Kenneth
Frampton, Rizzoli, 1984, 464 pp., illus.,
cloth $65.00: paper $29.95.

Diane Ghirardo:

OLYMPIC
ARCHITECTURE
BARCLAY E GORDON

There is a special genre reserved for
histories of international expositions
and world's fairs; most recount how,

despite modest beginnings and innum-
erable problems, the hosts manage to
pull off successful celebrations. Vhat-
ever blernishes mar the actual events.

historians emphasize that which func-
tions most smoothly-positive statis-
tics on gate receiptso number of dis-
plays, and so forth. These accounts,
which depict an unbroken trajectory
of progress and growth, seem designed

to educate visitors and to stir paro-
chial loyalties (and encourage atten-
dance at future events); critical anal-
ysis seldom figures in.

Barclay E Gordon's Olympic Archi-
tecture: Buildingfor the Summer Games

falls nicely into the genre, although he

does bring some analytic rigor to the
story. Only in the late 19th century did
the cult of physical well-being give

rise to the international spectacle of
the Olympics, and Gordon's book tells
a story of occasionally slow, but always

steady progress. From an event which
most closely resembled a county fairo

the Olympics have grown to be big
business and a significant weapon in
the East-West propaganda wars. In
1896, when Baron Pierre de Coubertin
inaugurated the Olympics as the mod-
ern recreation of ancient Greek com-
petitive sports, thirteen nations sent

their athletes to participate. Eighty-
eight years latero roughly 120 nations
sent 12,500 participants (athletes, train-
ers, and others) to the games. Hosting
the most lavishly appointed games has

become a matter of fierce patriotism
in cities such as Moscow, Tokyo, and
Montreal. Since the 1930s, architecture
has played a significant role in defining
a city's Olympic Games: Munich will
always be associated with Frei Otto's
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JOHN PARKINSON, LOS ANGELES COLISEU\{, LOS ANGELES, 1932

tensile structure, and Berlin brings
the vast Olympic Stadium ro mind.
But things did not start out this way.

For the first four decades of oper-
ationo the games were held in existing
or relatively modest new facilities. [n
1900 (Paris) and 1904 (St. Louis), the
games lr'ere held in conjunction with
international expositions, but because
this diluted their singularity, the In-
ternational Olympic Committee aban-
doned the practice.

Nonetheless, the early association
with International Expositions was
telling, for within a few years the
games had begun to take on the char-
acter of nationalistic celebrations. Los
Angeles (1932) and especially Berlin
(1936) provide early examples. The
1932 games introduced new scale and
glamor, with the construction of the
massive Memorial Coliseum, the new
concept of the Olympic Village, and
the array of monumental buildings
spread over one hundred square
miles. Los Angeles itself-from City
Hall to private gas stations-was pa-
triotically decked out with red, white,
and blue flags and banners.

For reasons he does not stateo Gor-
don mentions Los Angeles only briefly.
He begins his comprehensive analysis

with Berlin. Germany's preparation
for the games was firmly in the grasp
of Hitler; scale rather than technolog-
ical innovation marked these games.
The monumental architecture as well
as Leni Reifenstahl's famous film re-
main sinister mementoes of the growth
of totalitarianism and racism during
the 1930s. Among the ominous signs of
racism were anti-Semitic placards lin-
ing the road to the Winter Games, and
Hitler leaving the stadium rather than
shake the hand of Jesse Owens.

However, with the exception of
Munich (leZZ; and Moscow (1980), poli-
tics rarely intrudes on Gordon's discus-
sion of the games of the last century.
Instead, he traces the evolution of the
design of sports facilities, technical
achievements and innovations, and
the struggles to accommodate new
demands. His account is full of fas-
cinating bits of forgotten information
(how tickets were printed by nuns in
a convent to avoid corruption in Mexico
in 1968), and his technical discussions
are in clear, readable prose. Ve learn
how swimming facilities altered over
the decades and about changes in the
designs of Olympic Villages and their
subsequent conversion to housing or
hotel space. This type of material is

handled with grace and fleshed out
with plenty of details, but with larger
issues Gordon is less comfortable.

He mentions the terrorist activities
at Munich (1972), but not the defiant
gestures of the American blacks at
Mexico Citv (1968), and makes only
passing reference to the trauma of the
Depression in 1932. At the time Hitler
refused to touch him, Jesse Owens
would not have been allowed to sit or
eat with whites in many places in
America. Gordon is right to note the
irony of the U.S.S.R.'s pronounce-
ments on brotherhood after invading
Afghanistan-but the U.S. made at
least as many pious pronouncements
in Mexico in 1968, in the midst of the
defoliation of Yietnam.

The games have been politically
charged for years, as the architectural
and other fittings make abundantly
clear. Japan was denied the Olympics
in 1940 for political reasons, just as
London received them in 1948 for
political reasons: the former as a
punishment for initiating war, the lat-
ter as a reward for helping to win it.
Gordon chose not to mention Mel-
bourne (1956) because although "they
were important to the Olympic move-
ment, the preparations at Melbourne
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MARCELLO YITEI,T,OZZI. PALAZZE,TTO DELLO SPORT, ROME, 1960

got caught in a political tug-o'war so

devitalizing that almost nothing of ar-
chitectural consequence was built."
This is precisely why he should have
looked at it, to understand the nature
of the political problems and their
influence on future planning. Abitare,
the Italian monthly, published a lively
special issue dedicated to the Los
Angeles games in November 1983, com-
plete with a historical guide to the city
and an analysis of previous Olympic
Games. [n contrast to Gordon's book,
political issues receive considerable
scrutiny.

The issues Gordon prefers to avoid
are precisely those which should be
addressed about the Olympics: the na-
tionalism, the excessive expenditures
when more important social needs are
sorely underfunded, the role of televi-
sion, and the increasing control of the
games by big business. The nature of
the spectacle itself has changed over
88 years; Los Angeles may represent

the break, just as it did 52 years ago.

Previous host cities built lavish new

facilities for the games, designed to
impress both the participants and the
visitors, but television has changed
that. The 1984 Summer Games, with
their handful of new structures
(funded by American businesses eager
to cash in on the favorable publicity),
acknowledge that the lion's share of
the audience and the funding comes

from television. There is little need to
lavish money on new buildings which
appear only briefly on the screen. Per-
haps this signals the partial fulfillment
of Victor Hugo's prophecy, I50 years
ago: architecture has been replaced
not by the printed word, but by the
communications industry.

Olympic Architecture: Building for the
Summer Games, Barclay E Gordon, Wiley,
1983, 186 pp., illus., $29.95 cloth; $17.95
paper.

IYancy Stieber:

THE AMSTERDAM
SCHOOL
WIM DE WIT, editor

Dutch architects of the 20th century,
unlike their relatively somnolent pred-
ecessors, attacked architectural prob-
lems with an intensity which consis-

tently produced seminal contribu-
tions, belying the smallness of Holland
by a disproportionate creativity. The
undisputed mastery of Berlage, and
De Stijl's innovative perceptions dur-
ing the first decades of the century
were followed by a steady stream of
achievement, extending in more recent
times to the penetrating works of Aldo
van Eyck and Herman HertzberpJer.

We are only now beginning to assess

the prodigious and multifaceted na-

ture of Dutch 20th-century architec-
ture, as historians disclose figures like
Duiker, Buys, van Loghem, Granpr6
Molitsre, and the members of the
Amsterdam School, led by Michel de

Klerk.
The Amsterdam School. which

flourished in the years just preceding
the early death in 1923 of de Klerk,
its most gifted proponent, owed its
flamboyant forms to an amalgamation
of sourceso including Danish and
Dutch vernatular brick techniques
and the Dutch Jugendstil (the "Nieuwe
Kunst"). At its best, the Amsterdam
School produced an evocative and
richly connotative architectureo plumb-
ing the wells of unconscious associa-
tion. Its most sigrrificant contributions
were urban, particularly in Amster-
dam, where enlightened public pat-
ronage led to the wide application of
the style in housing projects, street
furniture, and public buildings.

At a time when architects are redis-
covering the magical allure of orna-
ment and symbol, the buildings of the
Amsterdam School speak with a cer-
tain conviction. During the fall of 1983

the Cooper-Hewitt Museum presented
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a fine overview of the Amsterdam
School in an exhibition of drawingso
photographs, posters, and models,
drawn for most part from the archives
of the Nederlands Documentatiecen-
trum voor de Bouwkunst. Americans
were given an opportunity to examine
the roots of the movement in the work
of Berlage and Ed Cuyperso to follow
the career of de Klerk, and to marvel
at the array of housing put up in
Amsterdam.

The accompanying catalogae, The
Amsterdam School, Dutch Expres-
sionist Architecture, 1915- 1930, edited
by the organizer of the exhibition,
Wim de Vit, was compiled somewhat
more modestly of five essays which
represent current scholarship from
the Netherlands, Italv. and the United
States. The first two essays are the
strongest and the best introduction to
the issues raised by the Amsterdam
School. Vim de Vit lucidly presents
the intellectual history of the style,
first delineating its formal debts to the
'oNieuwe Kunst," then clarifying the
positions in the central debate around
community and individual. Dutch ar-
chitects sought an architecture which
would respond conscientiouslv to the
community while retaining the capac-
ity to reflect individual genius. DeVit
emphasizes the commitment of these
architects to individual expression
and rightfully dismisses a naive ver-
sion of their political commitment-
without, however, negating the politi-
cal significance of the architecture
itself.

In the second essav Helen Searing
traces, in her delightfully clear prose,
the early career of de Klerk, the sem-
inal figure of the school whose work
naturally dominates the catalogue.
Given the centrality to the Amsterdam
School of his architectural vision, this
careful examination of his first proj-
ects provides a much-needed guide to
the development of the formal charac-
teristics of his style. Searing finds the
design of a mortuary chapel for a 1910

competition to be the first indication
that de Klerk had mastered the plastic

MICHEL DE KLERK. COMPETITION DESIGN FOR A MORTUARY CHAPEL, I9IO. (COLLECTION:
COOPER-HEWITT MUSEUM)

integration of his three-dimensional
ornament with the larger architec-
tural mass-a quality so characteris-
tic of the later work of his contem-
poraries.

The remaining three essays are
each somewhat less satisfactory. Ma-
ristella Casciato considers the utopian
nature of de Klerk's work. She draws
a sensitive cultural portrait, neatlv
distinguishing de Klerk's joyous
luminosity from the mystical de-
featism of the German Expressionists.
The essay is profusely illustrated with
closeup photographs of de Klerk's
work, photographs also published in
her recent Italian study of de Klerk's
Spaarndammerbuurt housing proj-
ects, written in collaboration with
Wim de Wit. The essay iso howeveq
less convincing when it turns from a

close scrutiny of de Klerk's drawings
and buildings to a theoretical discus-
sion based on the rather forced appli-
cation of terms from Nietzsche and
Thfuri. Petra Timmer presents mate-
rial previously not available in English
about the furniture desigrred by the
Amsterdam School. Drawing largely
on work carried out at the time of the
maior Dutch exhibition on the
Amsterdam School in 1975, Timmer
describes the zoomorphic shapes of
the tables and chairs and reminds us
that these objects evoke the social and

aesthetic dilemma of the luxury crafts
of William Morris. Most disappointing
is a short essay on social housing,
which summarizes the conditions that
led to large-scale housing construction
in Amsterdam without appreciably
adding to information already avail-
able in English. The essay bypasses
the relevant issues of architectural
patronage which would have provided
social context for the formal and intel-
leetual issues raised elsewhere in the
catalogue.

While this catalogue in no way pur-
ports to be a comprehensive account
of the Amsterdam Schoolo the five es-
savs, linked by neither methodology
nor style, do succeed in introducing
the school's intellectual concerns, its
ideology, its development and applica-
tion. They define the rich set of issues
raised by a style whose eccentric
forms siglify an architectural strategy
of individual and eclectic symbolism,
unconfined by existing canon, yet re-
splendent in accessible referents; an
architecture that appealed to popular
taste while enhancing architectural
discourse.

I

*'.

The Amsterdam School, Dutch Expres-
sionist Architecture, l9l5-1930, Wim de
Wit, editor, MIT, 1983, l7I pp., illus.,
$2s.00 pb.
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Marc Treib:

ALVAR AALTO:
PRESENTATION AI\D
I]\TERPRETATION

For one brief moment, Alvar Aalto sat

squarely on the periphery of the Mod-
ern Movement, an architectural anom-

aly defying precise explanation and
evaluation. Aalto occupied an ambigu-
ous position throughout his career,
though the nature of the position
changed with the architectural and
critical climates. Born in 1898 in the
central Finland town of Kuortane, he

completed his studies at the poly-
technic institute in Helsinki in 1921,

an education that included the tutel-
age of Armas Lindren, an important
member of the senior generation and
former partner of Eliel Saarinen. At
the time of Aalto's graduationo classi-
cism, or the particular Nordic strain
thereofo was rising to predominance.
Less a full-blown neoclassicism of the
Beaux-Arts variety than a tentative
employment of sparse and often sim-
plified classical embellishments over
expanses of simple stucco surfaces, its
re-emergence signaled a return to the
monumental and to restraint. At this
juncture in the mid-twenties, the path
forked, leading toward either the his-
toricism of the revivals or the modern
idiom-though the differences, as we

see them today, were barely distin-
guishable. On certain structureso only
the sparse space ornament distin-
guishes one from the other.

Upon completion of his studies,
Aalto worked briefly in Sweden, which
led to contact with younger architects
such as Gunnar Asplund, and an in-
creased exposure to the new building
in Sweden and (one assumes) Den-
mark, where Scandinavian classicism
reached its most complete realization.
Returning to Finland, he built several
structures in the south Ostrobothinian
town of Seinijoki, with which the
majority of Aalto studies begin. These

ry

ALVAR AALTO, THE PIAZETTA, RAUTATALO, HELSINKI, 19s4. (PHOTOGRAPH: E. MAKINEN. COURTESY

OF THE MUSEUM OF FINNISH ARCHITECTURE, HELSINKI)

structures for the Civil Guard are sus-
pended somewhere between the di-
luted classical idiom of the rural
farmstead and the newly resurrected
polite strain. But even in these small
civic structures, Aalto's concern for
detail and proportion distinguishes
his architecture from many other
buildings of the time. Already he had
begun to emerge as a personality with
a distinct point of view and personal
aura. Then something happened.

In the late twenties Aalto built two

structures that remain to this day the
most full-blown examples of Modern-
ism in Finland. The first, the premises
for the TLruru Sanomot newspaper in
Tirrku, used reinforced concrete
structurally to accommodate a mixed
industrial and office program accord-
ing to the tenets of the "free plan."
From the street, a smooth plane of
stucco and glass alone divides inside
from out. A colossally enlarged image

of the front page of the newspaper-a
device borrowed from the Construc-
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tivists to the east-added to the sense
of modernity and the instant. In 1928
Aalto won the competition for the
tuberculosis sanatorium at Paimio
(some twenty miles east of Tirrku),
which was built during the next five
years. An astounding structure even
by today's standards, the concrete and
glass sanatorium combined both the
Gesamtkunstuserk tradition of turn-
of-the-century romanticism with the
slick contemporaneity of the conti-
nent. Conceived as a suntrap, neat
and orderly toward the south, wild
and piled to the northeasto the
sanatorium complex soon assumed ca-
nonical status in studies of Modern-
ism. It included the right stuff: green-
ery, airo light; large expanses of glass;
whiteness; an expressed structure (at
least in part); and a good sense of its
own production.

But Modernism in this pure form
occupied only a brief moment in
Aalto's career, and, from the extreme
of Paimio, the architect o'retreated"

first to a more integrative or eclectic
expression and then to the idiosyn-
cratic blending of materials and for-
mal vocabularies for which he is best
known today. While there have been
at least a score of books on Aalto,
attempts to explain him have been
spotty. The majority of these studies
have been general essays that merely
locate himo in Finland or in Modern-
ism or in both, or provide a chronol-
ogy of projects to offset the photo-
graphs and drawings.

The four books under review fall
into four discrete categories. Villiam
C. Miller's Aluar Aaho: An Annotated
Bibliography is a tool for the scholar
and the professional, and provides in-
sight into what has been published
rather than why. The special issue of
the Japanese periodical Architecture
* Urbanism is primarily a book of
recent images that functions besto
perhaps, as an introductory guide.
Malcolm Quantrill's Alaar Aaho: A
Critira.l Study outlines in detail the
progression of Aalto's work, attempt-
ing to explain the developments within

the formal manipulations of scheme
and material. And, finally, Demetri
Porphyrios's Sources of Modern
Ecbcticism: Studies on Aluar Aaho
establishes Aalto within a broad, post-
Enlightenment intellectual tradition,
and in so doing weakens the focus on
the architect himself.

The Porphyrios book is not an easy
text, yet it is challenging and worth
the reading. The author's writing style
will grate on and frustrate the nor-
mal-that is, non-academic-reader.
The product <lf a dissertation, and
still smacking of polemics, it is pep-
pered with words "in quotation
marks," and expressions in Germano
French, or Latin. One rants at the
various ex analogia somethings and
wonders why the author doesn't just
write in simple English. In sum, it is
difficult going-but it is also intelli-
gent and well reasoned.

Porphyrios shuns the usual chron-
ological approach and in its place ex-
amines, in six chapters, a series of
themes which characterize or are
characterized by Aalto's work. These
insights are not really limited to Aalto,
however, but apply .to the sweep of
European architecture as a whole:
Aalto is used as the specific, yet arche-
typical (and somewhat heroic) case of
a general category of idea. The frrst
chapter, for example, positions Aalto
in the land of heterotopia rather than
homotopia, and, lest we think he is
oversimplifying, he cautions: "This
word should be taken in its most literal
sense: that is, 'the state of things laid,
placed, assigned sites so very different
from one another that it is impossible
to define a locus common to them
all.' 'o A footnote informs us that these
are, in facto the words of Michel
Foucault (The Order of Things,lgTB
IEnglish translation]) from whom Por-
phyrios borrows reams of Latin words,
and concepts of classification. o'Hetero-

topia, thereforeoo' he continues,

though by nature discriminatory,
achieves cohesion through adja-
cency: where the edges touch,

where the fringes intermingle,
where the extremities of the one
denote the beginning of the other,
there in the hinge between two
things an unstable unity appears.

Since architecture is open to in-
terpretation, one can take issue with
the author's personal reading. Aalto,
at Ieast to my mindo does not dwell in
the same region of heterotopia as
does, sayo Frank O. Gehry. In Gehry's
work, for example, his recent aero-
space museum in Los Angeles or the
earlier Vhitney house project, the
pieces do indeed fit the above defini-
tion: they read foremost as discrete
objects, torn or scattered in what ap-
pears at first glance to defy a sense of
coherent organization. Aalto rarely-
if ever-approached this extreme of
the differentiated fragment, One usu-
ally finds, as in music, the unifying
bass line to which the vagaries of the
melody and harmony refer or from
which they depart. In chapter 3,..The
Retrieval of Memory," Porphyrios em-
phasizes that Aalto was acutely aware
of history and precedent, and that it
is the distortions orparficularizations
of a type that contribute much to the
power and presence of his buildings,
and their worth as cultural objects.

If one expects a coherent, or let us
say homotopic, argument, it would
appear that there are some contra-
dictions here. The argument for the
acceptance of typology, however dis-
torted or reinterpretedo undermines
the argument for Aalto's categorization
as heterotopic. Perhaps a more per-
missive and eclectic theory, like the
architecture itself, is needed to ex-
plain it. (This may have in fact been
the author's intention.) Yes, Aalto did
exaggerate (or in Vest Coast archi-
tectural argot o'celebrate") certain
features of his structures, offering
prominence to the auditorium in the
concert halls or the council cham,ber
of the town hall. But these were rarely
(never?) Ieft as freestanding or freely-
formed objects, in the manner of Hans
Scharoun. In their place is a 

oobaser'o or
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whole. Vhile Aalto designed some ex-

cellent urban structures-notably the
PYP Bank of 1964 and the Rautatalo
of 1955-he was hardly an urbanist in
the same vein as his illustrious prede-
cessor Eliel Saarinen. Aalto seems

more at home in the countrv or the
woods, where the building mass is in-
flected to particular conditions; where
the structure draws its meaning from
its environmental context. The success

of those urban structures noted above

is due more to the sense of fit to
specific setting than to a sense of ur-
banism in general. The fagade of the
PYP Bank, as Porphyrios notes, is
brilliant in resolving the formal prob-
lem of relating calmly to the buildings
that flank it; even the use of the en-

closed glassed court, beautifully han-
dled at the Rautatalo, derives from
the traditional perimeter block ar-
rangement in general and structures
such as Lars Sonck's l9ll Helsinki
Stock Exchange in particular. These

were, thuso less Aalto's own inventions
than informed reinterpretations of
traditions, betraying his recurring,
almost classic restraint in matters
urban.

Aaltoos noted love of Italian hill
towns notwithstanding, the formation
of urban enclaves seems to have been

his Achilles heel. At the Seiniijoki
complex, for example, the buildings
(which include a town hall, library,
municipal building, and church) do
not really coalesce to form a defined
exterior space, in spite oftheir closure
in plan. The space as perceived-
rather linear and lacking stasis-leaks
around the buildings and disintegrates
at the street that divides the civic
from the religious structures. The Hel-
sinki Plan of 1964 offers a fan-shaped
plaza to link the eastern and western
parts of the city, but creates a puhlic
open space of a scale untenable con-
sidering the existing population and
Finland's environmental conditions.
And the linear sprinkling of cultural
institutions along the Tdtilti inlet does

little to reinforce the stren5h of the
cityos tissue.

ground, typically of an orthogonal
geometry, against which the more exotic

shape-angled or curved-is plaved.
This predilection may have ultimately
derived from Le Corhusier, though
the idiom became personal to Aalto in
his later work. As several authors have

noted, Aalto is thus the classic "both/
and" architect, building on a tradition
while simultaneously turning it some-

what on its ear.

In the later chapters, which depart
from a more purely formal analysis of
Aalto's architecture, Porphyrios dis-
cusses the dichotomy of the country
and the city, the natural and the made,
as one of the most critical intellectual
themes of the 19th century. Chapter 5,

"Florilegia Naturalis," is one of the
strongest and best written, and skill-
fully weaves the development of the
National Romantic and the Arts and
Crafts movements into the sensibility
of Finland's emerging political nation-
alism. Aalto is cited as an architect
whose work integrates both the nat-
ural and constructed strainso resolv-

ing their disjunction in a single, dispa-
rate form. Aalto's conceptualization
of nature, on the other hando is not
the sense of the organic that was cen-
tral to Frank Lloyd Vright. Aalto used
nature as a metaphorical model to
lessen the tension between production
and craft. In nature, the cell is the
basic unit, the 'ogenetic moduleo'o as

Porphyrios terms it. But from the cell
develop conglomerates of infinite vari-
ation and possibility, each possessing
its own sense of unity and identity as

a whole. Einstein shared the same con-
cept of logic and process when he
stated that the oothe Old Man (i.e.,
God) would never play craps with the
universe." Here the heterotopic as-

pects of Aalto's architecture noted in
the first chapter challenge the rigidity
of industrial production.

Rounding out the set of environ-
mental concerns, chapter 6 settles on
urbanism. In many ways, this is the
chapter most difficult to accept as an
explanation of Aalto, though it has its
merits in relation to Europe as a
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ALVAR AALTO, FINLA:'{DIA HAI-L, HELSINKI, 1962.: 1967.1975. (PHOTOGRAPH: i. FETHUI,LA.
COURTESY OF THE MLISET]M OF FI\NISH ARCHITECTURE. HELSINKI)
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This raises the critical issue in the
evaluation of this book. Vhile it gives
a comprehensive overview of Euro-
pean architecture and thought in the
last two centuries, Sources of Modern
Ecl.ecticism remains a book with split
concerns. The sweep of ideas is grand
and convincing, yet one often feels
that the concepts are neither specific
to Aalto nor derived specifically from
his thought. To serve as Porphyriosos
answer to the current predilection for
Post-Modern historicist pastiche is a
great burden for Aalto alone to bear.
Vhile one is sympathetic to Por-
phyrios's intentions, and impressed by
the panoply of images and sources
and the comprehensive scholarship-
rare in foreign appraisals of Scandina-
vian architecture-a feeling remains
that the book could have done better
to investigate Aalto per se, set against
the larger drift, rather than focus on
that drift with Aalto as a protagonist.
In spite of its turgid style, the book
remains critical reading for an under-
standing of the world of architectural
ideas in which Scandinavia and the
work of Alvar Aalto are embedded.

Aluar Aaho: A Criti.cal Srudy, by
Malcolm Quantrill, is a book of quite
another sort. The approach is, for the
most partr chronological, although the
actual structure is difficult to discern
precisely. Vhile each of the projects is
outlined almost as in an annotated
catalogue raisonndo the periodic ex-
pansion of many of these notes di-
gresses from a strict chronology. The
text is a bit trying and in places hard
to follow; this will be particularly true
for those without a working knowledge
of Aalto's architecture since it consists
primarily of a verbal description of
plans and projects, serving to explain
the organization or details that appear
in the illustrations. Or, let us say,

should appear. The appalling lack of
illustrative material is extremely frus-
trating even to those solidly familiar
with the Aalto oeuvre. Lacking a
strictly mathematical tally, I would
guess that of the projects which re-

ceive detailed analysis fewer than one
in three are actually illustrated, ren-
dering most of the description incom-
prehensible. One wonders why the
number of projects wasn't cut bv two-
thirds, and the observations and ideas
conversely expanded.

This is not to say that Quantrill
does not offer perceptive insights into
Aalto and his architecture. The open-
ing chapters, which discuss the peri-
ods immediately preceding Aaltoos
emergence onto the Finnish scene, are
excellent, the most interesting in the
book. The tide of Finnish architec-
tural expression shifted from a mori-
bund classical idiom in the late lgth
century to an exuberant nationalistic
romanticism by the century's end. A
positivist could view the path as lead-
ing surely toward Modernism, the
classical excursion of the twenties and
thirties being a digressive interlude.
By the thirties, the position of Moder-
nism-or Functionalism, as it was usu-
ally known in the north-was firmly
entrenched. But that decade also wit-
nessed the reversion toward a new
romanticism of wood and other nat-
ural materials and an increased fusion
of the heroic modern with the tradi-
tional rural. Aalto, of course, was
central to the shift, and structures
such as his 1938 Villa Mairea inte-
grated ideas and motifs from several
schools on both the apparent and
metaphorical levels, as Quantrill and
Porphyrios note each in his own way.

Quantrill is obviously an admirer
of the master, but to his credit he is
not uncritical. He is quick to point
out, for exampleo that Aalto's attempts
at the creation of urban spaces were,
for the most part, failures:

In a situation where the utmost
tightness and coherence of space
and volume was required to breathe
into Seiniijoki, a fast developing
o'expanded" town, the spirit of ur-
banity, Aalto provides a loose col-
lection of buildings that simply do
not connect either spatially or visu-
ally. . . . He was to repeat this error

ofjudgement in the context of urban
space when he came to design the
centre of Rovaniemi in 1963.

With these observations one must
sadly agree.

In his "critical study," Quantrill of-
fers several intriguing conclusions.
Like Porphyrios, he notes Aalto's in-
clusionist proclivities, speaking of his
ability to form spaces and masses by
"agglutination." In materials, in for-
mal vocabulary, in the relation of pri-
mary to secondary spaces, Aalto es-
tablished his own personal hierarchy
of expression. Quantrill also con-
cludes that Aalto was most at home in
nature, where it was possible to add
"external features, frequently made
up of rough natural timber members
as a means of softening or blurring
basic architectural forms." Thirdly, he
notes the ooprevalence of the courtyard
planl'

The courtyard is a Finnish pro-
totype employed both in traditional
rural farmsteads and urban perimeter
blocks. In the country, the court or
double court offered spaces protected
from the elements and possible hos-
tilities; in the city it guaranteed con-
tinued access to air and light and sky.
By the late 19th century, as noted
aboveo the roofed courtyard appeared
in urban construetion. Saarinen in-
cluded a light court in almost all of
his urban proposals for the inner city;
Frosterus in his 1916 Stockman depart-
ment store design centered his scheme
around a glass-roofed court. Aalto de-
pended on the court-open or en-
closed-to structure many of his best
works. His own Munkkiniemi Studio
(1955), his town hall for Siiynitsalo
(1952), and the Seiniijoki church
(1966) all feature a tightly defined
unroofed court. On the other hand,
the more urban Rautatalo, the Na-
tional Pensions Institute (1956), and
the later Academic Bookstore (1969)
feature what Quantrill terms a piaz-
zettd, a skylight-filled space which
focuses the surrounding offices or
display spaces and centralizes the
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composition. Seen in this light, the
sweep of Aalto's work displays con-
cerned continuity, impressive diver-
sity, and formal development.

It is a pity, at least to my mind, that
Quantrill did not write another sort
of book: a text structured on themes
within Aalto's work, their development
through time, their sources, their suc-

cesses, and their failures. As the book
now stands, it is too long to sustain
the reader's interest, particularly con-
sidering the inadequacy of the illus-
trations. (It really is time that some-

one undertook a comprehensive
photographic survey of the Aalto
structures as they are today, instead
of using the same tired photographs
we see in almost every text on the
subject. Vhile the Quantrill book in-
cludes photographs by the author,
many seem derived from color slides

and are not of suitable quality.) Cer-
tainly Quantrill is best when he is

critical; he notes:

If there is a difference, therefore,
between Aalto's functionalism and

the functionalism of other masters

of modern architecture it is this:/or
Aaho the function itself should haae

a ritual basis so that the form which
derioes from that function can haoe

symbolic meaning.

This is a broad statement, and one
is bound to uncover exceptions to its
claimso but for the most part it rings
true. In almost all Aalto's work there
is an affinity with the tactility of ar-
chitecture, its material realizationo as

well as with the people and activities
for which it was designed. Quantrill
also notes the surprising, and some-
what ironical, resemblance between
Aalto's auditoria and his churches,
and observes that often the secular
buildings evoke a greater sense of
spirituality and mystery than the reli-
gious structures themselves,

Aalto was, to use Quantrill's termso
both ooa carver and a modellerj' and
this is most apparent in structures
such as the Vuoksenniska church

(1959) outside Imatra in eastern Fin-
land. Here light is the reason for the
form, and the interplay between
clerestorieso skylights, and rhythmi-
cally articulated windows fashions a

vocabulary of illumination that can
rivet attention on the altar or enliven
the entire space. But as a whole, the
light level is high and the tonality is

white and bright. oowhere one might
have expected to find the intimate,
reflective warmth we associate with
the National Romantic spirit, or even
the rough-hewn materiality of Kare-
lian autonomous architecturej' Quan-
trill notes, "we find instead that
Aalto's predilection for whiteness pre-
vails.'o He prefers the "mystery" of the
play between the exterior and interior
walls of Vuoksenniska or the met-
aphorical engagement of the internal
pillars of the Villa Mairea to the sur-
rounding pine forest.

The special Alvar Aalto issue of
Architecture * Urbanism shares none
of the pretensions of the books pre-
sented above. It is a picture book,
with a series of color images, a few
sketches, and the requisite-and mer-
cifully brief-essays. Here, at least,
one finds new images, probably be-
cause the issue was to appear in color
and those tired black-and-white
pictures just would not do. But by
current Japanese standards-set by
the talented perfection of Yukio
Futagawa-this is amateur work.
Judging from the selection of images
and the repeated appearance of the
same photographers' names, this issue
seems the product of an Aalto grand
tour. The weather conditions, no
doubt, had to be dealt with as they
were found; and in many cases they
were far from ideal. Be that as it may,

a certain freshness is gained by show-
ing many of the classic Aalto struc-
tures not only as they are today, but
under normal, everyday conditions,
without additional illumination or
garnish.

Six articles by Japanese authors
appear in Japanese only. Of the Eng-

lish essays-which are for the most
part less than a single page-only
Reima Pietilti's offers any information
beyond the anecdotal. Alfred Roth
tells of his early encounter with Aalto
via the CIAM meeting in 1930, his

great respect for the Finnish architect,
and his belief in the phrase "creative
realism" as an apt description for that
architecture which tries to wed func-
tion with myth. Gunnar Birketts, in
his essay'Aalto's Design Methodology,"
reveals little but'his preference for
the Yuoksenniska church, and why,
Pietilii, on the other hand, terms the
same building Gestah-displaying a

comprehensive unity and synthesis
from the overall to the parts. ("There
is a good deal of architecture which
never gets beyond the analysis level,"
Aalto once said, oothough synthesis is

what is actually needed.") On a two-
page spread a family tree of Aalto
plan types is traced, perhaps the most
interesting part of the entire issue.
But, although the ,4 * U Aalto issue
may contain some new imageso it offers
no new insights.

Villiam Miller's Aluar Aaho: An
Annotated Bibliography provides a

valirable reference tool for the scholar
and the professional. After the req-
uisite brief introduction, outlining the
architect's biography and stylistic de-
velopment, the book is divided into:
1) "The Published Essays, Lectures
and Conversations of Alvar Aalto"; 2)
o'Books, Monographs, and Catalogues
on Nvar Aalto and His Architecture";
3) "Material on Aalto Found in Col-
lected Vorks on Finland, and on Fin-
nish and Scandinavian Architecture
and Arto'; 4) "Material on Aalto Found
in CollectedWorks and General Refer-
ence Sources on Architecture"; and 5)

"Periodical Issues and Articles on
Aalto and His Architecture." The book
concludes with an author index, a title
indexo and a building and project list-
ing. The inserted portfolio of photo-
graphs is of such low quality that it
detracts from rather than adds to the
value of the book.
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book by Raija-Liisa Heinonen and
Stephen Groak swing the balance in
its favor. Malcolm Quantrill's recent
contribution appears complete, but is
undermined by repetition, and dupli-
cates much of the material that David
Pearson cogently presented and inter-
preted in his Ahtar Aaho and the In-
ternational StyJe (Vhitney Library of
Design, l978)-to my mind, still the
standard work. Quantrill's book will
also be frustrating for those without
a set of the complete works, Aluar
Aaho I, Il, & III , edited by Karl Fleig
(Verlag fiir Architektur Zurich, 1963,

1971, and 1978). Demetri Porphyrios's
Sources of Modern Ecl.ecticism, al-
though hardly a fun way to spend an
evening, is the most adventurous ex-
cursion into an analysis of both Aalto's
architecture and the cultural and ar-
chitectural milieu in which it was

created. And in spite of the garbled
jargon it is far more lucid than the
same author's almost incomprehensi-
ble essay in the Rizzoli monograph.

Where possible, it is good to let the
architect speak for himself. The 1978

MIT Press edition of Sketches: Aluar
Aaho, edited by Gtiran Schildt and
translated by Stuart W'rede, presents
a concise collection of the architect's
sketches and a suitable selection of his
talks and writings. Two publications
from Finland also offer valuable ma-
terial. The first, Aluar Aaho 1898-
1976, published by the Museum of
Finnish Architecture, is the catalogue
that accompanied the memorial exhi-
bition that began circulation in 1978,

and includes articles by Schildt, J. M.
Richards, Nils Erik Wickberg, and
Carlo Ragghianti, supplemented by a
selection of Aaltoos writings and
works. Edited by Aarno Ruusuvuori
and designed by Juhani Pallasmaa,
this compact and handsome volume is
the best single introduction for the
money. A second book, Aluar Aalto
us. the Modern Mooement, records
the proceedings from the first Interna-
tional Alvar Aalto Symposium ('oThe

State of Modernism") held in Jyvds-
kylii in 1979. Edited by Kirmo Mik-

r

In total, the bibliography appears
exhaustive and accurate, give or take
a few misspellings. These seem minor
in relation to the complexity of the
bookkeeping task and the multina-
tional purview of the publications in-
cluded. Miller's brief synopsis of
Aaltoos own writing will be invaluable
to those without a working knowledge
of Finnish or Swedish, which is, need-
Iess to say, almost the entire known
world. Some of the English titles, the
reader should be warned, do not ap-
pear to be direct translations of the
original titles, but provide greater
clues to the content of the publications
than would that offered by pedantic
rigor.

Not having attempted to use the
bibliography, I cannot attest to its ul-
timate accuracy, though I do sense

one serious shortcoming. The organi-
zation of each of the bibliographies is
chronologiral, which makes any the-
matic employment of the listings dif-

ficult, if not impossible. A second ver-
sion of each list ordered by building
or location or theme (for example, the
use of lighting) would have been far
more useful than a title listing ordered
alphabetically. A reader seeking all
the published material on the Viipuri
Library-or any other building for
that matter-must peruse the entire
bibliography in order to derive a per-
sonal comprehensive listing. Certainly
in a day of computerized cross-index-
ing this would not have been too much
to ask, particularly since the book is
not typeset.

Vhat can one say about these
books in particular and the state of
Aalto scholarship in general? Miller's
stands as the sole bibliography and
precludes comparison. The May 1983

A+U is probably less available than
the 1979 Architectural Monograph on
Aalto published by Rizzoli. Though
the selection of structures differs to
some degree, essays in the Rizzoli
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ALVAR AALTO, INTERIOR OF VUOKSENNISKA CHURCH, IMATRA, 1958. (PHOTOGRAPH: H. HAVAS.
COURTESY OF THE MUSEUM OF FINNISH ARCHITECTURE, HELSINKI)
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kola, it contains essavs by Finnish
(Schildt and Vickberg among others)
as well as several foreign participants.
Almost all these works focus on Aalto
the architect, or on Aalto's architec-
ture. [n 1982 G<iran Schildt, a close

personal friend and client of the ar-
chitect, published the first volume of
a projected multi-volume biography
entitled The White Thble. Origlrnally
published in both a Finnish and a

Swedish language edition, the book is
currently being translated and is
forthcoming from Rizzoli.

Alvar Aalto's architectural career
mirrors the changes in Finnish and
European architecture, while at the
same time remaining highly personal.
His architecture is characterized bv
the seeming conflicts of lucidity and
obscuritv; rationalization and idio-
syncrasy; the machine and craft; tac-
tility and ephemerality. Thus, it is not
surprising that no single volume nor
single viewpoint can begin to grasp
both the broad sweep and minute de-
tail of the man or the man's work. The
study is hardly completeo despite the
wealth of material included in the Miller
bibliography. As Reima Pietild suc-
cinctly notes about Aalto's early
sketches for the Vuoksenniska church:
'Aalto's synoptic and synthetic prime
sketches are awaiting a scientific anal-
ysis. Currently no approach exists
that could methodologically explain
these details.'o The same could be said
of the buildings for which these
sketches were intended, and the diver-
sity and richness of the architect's
thought and sensitivity.

Sources of Modern Eclecticism: Studies
on Alvar Aalto, Demetri Porphyrios, St.
Martin's, 1982, l3B pp., illus., $19.95 pb.

Alvar Aalto: A Critical Study, Malcolm

Quantrill, Schocken Books, 1983, 307 pp.,
illus., $60.00.

Alvar Aalto: An Annotated Bibliography,
William C. Miller, Garland Publishing, 1984,
244 pp., illus., $65.00.

Architecture * Urbanismo Special Alvar
Aalto Issue, Tokyo, May 1983, 200 pp.,
illus., $35.00 pb.

Aaron Betsky:

BEGIl\NINGS
ALEXANDRA TYNG

Few formmakers have been less well
served by their adoring acolytes than
Louis I. Kahn. Unquestioning collec-
tions of the mythic architect's sayings
continue to mount up, while in Phil-
adelphia his designs, sketches, and
scribbles attract more dust than crit-
ical attention, Beginnings: Louis l,
Kahn's Architectur al P hilo sophy d.oes

little to improve the recordo while add-
ing to the aura of mystical obfuscation
and isolated formal manipulation that
has clung to Kahn since his death only
12 years ago.

The author is Alexandra Tyng,
Kahn's daughter by his sometime col-
laborator Anne Tyng. Though she ad-
mits she did not communicate well
with her famous father, she claims to
have shared with him a mute spiritual
understanding because o'he seemed

awed by the fact that my small person
contained such great intensity of

MODEL OF NATIONAL ASSEMBLY BUILDING.
DACCA. BANCLADESH

spirit." One could only wish that the
great intensity had been disciplined
by an adequate knowledge ofarchitec-
tural history, an ability to put the
works of her father in their functional,
social, and physical context, and visu-
al skills that might merit the grant she

received to photograph the already
well-doeumented Kahn structures. A
great deal of print, grant monev. and
time on the part of those close to Kahn
is wasted on yet another collection of
utterances never meant to be en-
shrined, and brief, unsatisfying para-
graphs on his buildings. Tyng's only
thesis seems to be that Kahn was work-
ing in terms of the archetypes and
models worked out by Jung, though
her father admitted to never having
read the equally vague Viennese doc-
tor. Once again oospiritual affinity"
stands in for causality and scholarly
investigation.

Ty"g does organize with some

chronological coherencyo the relation
of Kahn's thoughts to his practice. At
times she manages to clarify his
method of scrutinizing both the soci-
ety he lived in and his own tools for
the investigation. Discussing his pro-
posals for the redevelopment of Phil-
adelphia, for instance, she points out
that his transformation of this large-
scale, visionary project into the con-
crete, yet dissociated and highly
romantic imagery of a giant water-
works controlling the flow of traffic
into the metropolis coincided with his
realization that what he wanted to
talk about in his theory was not the
opposition between o'spirit'o and oofunc-

tion." He was concerned rather with
form as manos instrument for trans-
forming the unconscious and abstract
relationships of nature into the in-
stitutions by which he defines himself.
Modern man is reflected in his scho-
ols, homeso and parking garages just
as the cathedral builders were in their
creations. Philadelphia becomes like
a cathedral, and architecture a des-
perate attempt to assert that a mean-
ingful society exists, represented by
its institutions, at a time (the sixties)
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when almost everyone seemed to be
rejecting them.

Many of Kahn's forms read as

heroically in their failure to address
issues of scale, texture, and context as

the words of John Kennedy or the
works of David Smith. The capitol at
Dacca remains a ruin, the embodi-
ment not of the achievements of
human cultureo but of its failure. The
Richards Medical Towers were a func-
tional failure despite the sophisticated
overlays of rationalization given for
the forms in terms of structure, the
reception of light, and correct ar-
chitectural syntax. The question, then
and now, is whether architecture could
(or should) dedicate itself to such

sophisticated structuring of our ex-
perience and phvsical resources, or
instead integrate itself with our cul-
ture and its culture industry. Must
architecture mean, or should it deco-
rate boxes? It is interesting to note
that both Venturi and Rossi, heirs to
Kahn's typological approach, rejected
his emphatic answer to this question.
To Venturi architecture is an ad hoc

assemblage of cultural signs represent-
ing themselves; the structure remains
invisible, only intimated by the dis-
junctions in the scale and material of
the assemblage. To Rossi architecture
is the actualization of personal and
social memories, in its very nature
transitory, muteo and mysterious. De-

spite the very real achievements of
both architects, it is disturbing to note
how Venturi's participation in the de-

sign of the dining hall for Exeter
weakened the integrity of the complex.
Whereas the main library building is

constructed of a series of closely inte-
grated concentric envelopes which si-

multaneously structure progression,
context, functiono scaleo material, and
signification, the dining hall can only
muster references to old-fashioned
baronial halls and Shingle Style roofs
in an overscaled institutional setting.

Nobody else has been able to
achieve t[re both/and of Kahn's ar-
chitecture, his ability to huild all defi-
nitions of how you might or could

THE SAI-K I]\iSTITUTE

function and think in a man-made
structure into the physical and per-
ceptual reality of the building. Exe-
ter's complex building is a library,
says library, and works as a library,
from the careful vertical articulation
of the brick and wood fagade to the
idealistic statement about the perfec-
tion of knowledge framing its central
"room" or courtyard in a giant, Pira-
nesi-like gesture which happens to
work in terms of structure, circula-
tiono and light modulation, and also

allows you to understand the scale

and nature of the building from one
viewpoint.

Yet such achievements remained
isolated, sequestered in the ivory tow-
ers in which our society has chosen to
think and talk about itself, or at least

educate others to do so. That may be

why Kahn's gestures suffer so from
megalomania: they want to change the
world, to imbue it with meaning, but
only offer to those already in power
another tool for understanding and so

controlling the world. Kahn had

moved beyond any belief in the moral-
ity of architecture, and thus eschewed
both the classicist ideology of his
Beaux-Arts training and the func-
tional utopias of Modernism. He de-
feated Modernism with bravura and a

willingness to integrate his architec-
ture into the reality of materials and
site. He did think of his bricks as

talking to him, and of his sites and
programs as generating the actual
forms which would make up his com-
position. The Dominican Convent, for
instance, is, for all its willful idiosyn-
crasy, a Modernist composition of
functional building blocks arranged
according to a version of a liturgical
procession. The projects on the Sub-
continent are perhaps the greatest
"projets" built in this century. Kahn
uses to perfection what Guadet would
call the o'elements" of architecture; it
is only that his syntax, both architec-
tural and linguistic, is nonlogical, [t
is not incoherent, merely willful,
abstracto and visual-a desperate at-
tempt to create a system, and a hu-
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manistic system at that. The attempt
has its historical roots in the Beaux
Arts and, beyond that, in the inven-
tion of architecture in the 17th cen-
tury. In Kahn's time it was expressed
in the work of "the best and the
brightest": post-Existentialist philoso-
phy and poetry, advances in the higher
physics. Kahn's work was not the iso-
lated and timeless achievement of a

genius; it was the artifact of a cultureo
and a faithful mirror of that cultureos
beliefs, hopeso and realities.

Yet Alexandra Tyng, having given
the abstract outline of the architec-
tural experimentation that made pos-
sible Kahn's powerful achievements of
the 1960s, declines to draw any conclu-
sion limited to such a temporal and
relative framework. She claims that
Kahn was merely evolving archetvpes
and yin-yang principles, which, since
they come from undefined sources,
will endure for an undefined eternity.
Specific forms, such as the Dacca
capitol, the Dominican Monastery, or
the Salk Institute, are passed over in
favor of vague expositions on the na-
ture of order.

From Kahn's collected sayings one
can fairly easily distill concrete
methods of analysis and procedure.
One can read the melding of such
diffuse influences as Le Corbusier,
Guadet, and Giediono and see Aldo
Rossi and RobertVenturi as the direct
or indirect products of such systems.
These are possibilities Tyng refuses to
explore. Kahn's final two terms of ar-
chitectural description, silence and
light, may sound forbidding, but the
juxtaposition is clearly worked out
both in his buildings and his theory.
In the 1950s he began to realize that
architecture was indeed, as Le Cor-
busier had noted in 1925, the creation
of pure relationships of forms reveal-
edo structuring abstract physical or
social relationships and making them
concrete. The attempt to identify the
actual construction of the spaces with
the act of making such relationships
visi,ble, to embody the very act of
revealing a neq man-made reality, be-
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comes the mainspring of his buildings.
From this attempt, as Tyng indicates,
evolved the elaborate sunscreens, the
identification between perceptual and
physical structuring, and the search
for a scaleless, formally independent
set of architectural forms. Tyng sets
the stage for this formal journey in
chapters which are all too brief intro-
ductions to her father's sayings, but
she does assume Kahn's words need
no gloss.

Perhaps they do not, Perhaps ar-
chitecture as oothe treasury of shad-
ows,o' and a piece of architecture as
an offering to that treasury make
sense to practitioners. I believe a com-
parison between Kahn's words and his
sanctuaries to learning at Exeter, the
arts in New Haven, or assembly-line
production in Harrisburg, Pennsyl-
vaniao does make sense. Yet the sense
it makes needs a full visual and verbal
exposition,

Tyrg'. bibliography contains no
secondary material written after 1974,
and, as far as I know, there is very
little. AII three major printed collec-
tions of visual documentation remain
virtually unattainablel one must be

content with this meager collection of
inferior photographs, inconclusive
analyses, and highly edited sermons
from the Kahnian mount.

One of the last pieces of text is
Kahn's observation that what ar-
chitects draw is oowhere light is not."
Thking into account his built worko his
society, and his sayings, I interpret
this to mean that only in critically
delineating and defining what the
human act reveals can one experience
oneself reflected as part of society;
only then can structures be built and
understood in common. Tyng does not
engage in such analysiso and her book
remains willfully dark, never emerg-
ing into the rhythm of dark and light,
man-made and natural, measured and
unmeasured, being and becoming,
which Kahn saw as the columns of the
Parthenon, the true beginning of ar-
chitecture, the treasury of shadows,
and the absurdly abstract and banally
commonplace foundation of a human-
ist architecture.

Beginnings: Louis I. Kahn's Architectural
Philosophy, Alexandra Tyng, Wiley, 1984,
l9B pp., illus., $29.95.
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John P Conron:

JOHN GAV/ MEEM
BAINBRIDGE BUNTING

This book details the long and prolific
career of Santa Fe's most prominent
architect. It is hard to fault, but then
it was researched by Bainbridge Bunt-
ing, and written in his competent and
always readable prose.

Like so many other citizens of New
Mexico, the young John Meem was
brought by tuberculosis to the Sun-
mount Sanatorium, where he fell
under the spell of old Santa Fe.
Trained at Virginia Military Institute
as a civil engineer, his interest, during
the long months of recovery, turned
toward architecture. Encouraged by
his doctor, Frank Mera, he began his
career in architecture while still a

resident at Sunmount, producing the
designs for the renovation and en-
largement of a small Santa Fe house
for fellow-patient Hubert Galt. By
l95t when he retired from the firm of
Meem, Holien and Buckley, some 650
projects had been listed in the office
files.

The revival of the Spanish/Pueblo
and the Teritorial styles began at the
University of New Mexico in 1905-
1906, and was spurred by the so-called
restoration of the Palace of the Gover-
nors in Santa Fe (1909-1914). John
Meem became the most eminent prac-
titioner and defender of the revival,
and only rarely in his long career did
he step outside its vocabulary. One of
those rare instances is the Colorado
Springs Fine Arts Center (completed
in 1936), which, Bunting and I agree,
is Meem's most outstanding building.
The exposed concrete-walled struc-
ture is certainly Meem's boldest and
most modern-styled building. As
Bunting says, it is ooan expression of
technical expertise and function-
alism." Bunting also points out that
the building, in its massing and in ooits

sense of tranquility and equilibrium,"
has roots in classical forms. The in-

terior "is also one of restrained Clas-
sicismo though the ornamental vocab-
ulary is clearly Art Deco.o' One won-
ders what would have happened to
John Meem as a designer, if he had
grown from this work instead of re-
turning to the battered walled ro-
mance of New Mexico's past. Even as

late as l95l and 1953, when new
ecclesiastical forms were being ex-
plored and dramatic new churches
built, Meem chose historic styles for
churches in dbuquerque and Gal-
lup-Gothic for Albuquerque, a sim-
plified Lombard Romanesque for Gal-
lop.

Meem was well aware of the Modern
Movement in the 1920s and 1930s, and
felt that functionalism, combined with
the traditional forms of the Southwest,
would produce architecture compati-
ble with the times. In the favorable
economic conditions before World War
II, these traditional forms could be
achieved by modulated fagades and
massive battered walls. As construc-
tion became increasingly expensive
after the war, Meem relied upon the

application of Indian and Spanish
symbols to his buildings to evoke the
past.

Bunting emphasizes Meem's work
as a preservationist. To be sure, John
Meem was a leading force on the Com-
mittee for the Preservation and Reno-
vation of New Mexico Mission Churches
in the 1920s and 1930s, before preser-
vation was popular. The committee
was responsible for repairs on ancient
and significant New Mexico churches,
and for the purchase (for donation to
the archdiocese of Santa Fe) of the
historic Santuario de Nuestro Seflor
de Esquipula near Chimayo in north-
ern New Mexico. (Nthough popularly
called the Santuario at Chimayo, even
by Bunting, the Santuario is actually
located in El Postrero, one mile south
of Chimayo.) In later years John Meem
and his wife, Faith, made possible the
saving of important Territorial period
buildings in Santa Fe, which are now
owned by the Historic Santa Fe Foun-
dation. However, Meem's preservation
efforts focused on the Spanish/Pueblo
and Territorial-style historic build-
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ings. Other styles of the late Victorian
era and early 20th century he happily
destroyed by covering them in Santa
Fe-style stucco, and adding fake vigas
or corbels.

I find a few petty flaws in the book,
which Bunting might have corrected if
he had lived to review the galley
proofs. Paul Horgan in his foreword
lists "brick copings of roof lines" and
"the importance of ample fenestra-
tion" as details of the Spanish Colonial
style. They are not, of course. Brick
coping is an Anglo and therefore Ter-
ritorial style detail, while "ample
fenestration was unheard of in Colo-
nial days. Latias are defined in the
book as "small beamso'; that does not
sound like Bunting. Latias are wood
saplings which are laid atop the roof
beams to support the roof covering-
dirt in the early days, insulation and
rolled roofing today. A bit misleading
are Bunting's occasional references to
Meem's work on the La Fonda Hotel
in Santa Fe, which suggest that Meem
designed the hotel. For example, Bunt-
ing describes him as 

o'planning an even

more splendid tourist attraction for
the same railroad [the AT & SF] in
the form of La Fonda Hotel." Not until
much later does the reader discover
that Meem planned only the first
major addition; the hotel itself had
been built in 1920 from designs by
Rapp, Rapp and Hendrickson.

I take issue with such statements as

the one on the dust jacket (fortunately
not attributed to Bunting) that Meem
oois unquestionably the most important
architect ever to have worked in New
Mexico." Meem entered the New Mexico
architectural scene not to innovate,
but to continue forces already in mo-
tion. Archaeologists such as Edgar Lee
Hewetto architects such as Rapp and
Rupp, and the many artists working
in Santa Fe in the first decades of the
20th century gave him the vocabulary
he used so fluently. Certainly his de-
signs are generally graceful and
friendly, while in the hands of others
the revival styles could become coarse,
even dull.

I was surprised to learn that the
elaborate mill work used in residential
and public buildings, particularly in
the early work, was not done by New
Mexico craftsmen. Rather it was exe-

cuted by Colorado firms and shipped
to the Nen'Mexico building site. Bunt-
ing tells us of one occasion when New
Mexico Indians happened, by coinci-
dence, to be in the employ of the
Pueblo, Colorado, firm producing the
mill work for the Zimmerman Library
at the University of New Mexico.

When one reads of the length of
time taken for the design of the Col-
orado Fine Arts Center, or of the com-
pletion of the Zimmerman Library
being delayed for three months to
await the delivery of specially sized,
adzed boards to conceal concrete
beams, it is apparent that John Meem
lived in a state of architectural luxury
enjoyed, even then, by few other ar-
chitects.

The book is profusely illustrated
with sketches, plans, and photo-
graphs-many taken shortly after
completion of the buildings by such
prominent photographers as Tyler
Dingee, Laura Gilpin, and Ansel
Adams. However, the quality of the
photographic reproduction is poor,
which is truly unfortunate in so impor-
tant a book.

Bunting takes the reader on a de-
tailed tour of many of Meem's out-
standing buildings, public and pri-
vate; he catalogs a significant career,
and reminds us of the generosity and
humanity of this architect.

John Gaw Meem, Southwestern Architect,
Bainbridge Bunting, foreword by Paul Hor-
gan, University of New Mexico Press (A
School of American Research Book), 1983,
178 pp., illus., $29.95.

Harold lY. Cooledge, ln:
MORE TASTE THAN
PRUDENCE
HENRYV: LEVIS

This study of John Evans Johnson,
ooan amateur with patrons," is cast,
appropriately enough, in the frame-
*ork of a missing persons investiga-
tion. Vhen almo'st nothing is known
of the professional life of an architect-
builder except his rumored association
with a limited number of buildings, it
becomes imperative to establish rtrlro

he was before considering u:hat he

may have done-whoo not only in a

genealogical sense (although that is a

major clue to his associations and cul-
tural background), but in the social
context of his time and place. Otherwise,
attributions of work for which minimal
or no primary documentation exists
become little more than hopeful ex-
pressions of the investigator's opinion.

Mr. Lewis has soundly established
the family and o'connections" of John
Johnson, together with their interests,
education, and accomplishments. For
this he had at his disposal an unusual
wealth of archival material, from the
family papers of the Bruce, Johnson,
Mclntosh, and Cabell families to the
records of the United States Military
Academy, to the land and probate rec-
ords of all the counties in which John-
son or his oopatrons" had interests.
From it he constructs a believable por-
trait of John E. Johnsono a Southern
gentleman of elegant taste and the plung-
ingo speculative nature characteristic
of many U.S. citizens between the years
1815 and 1857.

After early and brief flirtations with
military and, possibly, professional life,
Johnson came to think of himself as a
Virginia planter, a gentleman for whom
architecture was, in the tradition of
Thomas Jefferson, more an accomplish-
ment than a vocation. Like Jefferson's,
his work was that of an inventive eclec-
tic, but Johnson's inventiveness was by
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comparison very limited. He had one
idea for the plan of a residence, which
idea he reused with onlv slight variation
in every cornmission that can be attrib-
uted to him, regardless of visual style.
His understanding of style seems to have

been determined by a close association
with Philadelphia, begun in 1836 when
he married Mary Magdalene Swift,
his second wife, and daughter of the
mayor of that city.

In the late I830s, Philadelphia had
reached the climax of its Classic Re-
vival period; Thomas U. Walter was
building such lush examples as rhe
Newkirk mansion, Girard College, and
the riverfront portico of Nicholas
Biddle's manor, Andalusia. John John-
son's first and most important client,
James Coles Bruce, was impressed with
the "magnificence" of the styleo and
Johnson was impressed with its adop-
tion by such magnificent speculators
as Biddle. Thereafter, Philadelphia
taste and the publications of Philadel-
phia architects seem to have been a
principal source upon which Johnson
drew, although the visual style of the
two residences which Lewis, on the basis
of oopersistent tradition," attributes to
Johnson may have been adapted from
a design published by A. J. Downing.

Mr. Lewis establishes-beyond any
doubt, in my opinion-that two great
houses (Berry Hill, Halifax County,
Virginia, for James Coles Bruce, and
Staunton Hill, Charlotte County, Vir-
ginia, for Bruce's son Charles) were
erected from the designs of John E.
Johnson. For this he is due the thanks
of architectural historians; over the
past twenty years I have heard Berry
Hill attributed to five different design-
ers, and Staunton Hill to three. Berry
Hill is, in its approach, main fagade,
and interior details, one of the most im-
pressively "classical" plantation houses
in the South; while Staunton Hill is
one of the few examples surviving in
the region of the grand, castellated
mansion. In both cases, a large part
of the total complex-outbuildings, de-
pendencieso and so forth-either sur-
viveso or the original form is well known.

JOHN EVANS JOHNSON, STAUNTON HILI-. CHARLOTTE COUNTI, VIRGI\IA, 1848-II]50

Mr. Lewis illustrates both buildings
lavishly with interior and exterior
photographs and floor plans. His doc-
umentation of Berry Hill and Staunton
Hill rests as much upon secondary
inference as upon direct statement;
howevero it is sound and conclusive, in
my opinion.

The same cannot be said for the
remaining attributions. Although sorne

are stylistically convincing, or logical
because of family connectionso none
are sufficiently documented even in a
secondary inferential sense. Luckily
these are not essential to the value of
the book. Mr. Lewis has traced the
conception and realization of Berry
Hill and Staunton Hill, and delineated
the life of their designer, a cultured
opportunist of some talent and no fiscal
ability, a gentleman architect who was

lucky in his friends, a euphoric specu-
lator, a good husband and father but
a very poor provider. The title, Mnre
Taste Than Prudence, is most apt.

More Thste Than Prudence, Henry W
I-ewis, The Borderer Press, 1984, l8B pp.,
illus., $25.00.
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Joan E. Draper:

THE USES OF GOTHIC
JEAN N BLOCK

The college carnpus is a uniquely
American type of place. Its architec-
ture and planning have been the sub-
ject of a number of studies in recent
years as architectural historians on

campuses have begun to pay more at-
tention to their immediate surround-
ings. Like most of the new monographs
about individual campuses, Jean
Block's bnok on the University of
Chicago appeared in conjunction with
an exhibition documenting the univer-
sitv's architectural development. But,
unlike the books about Stanford,
Berkeley, the University ofTexas, and
Washington University in St. Louis,
hers is a large-format, hardbound vol-
ume. Printed on high quality paper
and illustrated with excellent repro-
ductions of more than 200 drawings,
mapso documentso and period photo-
graphs, Block's book amply and at-
tractively portrays the first forty years

of campus building for one of
America's leading universities. The
title, The Uses of Gothic, alludes to
another aim: the discussion of style in
relation to the character and image of
the institution. The author's purpose,
as stated in the introduction, was to
look at the university's Gothic revival
architecture ooin terms of its meaning
to its creators and users and to place
it in the context of its own time."

Block, by profession a research
specialist at the university library, and
author of an earlier book on houses

in Hyde Park (the former Chicago
suburb in which the university is lo-
cated), made thorough use of the in-
stitution's archives and publications.
A dominant theme of the text is to
show how decisions about architec-
tural design were determined by the
consistent vision of administrators
and especially of the Trustees' Com-

mittee on Buildings and Grounds.
Henry Ives Cobb, the university's first

architect, initially sketched Rornan-
esque buildings in 1891, but was per-
suaded by committee members to re-
design the quadrangular scheme in
o'the very latest English Gothic." Over
the ensuing forty years the style and
pattern of organization remained ba-
sically constant even as the campus

expanded, the scale of new buildings
increased, and the complexity and
modernity of their functions tested

the appropriateness of medieval forms
and materials. Architectural unity was

insured by trustees and presidents
who involved themselves intimatelv in
the building and furnishing of the
campus, as Block demonstrates. Her
narrative gives a clear picture of the
interplay between donors, architects,
and building users, and the university

officials who provided organizational
and aesthetic continuity over four dec-

ades.
For these men, the choice of an

architectural style was predicated on
their concept of the university. Gothic
symbolized timeless spiritual values,
whereas classicism, the style of the
lB93 ChicagoVorld's Columbian Expo-
sition, denoted worldly materialism.
The quadrangular plan, gray stone
fagades, buttresses, steep gabled roofs,
turrets, pointed arches, and other med-
ievalizing motifs identified the new
American university with the greatest
European academic institutions, es-

pecially those of England. Further-
more, the Gothic style was perceived
as adaptable to various needs, while
at the same time providing a consis-

HUTCHINSON COURT. DEDTCATION OF THE ALICE FREEMAN PALMER CHIMES, 1908. (REPRODUCED

WITH THE PERMISSION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICACO LIBRARY)
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tent image of o'beauty, simplicity, and
stability," to use the words of trustee
Martin Ryerson.

The author analyzes the evolution
of collegiate Gothic on the University
of Chicago campus from the early
ornate buildings modeled intention-
ally on Oxford sources to later de-
signs, such as that for the Field
House by Holabird and Root (1924-
1932), which demonstrated the grow-
ing conflict between function and
conformity to architectural tradi-
tion. Two chapters, devoted specifi-
cally to the development of symbolic
decorative programs, emphasize the
attempt bv architects and faculty
iconographers to create sculptural
ornament that would be traditional
in form but still reflect the character
and purpose of an American univer-
sity. In a final epilogue chapter, Block
neatly relates the futuristic theme of
the 1933 Century of Progress Exposi-
tion in Chicago-for which campus
architects Holabird and Root de-
signed several buildings-to the con-
curent reorganization of the univer-
sity under Robert Maynard Hutchins
and the reevaluation of the role of its
architecture. A 1933 report concluded
that the institution could no longer
afford to erect permanent monuments
symbolic of enduring valueso and still
maintain the excellence of its instruc-
tional and research programs. ooThe

day of Historicism had passed,. . .

and Gothic could no longer fulfill the
needs and aspirations of the Univer-
sity."

The Uses of Gothic has the same

strength as its subject-thematic con-
sistency. Vhile acknowledging such re-
lated issues as campus landscaping,
methods of construction, changing
policies regarding research and teach-
ing, and attitudes toward amenities
for students, the author never strays
from the topic and has resisted the
temptation to pack the book with con-
fusing detail. The text is concise and
clear without being simplistic. How-
ever, it seldom ventures beyond the
confines of the Hyde Park campus.

With the exception of Oxford Univer-
sity and the two Chicago fairs, no
comparable architectural works are
discussed. One brief reference to the
development of "Collegiate Gothic" as

an American architectural genre of its
own could have been expanded, with-
out sacrificing brevity or focus, to in-
clude comparisons to contemporary
buildings at Northwestern, Princeton,
Yale, Dukeo and elsewhere. The title
leads one to expect more than the
history of one campus's architecture.

Neil Harris's brief foreword rem-
edies this deficiency somewhat, deftly
sketching the architectural context
within which University of Chicago
architects and officials worked. Harris
also addresses another issue that Block,
concentrating on official statements,
has virtually ignored: the incongruity
between the university's introvertedo
otherworldly, archaic architectural
image and the faculty's active involve-
ment in extension teaching, community
affairs, and the development of new
academic disciplines such as sociology.
Harris explains that by building boun-
daries the university was creating its
own landscape and setting a stage for
academic traditions where none ex-
isted. The pervasive Gothic unity, he
says, not only emphasized the priestly
function of the university in society,
but imposed some order on an aggres-
sive institution of bewildering diver-
sity, serving to remind each depart-
ment of its subordinate place within
the larger whole.

Reviewers always wish the author
of a good book had done a little more.
Jean Block's study is excellento given
the self-imposed limitations. The
reader is advised, howevero to read it
in conjunction with Paul Venable
Tirrner's Campus, An American Plan-
ning Tradition (MIl 1984).

The Uses of Gothic: Planning and Build-
ing the Campus of the University of
Chicago, 1892-1932, Jean E Block, Univer-
sity of Chicago Library (dist. University of
Chicago Press), 1983, 262pp., illus., $25.00
cloth; $19.95 paper.

Pamela H. Simpson:

AN ARCHITECTURAL
HISTORY OF
CARBO]\DALE
SUSAN E. NIAYCOCK

The current proliferation of books de-
tailing the architectural histories of
ordinary American towns can prob-
ably be traced to the 1966 Preserva-
tion Act, the state preservation offices
it set up, and the ensuing architectural
surveys. The people doing the surveying
have, quite rightln felt the need to get

their fieldwork into print. Their most
immediate concern was to raise local
consciousness about a fast-disappearing
architectrrral heritage, but a side effect
has been a new national interest in
non-architect-designed building.

Like many Midwestern towns, Car-
bondale, Illinois, was a creature of
the railroad. In a piece of political
chicanery not unknown to l9th-cen-
tury officeholders, Daniel Brush, as

clerk of the Jackson County Courto
learned of the proposed route for the
newly chartered Illinois Central Rail-
road in 1852, well before the informa-
tion was made public. He promptly
claimed a heavily wooded 360-acre
tract that was midway between two
other proposed station sites. Vith a

group of investors, he obtained the
railroad's promise of a station and
laid out his town in a rectangular grid
bisected by the tracks.

Carbondale, unlike other railroad
towns, had a central focus. Brush gave

his town what he called a "public
square" of nearly ten acres. Other
town squares contained public build-
ings and parks; Carbondale's, how-
ever, was divided by the crossing of
the railroad tracks and the main road
into four sections. Far from being
"publicr'o the entire area \,vas deeded
to the Illinois Central for 'orailroad
purposes onlyi'

Thus Carbondale began, and for
the next century its development,
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growth, and prosperity were directly
linked to the fortunes of the railroad.
The other major event in the life of
the town occurred in 1868, when its
citizens organized to bid for the loca-
tion of a new state normal school. The
cornerstone of the first building of
what would ultimately become South-
ern Illinois University was laid in 1870.

The university and the railroad to-
gether shaped the community, deter-
mined the direction of its growth, and
caused some of its major preservation
problems.

Maycock's architectural history of
Carbondale tells the story of the
townos development, and traces the
appearance and disappearance of its
buildings. So many are gone that she
must have been tempted to call her
book Lost CarbondaLe; picture after
picture lists destruction dates in the
caption. Part of the reasono of course,
was the town's prosperity; growth
means change. But, as Maycock points
out in her final chapter, the expansion
of the university and the development
of an automobile-related society con-
tributed to the decline "in both func-
tion and appearance" of Carbondale's
historic core. She effectively contrasts
l9th-century views of street-oriented
commercial blocks with modern views
of parking lots and fast-food restau-
rants. The story is familiar; one can
only applaud Maycock's efforts to in-
spire the community to preserve what
is left.

This is the first modern history of
Carbondale, and its only architectural
history. As local history and as a pres-
ervation alert, it is a success; no doubt
Carbondale's citizens and the many
alumni of SIU will benefit from read-
ing it. As a contribution to our under-
standing of vernacular architecture,
it falls short. Architectural diseussion
is limited to construction dates and
stylistic descriptiono with little expla-
nation of the national or the local
context for the various styles, and no
discussion at all of the buildings,
beyond stylistic details. There are no
floor plans, few interiors, and even
fewer people.

The photographs are also marred
by empty foregrounds ofweedy yardso
litter that could have been removed,
and uncorrected parallex. Fortu-
nately, the majority are old views of
the town, but even these are presented
in such washed-out black-and-white
contrast that most detail is lost. A
skillful layout and better printing
might have helped. Nevertheless,
books of this type are importarit, not
only for their communities but for the
broader study of American architec-
tural history.

An Architectural History of Carbondale,
Illinois, Susan E. Maycock, Southern Illinois
University Press, 1983, 216 pp., illus.,
$24.95 cloth; $13.95 paper.

Richard Longstreth:

AMERICA BUILDS
LELAND M. ROTH

The value of a good anthology on any
subject is obvious-as a stock tool of
the trade for survey courses, a useful
reference work. and even an introduc-
tion for those with a general interest.
Leland Roth correctly points out in
the introduction to America Builds
that a nonpolemical collection of per-
iod essays covering the full spectrum
of American architecture has never
been published beforeo and the closest
thing to such a compendium, Don Gif-
ford's ?he Literature of Architecture
(1966), has long been out of print.
America Builds seeks to fill that void
with eighty-two pieces written between
1624 and 1980. A-bout half the entries
are by architects, the remainder
mostly by critics, professional or
otherwise. As might be expected, the
selection emphasizes theory and for-
mal design issues; nevertheless, sev-
eral entries address technical and
professional matters, and a number
are devoted to urbanism. The book is
str:uctured to serve as a companion
volume to Roth's Concise History of
American Architecture (1979) yet it
stands equally well on its own.

It would be difficult to challenge
the overall merit of the material Roth
has selected. Many of the writings are
significant works by leading figures-
from Thomas Jefferson to Robert Ven-
turio Montgomery Schuyler to Ada
Louise Huxtable-but the overlap
with Gifford's anthology or Lewis
Mumford's Roots of Contemporary
American Architecture is not exten-
sive. Roth also presents some welcome
departures from the familiar reper-
toire, including Sidney Fisher's de-
scription of Philadelphia's then-nas-
cent suburbs (1859) and John Ihlder's
assessment of the impact of the au-
tomobile on the city (1914). Each pas-
sage is supplemented by a brief intro-
duction tailored to the novice. but
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often of interest to the more knowl-
edgeable reader as well.

America Builds is not a strongly
revisionist collection; the choices can
in fact be considered rather conserva-
tive, given the mvriad changes that
have occurred in the study of Ameri-
can architecture since Gifford's book
was published almost two decades ago.
There is little on academic design and
almost nothing on the Arts and Crafts
Movement. Modernism in the 1920s
and 1930s gets scant coverage; the
postwar years fare better but not so
the divergent views on the composition
and future of the Modern Movement
during this period. A number of
thematic areas are unexplained-for
example, the development of building
typeso a central but still poorly
documented aspect of architecture
since the lndustrial Revolution.

Citing omissions does not mean that
the book has serious flaws. On the
contrary, America Builds serves its
intended purpose well and should do
so for some time to come, It also un-
derscores how much additional mater-
ial in the literature of American archi-
tecture deserves our attention.

America Builds: Source Documents in
American Architecture and Planning, Le-
land M. Roth, Harper & Row, 1984, 675
pp., illus., $35.00 cloth.

R. Windsor Liscombe:

UNBUILT OXFORD
HOV/ARD COLVIN

"Might-have-beens," Professor Colvin
arg'ues, are a legitimate field of study
for architectural historians, especially
in the case of a hermetic and venerable
society like Oxford. Architecture, after
all, exists first on the flat surface of
paper or board. In a wider context,
the publication of Unbuih Oxford in
such an attractive format reflects the
rise of architectural history as both a
respectable academic discipline, and
an essential aspect of the popular fas-
cination with cultural history. And
there is a certain piquancy in compar-
ing the imagined with the realo as dem-
onstrated in Barker and Hyde's Lon-
don: As It Might Haoe Been (Murray
England, 1982).

Eschewing the legendary begin-
nings of the university (said ro have
originated in the priory founded by
Frideswide on the site of a pigsty
where she had hidden from an overar-
dent suitor), Colvin begins this series
of aptly titled essays by directing his
readers to the jambs in the Divinity
School. In 1440 the university author-
ities decreed that they be much sim-
plified, for aesthetic as well as finan-

cial reasons. A more dramatic cause
prevented the completion of Cardinal
College (later Christ Church), poten-
tially the grandest medieval collegiate
complex. Before his downfall Cardinal
Wolsey intended the chapel to rival
Henry VI's at King's College, Cam-
bridge. Its abandonment marked the
architectural supremacy of Cam-
bridge-despite such notable excep-
tions as Wren's structurally advanced
and classically inspired Sheldonian
Theatre (1664-1669). Here, tooo the
architect had to accept significant al-
terations imposed by that constant foe
of the art of building, the "limits of a
private purse."Another leitmotiv of ar-
chitectural history, the pattern of
taste, courses through the next chap-
ters, which track the rejection of the
"rabies Gothorumo' conducted by two
amateurs, Dean Ndrich and Dr.
George Clarke, and a great and inven-
tive designer Nicholas Hawksmoor (al-
ways excepting his quasi-Gothic All
Souls' College). Their achievements
assume new importance against the
background of rejected schemes, par-
ticularly in the instance of Hawks-
moor's part-classical, part-baroque
plan for the academic core, and his
austere mausoleum design for the
Radcliffe Library.

Apart from illuminating the taste
of architect and patron, the unexe-
cuted proposals provide a fuller com-
mentary on the evolution of architec-
tural thought. In 1720 Magdalene re-
ceived one of the earliest crescent
plans, conceived to replace the
medieval buildings which were by then
inadequate to accommodate the in-
creasing numbers and higher living
standards of the undergraduates.
Thereafter, more than twenty ar-
chitects submitted solutions, the more
attractive clothed in the picturesquely
conceived but essentially superficial
and repetitive Gothic of the Regency.
Among other entries was an un-
ashamedly Attic templeJike lodging
for the college president, as American
as it was British in its uncompromising
but novel archaism. And it was at

VIEW OF HOTEL AND
PULLMAN PALACE
CAR WORKS, VITH A
PLAN OF PULLMAN.
FROM lr{ltPrn'S
MONTHLY, \885.
REPRINTED FROM
ROTH. AMERICA
BUILDS
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Magdalene that the adversary of all
things Greek, A.W N. Pugin, erected
his only work at Oxford, a gate. His
persuasive neo-medieval illustrated
specification for the rebuilding of
Balliol, though it had the support of
the High Churchmen, failed to set the
fellows "half mad for true Christian
rooms." Such enthusiasm \ilas reserved
for Keble and Exeter colleges, and the
churches of St. Philip and St. James,
and of St. Barnabas.

The Victorian synthesis of histori-
cal style and advanced purpose was

manifested triumphantly in the Ox-
ford Museum (1855-1860). Deane and
Woodward alluded to the current as-

sociation between Gothic and the nat-
ural sciences-a field in which many
felt Oxford was deficient-whereas
E. u, . Barry! neo-Renaissance pro-
posal recalled the sterile classicism of
conservative varsity education. A1-

most inevitably, relief from the aes-

thetic sleights-of-hand demanded by
historicism came in the "judicious ec-

lecticismo' of men like T. G. Jackson,
whose inclusion in this book belies the
tremendous success he enjoyed at his
alma mater.

In the period between the two world
wars (wars which undermined the soc-

iety that had produced Oxford and
Cambridge) Oxford virtually ceased

to articulate the contemporary ar-
chitectural oolanguage." In his enter-
taining history of Oxford, Christopher
Hobhouse went so far as to describe
the erao architecturally speaking, as

a 'otale that is quickly told, and the
quicker the better." Ellis Waterhouse

excepted, most dons preferred to per-
petuate conservative British design. It
is hence not surprising that Valentine
Harding and Godfrey Samuel (of Tec-

ton) were not commissioned by Balliol
to realize the incisive forms of their
design for a new hall, any more than
Maxwell F"y (briefly partner of
Gropius) could persuade the Fellows

of All Souls to espouse Abstract Func-
tionalism for their proposed addition
in 1937. Vithin a year, Lord Nuffield,
the motor manufacturer, in founding

THE EXAMINATION SCHOOLS. DESICN BY T. N

DEANE REJECTED IN 1873. FROM Tflf,
ARCHITECT, 2 AUCUST 1873

a college to perpetuate his nameo re-
quired the acceptance of a late medi-
eval modeo asserting that the true Ox-
ford style was Cotswold vernacular.

Not until the 1950s, when the baby
boom threatened to swamp higher
educational facilities, did Modernism
in its various phases become securely
entrenched. Many schemes were
finished, among them Arne Jacobsen's
delicately scaled St. Catherine's, but
several interesting projects lan-
guished. So Chamberlin, Powell and
Boon's Zoology Towers (1982)-remi-
niscent of, if inferior too E L. Vright's
Price Tower in Bartlesville, Oklahoma
(1953-1955)-and the Pitt Rivers
Museum (1967), by P. L. Nervi, with
the advice of the director, Bernard
Fagg, remained unbuilt for want of a

larger publico or private, purse.
ln the last episode of architectural

imagining at Oxford, the complexities
of each commission are related lucidly,
and its qualities justly appraised.
Thus the brilliant desigrr Samuel and
Harding submitted for Balliol is, re-
freshingly in this era of Post-Modern
prejudice, described as "crisp and
elegant." Equally Colvin acknowledges
the competence of the (currently more

acceptable) historicist tenor and for-
mal Beaux-Arts plan of A. S. Harri-
sonos first rendering for Nuffield Col-
lege. Indeed, one of the pleasures of
these essays is their blend of objective
analysis with criticism that responds
to, but is not confined by, the succes-

sive phases of taste. There are many
such happy phrases as the description
of Sir Giles Scott's classically inspired,
but Cotswold stone faced New Bod-
leian Library (1937-f940), as"a dinner
jacket made of Harris Tiveed."

Although obviously directed to an

informed audience, the chapters are
sufficiently concise and well illus-
trated (even if the arrangement of
plates in the text does not always cor-
respond to the text) to entice a much
wider readership. Those who wish to
pursue further specific commissions
or historical issues will find here a

useful bibliography, the one omission
being E. Blau's RuskinianGothic: The
Architecture of Deane and Woodu:ard
1845-1861 (Princeton, 1982). Conversely,

the professional practitioner or ar-
chitectural historian will encounter
new insights, epitomized by the recon-
structions of the designs Wren and
Hawksmoor aspired to create for the
Sheldonian or Radcliffe. The plates,
indeed, provide a remarkable picture
of the development of post-Renais-
sance architectural drawing, from
Deane and Voodward's lush perspec-
tive for the Examination Schools
(1873) to Samuel and Hardingos terse
elevation for Balliol new hall. Because

of the greater variation in their qual-
ity, the illustrations are more rep-
resentative than such carefully
selected studies as Gebhard and Ne-

vins's ?rao HundredYears of American
Architectural Drautings (Vhitney,
1977). At the conclusion of Urubuih

Oxford one may share the regret ex-

pressed by Elizabeth I upon leaving
the universityo ooFarewell, farewello
dear Oxford."

Unbuilt Oxford, Howard Colvin, Yale,

1983, 208 pp., illus., $40.00 cloth; $14.95
paper.
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Phillips Talbot:

STOI\ES OF EMPIRE
JAN MORRIS with SIMON
s/INCHESTER

A generation after the end of Empire,
Britain remains engagingly nostalgic
about its extraordinary 300-year exper-
ience in India, brightest of the jewels

of the imperial crown. The resulting
flow of historical studies, mernoirs, photo
books, and novels has told us much
about the latelv departed world of the
Anglo-Indians-by which is meant not
Eurasians but the Britons who, from
the l7th century down to 1947, com-
mitted their lives to military or adrnin-
istrative control, trade and commerce,
religious proselytism or other pursuits
in India.

Like the imperial Romans before
them, the British were builders; and
it is what the British built in India,
the visible part of their legacy, that is

delightfully explored in the text and
photographs of Srones of Empire: The
Buildings of the Roj. The lrook is

intended for a general audience, in-
cluding readers who still enjoy poking
about the cities and towns that the
Raj produced or expanded. However,
for the professional it also documents
the architectural and urban design in-
fluences-whether neoclassical, Goth-
ic, Indo-Saracen, or hybrid-that stim-
ulated succeeding waves of civil and
military engineers, architects, and
others who created the great works.
This is a summary of a completed
mission:

Nobody ever built, or ever will,
another Victoria Terminus, a second

Viceroy's House, a High Court like
Henry lrwin's at Madras, or an es-

planade like Darjeeling's Mall. AI-
most all the buildings described in
this book went up within 150 years:

the British had come, the British
went, and architecturally there was

an end to it.

II

VICToRIA TERMI\US. I]O}II].\Y

But while they were at it, they built
with assurance. Whether in simple con-
structions for upcountry district towns
or the magnificent palaces of the pro-
consuls, designs evolved to fit the func-
tions of an alien ruling caste. Among
domestic buildings, for example, the
bungalow gets full recognition, since "it
is a curious truth that the British, hav-
ing chosen the form of their housing in
India in the 17th century, never devised
a better one during the 300 subsequent
years of their residence." Yet we are led
also into the mansions of the early mer-
chants and East India Company officials

-which spread to huge proportions,
often reminiscent of an English squire's
country house-and the villas in the
hill stations, so characteristic of Anglo-
India, with their decidedly European
overtones (Tudor, perhaps?). Because
buildings refect social custom, this
survey treats with respect one of the

characteristic features of Anglo-Indian
life: the club. It could be, in a remote
upcountry station, simple to the point
of ennui, or, like the Old Madras at
the end of the 19th centuryo of princely
proportions, ooone of the most magni-
6cent clubs in the world." Though sel-

dom distinguished, the volume records,
"the architectural symbolism of the
grander clubs was at least frank-
Come In! it cried to the suitable sort
of Briton, Keep Out, it hissed to every-
one else."

On and on the story goes: the great
forts and cantonments (boasting, in
Calcutta, the largest barrack building
in the world), the secretariat oowriters'

buildings," the cathedrals and churches
at all levels of grandeur, the imposing
High Courts, the schools and colleges,
redolent of the old school tie, the uni-
versities in the Presidency towns ('odel-

iberately set out to transfer British ideas
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and values to the Indian middle classes,
if only to create a useful client caste")
an(l the 'owonder house" nluseums,
capped bv the Victoria Memorial in
Calcutta, which was cornmissioned by
theVicerov Lor<l Curzon to be "his'Iaj
Mahal-the grand svrnbol of love and
devotion by whirh both Queen and
Vicerov woukl aln'ays be relnernberedo'

-a doubtful proposition today.
The authors tell also of the "pretty

white building which stands to this
dav upon the waterfront at Madras
. . . built in two stories [with a] grace-
fully rounded front on the seaside,
rather like an apse, an elegant veran-
dah, classical details. and a small
shady garden all around"-an ice
house, constructetl during the clipper
ship era to store blocks of ice shipped
in from Boston.

Nor are the arteries and veins of
British India neglected: the Grand
Trunk Road from Calcutta to the
Khyber Pass and the other metaled
roadso bridges, tunnels, and canals
that, with the astonishing national
railway net and its baronial passenger
stations in major cities, opened up the
country to the rulers. Finally, we are
taken back to those cities-the Presi-
dency towns of Madras, Calcutta and
Bomban and New Delhi-that came
up from nothing in British times; or
were added, without intermingling, to
the piles of earlier history.

Other books have treated indi-
vidual lndian towns of the British per-
iod or particular classes of buildings;
this one brings together the diverse
elements of British construction in
India. Jan Morris writes with delicacy
and sensitivity, making the book a joy
to read. Simon Vinchester's selection
of 174 photographs and sketches,
drawn mainly from official and
museum collections and spread across
one-third of the pages of the book,
evoke even more graphically the
British past in India.

Stones of Empire: The Buildings of the
Raj, Jan Morris with Simon Winchester, Ox-
ford, 1983, 234 pp., illus., $25.00.

Deborah King Robbins:

CHARTRES
EMII,E MAI,E

Emile MAle's Chartres, recently pub-
lished for the first time in English, is
a classic, beautifully illustrated mo-
nograph on one of France's best-
known and most admired cathedrals.
Professor MAle, a major figure in the
field of medieval art history, wrote
several volumes on the iconography of
religious art of the 12th and 13th cen-
turies in Europe. As an iconographer
he concentrates in Chartres on the
Romanesque and Gothic sculptural
programs of the cathedral's main and
porch fagades. The architectural de-
scription is concise, yet makes clear
the seminal nature of the experiments
at Chartres. For both the sculpture
and the architecture MAle provides a

Iively historical background as well as

a broad artistic context for the build-
ing's design and construction. Pierre
Devinoy's images add immeasurably
to the text; the photographs alone are
a superb visual monograph of the
building, capturing nuances of light
and texture, and the drama of form
and space.

Since this translation of MAle's
Chartres gives only a l9B3 copyright
date, and has no editorial note or
scholarly preface to place the book in
its true context, it would appear the
rnost recent account of the building's
history in English-unless one knew
that the author had died in 1952, and
that the original edition first appeared
in French in 1948. Despite a second
French edition published in 1963, it
was not revised during MAle's lifetime
nor, apparently, since. The black-and-
white photographs in the 1983 edition,
although they show the higher contrast
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and finer detail of more recent print-
ing techniques, are clearly the same
ones used in 1948, reduced in number
and occasionallv cropped. Onlv the
color photographs of the stained glass

are nelr'.

The reader unschooled in medieval
art history will take the book to be,
as MAle originally intended it, a sum-
mary of oothe most recent architectural
discoveries." This is no longer the case.
M6le was certainly one of this cen-
tury's most important historians of
Gothic art, but his field has undergone
much change and reevaluation in the
last few decades. The dating and anal-
ysis of artistic and architectural
monuments, and the search for their
sources of inspiration and their sub-
sequent influence constantly reveal
new information and suggest further
interpretations. This is especially true
of a monument like Chartres Cathe-
dral, long acknowledged as one of the
turning points in French Gothic ar-
chitecture and sculpture. A number
of MAle's assertions and interpreta-
tions, based on his own studies and
those of the most reliable scholars of
his day, have been superseded. For
exampleo MAle maintains that the por-
tal of the west fagade was originally
recessed between the two steeples, and
only later brought forward in align-
ment with the towers. While it may
have initially been planned for the
recessed position, scholars now gener-
ally assume that the mid-twelfth-cen-
tury fagade was first built as it stands
today. MAle also states that the new
cathedral built after the fire of 1194

was constructed from east to west;
most recent scholarship has concluded
that the process moved from west to
east, to take advantage of the surviv-
ing Romanesque vestibule as the new
edifice rose behind. In addition, John
Jamesos new and controversial theories
on construction methods and dating
in the cathedral are not included.*
And although MAle's iconographic de-
scription of the portal sculptures is
still a classic in the field, some of his
interpretations and attributions have

PORTAIL ROYAL, CAPITALS. THE LIFE OF CHRIST

fieen challenged in A. Katzenellenbo-
gen's more comprehensive study, The
Sculptural Programs of Chartres Ca-
thedral (Johns Hopkins, 1959).

While the publisher's decision to
reissue MAle's book in an unrevised
edition without making clear its posi-
tion in the history of Chartres scholar-
ship was unfortunate, Chartres is nev-
ertheless a valuable and eminently
readable description of the cathedral.
The translation, while sometimes lack-
ing the grace of Mile's French, is good.
Aided by the superb illustrations, the
author's feeling for the poetry and
history of Gothic art brings the Cathe-
dral alive:

Poussin. . . imagined womentrans-
formed into columns-here we see

columns metamorphosed into wom-
en. The Creeks did the same for
the Cnidian treasury at Delphi and
the Erectheion at Athens, more im-
posingly, but with less magic. Here
one is no longer in the world of
goddesses, but the kingdom of
fairyland. These vaguely smiling
courtly Iadies emanate a strange
poetry, the poetry of Breton lays,
soon to become the romances of the
Round Thble.

+Chartres: The Masow Who Built a

Legend, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1982,
reviewed in DBR 2, pp. 18-19.

Chartres, Emile Male, translated by Sarah

Wilson, Harper & Row, 1983, f90 pp.,
illus., $24.95.

Katharirue K. Peterson:

TULA: THE TOLTEC
CAPITAL OF
AI\CIE]\T MEXICO
RIC}IARD A. DIEHL

Tirla. It lies at the junction of the Tirla
and Rosas rivers in the central Mexi-
can plateau, north of the Basin of
Mexico. To the Aztecs it was Tollan, a

city of legendary importance, the home
of a people of extraordinary accom-
plishment, power, and wealth. In fact,
it was the capital of the Toltecs, the
group who migrated into this area
during the eighth century A.D. and
built a short-lived but powerful civ-
ilization whose sphere of influence
quickly reached far south, well into
the Maya region.

In A.D. 1156, weakened by periods
of internal conflict and wars with neigh-
boring groups, and probably further
stressed try climatic changes which made
the Toltec heartland too arid for agri-
culture, the Toltecs prepared to leave
Tula and move south. Unfortunately,
before they left they all but destroyed
their capital city. Their cultural cohe-
sion and identity waned soon after, and
in a short period of time the Toltec
civilization completely collapsed.

The information we have about Tirla
and the Toltecs has come to us from
archaeological investigation o ethno-
historical accounts collected by the
Spanish, and numerous legends. The
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first investigations were conducted by
the Aztecs, and since that time a num-
ber of projects have been undertaken,
but for the most part they have focused

on the main ceremonial center with its
elaborate art and architecture.

The most recent addition to our
knowledge of these people has come
from two concurrent archaeological
projects in the Tirla region. One of
Diehl's purposes in writing this book
was to present some of the flndings of
these two projects, the Tirla Archaeo-
logical Project of the University of
Missouri-Columbia, and the Proyecto
Tula of the Instituto Nacional de Antro-
pologia e Historia in Mexico. Both of
these recent investigations have been
directed away from the famous buildings
of the ceremonial center and toward
the residential zones within the larger
urban area. Furthet they mapped the
extent of the urban center and found it
to be greater than had been estimated.

Diehl's team, which r,vent to Tirla to
investigate and define Toltec life for
the average Tirla citizen, discovered
large numbers of undisturbed arti-
facts. This new evidence enabled them
to assign more accurate dates to the
phases of the Toltec occupation of the
area and to substantiate that the Tula
economy was based on agriculture,
craft production, and trade. The team
was able to identify workshops in Tirla
which produced ceramics, items sought
by the elite of many Mesoamerican
cultural groups, and prepared obsid-
ian blade cores from which blades
could be struck. The complex trading
network which distri-buted these goods
throughout Mesoamerica returned other
items needed by the Toltecs.

In examining the residential com-
poundso the team discovered that the
Toltecs resided in relatively secluded,
multi-roomed separate houses. Unlike
Teotihuacan apartment blocks with
their mazes of interconnected rooms,
the compounds at Tula, composed of
houses grouped around a courtyard,
were separated from other compounds
by walls and alleys.

In the introduction, Diehl states

that his intention was to write a book
which would present the Toltecs and
Tirla to a general audience as well as

offer new information to his colleagues.
These goals are largely incompatible.
For the general reader, the book is

fairly successful. It provides a broad
outline of the history of Tirla, of the
Toltecs, and of how they fit into the
larger picture of pre-Columbian Meso-

american history. For the same reader,
however, discussions of pottery phases

and archaeological data will bog down
the story.

For Diehl's colleagueso the archaeo-
logical data from the recent investiga-
tions is tucked into an oversimplified
history of the area. The book is most
frustrating for those primarily inter-
ested in the built environment, as dis-
cussions of the architectural features
are particularly scanty. Diehl and his
crew have done important work in the
residential areas, yet the hoped-for
discussion of the use of spaceo formo
and light is missing, as is a discussion
of the broad relationships of building
to building, building to compound,
compound to compound, and residen-
tial area to ceremonial core. In ad-
dition, the evidence supporting Diehl's
conclusions about the purposes and
functions of the structures and com-
plexes is not fully presented. He ex-
trapolates from the enclosed courtyard
plan to a complex social organization
of kin-based, hierarchical groups of
families living and worshiping within
the residential compound. Further still,
he proposes this structure as a micro-
cosm of the entire society.

While I cannot dispute Diehl's con-
clusions, the evidence necessary to
substantiate them for me is not prov-
ided in this work. The problem with
the analysis is revealed by two state-
ments which bracket it. As he begins
to present his conclusions, Diehl says

that the success of housing systems

'odepends in part on one's culturally
conditioned expectationsoo' and he
closes his opinions by saying: ooW.hat

more could a Toltec or even a 20th-
century university professor ask of a

home?" Clearlv Diehl enjoyed his stav
at Tirla and, although I don't discount
the possibility that his conclusions will
prove to be correct, nevertheless the
analysis of compounds such as these
is always liable to be affected by the
analyst's expectations and empathy
with the builders. Vith this in mind,
I will wait for the evidence before
coming to a conclusion.

Diehl's writing style is verv reada-
bleo ando although I feel he made a

mistake trying to write for two diffe-
rent audiences, the book flows well
along a shifting line between them.

TLla: The Toltec Capital of Ancient Mexico,
Richard A. Diehl, Norton, 1983, IB0 pp, illus.,
$29.9s.
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Andrew Rabeneck:

JEAN PROUVE
DOMINIQUE CIAYSSEN

RENZO PIANO
MASSIMO DINI

CEDRIC PRICE
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION

Architecture remains a practical arto despite recent at-
tempts by historians and theorists to subordinate the tech-
nical to the artistic, as might be appropriate in fine art.
The current dominance of art over technology may be a
simple reaction to the optimism of the 1960s, when social
problems were expected to yield to the logic of technical
imagination. It may also represent the resignation of ar-
chitects before the remorseless hegemony of today's ordi-
nary construction technology,

After all, the tradition of sneering at the disarray and
"fragmentation" of the construction industry (especially as

compared to such paragons as the auto industry) suffered
much when architect-led efforts to improve its behavior in
the 1960s were either rebuffed or painlessly absorhed.

In truth, most architects are ill-equipped to challenge
the construction-industrial complex. Inspiration and com-
fort are today found more readily in the aesthetics, design,
and authorship of the product-the building-than in the
processes that bring it about. Most prefer to take technol-
ogy for granted, rather than challenge it to achieve no
longer fashionable social goals.

But the best theoristso and some architects, have always

sought inspiration in the potentials of the productive force
or in the social dynamics of the construction industry. In
the U.S.A. their ranks include Buckminster Fuller, of
courser but also Charles Eames and Ezra Ehrenkrantz,
Carl Koch and Albert Kahn. The three books under review
detail the endeavors of three of their European counter-
parts, Jean Prouv6, Renzo Pianoo and Cedric Price.

Jean Prouv6, who died in 1984 at the age of 830 was a

literal child of the Ecole de Nancy. His father Victor, artist
and doyen of that vigorous enclave of Art Nouveau' \,vas an

intimate of Emile Gall6, Louis Majorelle, and the Daum
brothers. In fact, Jean Prouv6 always credited his interest
in technical and production problems to his contact with
these artists, who pushed the technical frontiers of glass

and metalwork as far as they pushed the artistic. It was

his own technical apprenticeship in architectural metal-
work that lent conviction to his later inventions in the same

medium. He was indissolubly both architect and engineer,

as Le Corbusier acknowledged.

$

PLACING OF A STRUCTURAL EI-EMENT. FROM CLAYSSEN, JEAN PROUVE

Dominique Clayssenos monograph captures successfully
the unique quality of truth that characterizes almost all of
Prouv6's work. His metal inventions exemplify with great
clarity the canons of Modernism: response to function,
economy of means, and elegance of execution. Although
not an architect-and perhaps for that reason unjustly
ignored by Giedion and Benevolo-Prouv6 as a craftsman
and producer inspired and collaborated with many ar-
chitects, including Le Corbusier and Mallet-Stevens. His
prewar masterpiece remains the Maison du Peuple at Clichy
near Paris, done in 1938 with Beaudoin and Lods. This
project prefigures by 35 years the Centre Pompidou of
Piano and Rogers, and in some ways still surpasses it. For
exampleo in addition to metal stressed skin movable walls,
it boasts movable floors to create double height volumes at
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HEADS OT THE GERBER BEAMS FOR CENTRE POMPIDOU IMMET]IATELY
AFTT]R CASTINC. FROM DINI. RENZO PIANO

will, a concept abandoned early in the Pompidou Center
as impractical. Prouv6, incidentall,v, was chairman of the
jury that selected Piano and Rogers's design.

His postwar masterpiece, for this reviewer, is the exhi-
bition hall at Grenoble with its interchangeable frameless
glass or solid panels pulled back onto neoprene-faced mul-
Iions by spring-loaded friction fastenings. Between major
projects Prouv6 continued to run his metal fabrication
works at Max6ville, producing an endless series of radical
lightweight structures destined for houses, schools, and
other applications.

In 1952 Prouv6's investors sent professional managers
into his 150-rnan plant; in two years it was bankrupt. Prouv6
complainedo bitterly and prophetically, that these managers
understood nothing beyond general principles of manage-
ment. The soul of the factory, its creativity, and the empir-
ical approach to production engineering that set it apart
from other fabricators, escaped them. The very source of
Max6ville's viability was thrown out in the reorganization.
Thus Prouv6 became an unwilling pioneer in the homogeni-
zation of product manufacture that continues today, with
MBAs at the helm.

After losing his plant, Prouv6 turned to consulting, pri-
marily on advanced curtain walling, including Berlin Free
University. In 1980 he turned down honorary membership
of the Ordre des Architectes. aptly expressing his disap-
pointment with (in particular) French architects' aesthetic
misappropriation of his vocabulary of ideas.

Often held up as a champion of industrializationo Prouv6
actually remained a steadfast opponent of the large-scale
closed systems that exemplify French postwar housing. In-

stead he argued for volume production of key components
to be used within an open system adapted to each site
situation. His designs and prototypical contributions in the
areas of heart units, doors, window walls, and stairs made
substantial impact on the general industry.

Clayssen's book is amply illustrated in line and halftone,
and her text strongly laced with quotes from her interviews
with Prouv6 and from his collaborators. She is particularly
sympathetic about Prouv6's difficulty in winning profes-
sional or bureaucratic acceptance; for him it was a genuine
frustration, not something to boast about as Corb liked to
do. Even while his ideas were being used and abused on a
large scale, his preference for artisanal hands-on work
estranged him from architects and engineers alike. The
creative workshop legacy of the Ecole de Nancy marked
him finally and unfortunately as an anachronism.

Renzo Piano is, unlike Prouv6, a trained architect, but
he shares Prouv6's faith in the mastery of tools. He ties the
social utility of architects to their command of the materials
and techniques of construction. He seeks to reinstate the
importance of "making"-the craft mentality, but now com-
bined with manipulation of the most sophisticated technol-
ogy. Architects'current preoccupation with art he sees as
a refuge from realitv. masking a shrinking field of compe-
tence, and leading to meaningless and irrelevant formalism.
But aren't those the accusations typically leveled by Anglos
at Italians? How did a Genovese born in 1937 become a
prophet of technical imagination admired in Britain and
the U.S., as well as France where he now works, and cele-
brated in this substantial monograph in Rizzoli's architec-
tural documents series?

In 1966-following two decades of Anglo distrust of Ital-
ians, fueled by critics like Reyner Banham-Renzo Piano
finally broke the ice with his stunningly elegant IPE factory,
tlvo years after graduating from Milan Polytechnic. The
translucent GRP roof panels, propped aloft by minimalist
three-dimensional Fink trusses, became a touchstone for
England's young post-Fullerians (including Norman Fostero
Richard Rogers, Nick Grimshaw, and Terry Farrell) then
struggling to break free from the social pieties of brutalism.

Although Piano's heroes were Franco Albini and Marco
Zanuso, both unpopular at the time with British critics,
his work bore evidence of fresh analysiso of empirical test-
ing and an apparently objective process of design. Not only
was this project technically virtuous, it was also beautiful.
Piano's interest in structure and processo born of work
with his contractor father, drove him in 1965 to Z. S.
Makowsky's workshop at London's Battersea College of
Technology, where important analytical work was being
done on the properties of reinforced polyesters formed into
space frame components. Piano's love of experimentation
and of mock-up empiricism endeared him to his British
admirers. The culmination was his successful collaboration
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with Richard Rogers on the Centre Ceorges Pompidou,
which, he rightly comments, "far from being a triumph of
technology,. . . is not even an industrial building. If anv-
thing it is a gigantic piece of craftsmanship, made by hand,
bit by bit, a great prototype."

In fact most of Piano's projects share this air of brico-
lage, of heralding a more general application of the princi-
ples they embody. In contrast to Prouv6's direct control of
production machinery, which allowed highly finished and
integrated products, Piano's technical solutions bear more
the stamp of the construction process, the visible articula-
tion of piece parts made elsewhere and bolted together at
site. The exception is his 1978-80 collaboration with en-
gineer Peter Rice to design a lightweight car, the Fiat VSS,
with a plastic body on a metal frame. This project, in a

field where total integration of design and production con-
cerns is mandatory, stimulated Piano and provided a chal-
lenge to his tenet of total involvement. The result is a

modest-looking little car which outwardly betrays no radi-
cal technical innovation-in contrast to his buildings with
their exoskeletons, ducts, and s\,vooping tents.

More recent projects involve renovation and adaptation
of existing buildings, blocks, quarters, and even islands.
The approach is thoughtful and unsentimental, stressing
continued viability of older structures, with modern tech-
nology the enabling medium.

Piano's first major American project will be the Menil
Collection in Houston, now under construction. Here also
he turns his back on the visual expression of technical
innovation. He describes the project as the antithesis of
Beaubourg, bringing to suburban Houston the ritual of the
museum and the mystery of contemplation-qualities ne-
gated all too successfully in Paris, where, Piano feels, the

t

Centre Pompidou, abetted by its administration, trivializes
the public's arlistic experienee.

In Houston natural light is the medium chosen to en-
hance the public's enjoyrnent of the art in a quiet and
unobtrusive way. Light enters the glazed roof, to be diffused
below by elegant and carefully studied ferrocement louvers,
which also serve as the bottom chord of equally elegant
lattice beams assembled with cast steel nodes i la Beau-
bourg. Other aspects of the building are a severe diagram-
matic plan, and elevations which claim homage to the
balloon frame, "a system characterized by extreme simpli-
fication of assembly and minimal use of tools."

In this project I sense Piano is putting to work a fresh
sensibility, one of context, probably inspired by his plan-
ning work in Genoa and Tirrin, and notably by his conver-
sion ofthe ZD-acre Schlumberger works at Montrouge, near
Paris. Massimo Dini's excellent text to the monograph
makes clear that Piano has learned valuable lessons from
some of his less successful projects, like the technically
aggressive expandable housing project in Perugia.

The technical innovator is not mellowing. He is simply
refining his tools, and becoming confident enough in their
application to allow technical tricks to take their place
within a broader aesthetic vocabulary.

Cedric Price shares with Prouv6 and Piano an under-
standing of and love for technology-not as a means of
construction only, but in its potential to stimulateo interact
with, and respond to people. Price, born in 1937 and a

product of Cambridge, was the subject of a recent exhibi-
tion at the Architectural Associationo an event celebrated
by the present monograph. He has been the most profound
shaker of the status quo in British architecture for the last

:
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twenty years. The popular image of Cedric, says Royston
Landau in a contribution to the book, is 'oan uneasy ar-
chitectural modernist with a strong disposition towards
flexibility, impermanence and anything new in technology,
but also one with a near Voltairian capacity for making the
complacent sit up and the over-confident sit down."

Landau characterizes Price's approach to architecture
as a philosophy ofenabling. A cruder contrast with conven-
tion could be drawn by saying that while for most postwar
architects social and resource problems created excuses for
architecture, for Price it has been the other way about.
Architecture for him is a field of inquiry and endeavor as

broad as it needs to be to confront the ahsurdities and
wasted opportunities of conventional problem definition.
Thus his Fun Palace of 1961, for Joan Littlewood of the
Theatre Workshop, was a literal serviced scaffold of gan-
tries, pods, and enclosures tuned to the huge repertory of
cultural events she imagined - a 

oolaboratory of fun,o' a 
o'uni-

versity of the streets," in her phrases. Though unbuilt, the
project greatlv influenced a generation of students for
whom the architectural theology of postwar modernism
seemed out of gear with the social and cultural realities of
a country coming back from the brink.

In the context of this review, it is worth noting that
Cedric has been a longtime admirer of Jean Prouv6's
Maison du Peuple at Clichy, because the ways in which the
building is used always transcend the technology that makes
it work. It is, like Cedricos few built buildings, architectur-
ally neutral. Feeding forward in time, the Fun Palace is the
other inspiration for Piano and Roger's Pompidou Centero
which is anything but neutral. Therein lies, perhaps, the
essence of Cedric's architecture. He never elaborates the
technical solution to serve an a priori notion of architec-
tural style. ooFun" or "looking like a machine" may well be
serious criteria for Cedric in his approach to a particular
design problem, but they will receive the same rigorous
scrutiny as other criteria, Cedric understands why Russian
spacecraft look different from American ones-because
what they look like is functionally important-but he can
never be accused of gratuitous solutions to problems
created expressly in order to be brilliantly solved.

Perhaps his greatest talent is to broaden the definition
of any problem to a point where the conventional or self-
serving mind is thrown off guard. The way to improve
Oxford Street is to make it easier and more pleasant to
shop in Hendon. . . . Instead of building a grand new house
a client might get a divorce . . . , and so on. This flair, allied
to a highly inquisitive mind, assures his position as a burr
under the saddle of the professional high horse, his ability
to thrill students and appall committees. But it would not
work unless he were also generous of spirit; he'll pick you
up after he's knocked you down. [t's the mark of a great
pedagogue, more concerned to convey his insight to his
audience than to profit by that insight. Indeed his built

work is scant, the mark of his preventive (as opposed to
curative) planning invisible. His drawings and writings re-
main the best access to his form of consciousness-expand-
ing, for those unable to share a cognac with him at the
Architectural Association bar.

The book contains all the major projects, including Pot-
teries Thinkbelt and Generator, the Aviaries and South
Bank, and a good selection of writings. Essays and memoirs
are contributed by eight friends and admirers. If you know
Cedric Price's worko buy this book; it's the best collection
of Priceana to date. If you don't know his work buy this
book; you may never see things in the same way.

Jean Prouv6: L'Id6e Constructive, Dominique Clayssen, Dunod
(text in French), Paris, 1983, 189 pp., illus., $25.00 pb.

Renzo Piano, Projects and Buildings 1964-1983, Massimo Dini,
Rizzoli, 1983, 246 pp., illus., $25.00 pb.

Cedric Price Works II, Architectural Association, 1984, 116 pp.,
illus., $25.00 pb.

MARIO BOTTA, FAMILY HOUSE IN ORICLIO. SWITZERLAND. I9BI. FROM
NICOLIN, MARIO BOTTA
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Doug Suisman:

MARIO BOTTA

Many American architects who speak
no Italian and have never traveled to
Switzerland have recently found them-
selves studying with unusual care the
work of a Swiss architect who speaks
no English and has never built any-
thing outside his native country. This
interest in Helvetian design is not the
product of a clandestine Alpine Reviv-
al, but of the singular career of Mario
Botta. Based in the Italian Swiss can-
ton of Ticino, the forty-one year old
architect has completed nearly twenty
buildings to date, including houses,
schools, and office blocks. Almost all
of them are located in the Ticino, and
many of them are in the environs of
Lugano, the lakeside city where Botta
practices. On the basis of these build-
ings, and an equal number of unbuilt
projects, Botta's reputation in Europe
(and, incidentally, in Japan) has been
steadily rising for almost fifteen years.
But in this country, Botta received
almost no attention until five years
ago.

Vhen the attention finally did come,
it came quickly, giving the impression
that the American architectural milieu
had made a oodiscovery,o' despite Botta's
many published projects in foreign
journals. With our characteristic at-
traction to novelty and stardom, this
new design celebrity was widely and
enthusiastically accepted, with little
discussion or debate. The publication
this year of Mario Botta: Buildings
and Projects 1961-1982 provides the
American architectural audience with
a comprehensive if acritical survey of
Botta's career; a determined reader,
removed from the crowded lecture halls
and the glamor of the design maga-
zines, can now study Botta's work with
some degree of detachment, which in
the current professional climate is not
a bad state of mind.

The catalyst for Botta's advent in
this country was Kenneth Framptono

MARIO BOTTA. FAMILY HOUSE IN STABIO. SWITZERLA\D. 1980. FROM NICOI-IN, IIIARIO BOTTA

whose essay "Mario Botta and the
School of the Ticino" appeared in Op-
positions in1979. Frampton is himself
an international figureo and has often
served as a pipeline for ideas and
information between Europe and the
United States. In the buildings of
Botta and his Ticinese colleagues, who
'were recognized as an important
group as early as 1975, Frampton saw

examples of an emerging ideological
posture and architectural sensibility
that he was later to characterize as

Critical Regionalism. Against the
American backdrop of consumer cul-
ture and Post-Modernismo the rigor-

ously conceived, well-built, and high-
principled buildings of Botta and
other Ticinese architects invigorated
Frampton 'olike a breath of fresh air."
Many in this country agreed with him.

Despite the ideological aspects of
Frampton's introductiono and the
explicit sociopolitical values that
Botta attaches to his designs, the
buildings are studied in American
studios and drafting rooms primarily
for their formal and constructional
rigor. This winnowing of the unwel-
come ideological content from an at-
tractive cultural product is a notably
American practice (one Botta himself
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may have bowed to, at least on his
more recent American tours: his early
lectures, charged with ideology, have
given way to a softer, more pragmalic
tone). Botta's American audienceo in
other words, has proved to be more
interested in who he is and what he

builds than what he has to say.

The curiosity about Botta's back-
ground and personality, a natural out-
come of his celebrity status, has been
heightened by his extraordinary prof-
essional pedigree. Few architects any-
where can claim to have studied with
Scarpa, worked in the atelier of Le
Corbusier, and collaborated with
Kahn. To some, Botta incarnates the
hope of a one-man synthesis of Italian,
French, and American traditions, and
a single-handed restitution of major
strands of Modernism: Corbusier's
clarity and invention, Scarpa's pas-
sion for detail and materialso Kahn's
spatial layering and humanism. For
those seeking a sign, the fact that all
three masters died in tragic cir-
cumstances offers the subtlest sugges-

tion that Botta's accession was preor-
dained.

One can only guess at Botta's at-
titudes toward his background and
renown. His friends and supporters
have attested to an unusual modesty,
but the editors of the "official" Botta
books have not shied a*'ay from his
prestigious associations, The biog-
raphies in all the books make promin-
ent reference to Scarpao Corbusier,
and Kahn. And the publication of
Mario Botta: La Casa Rotonda
breaks new groundo I believe, in the
field of professional promotion: this
all-star testimonial to the architect is

based on a single house, richly cele-
brated in poetry, cartoons, sketches,
construction drawings, and essays
with titles like "The Thmed Circle"
and "M. B. Transfigurer of Geometry.'o

One result of all this-the formida-
ble promotional literature, the impres-
sive pedigree, the celebrity allure, and
the geographical isolation of the built
work-is a relative dearth of critical
commentary. Even those American ob-

servers one might have expected to be
unfazed by such things have, in manv
cases, muted their criticism because
of Botta's tremendous value in their
hattle against Post-Modernism. His
work is seen as responding to many of
the now familiar criticisms of Modern-
ism without resorting to the now equally
familiar tactics of American Post-
Modernism. These responses include:

l) The realization of architectural
ideas based on the inspired execution
of traditional construction methods,
as opposed to impermanent building
techniques in the service of imagery
and ornament.

2) A sensitivity to place and history
unvitiated by literal vernacular or his-
toricist solutions.

3) The reintegration of tradition-
al urban domains with boldly scaled
interventionso rather than delicate
o'fragments" or submissive "contex-
tual" methods.

In the light of much current Ameri-
can architectural production, it is no
wonder that Botta's wo'rk should be
held, in certain camps, to be above
criticism.

Bottaos accomplishments, neverthe-
lesso do not need this kind of protec-
tion. His early buildings and projects
have been widely and deservedly
praised. My hope is to establish a

few connections between the form
and content of Botta's work that might
explain how and why his most recent
buildings have disappointed earlier
expectations.

To American architectso who must
grapple with the decline of crafts-
manshipo one of the most attractive
aspects of Botta's buildings is that
they are not only well built, they
embody an almost palpable passion
for materials and construction. In
the words of one admiring student,
"Those buildings are buihl'The qual-
ity of construction remains high in the
most recent Botta projects; indeed,
recent visitors to the Ticino report
that the work looks even better in
reality than in photographs, a rare
quality in an era when buildings are

designed as much for magazines as for
clients. It should be noted, however,
that Botta is simply the best known
exemplar of a phenornenon ubiquitous
in the Ticino, where an enduring
tradition of craftsmanship and some
unusually progressive government pa-
tronage have produced a Iarge number
of exceptionally well-constructed (and

well-designed) buildings.
Another current theme on the na-

tional scene-the o'sense of place"-
has been a long-standing interest of
Botta's, who has devoted much atten-
tion to the topological qualities of a

site and its accumulated changes over
time. At the root of this interest, how-
ever, is a concern not merely with
place, but with the ordering of places.
The explanatory notes of his 1970 com-
petition entry for a school in Lucarno
give some insight into the thinking of
the then twenty-seven year old designer.
The school, located on the outskirts
of the city, was conceived as a o'pri-

mary structureo' or "finished form"
whose purpose was to'ocontrappore al
disordine edilizio dell'intorno.'o The
editors have translated this as ooto

counter the untidy building all around,"
but the literal translation may be more
to the point: "to counter the built
disbrder all around.'o In this way, Botta
began to develop his language of fin-
ished primary forms whose purpose
was not merely to stand aloneo but to
establish built order in the midst of
built disorder.

The built order of a Botta project
occurs not only in relation to the scale

of the local context, but at all scales,
ranging from the domestic to the terri-
torial. One of the unfailingly inspired
aspects of Botta's vision is his ability
to capture-in tiny diagrams with the
appeal of Persian miniatures-the un-
derlying spatial order of a street, a

city, or a region. Armed with this in-
sight, he has frequently been able to
endow his buildings, by means of stra-
tegic siting and massing, with the pow-
erful physical presence of much larger
structures: houses become lookout
towers (Riva San Vitale) or granaries
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(Stabio), schools become ramparts
(Morbio lnferiore), transit stations
become triumphal arches (Lyons),
train station annexes become bridges
(Zurich), government buildings become
citadels (Perugia), universities become
entire new towns (Lausanne).

The magnified physical presence of
these buildings increases their capac-
ity to order their domains, which is
precisely what Botta is after. In most
cases this involves the reinforcement
of the boundaries of those domains-
of a street, a city block, a river, a
lakefront, a town, a city center. Its
troundaries thus confirmed, the nature
of the bounded space, quarter, or city
is revealed, and the tendencv toward
disintegration checked.

Certain Botta buildings conceived
in response to their larger setting are
nonetheless at odds with their immedi-
ate environment. The interior space
of the 1970 Cadenazzo house, for ex-
ample, is exclusively related along a

central axis to a distant range of moun-
tains; in other words, the only direct
connection is between the domestic
scale of the interior and the regional
scale of the landscape. The intermedi-
ate scale ofthe neighborhood is closed
off by virtually windowless side eleva-
tions; as the project description proud-
ly confirms: "the construction to the
east and west is completely closed, with
no visual or spatial relationship to the
buildings around."

This is a far cry from oocontex-

tualism" as it is understood in this
country, where a contextual building
is expected to be responsive to its
neighbors. Botta, whose early build-
ings were often praised as "contex-
tual," explains the closed side eleva-
tions in this way: oothis 'depositoryo of
houses, with all the bad taste and
petty ambitions that have motivated
them, is scattered, episodic, and un-
concerned with the qualities and
peculiarities of the site." The houses
are oothe expression of an opulent so-
ciety in a crisis of valueso a society
that has renounced the standards of
the artisan's constructional wisdomo

obliterated by economic development
and the 'progress' of industrializa-
tion." Botta's contextualismo we see, is
a selective one, including the distant
context (revered mountains and sky)
and ignoring the local (detested subur-
ban houses).

This ideological distaste for weak
planning regulations, disorderly sub-
urban development, and other envi-
ronmental creations of late capitalist
society eventually led Botta to trans-
form an ancient urban prototype-the
courtyard house-into a kind of sub-
urban hybrid, which Frampton has
characterized as halfway between
bunker and belvedere. The party
walls of the urban prototype become
the windowless elevations of the frees-
tanding house, defensively closing out
the neighbors like a bunker; the
roofless courtyard of the city type be-
comes the covered open space around
which the main rooms are organized,
and through which the long-distance
views are capturedo in the open man-
ner of a belvedere.

The struggle to resolve conflicts
that were at the same time formal and
ideological gave the early houses their
presence. To the casual observer, they
seem to be powerfully connected to
their surroundings; but the exact na-
ture of the connection is veiled, which
imparts a sense of mystery. In the
more recent houses, Botta has reused
the bunker/belvedere type for settings
not marked by the same conflict be-
tween distant and local contexts. As a
resulto many of the houses, rather
than emerging from the site and its
particular qualities, appear to have
been willfully imposed. The scent of
the mysterious has turned into the
odor of the bizarre.

The dynamic spatial organization
of the early houses, which provided
necessary and brilliant counterpoint
to the singularity of the exterior shell,
has also given way to spatial and for-
mal devices which are less and less

appropriate, and more and more
rigidly applied. These include the in-
creasing insistence on symmetry in

plan and elevation; the reflexive use
along the central axis of a triangular
or semicircular skylight, which has
been reduced to a stylistic clich6; the
use in plan of awkward diagonal,
stepped, or curved elements in order
to resolve conflicts created by the sym-
metrical organization; and the resort
to literally defensive forms, such as

the crenellated turrets in the l98l
Origlio house. One is left to speculate,
with some disappointment, whether
the success of the houses of the seven-
ties may have induced this rigidity in
the houses of the eighties.

Botta's distinction between the near
and distant context of his houses is
echoed in his distinction between near
and distant nature. In his early
houses, he persuasively demonstrated
that a structure could establish har-
monious connections to its site and
landscape by standing freely, without
having to bury itself in a thicket of
ornamental vegetation. The bunker/
belvedere qualities of the houses
marked them as safe havens from
which to view the magnificent Swiss
landscape-at a distance. Their hard
masonry surfaces hit flat planes of
grass without any intermediary land-
scaping. Nature, in other words, was
to be seen but not touched.

This attitude toward nature has
been codified and applied to all the
recent houses in such a systematic way
that what began as the thoughtful
reappraisal of a problem has deterior-
ated into a polemic. The slogan of
many of the Ticino architects, ooa

house in the landscape is like a fist on
the tableo" seems now to be taken al-
.most literally. The shrill tone of the
polemic can be detected in Robert
Trevisiol's essay in La Casa Rotonda.
Trevisiol asserts that nature and ar-
chitecture are necessarily contradic-
tory, and that on this point Botta is
"categorical," so much so that otone

wonders how any doubts could possi-
bly arise and how it is possible to
follow false paths." The doubters and
followers of false paths-those who
seek the engagement or integration of
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natural and architectural forms-are
involved in 'oan unfailingly vain at-
tempt" marked by "pretenseo' and
"hypocrisy"; their posture really be-
trays "a fear and distrust of all fresh
expression" at the expense of an ap-
propriate oosensitivity and attention to
existing values.o' The implicit branding
of all gardeners, landscape architects,
Vright disciples and other "natural"
types as hypocrites, pretenders, and
aesthetic cowards does not merit re-
buttal.

Botta's attitude toward nature,
while less extreme, manifests itself in
the tendency to box trees. The deraci-
nated, boxed, and movable tree is a

common Botta motif that underscores
his determination to bring order even
to the disorderlv realm of vegetation.
He apparently sees boxed trees as the
appropriate solution for most urban
projects: in a courtyard above a park-
ing garage, on the ground in the water
of a lakefront park, at the rooftop
corner of an office block, and along
every roof of a many-roofed science
center in Berlin. In this last project,
in particular, the extremely regimented
character of the rows of boxed trees
suggests an antipathv. even in the midst
of the city, to the refreshing qualities
of plant life. Instead, trees are used
as conscripts in the battle against ur-
ban and architectural disorder.

The boxed tree wheeled out at will
from an orangerie was also a favorite
device of a particularly authoritarian
monarchy in pre-Revolutionary France,
and one cannot help but notice that
in that instance the disposition to direct
the orderly movement of trees was

accompanied by a ferocious desire to
compel the actions of people. Botta
has spoken out against the failure of
planning regulations to "control the
tendency toward spontaneous build-
ing"; certainly many environments
stand to benefit from the imposition
of some kind of order, particularly
an order that reflects the character
of the place, rather than the whims
of developers. At the same time, there
are many highly ordered environments

that could stand a little spontaneity.
An inflexible insistence on order can
be the operational arm of an authori-
tarian impulse, ancl some of Botta's
larger projects have a touch of that
impulse.

One wonders, for example, whether
the imagery of a military barracks is
appropriate for a science center in
Berlin; whether the overpowering in-
stitutional quality of a Swiss clinic-
with compulsory triangular windows
for all-is appropriate when the in-
habitants may not be there by choice;
or whether the splendidly firm re-
sponse to the landscape of a school in
Morbio Inferiore might not, on the

inside, have been softened to include
elements more in scale with a child's
landscape.

The cover of Mario Botta is a color
photo of the interior of the Capuchin
monastery library, and the choice is
apt. The rigorously symmetrical plan,
the hard simplicity of the materials,
and the spiritual quality of the light
seem the perfect physical correspon-
dents to the disciplined and ordered
life of a monastery, But there is a

disturbing similarity between this mon-
astic interior and the interiors of many
of Botta's schools, houses, and work
places. Just as the early Modernist
houses created worlds purified ofVic-

MARIO BOTTA. LIBRARY OF THE CAPUCHIN MONASTERY IN LUGANO. SWITZERLAND. 1976-]979. I'ROIlI
NICOLIN. IIIARIO BOTTA
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torian excess, the world of a Botta
building (at least as presented for pub-
lication) is cleansed of the detritus of
consumer culture: no visible televisions
or antennas, no computer games, no
bric-a-braco no space-age furniture or
appliances. In their stead we find clean,
hard planes of brick, stone, or con-
cretel freestanding furniture of great
simplicity; the severe lines of indus-
trial windows; and the pure pleasures
of space and light.

The effect of these austere environ-
ments is double-edged: thev can impart
a sense of refreshment and relief if
they are freely chosen, but a sense of
coldness and deprivation if they are
imposed. To impose such an ambience
is therefore a serious matter: Botta's
adoption of a monastic asceticism has
very different consequences for public
environments such as schools and clin-
ics than for monasteries and private
homes. His failure to distinguish be-
tw'een buildings of different occupancy
is a negative aspect of his concern
with order.

Botta's greatest skills can also be
his greatest weaknesses. His affinity
for austere elegance in one setting can
emerge as excessive severity in another;
his early success in creating houses of
compelling simplicity may have led in
his later houses to a contrived and
overbearing purity; and his passion
for restoring order to beloved cities
and landscapes can overflow into an
obsession with order itself. Both Botta
and his colleagues in the Ticino have
situated their flourishing eareers on
the high plane of international cultural
criticism; as a result his struggle-and
theirs-with these difficult issues will
be watched carefully by audiences far
beyond the rugged boundaries of south-
ern Switzerland.

Mario Botta: Buildings and Projects 196l-
1982, Pierluigi Nicolin, editor, Rizzoli, 1984,
144 pp., illus., $25.00 pb.

Mario Botta: La Casa Rotonda, Robert Tre-
visiol, editor, L'Erba Voglio (dist. Belmark,
1800 Shames Dr., Westburp NY 11590), 1982,
lll pp., illus., $25.00.

Michael Mostoller:

A TOWER FOR
LOUISVILLE

SOUTHWEST CEI\TER
PETER ARNELL and
TED BICKFORD, editors

These offerings chronicle tr,vo recent
competitions-for the Humana head-
quarters in Louisville and Southwest
Center in Houston. The lavishness of
the presentations reflects the eagerness
of the entrants to win; both volumes
capture this spirit of enterprise with
a handsome format and crisp graphic
style. Peter Arnell and Ted Bickford
have unified the efforts of corpora-
tions, architects, and publishers into
excellent documents with complete and
detailed presentations, dramatic illus-
trations, and extensive use of color.
Aside from the projects, they have
included program statements, brief
descriptions of each city and sponsor,
and commentary by Paul Goldherger
and Vincent Scully. These publications
also convey the concern for a presti-
gious image that the sponsoring eor-
porations hope to achieve through
architecture. They have pulled out all
the stops to create the impression of
inspirational civic spirit and institu-
tional grandeur.

Two major themes emerge from these
pages: first, the plea of all the protag-
onists to rescue the skyscraper from
a tired, stale, functional "modernism,"
and restore it to its own past and to
the history of architecture, of which
it is a part; secondo the need to alter
the tower from its self-centered asser-
tion as a powerful individual presence
to that of a willing partner in the
urban texture.

Among the entries, one group at-
tempts to keep modern architecture
marketable by dressing it up for a
night on the town. Ulrich Franzen's
Humana project and Skidmore, Owings
and Merrill's Southwest Center project

represent the worst of this genre; Cesar
Pelli's Humana proposal is the middle
standard, and Kohn, Pedersen, Fox's
Southwest Center entry sets the pace.
Pedersen's perceptive and erudite state-
ment of intent notwithstanding, the KPF
design fails-I think because its crown-
like top and the lanterns at the base
detract from the strength of the rest
of the design, making it look overdone
and frivolous. Pedersen's introduction
is nonetheless a clear and cogent argu-
ment for a strong interaction between
the tower and the city and is "must'o
reading.

The major compositional theme of
all eight buildings is the Base-Middle-
Top formula. SOM in Houston goes
for a sci-fi top, a Modern middle, and
a Post-Modern base, ending up as
stodgy surrealism. Pelli combines the
Base-Middle-Top approach with the
tower rising out of tower theme, one
so common in his recent work that it
seems stale. The octagonal tower in-
deed sits very uncomfortably on its
rectangular base, which awkwardly
meets the street with a solid mass on
one corner, an atrium on another, and
a mini-plaza on a third. The slick skin
of the tower fails to hide its stunted
proportions. In contrast, the KPF
project has a square base that con-
forms to the street grid, an octagonal
and rotated shaft, and a top that re-
turns to the orientation of the grid
with a focalizing flourish. It is a more
successful resolution of the internal
and external compositional relation-
ships. Pedersen's urban sensibility led
him to address the city at the top and
bottom of the structure, while allow-
ing the shaft an independent role.
Neither Pelli nor Franzen are able to
say anything new about the relation-
ship of the tower to the city. SOM
follows the general theory of KPF but
with less success.

The issues of symbolic representa-
tiono technology, and the relationship
of the tower and the city are more
powerfully explored in the remaining
entries, Jahn's in Louisville and Hous-
ton, Graves's and Foster's in Louisville.
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WII-LIAM PEDERSEN. MODEL OF TOWER FOR
HOUSTON. FROM SOUTHWEST CENTER, THE
HOUSTON COMPETITION

Helmut Jahn's two submittals strike
quite a contrast. His Louisville design
is a smooth, glazed octagon rising
dramatically out of a larger octagon
with an articulated exposed steel struc-
ture. An ascending geometric effect is
achieved by the spiral-like unfoldilrg
of one form into the other. Here Jahn
pushes the high Modern devices of
abstract geometry and structural im-
agery to new extremes, creating a lum-
inescent memory of Breughel's Tower

of Babel, Boul6e, and Thtlin's Tower.
It is much less successful urbanis-
tically, as the American city was laid
out in a rectangular grid, not logarith-
mic spirals.

Jahn's winning entry for Houston
represents a sea-change in his idea of
the role of structure and geometry in
design, Ornament is introduced at every
scale to replace geometry and structure
as the signifying elements. He overtly
attempts to recall the volumetric and
compositional strategies of the sky-
scrapers of the 1920s uni 1930.. Lik"
the Louisville design, the tower is octa-
gonal, but in this case more a cham-
fered square than a true octagon. Glass

is once again used extensivelyo but the
patterns created by alternating opaque
panels are unmistakably derived from
William Van A-len's Chrysler Building
of 1930. The top makes similar allusions,
but has a sinister quality compared to
the effervescent quality of the original.
Jahn's genius for geometry seems to
have been sacrificed to a sentimental
evocation of the earlier buildings. Here
the ghosts of the twenties and thirties
emerge in bright greasepaint. The ren-
derings of this building, particularly
those of the base, have a brash'and
bold look (the essence of the Jahn
style), but they are also ostentatious
and vulgar, over-rendered and insensi-
tive. I call this the Disco-Deco Style-
not inappropriate, I might add, to
Houston.

Michael Graves's winning scheme

for Louisville is another attempt to
give history a voice-not the more
recent history of the skyscraper, but
that of ancient Greece and Renais-

HELMUT JAHN, MODEL VIEW OF TOWER FOR
HOUSTON. IROM SOUTHWEST CENTER. THE
TIOUSTON COMPETITION
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sance Rome. His design is firmly
rooted in the concerns for urban ar-
chitecture, defining the street as a

room that will communicate with the
large public rooms of the building.
His vocabulary is.based on the classi-
cal heritage of architecture: the por-
tico, the column, the loggia, the piano
nobile, the window, the aedicule. the
arcade. These elements are applied to
the Base-Middle-Top formula, which
in Graves's hands is changed into the
architectural language of ground floor
with mezzanine, piano nobile, and
attic with roof. His composition makes
the three divisions equal, completely
eliminating Sullivan's original concept
of the rising shaft from the base to a
crown.

Graves, in faet, seems intent on for-
getting the skyscraper formula. The
base and top are more critical to him
than the rising shaft, and both com-
pletely dominate the design with the
extent of their volumes and their com-
plex articulation. The scale of the win-
dows in each is used to signify human
presence in space, a quite different
mode of conveying corporate presence
than pyrotechnic confabulations of the
top so common to tower imagery. And
of course, Graves's work is clever, so

that each of the B-M-T divisions has
its own B-M-T subdivisions -d" ,W-
ueur for serious B-M-T-ers.

Graves's other device for defusing
the skyscraper image is a surface of
either stone or painted concrete in the
colors of central Italy-returning the
20th-century product to its pre-indus-
trial roots. The large rotunda at the
base further speaks of the great clas-
sical spaces of the past; and the foun-
tains, alluding to the nearby river,
add a special historical grandeur to
this public room.

In contrast to Graves, who believes
that Modern architecture went too far,
Norman Foster, in his Louisville entry,
demonstrates that it has not gone far
enough. He is intent on creating a

new, universal language (as the Greeks
once did) out of the particulars of
today. Foster's dramatic design proves

that there is a lot of bite left in the
belief that structural display, geometric
purity, and technological imagery are
capable of solving the problems of
context while providing a recognizable
symbolic presence. His line drawings,
showing the project in the context of
the Ohio River Bridge, are a particu-
larly sensitive interpretation of Louis-
ville. His atrium and garden could be
as successful as the public room planned
by Graves. He makes the use of metal
and glass exciting again, ando though
I may be old-fashioned, I prefer them
to materials that seem intent on imitat-
ing stucco. I believe Foster's entry to
be the most mature and confident of
all the proposals. Its use of contempor-
ary technology without Jahn's veneer
of garish sentimentality or the deep
nostalgia of Graves gives it a power
they both lack. There is one problem,
however. The use of the conventional
elements of architecture makes Gravesos

work inherently architectural, a qaal-
ity interpreted by the sponsors as pro-
viding a proper civic sense. Foster's
design, on the other hand, relies on
an abstracted vocabulary and is often
merely architectonic. Vhile a powerful
symbol results, it lacks the overtones
of public architecture that are more
obvious in a building relying on a
classical vocabulary.

In sumo these two excellent projects
maintain a dialogue between the pres-
ence of the past and the possibilities
of the future: Graves with great style
and wito Foster with gusto.

A Tower for Louisville: The Humana Cor-
poration Skyscraper Competition, Peter
Arnell and Ted Bickford, editors (comments
by Vincent Scully; foreword by Paul Gold-
berger), Rizzoli, 1982, 120 pp., illus.,
$14.95 pb.

Southwest Center: The Houston Compet-
ition, Peter Arnell and Ted Bickford, editors
(essay by Paul Goldberger), Rizzoli, 1983,
120 pp., illus., $14.95 pb.

Esther McCoy:

REAL ESTATE AS ART
JOSEPH GIOVANNINI

Titled and packaged as punk, this
book is nonetheless a serious study of
current Post-Modern building in a sec-
tion of Los Angeles-!'enice-that was
once a sociologist's dream of mixed
use. So mixed indeed that during the
psychetlelic sixties a strobe-lighted
poetry reading hall could be found
next to the dwelling of a Jewish patri-
arch so orthodox that during Passover
he changed not only his cooking ves-
sels but his false teeth.

The texto by Joseph Giovannini,
former architecture critic on the los
Angelcs Herald Examiner and now on
the ,Neru York Times, acknowledges
punk in his opening paragraphs, cred-
iting the title to a young realtor: ool'm

into real estate as an art form."
Giovannini expands: "Venice has long
had artists who needed studios, and
an artistic climate that encouraged
experiment. The result is real estate
as architecture as an art form."

In the seventies, while gang life
flourished, the artists began remodel-
ing store fronts, car barns, aban-
doned depots; in the case of one ga-
rage remodel the oil change pit was
tiled and turned into a plunge.

In this accommodating spirit many
of the experimental houses of the
eighties took shape. o'As 

isoo materials
(unpainted construction-grade fir ply-
wood) combined with accidental forms
which seemed to take their dimensions
from the ooFree Firewood" box at the
corner lumber yard. They accommo-
date to ecology (Milica Dedijer's survi-
val greenhouse which lights the space
and feeds the family), to the machine
(David Ming-Li Lowe's kit of
warehouse parts for his studio), to the
garage (Morphosis's exquisite compo-
sitions of alley cat materials above
alley garages), and to Fred Fisher's
rendering of a theme from the Steiner
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FREDERICK FISHER
B/G Pl,ry(. LOREN
PAUI- CAPI.AN
HOUSE, VENICE,
CALIFORNIA

house and Sea Ranch. The designs
have in common tight security at the
ground level, and a reaching up from
the always narrow site to trap the sun.

A formgiver no one before Giovan-
nini ever thought to credit hovers over
all the buildings, a certain Gordon
Hom of the Westside Department of
Building and Safety. "Inspector Hom
walks through the climate of thought
that generates these houses, appar-
ently unaffected and unimpressed. He
does not share the values."

The experimental building is too
carefully designed to be'called acci-
dental. The principle of the design
probably came from that master of
illusion, Frank Gehry, whose 1972

house for the painter Ron Davis (not
in Venice) fortified substance with il-
lusionism, while his own house turned
substance to illusion. Both sprang
from Gehry's polemic on the state of
the economy and craftsmanshipo a

polemic which had certainly informed

Cesar Pelli's decisions on the design of
high- and low-rise Los Angeles build-
ings. The principle is: Good crafts-
manship is dying. The life support
measures are too costly for times of
high interest rates. The answer: Pull
the plug. Design out good craftsman-
ship. Result: Venice architecture of
the eighties.

Real Estate as Art, a dense record
of past and present Venice, is filled
with vivid and tender images of a be-
loved community always in flux. "A
place of wit," Giovannini calls it, ooa

life of complementary layers . . ar-
chitecturally pluralist." Unlike the
outsiders who have written previous
studies of L.A. Post-Moderno Giovan-
nini surveys it as a native at home
with the patois.

Real Estate as Art: New Architecture in
Venice, California, Joseph Ciovannini,
Sewell Archives (236 Main St., Venice, CA
90291), 1984, 60 pp., illus., $9.95 pb.

Anne Vernez Moudon:

THE SCOPE OF SOCIAL
ARCHITECTURE
C. RICHARD HATCH. editor

"Relationships between people in space

that suits them, that is architecture,"
claims Lucien Kroll in the expos6 of
his :llaison II6dicale project. summar-
izing the design philosophy that pre-
vails in The Scope of Socktl Archi-
tecture. The book is an anthology of
the experiences of architects and resi-
dents who together have designed and
built better environments for working
and living. Twenty-six projects built
during the last decade have been se-

lected from the U.S., Europe, Mexico,
and Cuba. The range is rich and varied,
from the preservation of the historic
center of Bologna to lesser-known hous-
ing projects in Cuba and self-help pro-
grams in New York's Harlem. Most have

received limited press; Hatch's book
spares one the search through obscure
sources in French, Spanish, and (most

forbidding) Dutch.
I am familiar with many of these

projects, and consider them a core of
empirical knowledge essential to the de-

sign of residential architecture, but I
am curious about the selection. Signi-
ficant projects are excluded-for in-
stance, De Carlo's Terni project, Kroll's
new o'village'o in Cergy-Pontoise, and
his public housing rehabilitation of
Perseigne, in Alengon, France. To fully
support the title, the editor should
have provided a long list of projects
in the category ofoosocial architecture,"
as well as a rationale for the choice of
projects treated in detail. The roster
of professionals-which amounts to a

social calendar of the field-should
have been supplemented by some men-
tion oftheir background and writings.

There is an inherent difficulty in
compiling a book of case studies whose
value will go beyond the cases them-
selves. It requires a selection that covers

the gamut of ideas, and coordination
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TILES AND MOORISH ARCHES IN ISLAMIC HOUSINC IN CENTRAL HARLEM. NEW YORK

definition of limits to architects' re-
sponsibilitieso to John Sharrat's organ-
izing and facilitating approach. In
several cases (Ti-rcson and New York
Cit,v, among others) the community
itself is organized to control design
and development. John E C. Tlrrner
proposes his definition of role models
following the experiences he related
in Housing by People (Pantheon, 1977).

Second, oosocial architecture" as
practiced today still draws from
Modernist theories of architecture.
Tzonis and Lefaivre place the case
studies as "the genuine inheritors of
the movement of modern architec-
ture in its original effortsl'An obvi-
ous reference to this legacy is in the
book's title, which, I assume, refers
to The Scope of Total Architecture)
published by Walter Gropius in 1943.
Indeed, the causes championed by
the Modern Movement were the same
in principle as the ones projected by
social architects: social change via
architecture. Yet these new pro-
tagonists strongly oppose the Mod-
erns in the means they borrow and
the processes they follow.

A third question emerges as to the
role of "social architecture" in the
arena of housing, particularly mass-
housing. Does it respond to Martin
Pawley's conjectures in Architecture
Versus Housing (1971)? The Cuban
example provides an interesting
model: mass-housing systems are de-
signed by professionals operating at
the national level, while micro-
brigades take over the production
and management of housing at the
Iocal level. It would have been useful
to contrast the Cuban case with con-
temporary housing approaches in
the Third World (for example the
widespread Site and Services pro-
grams advocated early on by John
Tirrner)o since they encompass im-
pressively large numbers of partici-
pants. In addition they often involve
extremely sophisticated methods of
land distribution and land improve-
ment. And what about the U. S.? Is
there social architecture in the mar-

of the specifics of each example and
their relevance to the general under-
standing of the subject. Although im-
portant concepts are brought up in
the short introduction, conclusion, and
in the scattered commentaries, the
book lacks a strong conceptual frame-
work. The message is clear, but in the
absence of a solid theoretical base the
lessons are hard to pereeive.

A handful of basic issues can be
gleaned from the book. First, the ori-
gins of the need for such an architec-
ture can be traced to the forgotten
influence of Bernard Rudofsky's Archi-
tecture Without Architects (Doubleday,
1964), which has onlv recentlv regained
its prestige in building and city design.
In the introduction, Hatch reminds us
that interactive processes between de-
signers and residents were the rule
until the Industrial Revolution. He
refers to the "traditional city . . .

[which] had the . . . quality of social
and economic transparencyj' but,notes
that this desirable quality, this o'fusion

of urban form and urban life was

under pressure almost from the begin-
ning." After the Industrial Revolution:

the sum ofthe changes in every day
life . . . [has amounted to] an epide-
mic alienation . . . Steadiln the scope

of involvement in housing, in work,
and in city life has been narrowed.
The final consequence is not only
the loss of autonomy, of competence,
of the city itself, but the loss of
even the need for these things. The
alienated user accepts these limita-
tions as inevitable. Social architec-
ture does not.

Under the rubric "social architec-
ture," architects can assume different
roles, as discussed by Geoffrey Broad-
bent in an exchange with Yona Fried-
man. There are corresponding roles
to be played by residents. The case
studies illustrate several possible mod-
els: from Hertzbergeros ooback seat
driving postureo'o to Kroll's role as an
educator helping residents select the
appropriate architecture, to SAR's

I
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ket-oriented production of housing
to the extent that it provides choice
for the consumer/residents?

In the fourth place, the book high-
lights the need for architectural
theories of space design "with people
in mind." The only principles dis-
cussed in any detail are those of John
Habraken's SAR. While SAR's philos-
ophy of design can be seen as rep-
resentative of most 'osocial architec-
ture,'o its design methods and proce-
dures remain distinctive: they have

only been thoroughly understood in
the Netherlands, where a highly or-
ganized and bureaucratized society
demands a level of technical sophisti-
cation that has proved prohibitive (or
culturally incompatible) elsewhere. It
would thus be important to compare
SAR's approach with others.

Theories of space design vary con-
siderably, especially with respect to
dwellings. SAR advocates desigrr flexi-
bility whereby each set of residents de-
signs (or redesigrrs) the layout of their
dwellings. Kroll encourages as much
architectural variety as possible to im-
press residents with the reality of a

wide range of choices. Others, like
Hertzberger, propose spatial "frame-
works" that can accommodate a vari-
ety of users and uses with minimal
modifications. The early work of John

Tirrner, as well as that of Amos Rapo-
porto suggests what has been called
'oopen-ended space design." Several
studies have been done showing the
open-endedness of traditional house

forms. Chester Sprague's analysis of
Boston's triple deckers comes to mind:
in what he calls ootractable space," resi-
dents may appropriate space in several

ways without modifying the physical
plant or requiring the intervention of
designers or builders.

In effect these theories and prac-
tices cast doubt on the value of resi-
dents' control of the design and con-
struction phases. They begin to suggest

that "social architecture" need not be

entirely participatory. Perhaps in this
context work by Post-Modernists could
have been evaluated; instead they are
portrayed in a single block as ooanti-

social'o architects. All architecture has

by definition social consequences, but
only architects can elect to ignore them.
It would be futile to try to convince
the Post-Modernists that architecture
must serve people first, yet it is a

shame to bypass their work for the
sake of ideology. The typological ap-
proach of Aldo Rossi, for example,
deserves consideration. The use oftra-
ditional forms to which people can

relate intrinsically, plus the inherent
tractability of these forms, promises

an interesting alternative route for
"social architecture."

Another important issue is building
form and aesthetics. Hatch warns us

that o'those who criticize on aesthetic
grounds ignore either the necessity of
social change or its difficulty," yet one

cannot help wanting to understand the

origins of the striking differences be-

tween the blocks of Cuban housing
and the small houses of Cabrillo Vil-
lage developed bi and for Mexican
immigrants in Saticoy, California. Par-
ticipatory aspects of architecture need

not be visible, but the environments
do inevitably reflect issues of architec-
tural'olocalism," personalization, and
taste (both the architect's and the resi-
dents'). As signs of the special rela-
tionship between user and space' they
merit special attention.

Finally, "social architecture" does

not escape the influence of building
economics. Evidence of overriding
concerns for economics can be found
in most, if not all, U.S. projects-
much of the residents' and designers'
efforts seem to be spent manipulating
the system to increase subsidies. In
vivid contrast, the comfortable Euro-
pean housing budgets may support a

predilection for overly sophisticated
design and building systems.

C. Richard Hatch has done an ex-

cellent job of recording many valiant
efforts to integrate home design and
building with the daily life of people.
In particulan the detailed descrip-
tions of the interactions between de-

signers and residents make his book a

useful reference. Unfortunately he

does not help the reader much in sort-
ing out the concepts entailed in "social
architecture." The material here de-

serves to be fully explained in the
larger context of architectural history
and theory, a task I hope Hatch will
pursue in a more general work on the
subject.

The Scope of Social Architecture, C.

Richard Hatch, Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1984, 362 pp., illus., $42.50.
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Aaron Betsky:

MITCHELL/GIURGOLA

ooThe ageless task of architecture has
always been to produce an appropriate
response to people's aspirations for a
better life." With such honorable but
vague platitudes the work of the Phila-
delphia firm of MitchelVGiurgola is
presented in the collection of project
photographs Rizzoli has published by
way of a monograph on their work.
Not even a short, insightful essay by
Kenneth Frampton can transform this
shallow archival effort into a useful
addition to the documentation of cur-
rent architectural work.

So unsatisfactory a volume seems

especially gratuitous because the firm
has, as Frampton points out, ooalone

among the large production offices on
the American scene . , . succeeded in
creating a large body of public work
which is sensitive, appropriate, eco-
nomic and treautifully built." One would
imagine that such a firm would have
more generous resources with which
to present itself. Instead, we get the
firm's projects grouped, in the manner
of their mentor, Louis Kahn, under
such seH-aggrandizing headings as

"Places forWork" and ooMeeting Places"
(when what is meant is suburban and
urban office buildings and cultural
institutions) with representative, often
bland photographs.

As a result one sometimes wonders
about the true quality of the work.
Too often, the grey photographs and
thin line drawings make the architecture
look like polite, anemic versions of
Louis Kahn's work by way of his most
brilliant prot6g6, Robert Venturi.
Someday a scholar will write about
the "Philadelphia School" and its com-
mercial apogee, or nemesis, the firm
of MitchelUGiurgola. The geometries,
plan rotations, and lightwells of the
sixty-six projects become repetitive
paeans to the creation ofunbothersome,
civilizedly modern, and abstractly
uplifting functioning monuments. To

NEW PARI,IAMENT
HOUSE. AUSTRALIA
(COURTESY OF
MITCHELUCIURCOLA
& THORP)

Giurgola, they represent continual re-
combinations of o'constantsoo which
produce interesting places to "be," or,
if one believes Ehrman Mitchell's essay,

buildings ooof consequence."
Frampton tries to go beyond such

suburban variations on Roarkian rhet-
oric-the unfortunate legacn no doubt,
of Kahn's deliberate self-obfuscation

-by analyzing the firmos successful
integration of several of the more pop-
ular architectural techniques of the
last quarter-century. Starting from a

Modernist and brutalist belief in the
power of pure forms to organize our
experience of the man-made environ-
ment, Frampton shows how the firm
assimilated the work of James Stirling,
Charles Moore, and The Five into a
m6lange of Modernist sensitivity to
site, material, and function-disciplined
by Kahn's insistence on the sublimation
of such influences into an abstracted
and absolutized environment. The

most original contribution of the firm,
though, was to turn such geometric
orders into o'an internal narrative
landscape." Such a 

o'picturesque sensi-
bility," which sees architecture as a
fragmentary assemblage of anecdotes
and dicta by which we may know the
structure of the place we are inhabiting,
is, as Frampton points out, at its best
when applied to such naturally pic-
turesque and didactic environments
as exhibits and educational facilities.
The richness of the desigrrs for such
places as Bryn Mawr, the American
Insurance College, and Swarthmore
cannot be denied.

Yet the most successful of all the
firmos work is undoubtedly the most
recent, in which this picturesque sensi-
bility has been pulled back into a
tightly drawn architectural framework
to produce a composed picture, an
architectonic assemblage whose narra-
tive attributes are reduced to sceno-

ffifr
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graphic signs. The skin of the Singer
Headquarters in Stamford, drawn out
into a triumphal arch for the com-
muters on I-95; the administrative arc
of the Lukens Steel Company build-
ing. held in place by the counterpoint
of solar-paneled pavilions; and the
Kahnian flow of water which unites
the fisparate elements of the Govern-
ment Center in St. Louis all fall into
this category.

Frampton sees this latest strategy
as the unification of the oopicturesqueo

typological and decorative" in the
firmos approach: the fragmentary nar-
rative ordered by an emphasis on the
underlying structure-derived from
the function and character of the in-
stitution served-and the subsequent
explication of this strategy in rep-
resentations drawn both on the scale

of the clarity of the use of material
and on the scale of the forceful organi-
zation of building masses. Certainly
the result is an architecture that re-
solves much of the confusion about
the nature of and need for architec-
ture in the public realm. These build-
ings are clear enough to please the
immediate sensations and abstractly
ordered enough to allow for more per-
manent pleasure.

The design most clearly explained
and left for the climax of the book,
the new home for the government of
Australia in Canberra, is undoubtedly
their greatest achievement in this
realm. The splendidly serene court-
yards and meeting places; the willful
arcs of glass which create dramatic
backdrops, and at the same time unify
the program elements into a series of
discrete yet coherently composed ele-
ments; the Pop Art flag struck up over
the heart of the building; and the way
all these layers of experience and or-
ganization are compacted into a dense
mound in the earth is probably as

quintessential a statement of govern-
ment physically embodied as Kahn's
design for Dacca.

The work of MitchelVGiurgola is so

sophisticated that this grand project
seems to grow naturally out of all the

buildings collected in this volume. [t
is a compliment to the achievements
of this firm that they can be so large,
so experienced, and yet so complexly
sensitive to all the different physical,
psychological, social, and economic
structures organized and made evi-
dent by an architectural project. Un-
fortunately, there seems to be one ad-
jective missing, in the structure of
much of their architecture as well as

in the composition of this book: criti-
cal. Just as the architecture of Mitch-
elVGiurgola never asks why a place
should be'opleasant," or what such a

word might mean; why one man's
ooconstant" is another man's-or cul-
ture's-hopelessly subjective variable;
why ooa building of consequence" may

support repressive, uncommunicative
or merely repetitive conditions, so this
volume never questions, explains, or
selects from among the projects
shown. AII of this architecture is pre-
sented in a perfectly perfunctory man-
ner as the paradigm of professionally
responsible design. One is tempted to
ask this book, and this architecture,
what it really wants to be, for whom,
and why.

Mitchelyciurgola Architects, introduction
by Kenneth Frampton, essays by Romaldo
Giurgola and Ehrman Mitchell, Rizzoli, 1984,
272 pp., illus., $29.95 pb.

Raymond Lifchez:

SHARIl\C
ARCHITECTURE
ROBERT I,. VICKERY, JR.

Sharing Architecture is a summation
of a course, ooConcepts of Architec-
ture," taught by the author since 1970

at the University of Virginia. It repre-
sents his effort to meet one of academe's

most challenging tasks: introducing
students to their chosen field of study

-their profession-while at the same

time meeting their highest expectations
for a classroom experience.

Vickery mentions in his introduc-
tion that as a student, he was genuinely
inspired by his teachers, becoming one

himself in order to continue a relation-
ship with others that he found not
only affecting, but professionally re-
warding. These are admirable motiva-
tions, but the book itself has serious
shortcomings, among them an exhorta-
tive style rather more inspirational
than didactico and a tendency toward
oversimplifrcation and generality that
often gives the illusion of substance
rather than the reality. The results
are not intellectually challenging, and
in a book aimed at the novice, this is
a serious failing-a shortchanging.

AVIANO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. (PHOTOGRAPH: ELIO CIOL. COURTESY OF MITCHELI./GIURGOLA
ARCHITECTS)
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Vickery has also chosen to omit
any reference to the evolution of his
course, about which one wants to know
not onlv what was taught, but how;
not only what [e said, but what his
students said in return (and how their
responses have shaped his own ideas).
In a book which is as much about
teaching as about architecture, this is
also a shortcoming.

Conceptually, the trook is divided
into three parts. The first stresses the
necessity of establishing ground rules

-an agreed-upon terminology, for ex-
ample-as a prerequisite to gaining a
common understanding of architecture.
This seems like a good idea, but it is
not developed into any applications
that might reveal more precisely what
Vickery has in mind.

The second part drops this theme
and turns instead to that phenomenon
first described in the fifties by Sibyl
Moholy-Nagy, Ernst Egli, and others
as oohuman settlement" (all man-envi-
ronment interactions). Their work set
the stage for the introductiono in the
sixties, of academic social science into
architectural curricula. Vickery might
have put forward a review ofthe litera-
ture of that now largely (and conven-
iently?) forgotten subject. As it stands,
his text is a hodgc-podge ofborrowings,
recapitulated without added insight,
though with much sophomoric courage.

The third and most interesting part
of the book deals, successivelv. with
Wright, Le Corbusier, the Modern
Movement, and architectural educa-
tion. Hereo Vickery is on surer ground,
and-in the Case of architectural edu-
cation-has something important to
say. This last chapter, in particular,
stirs the imagination about the possi-
bilities of the genre.

In this chapter Vickery takes stock
of the architectural profession and is
horrified by its loss of social direction.
Unfortunately, he chooses Post-Mod-
ernism as his whipping boy, arguing
that its practitioners by definition ab-
jure the social contract of the Modern
architect. Celebrated statements against
Post-Modernism (by Von Eckhardt,

Huxtable, and others) are invoked,
but characteristically Vickery fails to
develop his own point of view, or to
bridge what must be a substantial gap
between these critics and his own stu-
dents, to whom-if one can judge from
what is happening in the'oreal world"

-these critics must appear off-the-
wall.

Yet this last chapter, taken together
with Vickery's quite personal introduc-
tion and his exhortative tone, convevs
how deeply he cares about teachingo
and how much he \,yants to empower his
students. This places Sharing Architec-
,ure within the tradition of the primer,
an elementary book which serves as a
first means of instruction, and more
importantly as the means by which the
voung or uninitiated are intellectually
awakened. Elegant in design, unassum-
ing in format (and thus disarming),
the good primer seeks to achieve the
most effect with the least effort, in-
forming the reader in concise and per-
suasive terms while holding out the
promise that mastering the material is
the most valuable investment to be
made in terms of becoming one's own
person. Read at the most important
moment in one's career-the beginning

-the primer triggers the intuition, so

that from then forward, as Richard
Shaull has put it (in Paolo Freire's
Pedagogy of the Oppressed [Herder
& Herder, 1970]), the "world to which
one relates is not a static and closed
order, a given reality which man must
accept and to which he must adjust,
[but] a problem to be worked on and
solved."

Two classic architectural primers
are Steen Eiler Rasmussen's Erper-
i.encing Architecture (MIl 1959), and
Alison Smithsonos Tbam Tbn Prirner
(1968). Rasmussen begins by suggesting
the intriguing idea that one's five senses

are the most important tools one will
ever possess. [n a series ofwonderfully
composed chapters, he shows how these
gifts and the ability to use them pur-
posefully develop reciprocally in prac-
tice. In the Tbam Tbn Prim.ero espec-
ially in the elegant prose of Aldo van

Eyck, one discovers a generation of
socially committed architects for whom
a personal humanity is a powerful as-
set in the creative practice of their
profession.

Sharing Architecture falls some-
where in the vast distance between
these august works and two other
books conceived for students: Francis
D. K. Ching's Architectu.re: Form,
Space and Order (Van Nostrand Rein-
hold, 1979), and Sir Banister Fletcher's
famous History of Architecture on the
Comparatiue Method (l8th edition,
Scribner, 1975).

Fletcher and Ching are uncompro-
misingly pragmatic authorso single-
minded in their similar approaches to
laying out the awesome complexities of
their subjects. Both use as their model
the old Larousse-type illustrated dic-
tionary, in which text and images are
tightly configured into informational
units. These are really handbooks,
rather than primers: there is little
more here than meets the eye.

Vickery makes copious but confus-
ing use of illustrations, flashing plans,
sections! and other depictions offamous
buildings at the reader without con-
necting them very clearly to the text.
The knowledgeable reader may see the
connection, but the novice is not likely
to. Those illustrations drawn by Vickery
himself are more effective. He has a
concise and witty drawing style, and
one can well imagine his students' de-
light as his sketches materialize free-
hand on the board to illustrate a point.

Each generation of students needs
its own primer. Such a book is usefulo
too, in lifting architecture from its
lethargy and giving it insights that
stimulate new, more socially relevant
goalso and empower people to act
boldly. Sharing Architecture, while it
conveys the personal dedication of its
authoro does not do for this generation
what Expericncing Architecture or the
Tbam Tbn Primer did for theirs.

Sharing Architecture, Robert L. Vickery,
Jr., Virginia, 1983, IB7 pp., illus., $12.95
pb.
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C onstan tine M ichaelide s :

ARCHITECTURE IN
GREECE
DESIG]\ AND ART IN
GREECE

Architecture in Creece and Design and
Art in Greece are annual reviews issued
in Athens by Orestis B. Doumanis.
Each has a publication history of about
fifteen years.

Handsomely put together, with ob-
vious attention to the quality of page
composition, drawing, and photograph-
ic reproduction, and-compared to the
U.S. magazine experience-a remark-
ably low number of advertising pages,

both annuals give a persuasive account
of current issues, concerns, commil-
ments, and accomplishments in the
world of architecture and the visual
arts in Greece.

The text is mostly in Greek. How-
ever, recognizing that Creeko in the
past five hundred years at least, has

ceased to be the international language

of culture, most of the articles are
supplemented by a summary in English.

Given the richly illustrated pages and
the well-organized captions, both pub-
lications are easily accessible to the
non-Greek-speaking reader, and will
serve those interested in these subjects
well.

The contents of both books reinforce
the suspicion that we live in an ever-

shrinking world. The work of Mario
Botta in Ticino, of Martorell Bohigas
and Mackay in Barcelona, of Frank
O. Gehry in California, and of Panos
Koulermos in California and ltaly,
among pthers, is illustrated and dis-
cussed in parallel with the work of
Greek architects less well known, but
of comparable attitude and quality.

Particular projects, such as the
'oDevelopment of Public Spaces and
Facilities from Theseum to Ceramicos,"
focus on such major issues of our time
as how to build within the context of

a well-established physical environ-
ment, particularly when this environ-
ment is directly under the shadow of
the Acropolis. This question has bur-
dened generations of Greek architects,
and will apparently do so for years to
come.

Since the Parthenon is not the only
legacy of the Hellenic landscapeo two
other published projects bear men-
tioning, an ooArchaeological Museum
on the Island of Andros" and a "Modern
Art Museum on the Island of Andros,"
which sensitively and respectfully im-
plant 20th-century functions in the
context of the precious and fragile
vernacular architecture of an Aegean
island.

Student work from the National
Gchnical University of Athens is also
included, and it is encouraging to see

a good number of projects on urban
rehabilitation and restoration done
with gentleness, respect, and under-
standing of contextual issues.

All this of course is occurring within
the broader spectrum of current Greek
political life, a period of great change
and retrospection. Membership in the
Common Market and the election of
the first socialist government in more
than forty-five years have brought to
the surface with new intensity the per-
ennial questions of Hellenic identity.
Very pertinent to these issues is the
article on o'Needs and Expectations of
the Greek Visual Artists" in Design
and. Art in Greece.

Impressive as both publications are
in their intellectual and visual content,
they deal by necessity only with the
ooformal'o aspects of architecture and
the visual arts. In the process of.catch-
ing up with the rest of the Western
world in the last thirty years, much
has occurred to damage the visual
character of the Hellenic landscape
and pollute and reduce the quality of
urban life.

In the absence of any hint or com-
mentary on these issues in either pub-
lication one cannot easily find fault.
But those whose only preparation for
a visit to Greece consists of reading

these reviews may encounter an un-
pleasant surprise or trvo.

Architecture in Greeceo Volume lZ edited
and published by Orestis B. Doumanis (5

Kleomenous Street, Athens, 139, P.O. Box

545, Greece), 1983, 208 pp., illus., $25.00.

Design and Art in Greece, Volume 14,

edited and published by Orestis B. Doumanis,
1983, 139 pp., illus., $25.00.
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Dell Upton:

VERI\ACULAR HOUSES I]\ NORTH
YORKSHIRE A]\D CLEVELAND
BARRY HARRISON and BARBARA HUTTON

THE VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
OF BRITTANY
GWYN I. MEIRION-JONES

FARM BUILDI]\GS 11\ ENGLAI\D A]\D
S/ALES

JOHNVOODFORDE

The scholarship of vernacular architecture in Great Britain
is no older than that in the United States; the first studies
in both countries date from the late l9th century. But since
the 1920s British scholarship has been much more copious
in its output than American, as well as more focused.
British scholars tend to agree not only on their subject
matter-vernacular architecture is for them strictly the
building of preindustrial agrarian society-but on the im-
portant questions and major ways to answer them as well.
The result is a body of literature that is architecturally
sophisticated but at the same time intensely ingrown, as

the works under review demonstrate.
English vernacular architecture studies have two pri-

mary sources. One strain stems ultimately from the an-
tiquarian virtuosi of the lTth and lSth centuries, from
whom it inherits a deep belief in the importance of the local
and the ancient. It incorporates in addition the nation-
alism, the eye for the picturesque, and the concentration
on precise recording of detail that characterized the early
l9th-century Gothicists-along with an element of their
faith that true Englishness was achieved in the Middle
Ages. This school tends to define vernacular building as the
architecture of what was called in the lgth century "old
roast beef days." A thing of the pasto it died with the coming
of the first architectural handbooks, or the Industrial Rev-
olutiono or at the latest the railroad. Scholars of this sort
tend nowadays to be trained as archaeologists, architects,
or historians, with a strong leavening of skilled amateurs
remaining among themo and they tend to study the architec-
ture of England and Vales-England and its medieval
dominions.

A second strain derives from the Continental folklife
movement initiated in the late l9th century, in particular
from the Scandinavian studies of peasant ethnology. Some
of the earliest folklife studies of vernacular architecture in
the British lsles were undertaken in the I920s and 1930s by
Scandinavians working in Ireland. The peasant ethnog-

ONE.CELL SINGLE.STOREY HOUSE OF THE EARLY EIGHTEENTH.CENTURI
PLOUCASNOU, FINISTERE. FROM MEIRION.JONES. il/E VERNACULAR
ARCH ITECTURE OF BRITTANY

raphers concentrate on the cultural traits thought to derive
from the Celts and their successors; they work, as a result,
on the fringes of Britain, in Vales, Ireland, the smaller
islandso ando to a lesser extent, Scotland. The earliest of
them believed that they were witnessing the twilight of
peasant society in their own time, unlike their archaeolog-
ical colleagues whose subjects were safely buried two cen-
turies and more in the past. Ironically, the students of
peasant folklife-which is by definition life in a highly
constricted local community-take a broader view of their
work than the archaeologists and historians. Vhile the
historians focus resolutely on what is local and particular,
peasant ethnographers search for the broad, transnational
architectural patterns revealed in the distribution of simple
forms like thatching styleso wood frame or stone building
materials, and roof shapes, and they attribute those distri-
butions to prehistoric patterns of cultural diffusion. Both
groups share the assumption that vernacular architecture,
whether long dead or now dying, is the product of a dif-
ferent way of life from our own, a fragile thing that crumbles
before modernity.

The works under review illustrate the strengths and
weaknesses of the two traditions. Barry Harrison and Bar-
bara Hutton's Vernacular Houses in NorthYorkshire and
Cboeland is firmly in the mainstream of archaeological
studies of English vernacular architecture, concentrating
on the evolution of plan forms and structural systems in a

section of the old northern county ofYorkshire between the
late Middle Ages and the ISth century. The book is divided
into four sections. The first discusses medieval housing, of
which little survives in England, virtually none at the "ver-
nacular level" (the housing of farmers and agricultural
laborers). Harrison and Hutton call on the evidence of
archaeology (the most important ongoing archaeological
excavation of a medieval village, at W.harram Percy, lies
within their area), documents, and some standing houses
belonging to people of higher social status than those who

6**
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originally lived in vernacular buildings. The second section
treats four groups of post-medieval vernacular plan forms.
A third catalogs building materials, structural systems,
and interior and exterior decoration. The fourth sum-
marizes the preceding three, recasting the broad typologi-
cal and technological patterns according to local and
chronological distribution.

Harrison and Hutton's book is at once tremendously
valuable and quite limited. The heart of the work confirms
the long-standing images of Yorkshire vernacular architec-
ture-of houses with aisled timber construction, king-post
roofs, wooden fire hoods, three-room-long plans, entrances
into a small vestibule in front of the fire. As elsewhere,
these houses were modified in the 17th and lSth centuries,
with kitchens and other service areas pushed to the back,
and sleeping accommodations transferred from their tradi-
tional ground-floor locations to upstairs rooms. But the
authors have revelations for us concerning the beginning
and end of their time period. Their close analysis of the
evidence for medieval peasant housing challenges the old
assumption that peasants lived in flimsy houses that had
to be replaced frequently. While they recognize a range of
peasant living conditions, the authors suggest that at least
some peasants lived in quite well-made houses, with plans
perhaps little different from standing early post-medieval
houses. The drastic break in size and quality of peasant
housing, called the ooGreat Rebuilding" since first being
identified in W G. Hoskins's 1953 article of that name,
becomes more blurred, its implications more complex and
less certain. At the other end of their chronological survey,
the authors explore the l7th- and lSth-century introduction
of central passages, two-room-deep plans, and symmetrical
faqades. This is a great service to students of 17th- and
lSth-century American vernacular architectureo for houses
with those features are the earliest American survivors.
Until now few English writers have thought British exam-
ples of these forms worth studying, and Americans have
had to rely on ill-informed guesswork about European
precedents. Hutton and Harrison offer the first of what
one hopes will be a long series of excursions by English
scholars into the l7th and lSth centuries-comparatively
unknown territory for them. Already Harrison and Hut-
ton's findings will be cause for some reassessment. Many
will be surprised to learn, for example, that, in Northern
Yorkshire, houses where one stepped directly into the main
room from outside superseded those where a vestibule in-
tercepted the visitor. We have assumed the opposite progres-
siono usually, on the grounds of a supposed growing interest
in privacy on both sides of the Atlantic. Vhat can this
mean?

Unfortunately, the authors give us little help in answer-
ing this question or many others. Like most English ver-
nacular architecture studies, the text ofVernacular Houses
in North Yorkshire and Cbueland is circular and ingrown.

SAINT-JEAN, CAMPENEAC, MORBIHAN, A HAMI-ET CONSISTINC OI'TWO
FARMS AND A CHAPEL. FROM MEIRION-JONES. THE VERNACLiI-AR
ARCH ITECTU RE OF BRITTANY

It is addressed to initiates, and drops references to long-
houses, to lobby-entry and hearth-passage plans, to crucks
with A and C apexes and other obscure but important
concepts in a way that assumes not only that the reader
knows what they are, but that he or she is familiar with
forty years of detailed scholarly argument, contained mostly
in British lncal historical and archaeological journals, and
understands the importance of the revelations made here.
This fundamental unwillingness to discuss the context and
significance of one's discoveries is universal in English ver-
nacular architecture studies.

Moreover, Hutton and Harrison, like many English
scholars, tend to become lost in the minutiae of structural
description and development. The fourth section is tan-
talizingly entitled "Rural Housing and Society,oo and in it
the authors claim to have "endeavoured to assess the factors
that are most likely to have affected the way that vernacular
houses were built." In fact, except for some discussion of
geology and building materials, they have not. Instead,
they have broadly outlined the economic history of agricul-
ture in the region in a way that explains the general pat-
terns of house size and quality but says nothing about
patterns of spatial use, social relations, and the movement
of architectural ideas, Ve are left with a formal and an-
tiquarian study that could have been much more.

Gwyn Meirion-Jones's book on Brittany makes an in-
teresting contrast with Harrison and Hutton's onYorkshire.
Where Harrison and Hutton survey a small locality in-
tensely, Meirion-Jones covers an entire region of France by
close examination of systematically selected sample areas.
Yorkshire was a relatively prosperous agricultural area
with large and impressive peasant houses. Brittany was a

humbler place. A center of prehistoric and early Christian
colonization in France, it settled into a long cultural
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slumber in the earlv Middle Ages. Its humble vernacular
architecture was characterized by walling in stone and
earth, cruck-based roof structures, and small houses, often
built in rows or rangdes and usually containing only one
room plus accommodations for farm animals within the
dwelling.

Meirion-Jones's book is structured like Harrison and
Hutton's, with two initial chapters on the physical and
cultural characteristics of Brittany, followed by others treat-
ing building materials, construction (the term as Meirion-
Jones uses it includes structural systemso building proc-
esses, and traditional beliefs about house construction),
small, primitive buildings, furnishings and the interior ar-
rangement of houses, and-the heart of the book-five
chapters on the development of house plans. Oddly, the
footnotes and bibliography are designated as chapters l7
and 18, respectively.

The Vernacular Architecture of Brittany is both a better
and a worse book than Vernacular Houses in North york-
shire and Cleueland.It is more ambitious in its attempt to
describe overall patterns and in the variety of buildings it
surveys, but more timid in its presentation of the data and
less successful on the antiquarian descriptive level than
Harrison and Hutton's effort.

Meirion-Jones, as a geographer studying a Celtic region,
is in the tradition of the peasant ethnographers, but he also
has strong ties with the archaeological school of English
vernacular architecture studies. Like the peasant ethnog-
raphers, Meirion-Jones, while examining a limited area
intensivelv. points to a wider distribution for the architec-
tural forms and patterns that British scholars have iden-
tified in their countries, and suggests that the time has
come to reconsider tracing larger patterns, as the Scan-
dinavians did in the early 2Oth-century.

He owes his greatest allegiance, however, to the histori-
cal-archaeological tradition. His working definition of ver-
nacular architecture as the traditional rural architecture
of a restricted locality is the standard English archaeolog-
ical one, as are the questions he addresses, the field
methods he uses, and the organization of the book itself.
At times both author and reader forget that, whatever
Brittany's origins in Celtic England, it has been a part of
France for many centuries. Historical questions arising
from the provinceos own history are often overwhelmed by
the English orientation. As with Harrison and Hutton's
book, moreovero much of Meirion-Jones's text cannot be
appreciated without a grasp of the English literature.

The Vernacular Architecture of Brittany demands very
different assessments as a work of scholarship and as a
book. As a piece of fieldwork, it is superb. Not only is it
the first systematic study ofFreneh vernacular architecture
to be published in French or English, it is one that strives
mightily to achieve a comprehensive understanding of ver-
nacular landscape. Meirion-Jones has recorded smaller,

simpler, later buildings as well as the large and striking
houses and barns that attract most English and American
vernacular architecture scholars. Well houses, bake ovenso
and evanescent primitive shelters do not escape his eye; the
reader has confidence that the range of vernacular architec-
ture in Brittany has been adequately depicted. Furthermore,
while documentary research in most English studies is con-
fined largely to quantifiable data like tax rolls and probate
inventories, Meirion-Jones supplements these with trav-
elers' accounts, folklore collectionso and pictorial sourceso
to supply the qualitative dimension that rounds out the
purely quantitative.

It is regrettable, therefore, that the finished work shows
so little of the care that went into the research. The bulk
of the text of 366 double-columned pages consists of serial
descriptions of buildings rendered in minute detail. One
wishes that the descriptions had been relegated to a cata-
logue, so that the chapters could have been reserved for
analysis, of which there is far too little in a book that
proposes to illuminate in microcosm the origins of European
vernacular architecture. The reader's task is made no easier
by the out-of-sequence illustrations, the bad drawings, and
the failure to translate the lenghy primary source quota-
tions from the French, which renders whole columns of
valuable information inaccessible to many readers.

Other problems are more fundamental because they have
to do with the interpretation of the data. Meirion-Jones,s
fascination with Brittany's conservative qualities and his
desire to see the Bretons as (to borrow the words of an
American scholar of Appalachia) ooour contemporary ances-
tors" erase much of the sense of historical change and
development here, in contrast to Harrison and Hutton's
book, which chronicles change in great detail. Such a static
and time-less view of vernacular architectural history
sacri-fices the opportunity to relate the extensive Breton
evidence to the questions about the history of the peasant
family-the most interesting and significant findings from
the field to date-which have been investigated by J. T.
Smith, Eric Mercer, and (in the United States) Cary Car-
son.

The historical interpretation that Meirion-Jones does
essay relies heavily on modernization theory, which has
been taken up by many historians in recent years, although
it was originated by sociologists. It implies that a normative
course of social developmento from agrarian to capitalist-
industrial, exists for most societies, and that the history of
Euroamerican societies, with their increasingly rationalis-
tic and individualistic bent, describes that normative
course. Although modernization theorists qualify their ar-
guments and deny that they are prescriptive, the implica-
tion is that one can locate past and present societies along
a single-strand continuum from traditional to modern. This
leads Meirion-Jones to make two assumptions: first, that
we can get a glimpse of life in other parts of Europe during
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LONGHOUSE WITH GREY GRANITE ORTHOSTATS USED FOR THREE WALLS.
TREGUNC. FINISTERE. FROM MEIRION-JONES. THf, VERNACUI,AR
ARCH IT ECT U RE O I' B RITTAN Y

the Middle Ages by looking at l9th- and 20th-century Brit-
tany. That is, he thinks of Bretons' predilection for one-

room houses and for sheltering animals and humans under
one roof as survivals of medieval practice rather than as

architectural habits corresponding to the contemporary
social and economic facts of Brittany. Second, and corol-
lary to this, he assumes that subsequent developments in
other areas of Europe-toward the privatization of family
life, with concomitant separation of household functions
into several rooms, and toward the housing of animals and
people in separate buildings-are inevitable ones which
Bretons in their "protohistorical" state "failed" to under-
take until very recently. He thus conceives of the Breton
house as one in transition from an older, quasi-medieval
way of life to a more modern and normative one, and, in
the peasant-ethnographic tradition, makes some ritual la-
ments about the passing of rural life. In sumo by looking
so intensively at Brittany alone and by using Brittany to
reflect on English architectural historical problems, he di-
vorces it from the historical context of early modern France
and presents Brittany instead as the architectural version
of the land that time forgot.

Despite these serious problems in the structure and ar-
gument of the book, there is much to admire in addition
to the splendid fieldwork. Meirion-Jones establishes a con-
vincing picture of an extraordinarily plain Breton way of
life that existed untilVorldWar II, with most people living
in sparsely fu4nished, single-room houses, and some still
sharing dwellings with their animals. We needn't accept a

single-strain modernizationist viewpoint to acknowledge
that Meirion-Jones has constructed for his region a detailed
physical description of the spartan rural life that students
of other times and places have glimpsed in their o\,vn re-
search, but have not been able to document so precisely.

I am probably being too hard on both these books be-
cause they fail to support their intensive and high-quality
fieldwork with worthy analyses. Harrison and Hutton's
book is probably more successful on its own terms-those
of a careful, limited report of the survey of a small piece

of England, thoroughly traditional in its questions and
methodso yet new enough in its foray into the lSth century
and in some of its incidental observations to merit atten-
tion. While thev acknowledge the work of scholars of na-
tional vision like M. W Barley, Eric Mercer, and J. T.

Smith, it is usually to dispute points of architectural detail
rather than to confront and refine the larger questions that
those scholars have tried to address. The vast body of
scholarship of medieval and post-medieval English social
history finds no place here. While Meirion-Jones has some

feeling for the large questions, he is ultimately unable to
bridge the gap between the too-specific enumeration of
data and the too-general level of analysis. His book is,
neverthelesso a major work of scholarship for both English
and French vernacular architecture studies and potentially
for the study of rural life in general.

The problems that serious scholars of English vernacu-
lar architecture have in mastering their work are mirrored
on a small scale in John Woodforde's little book, Farm
Buildings in England and Wales. Like the two works dis-
cussed above, Voodforde's book falls into two parts. The
first treats, in a general way, the economic history of ag-

riculture in the two countries from the late Middle Ages to
the present. It concerns itself mostly with changes of crops
and of economic fortunes, with some comment on the ideas

of l8th- and lgth-centurv agricultural writers. The second

part consists of a series of drawings of farm buildings of
different types and dates, with a short description of each

example. Neither part is a thorough survey, and the joining
of the two sections is extremely loose. Woodforde's book is

not intended as an academic study, and cannot fairly be

criticized in the same manner as the previous two works.
Presumably it could pique the interest of the amateur and
provide a very broad idea of what had happened in the
English countrysideo but anyone with more than a Sunday-
drive interest would quickly have to move on to other
sources of information.

Vernacular Houses in North Yorkshire and Cleveland, Barry
Harrison and Barbara Hutton, John Donald Publishers, Edinburgh,
distributed by Humanities Press, 1984, viii * 254 pp., illus., $47.50.

The Vernacular Architecture of Brittany: An Essay in Historical
Geography, Gwyn I. Meirion-Jones, John Donald Publishers, Edin-
burgh, distributed by Humanities Press, 1982, viii + 407 pp., illus.,
$57.00.

Farm Buildings in England and Wales, John Woodforde, Routledge
& Kegan Paul, 1983, 150 pp., illus., $15.95.
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NATIONAL T'ISHING HAt-t, OF FAME, HAYWARD. WISCO\SI\

Alan.Eless.'

THE Y/ELL BUILT
ELEPHANT
J. J. C. ANDREVS

How do you put a window in a teepee?
Vhere do vou put a bathroom in a
whale? The Well Built Elephan, prov-
ides the answers that Craphic Stan-
dards neglects.

The Charlie Brown Hamburger
stand in Dallas instructs architects in
how to engineer a giant hamburger. The
buns are fashioned of plywood and
plastic vinyl, and-mixing media-
filled with bronzed glass windows to
simulate meat. A light green awning
plays the role of lettuceo and red and
white lights recessed under the top
bun perform as tomatoes and onions.

Once the scale of a hamburger has
been multiplied a thousandfold, con-
ventional rules of architectural detail-
ing and planning are less a burden.
The liberties taken by Giant Object
architecture shift our viewpoint like a

magnifying glass that reveals an unsus-

pected terrain. These scale jumps
make architecture both clearer and
more richly suggestive for designers:
the Big Duck's conceptual clarity
served Venturi, Scott Browno and
Izenour in Learning From Las lbgas
as the archetype for all buildings sub-
ordinating program, structure, and
space to symbolic form; an arrav of
giant hamburgers, hats, clothespins,
and donuts gave Pop artists their for-
mal vocabulary.

In addition to inspiring high art
with their breathtaking disregard for
the rules of acceptable architecture,
Giant Object buildings also confirnred
for a popular audience the wondrous
possibilities of American space, which
everyone always suspected were just
over the next ridge.

New experiences lured the first
coast-to-coast tourists in the teens and
twenties. "Eat [n The Hat," shouted
one roadside attraction; "Sleep [n a

Wigwam," cried another. When the
family was getting away from it all,
these adventurous, unexpected trea-
sures were exactly what they hoped to
find along the way. The subjects reveal
the inspiration of everything from

local history to hucksterism. Encoun-
tered unexpectedly, in rural or urban
settings, the buildings' poetry is often
astonishing. A restaurant in the shape
of a ship was built high on a mountain
road in Central City, Pennsylvania,
because the plains below reminded its
designer of a sea; now we can all see

his metaphoric oceanscape. A Tona-
*'anda, New York, car wash in the
form of a whale transforms an ordi-
nary roadside into a sea of asphalt
grass. The whale's paved wake,
whether intended by the designer or
not, shows the power of these designs
to create their own fantastic domains.

They can strike elegiac notes, too.
Giant oranges, once celebrations of
legendary lands of sunshine and plenty,
today poiglantly recall long-vanished
groves.

Giant Objects also reflect cultural
history. In New England, an early chain
of stands was built in the form of giant
milk cans, giving way after 1930 to
giant milk bottles. As milk bottles have
been replaced on market shelves by
plastic and cardboard containerso a
giant milk carton may one day appear
on the roadside.
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The aesthetic qualities of Giant Ob-
ject buildings seem to vary, like their
subject matter, from region to region.
Los Angeles derbies and hot dogs seem

both bolder and more abstract than
those elsewhere, perhaps in order to
be noticed in the stripscape. In some

cities the suggestion of entire districts
of these buildings is tantalizing. Milk
bottles, a teepee, jugso mushrooms,
and a watermelon once lined a stretch
of Sandv Boulevard in Portland, Ore-
gon. The century of Dada and Sur-
realism should be open to the pos-
sibilities of Giant Objects in urban
planning, just as the City Beautiful
movement incorporated classical sym-
metries.

The desigrrers of Giant Object ar-
chitecture used widel,v varying tech-
niques to achieve their results, from
superrealism to abstraction (the ab-
straction often more the result of the
designer's inexperience than his intent).
Some are more convincing than oth-
ers, but even where little more than
a coat of paint indicates that a shed
is supposed to be a whale, the econ-

omy of means lures the observer into
a willing conspiracy to suspend disbe-
lief. More often than not, the buildings
transcend any limitations in technique
to convey a sense of wonder and of
place.

A realistic 140-foot muskie in Hay-
wood,Wisconsin, in the National Fish-
ing Hall of Fame, is structurally so-

phisticated, using a cantilever design

by a bridge engineer to convincingly
simulate the fish's twisting leap from
the water, scales glinting; clearly, ad-
vanced engineering can be as effec-
tive in the service of fantasy as of
structural expression. At the other
end of the scale, the formal abstrac-
tion of giant oranges would have de-
lighted Ledoux.

A growing literature documents
Giant Object buildings around the
country. Most, appropriately, are pic-
ture books; none is exhaustive, but en
masse they suggest the potential value
of a thorough study of sites, histories,
and regional variations. Claes Olden-

burg, SITE, Venturi, and others have
already demonstrated the fruitfulness
of such attention. And though a giant
shell gas station is on the National
Register of Historic Places, many
other sites are threatened unless at-
tention is drawn to them. The Brown
Derby was almost lost, and the Thil O'
The Pup is endangered.

Jim Heimann and Rip George's

Califurnia Crazy (Chronicle, 1980)

documents the original appearance of
some of the same buildings as The
Well Buih Elephant, and does it more
thoroughly; David Gebhard's iritro-
duction to California Crazy (he prov-
ides another for The Well Buih
Elephant) remains the best discussion
of the architecture and culture of
these buildings.

John Margolies's photographs in
The End of the Road (Penguin, 1981)

are superior. Margolies captures the
beautifully gritty presence of weather-
ing metal and fading fantasies, and
the wonderful incongruity in the play
of scale and ideas. The Well Buih Eb-
phant's examples receive three or four
illustrations each, but the details often
echo the overall vievr; and do not help
explain the building.

J. J. C. Andrews's book does, how-
ever, reveal the advantages of approach-
ing the subject as an enthusiastic lay-
man. While repeating several examples

from the earlier books, Andrews shows

the national siope of this phenomenon
and goes further in documenting the
designers, history, and construction.
Though he is not consistent in his
interviews with owners and designers,
and lets many intriguing questions go

unanswered, he uncovers some fasci-
nating facts. For example, it was
streamline Moderne architect Milton
Black who designed the Thil O' The
Pup in Los Angeles; and Claude Bell,
designer of the Cabazon Dinosaur, grew
up in the shadow of Lucy the Margate
Elephant. This information is as im-
portant as the photos, giving a glimpse
of the mental processes that produce
this idiosyncratic vernacular. Andrews
also provides simple plans and eleva-

tions of most of the buildings, which
help describe the interior spaces and
structures.

The lack of addresses is a glaring
omission for potential pilgrims; it may

be easy enough to arrive in Green
River, Utah, and ask for directions to
the giant watermelono but what about
Dallas or Los Angeles?

Andrews also shows that the interest
in building Giant Objects is almost as

great today as in the thirties, the
golden age of the style. The tradition
continues in a Native American Center
in Niagara Falls: a three-story turtleo
a symbol in Native American cosmol-
ogy, and state-of-the-art Giant Object
architecture. The back is a geodesic

dome, and skylights form a thunder-
bird over the major space of the
building. A balance of abstraction and
contemporary commercial building
materialso the center successfullv
evokes in a modern building the ancient
tradition of Giant Object buildings.

The turtle suggests that there is a

future for this type of building, if
architects care to exploit it. Giant
Objects can combine popularity with
high art-an idea that recurs to de-

sigrrers and critics from time to time.
Norman Bel Geddes, noting a giant
cream can selling ice cream in Cali-
forniao wrote (in his 1932 book Elori-
zons): oolJnquestionably, a new liveli-
ness is coming into architecture and
we may yet hear of it as one of the
Seven Lively Arts. It can certainly be

made as vivacious as the tabloids, the
talkieso or vaudeville.oo

Modernism's seriousness (or rather,
the seriousness of Modernists) abdi-
cated that role to the commercial realm
and memorable buildings from Grau-
mann's Chinese Theatre to Disneyland,
from the Wigwam Villages to the
Cabazon Dinosaur. Giant Object ar-
chitecture is one way to lead Delight
back to Firmness and Commodity.

The Well Built Elephant and Other Road-
side Attractions: A Tribute to American
Eccentricity, J. J. C. Andrews, Saint Mar-
tin's Press, 1984, f60 pp. , illus., $16.95 pb.
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John Pastier:

PEERLESS PRI]\CESS
OF THE PLAII\S
JACK ROSS, HAL STEWART, and
HAL N. OTTAWAY

THE VA]\ISHED
SPLEl\DOR
JIM L. EDWARDS and
HAL N. OTTAV/AY

Quite by chance, the introduction and
development of the picture postcard
in this countrv paralleled the great
expansion and solidification of Ameri-
can cities in the first third of our
century. Postcard publishers had a
broader and more popular outlook on
the subject than architectural and
urban historians, and thev were able
to sell as many as a billion cards a
year by 1910. Many of these old, arti-
ficially colored cards still exist, a rich
but diffuse documentation of urban
growth and change in the form of 37:
by 572-inch pasteboard rectangleso re-
siding in private and institutional col-
lectionso antique stores, flea markets
and thrift shops.

In these privately published volumes
of postcard views ofWichita and Okla-
homa City that diffusion is concen-
trated to create an unusual form of
visual history. There is no conventional
text, but extensive and informative
captions of 100 words or more for
each of the roughly 200 well-chosen
illustrations in each book. (The Okla-
homa City set is also indexed, in vol-
ume 2.) The authors are book dealers
and postcard collectors rather than
professional urbanists, but they have
organized their subject nicely by era,
building type, and land use, so that
the result is both evocative and useful
to anyone wishing to understand the
nature of these two Great Plains cities.
.We 

see views of meat packing plants, car
dealerships, and drugstore interiors,
as well as the expected institutional
and commercial landmarks. We wit-

*.1lt -

NIGHT VIEW OF MAIN STREET, OKLAHOMA CITY, 1950. FROM EDWARDS AND OTTAWAY. THE V,4NISHI:D
sPl.t::,i t)oR. t ot,(: M E I I

ness rapid growth as downtown build-
ings become successively larger and
one style supplants anothero to be
eclipsed in its turn. Equally strong is
the sense of pride and optimism that
permeates the postcard genre: each
subject is on center stage and almost
by definition important, streets are
bustling (even ifonly through an artist's
addition of a few cars and people),
and the sun shines dependably'. As one
astute observer has put it, the old
cards ooare always full of hope.'o

In retrospect, that hope becomes
especially poigrant, for many of the
scenes and buildings depicted no longer
exist. Downtown Oklahoma City in
particular has been devastated by a

megalomaniacal redevelopment scheme
which, among other things, managed
to demolish a splendid Art Deco sky-
scraper hotel without finding a use for
the vacant site. The Vanished Splendor
gives a taste ofwhat has been lost, and
suggests a link between a revived in-
terest in postcard collecting and "the
great surge in urban renewal programs."
Vichita, a less rapidly growing city,
has been spared such sweeping, pub-
licly instigated destruction, but nor-

mal urban forces have still considerably
changed its countenance.

The prose in these books has enough
detail (including addresses, dates,
names of owners or occupantso archi-
tectural credits, and the siteos current
status) to recommend it to a profes-
sional audience, but hlso a sufficient
sprinkling of errors-obvious even to
someone not well versed in the cities'
history-to warrant caution in using
them as sources. The Allis Hotel is
described as the tallest building in
Kansas at the time of its opening,
when the state capitol was certainly a
hundred feet higher; and the claim
that the Oklahoma City Biltmore had
33 stories and that it, too, was the
state's tallest truilding is contradicted
by the image of a 24-story structure
and subsequent illustrations showing
two considerably taller office towers
already in town.

Visually, these books are on the
staid side: invariably three cards to a

page, each reduced about ten percent
from the original. This uniformity is

preferable, however, to the alternative

-found in some recent, more graph-
ically ambitious postcard books-of a
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u'ide range of reductions and enlarge-
rnents that belie the classic standard
size of the subject. Nor is there any
arbitrary rnixture of black-and-white
and color printing here; each card
apl)ears in its original tones, whether
full color, sepiao or black and white.
Judging from a dozen cornparisons with
actual cards, the reproduced images,
while quite acceptable, are usually a

bit less vivid and focused than the
originals.

If these are not luxuriously pro-
duced art books or rigorous scholarly
essays, they are still exemplary for
their genre. By using postcards, the
authors slrow vernacular environments
and activities through a vernacular
metlium. Their nrain audience is one
of laypeople with nostalgic interest or
experience in either city, a public they
serve with far greater professionalism
than one would expect given the size

and sophistication of the places in-
volved. Postcard collectors are another
natural audience; a third constituency,
of course, includes people interested
in building and cities. In the absence
of standard urban histories and archi-
tectural guidebooks, these volumes
become indispensable for anyone con-
cerned with the architecture and urban
forrn of these overlooked provincial
centers. Tivo more books, one on Santa
Fe and Thos and the other on Tirlsa,
are due t0 appear later this year. A
regional series is quietly taking form,
without the support of any university,
arts foundation, historical society', AIA
chapter, or commercial publisher, but
with commendable individual initiative.

Peerless Princess of the Plains: Postcard
Views of Early Wichita, Jack Stewart, Hal
Ross, and Hal N. Ottaway, Two Rivers Pub-
lishing Co. (P.0. Box 18211, Wichita, Kansas

67218), 1976,72 pp., illus., $13.95 cloth;
$9.95 paper.

The Vanished Splendor, Jim L. Edwards
and Hal N. Ottaway (Abalache Book Shop
Publishing Co., 3ll S. Klein, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73108), 1982, Volume I (Postcard
Views of Early Oklahoma Cityl: 64 pp.,
illus., $17.95; Volume II (A Postcard ALbum

of OkLahoma City): BB pp., illus., $19.95.

Bernard Herman:

THE NEW JERSEY
HOUSE
HELEN SCHY/ARTZ

When New Jersey is the topic the ques-

tion you are likely to hear is "Vhich
exit are you from?" In the 1984 Demo-
cratic presidential primary, candidates
campaigrring in the Garden State made
sure to have the requisite press con-
ference in front of a toxic chemical
landfill. New Jersey, however, is an
extremely interesting place, its long
architectural traditions among the
most diverse and intriguing in the
eastern United States.

In her introduction to The Neus

Jersey House, Helen Schwartz com-
ments on the surprising number of
houses from the first decades of col-
onization still standing in New Jersey,
and the even larger number from
America's first 150 years-despite the
burial of much of the stateos material
past under highways, shopping centers,
and major subdivisions. From this
point her book becomes a chronolog-
ically ordered catalogue ofNew Jersey
housing. Although she states that her
effort is not intended as a guide book,
both the format and the capsule archi-
tectural histories around which the
volume is organized function best as

a basic introduction to the types of
buildings the casual architectural ob-
server is likely to encounter in New

Jersey.

HICHTSTOWN, NEW JERSEY. (COURTESY OF
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY PRESS. PHOTOCRAPH
MARGARET MORGAN FISHER)

The book begins with'oSettlement
Patterns," and ranges over recognized
style periods in chapters with titles
like "Romantic Victorians" and "High
Victorian Variety." Each begins with
an extended photographic essay and
concludes with a short historical over-
view. The photography of Margaret
Morgan Fisher stands out in terms of
clarity and composition; the text, how-

ever, is a bit uneven. Ms. Schwartz's
commentary on architectural periods
from the early l9th century on is in-
sightful, concise, and a pleasure to
read. The data on colonial and late
l8th-century materials is more diffi-
culto however. The diverse ethnic and
settlement histories of New Jersey are
far from being understood, and the
architectural heritage of those early
experiences has hardly been surveyed,
much less interpreted. Ms. Schwartz
as a result starts out at a disadvan-
tage. Still, despite questionable attri-
butions for vernacular origins of house
form and fabric, she offers a good

deal of information.
Toward the end of the book is a list

of o'Towns of Interest" with capsule
summaries of their architectural char-
acter, a very brief glossary, and an
equally brief bibliography. These sec-

tions support the bookos apparent pro-
gram to offer the beginner in architec-
tural history a place to start-al-
though representative floor plans and
photographs of interior architectural
detailing would have added a great
deal to the book's utility.

Helen Schwartz's essays easily com-
municate her own trips of discovery.
The sections onVictorian era architec-
ture sparkle with enthusiasm and in-
formation; the photography through-
out is outstanding. The Neu Jersey
House takes tremendous strides to-
ward setting the record straight on a
state maligrred for its toll road
habitats.

The New Jersey House, Helen Schwartz,
photographs by Margaret Morgan Fisher, Rut-
gers University Press, 1983, 179 pp., illus.,
$25.00.
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Lois Wagner Green:

THE LAURA ASHLEY
BOOK OF HOME
DECORATING
ELIZABETH DICKSON and
\IARGARET COLVIN

A HOUSE IN THE
COTSWOLDS

JANE CLIFFORD

The delicious snobberv implicit in the
English countrv house look-the aris-
tocratic actualitv or effect of furnish-
ings and bibelots acquired over cen-
turies of Crand Tours and from every
corner of the Empire-helps explain
the phenomenon of its present-day
appeal.

In its various manifestations, the
English country house is certainly the
blue-chip look ofthe day in decor, and
has been exploited with extraordinarv
finesse and a good deal of taste by
Laura Ashley and her British firm.
They have successfully promoted their
machine-printed traditional fabric and
wallcovering patterns by proselytizing
for the country house ambience-in
effect. by making it their own.

Like her compatriot Terence Conran
with his contemporary design accoutre-
ments, Ashley has pursued a game plan
of direct public access that involves
guide books to her sort of decor, engag-
ing catalogues, and smartly merchan-
dised shops. Ashley has some 100 shops
on four continents and mail-order de-
partments in l0 countries.

The Laura Ashley country house
concept is based, as her books say, on
o'inexpensive materials and careful
work.o'The retail client, it is assumed,
will undertake her own decor, and in
The Laura Ashlcy Book of Home Dec-
orating (which concludes with a most
efficient how-to section), the home-
maker is inspired with atmospheric
photographs of pleasant period rooms

-the range spans lTth-century to

"COORDINATING PRINTS TO CREATE A PANELED EFFECT." FROM rI/E' AIJRA ASHI-EY BOOK OF HOME
DECORATINC

Edwardian -in which Ashley patterns
are integrated. There are even modern
kitchens and outdoor areas where Laura
Ashley yard goods are introduced, but
the main seduction is accomplished
with interiors in which Ashley repro-
duction fabrics and papers are set off
by the real thing.

Indeed, Ashley assures us in her
signed introduction, many of the set-
tings we see are the real thing-taken
in the various Ashley "family homes,"

including what appears to be one of
the pricier spreads in the Loire valley.
This is dream merchandising of a high
order.

The more modest House in the
Cotsuolds documents an actual l?th-
century three-story stone house in Tet-
bury which the Laura Ashley Company
bought, rehabilitated, and decorated
as a case study. Each room is furnished
in a different period, with Laura Ash-ley
mass-produced fabrics and papers

INTERIOR DESIGN AND I}ECORATTVE ARTS
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deftly mingled with authentic rugs and
other textiles.

If only Ashley would call it all
ironic she might be the toast of the
Post-Modernist trendies as well as the
smashing success she is on her own
terms.

The Laura Ashley Book of Home Decora-
ting, Elizabeth Dickson and Margaret Colvin.
Harmonv Books, 1983, 160 pp., illus.,
$14.95 pb.

A House in the Cotswolds: The History
and Decor of a l7th-Century English
Homeo Jane Clifford, Harmony Books, 1983,
52 pp., illus., $4.50 pb.

Lois Wagner Green:

DESIGl\ERS'
V/ORKPLACES
BEVERLY RUSSELI,

"Thirty-three offices by Designers ;[or
Designers," the dust jacket proclaims,
and it certainly sounds promising. De-
signers are so often at their coura-
geous and creative llest in the design
of their own offices-budget, image
definition, and ego being marvelous
stimuli to invention. One might think
Designers' Workplaces would provide

a splendid opportunity for inspiration,
plagiarism, and invidious comparison.

One would be wrong. Here is another
recycling iob-this time from the 1979-

1982 pages of Interiors magazine-
which invites us to compare not just
apples and oranges, but kurnquats and
pears as well. These installations in-
clude, as the title suggests, offices de-
signed by architects, interior designers,
and graphic designers for themselves;
but also a self-designed fashion de-
signer's office (in a single atmospheric,
albeit dimly perceived photo); four
fashion showrooms by architects and
interior designers; and eight set-ups:
six in a section titled "Prototype,'o plus
two showhouse model rooms. One of
these model rooms is from a group
of eight one-person office/residence
combos-with the emphasis on resi-
dence-in flats, lofts, and conventional
apartments. Almost a third of the proj-
ects are either not actual work places
or not intended'ifor designers."

The 33 entries are presented in
some ll0 pages of the l4O-page book,
so most are skimmed in two- and four-
page layouts. Two of the more extended
presentations are devoted not to of-
fices at all but to the Chaus and Perry
Ellis apparel showrooms, by John
Saladino and Hambrecht Terrell,
respectively,

The heaviest coverage in the office
category occurs in the "Prototype'o
sectioiro where the gamut includes a
conventionally tasteful executive office,
a rats' maze of a systems proposal,
and an embarrassingly heavy-handed
exercise by Stanley Tigerman in of-
fice'olandscape" as alfresco landscape
(predictably called a o'witty pun").
These all might be more appropriately
called model offices; as prototypes they
are after the fact. Innumerable super-
ior examples of all these species have
been executed and published over the
past decade.

'What a waste.

Desigrrers' Workplaces: Thirty-three Offir:es
6y Designers..for Designers, Beverly Russell,
Watson Guptill, 1983, 144 pp., illus., $27.50.WINDOWSEAT. FROM A I/OUSE IN THE COTSWOI,DS
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Dennis P Doordan:

ART DECO STYLE
WONNE BRUNHAMMER

AT HOME IN
MAI\HATTAN
KAREN DAVIES

The decorative arts of the late 1920s

and early 1930s are identified collec-
tively bv a variety of terms ranging
from such prosaic labels as the 1920s

Style and the 1925 Style to such evoca-
tive names as the Zig Zag Style, the
Jazz Style ando most often, Art Deco.
Vhile each refers to a different aspect
of design in this period, more than
anything else this babel of names re-
flects the difficulty historians and crit-
ics have had defining the essential char-
acter of the era-as suggested bv the
different approaches of two new books
on the decorative arts after 1925.

Yvonne Brunhammer is a recogrrized
authority on continental design in the
1920s and 1930s. Her recent book .4rt
Deco Styb is an illustrated survev of
the architecture, furnitureo floor and
wall decorations, and applied arts con-
ceived and executed during the 1920s,
focusing primaril-v. although not ex-
clusiveln on French examples. Brun-
hammer devotes the bulk of the cover-
age to furniture and the applied arts,
with relatively brief sections on archi-
tecture and floor and wall decorations,
Although the author provides a discus-
sion of the origins and development of
the phenomenon she calls Art Deco,
the book is chiefly valuable as a pro-
fusely illustrated compendium of var-
ied examples of 1920s French design
arranged by medium. The quality of
the reproductions is in general good
to excellent, but the book suffers from
a lack of attention to detail. For ex-
ample, a full-page color illustration of
an interior furnished with the 1926

Neoplastic designs of Felix de Marle is
marred by a modern tape deck lo-

JULES BOUY, YANTELPTECE, CIRCA 1925. FROM DAVIES 4T HOME IN MANHATTAN

cated prominently in the room. The
same sort of carelessness is evident in
the unevenness of the captions.

Brunhammer begins her discussion
with the Paris Exposition Internatio-
nale des Arts D6coratifs et Industriels
Modernes of 1925-clearly for her the
key to understanding Art Deco. Brun-
hammer does admit that the origins of
the style predate the 1925 fair, attrib-
uting its rise to a widespread reaction
against the sinuous curvilinearity of
Art Nouveau forms. She also admits
that Art Deco continued to develop
after the fair. But for her the 1925

Paris exhibition marked the crystalli-
zation of the style, for it was in Paris

in 1925 that the sources, materials,
motifs, designers, the press, and the
public came together in a way that
made an indelible impression on the
decade. Brunhammer makes this clear
from the very beginning:

In the twentieth century, world ex-
hibitions play the role which had

previously belonged exclusively to
monarchs whose name or date would
become associated with the style of
the period. It is this which gave

Art Nouveau, which represented the

rupture with the Greco-Latin world
in the last quarter ofthe nineteenth
century, a name based on the Paris
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Exposition Universelle of 1910-
the 1900 style. And hence 25 years

later, the vear of the Exposition
Internationale des Arts D6coratifs
et Industriels Modernes. once more

in Paris, became the symbol of all
those tendencies which between
1909 and l9ll0 combined to define
the style of the period.

In discussing the development of
the Art Deco style in Europe the au-
thor treats the Wiener Verkstdtte, the
Deutscher Verkbund, the Bauhaus,
the De Stijl movement, Russian Con-
structivism, the Italian and Scandina-
vian design movements all as mani-
festations of the reaction against Art
Nouveau forms and attitudes. Vhile
much of 20th-century design is predi-
cated on the rejection of what pre-
ceded it, this generalization does little
to explain the varied forms this reac-
tion assumed. At times Brunhammer
attempts to confront this problem:

In its diversity and its contradic-
tions, the 1925 Exhibition of the
Decorative Arts was therefore a pre-
cise mirror image of the prodigious
creativity of a period which was

hesitating between two cultures:
one inherited from the nineteenth
century. linked to the bourgeois, to
those aspects of tradition which
make it restrictive technically and
stylistically limited and not those as-

pects which are dynamic and exem-
plary, and the other turned toward
the future and deeply involved with
the second Industrial Revolution.

The material the author includes
in her treatment of certain topics is,
howevero more than diverse and con-
tradictory; some of the selections are
frankly antagonistic. The section on
furniture concludes with an illustrated
"comparative survey" of works by Emil
Jacques Ruhlmann, Paul Iribe, Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe, Gerrit Rietveld,
and Marcel Breuer, among others. The
radical tubular metal furniture de-
signed by modernists such as Breuer

can in no way be reconciled with the
fine materials and suave forms of pieces

by Ruhlmann; to include in the same

discussion chairs by these two design-
ers stretches the concept of style to
the breaking point-and beyond.

The book's title suggests that the
author is concerned with articulating
a serviceable definition of something
called the Art Deco style. Yet the mix-
ture of examples of the International
Style (the Villa Stein at Garches by
Le Corbusier) and French Moderne
(furniture by Clement Mere) confuses
rather than clarifies the particular
character of Art Deco. Ultimately, Brun-
hammer is willing to include almost
anything within the rubric of Art Deco
as long as it can be interpreted as a
rejection, not of the past as a wholeo

but of the previous chapter in the his-
tory of styleso namely, Art Nouveau.

Karen Davies's At Home in Man-
hattan: Modern Decoratiue Arts, 1925

to the Depressiono the catalogue of a
recent exhibition of the same title at
the Yale University Art Callery, treats
the work of major American designers
active in New York City during the
late 1920s. Short essays introduce the
various sets of objects. Each object
is illustratedo mostly in isolation, al-
though Davies does include references
to period illustrations of entire en-
sembles. The separate catalogue en-
tries for each object vary in length,
none longer than 350 words. Despite
their brevity, the entries are packed
with information: an analysis and com-
plete description of the object (dimen-
sions, materials, signature marks), a

brief biography of the designer (omit-
ted in subsequent entries), and biblio-
graphic references-helping to make
the catalogue an important contribu-
tion to the literature on American dec-
orative arts in the 1920s.

ln At Home in Manhattan Davies
offers a much less encyclopedic survey
than Brunhammer in Art Deco Stylc.
Missing, for example, is the work of
such designers as Vaylande Gregory,
Walter Kantacko Frederick Kiesler, Wil-
l;am Lescazeo Raymond Loewy, and

Marguerite Zorach. Davies acknowl-
edges their absence, explaining that
appropriate examples of their work
could not be located in time for in-
clusion in the exhibition. These omis-
sions, however, are less destructive than
they might have been, due to the au-
thor's approach.

In contrast to Brunhammer's ar-
rangement by medium, Davies orders
her material thematically:

Instead of coining new labels for
the varied aspects of the 1920s dec-
orative arts. this publication pre-
sents the objects in five thematic
categories based on the diversity of
American design during the era.
"Using the Past" explores the ways

in which designers incorporated tra-
diti<-rn into modem decorative arts.
"Modern Art" discusses the influ-
ence of twentieth century painting.
sculpture, and architecture on dec-
orative design during the period.
"Urban Life" presents examples of
the appropriation of city imagery
into objects produced for domestic
use. "Promoting Modern Design"
deals with the exhibitions, organi-
zations, and publications that in-

..troduced the public to new develop-
ments in the decorative arts. "Design
for Industry" focuses on the beginnings

of the industrial design profession

and objects that relate to major aes-

thetic changes of the 1930s.

The work of a single artist or de-
signer might appear in more than one
category and each category embraces a

variety of objects. The result is a critical
framework flexible enough to accommo-
date a wide range of forms, media, and
desigrrers, yet precise enough to allow
the design historian to distinguish be-
tween various responses to specific cul-
tural issues.

Unlike Brunhammero Davies makes
a distinction between the modern desigrr
of the Bauhaus school and contempo-
rary but more eclectic design orienta-
tions. She notes that during the I920s
American desigrrers and critics used
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the term modern to refer to a vari-
ety of progressive derelopments in de-
sign, while in the 1930s, due largely to
the efforts of Henry-Russell Hitchcock,
Philip Johnson, and the Museum of
Modern Art, the term was identified
more narrowly with the International
Style. As a resulto historians and critics
have tended to dismiss a great deal of
American design in the twenties and
thirties as unworthy of the designation
modern. Davies credits such architec-
tural historians and critics as Rose-
marie Bletter, Darid Gebhard, Cervin
Robinson, Vincent Scully, and Robert
Venturi with leading the way in taking
a fresh and scholarly look at American
attitudes toward modern architecture
in the 1920s and 1930s. She apparently
sees herseH extending the work into the
area of design history.

The section on "Promoting Modern
Desigrr" is an excellent brief account
of the role played by both commercial
and cultural institutions in NewYork.
Department stores like Saks Fifth Ave-
nue, Lord and Gylor" and Macy's staged

exhibitions that showcased the latest
in modern American and European
design. Similar efforts to educate pub-
lic taste through exhibitions of con-
temporary desigrr at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the Brooklyn Museum,
and the Newark Museum testify to the
widespread interest in finding creative
alternatives to the prevailing conser-
vative taste in the decorative arts and
to the enervated forms of the Arts and
Crafts Movement.

In her examination of the relation-
ship between European modern art
and American decorative artso Davies
documents the American designerso
often first-hand knowledge of contem-
porary trends in art. More important,
she discusses the transformation of
the intellectual concerns of European
modernists into commercially viable
forms in Americao without attaching
to this process the usual pejorative
connotations. A table lamp by Donald
Deskey (catalogue item numtrer 30),
for exampleo clearly reflects a familiar-
ity with the work of De Stijl artists

and designers-a familiarity carefully
documented in the catalogue text. Des-
key transformed the De Stijl interest
in the decomposition of form and its
subsequent recomposition as planar
elements in a universal spatial matrix
into a theoreticallv rigorous, more gen-
eralized image of modernity. The fluted
base of Deskey's lamp adds a neoclas-
sical touch which, at first glance, seems

strangely at odds with the rest of the
design; howevero the combination of
fluted base and diagonal pattern gives
the lamp a versatility lacking in a

more narrowly defined modern design.
The polemical intent of a lamp by a

De Stijl designer such as Rietveld, for
example, demands an uncompromising
commitment to a particular conception
of modernity. Deskey's lamp, on the
other hand, would work as a coherent
element in a far greater range of in-
terior ensembles. Since an American
designer of furniture and furnishings,
almost hy definition, exists in a com-
mercial milieu, the accommodating
quality of much of the work included
in At Home in Manhattan must be
recognized as the product of intent
rather than provincial naivet6.

Anyone interested in European de-
sign between the world wars will find
Yvonne Brunhammer's Art Deco Styb
valuable as a visual reference, but
frustrating as an interpretive study of
the material illustrated. Those inter-
ested in American design of the period
will find Karen Davies's At Home in
Manhattan frustrating as a survey due
to the absence of work by some de-
signers, but extremely valuable for the
critical framework she developed for
looking at this material. It is a solid,
scholarly work, and a model for future
studies on the decorative arts of the
1920s.

Art Deco Style, Yvonne Brunhammer, St.
Martin's, 1983, 176 pp., illus., $14.95 pb.

At Home in Manhattan: Modern Decora-
tive Arts, 1925 to the Depression, Karen
Davies, Yale University Art Callery, 1983,
124 pp., illus., $12.50 pb ( + $1.25 postage
and handling).

Laurie Haycock:

GRAPHIC DESIG]\ AS
NOT ART

The material product of graphic de-
sign is, by its nature, disposable, and
therefore not highly valued. This fine
point separating graphic design from
the other design professions also drives
Everyman to Aaron Brothers for a

portable drafting table and a how-to
book.

If all the how-to books reviewed
here had their way, everyone would
soon create equally, beginning with
small business logos which could turn
into big business logos. Or little agency
forms which could turn into big
agency forms, or even government
forms. Stylishly educated graphic de-
signers have the same attitude toward
government forms as toward synthetic
clothes, and something about how-to
books-the emphasis on ef6ciency
and economy, the "crease here'o at-
titude-puts them in the same cate-
gory.

TECHNIQUE
Mastering Graphics is not the first

time Jan White has made a whole
bunch of cracker sandwiches to fill up
those who don't eat very often. As

designer of "over 125 U.S. and South
American magazines and newsletterso"
does he write his Boy Scout books for
ex-clients who he has suggested might
do it themselves? Most designers are
grateful just to wake up before the
desperate conclusions of their client/
designer nightmares, but White goes

the extra mile and writes the book.
This is not to say that Mastering

Graphirs is irresponsible. In fact, the
instruction is limited, quite logically,
to areas that bosses like to add to
already crowded job descriptions: the
company newsletter, for example.
Though he judiciously advises the
reader to hire a professional graphic
designer when it comes to a logo, this
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useful advice is buried in the middle
of a chapter about publication name
plates with subheads like "How to Make
Your Own Special Logo.o'

If 
.White 

is the kind of designer/au-
thor we might allow to go free on bail,
Gregg ("hand-lettering is personal and
is intended to help remove some of the
'mvstery' of design") Berryman be-
longs in solitary. His iYotes on Graphic
Design and Visual Communication
might better read Cliffs Nores on its
purple and orange Kromekote cover.
Diagrams differentiating tiny ideas
like linear process, cyclic processo

feedback process, branching process,
and priority process are lethal mo-
ments by magic markers. The intro-
duction clarifies the intent of the lay-
out: "to keep related notes together in
spreads." What else could one do?

To discuss Berryman, or John Laing
of Do-It-Yourself Graphic Design at
length would be as misguided as giving
media time to John Hinckley, Jr.'s drv
cleaner. John Laing must moonlight as

a ghostwriter for Saturday llight Liue
when he is not, incredibly, Director of
the Graphic Design Department at the
Central School of Art and Design in
London:

The secret of graphic design is not

to be afraid of cheating. Trace off
designs that you like in books and

use them to draw illustrations .. .

copy or adapt ideas wherever you

see them . . . use all the tricks and
devices we describe in this book-
they are the "trade secrets" ofevery
professional designer.

Tom Porter and Sue Goodman, the
real Eagle Scouts of how-to books on
design, offer their third in a series,
Manual of Graphic Tbchniques 3. The
choice of subjects is sensible (model
making, Iettering), but the pastiche of
the contents and layout make it about
as useful as the odd numbers of a set
of encyclopedias. UnlikeWhite's book,
this is a cookbook with no recipeso
which makes it at least more realistic
and less plaintive than most.
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TECHNOLOGY
Alastair Campbell, author of The

Graphic Designer's Handbook and
possessor of a Leviathan Project men-
tality, wanted to put it all together: a

23-pica line length on a 27-pica page.
The same person who needs to be
told, "Make sure you know exactly
who [the client'] is-and get the spell-
ing of their name right!" is not going
anywhere with tidbits like:

The European point is 0.0l48in and
12 of these form a unit measuring
0.1776in. This l2 point unit is

called a cicero in France and Ger-
many, a riga tipografica (riga\ tn
Italy, and an augustijn (aug) in the
Netherlands.

If Campbell eliminated such super-
fluities as 

o'The Design Brief," his book
would be a cross between the familiar
Pocket Pal and Graphics Master. Ex-
cept that Pocket PaJ, International
Paperos venerable technical book, now
in about its millionth edition since

1934, and Dean Lem's severely func-
tional Graphics Master are physically
less awkward than Handbook.

TEDIUM
Between graduation and their first

jotr, most graphic designers need a

book about "bridging the gap." Russell
Blanchard has created such a useful
bridge but doesn't realize it. If he did
he wouldn't have included the chapter
on line and shape, or the 24 pages of
type samples. I think even Blanchard
might agree that better books are
available on visual form in profes-
sional application (Dondis's Primer of
Visual Literacy (MIT, 1973), Schmit-
tel's Process Yisual, (Hastings, 1978)

or Diethelm's form * communication)
but to inform a student about profes-
sional (aka "bridge") options, I would
recommend the section on the design
profession in Blanchard's book. It
needs a less decorated cover and a less

generic title - C r aphic D e si6n consid-
erably understates the complexity of
the content.

'lVhen pulpish publishers make re-
peated attempts to compress a whole
profession into a single volume, usu-
ally paperback, the profession should
take notice. The triangle was Fuller's
soundest shape but this generation of
designers uses them like candy jim-
mies on a cake. No wonder so much
of the material product of graphic
design gets thrown away.

Mastering Graphics, Jan V White, R. R.
Bowker, 1983, IB0 pp., illus., $24.95 pb.

Notes on Graphic Design and Visual Com-
munication, Cregg Berryman, William Kauf-
mann, I97t 46 pp., illus., $4.95.

Do-It-Yourself Graphic Design, John
Laing, Facts on File, 1984, 156 pp., illus.,
$13.9s.

Manual of Graphic Techniques 3, Tom Por-
ter and Sue Coodman, Scribner, 1983, 128
pp., illus., $9.95 pb.

The Graphic Designer's Handbook, Alas-
tair Campbell, Running Press, 1983, I92
pp., illus., $12.95.

Graphic Design, Russell Wl Blanchard, Pre-
ntice-Hall, 1984, 165 pp.,illus., $19.95 pb.



Cynthia Zaitzeusky:

THE POLITICS OF
PARK DESICI\
GALEN CRANZ

The renaissance of interest in the his-
toric landscape, and urban parks in
particular, has spawned a rapidlv grow-
ing literature, to which Galen Cranz's
book is a useful and stimulating addi-
tion. The frrst section of The Politics
of Park Design is a historical overview
of park usage and the second, of equal
length, an account of the politics of
their design. The material in both sec-
tions is drawn almost exclusively from
the park systems of New York, Chicago,
and San Francisco.

In her historical overview, Cranz
discusses what she considers to be the
four phases of American park history:

the pleasure ground, 1850-1900; the
reform park, 1900-1930; the recreation-
al facility, 1930-1965; the open-space
system, 1965 and after. During the pleas-
ure ground era, the predominant park
form was a large scenic ground of the
type designed by Frederick Law Olmsted
and his contemporaries, planned pri-
marily for unstructured activities. By
contrast, activities in the parks of the
reform era were highly structured and
nearly always supervised by profes-
sional recreation leaders. During the
period of the recreation facility, em-
phasis was on the provision of the
most up-to-date rinks, pools, stadiums,
and so forth, but there was little or
no instruction or supervision. From
1965 to the present, we have seen a
shift to a nelv appreciation of open
spaces of all types and sizes, and a

new flexibility in the types of activity
appropriate for parks. Since land in
the city has become both scarce and

prohibitively expensive, there has been
increased utilization of small spaces
such as vacant lots.

For the most part, Cranz's four
park eras are logically defined, al-
though the first t\,vo are poorly named.
o'Pleasure ground" is infinitely prefer-
able to 'opleasure gardeno'-a term
Cranz used in a 1978 article in Land-
scape-but it is still inaccurate. If
"pleasure ground" sounds too frivo-
lous, o'reform park" could easily be
misinterpreted as the outdoor equiva-
lent of 'oreform school.o' "Playground"
was the term of the period, but today
it describes parks used exclusively by
children. Perhaps "neighborhood park"
best conveys the flavor of the small
parks built by the hundreds in the
flrst years of the 20th century, where
recreation of many kinds was available
to all.

Nomenclature asideo the first two
chapters are flawed by oversimplifica-
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VICTORY GARDEN I]\ GOLDEN CATE PARK. SAN FRANCISCO. 1943

tion. In the preface, Cranz describes
herself as a sociologist rather than a

historian, seeking "general trendso
often at the expense of the full par-
ticulars leading to and stemming from
specific events." Possibly because of
this approach. several important as-

pects of the first two park eras have

been misinterpreted. On the other
hand, the recreational facility and
open-space eras. more recent in time.
seem to have been less subject to dis-
tortion and are much more accuratelv
presented.

Cranz rightly describes the charac-
teristic park form of 1850-1900 as a

scenic park, several hundred acres in
sizeo associated primarily but not ex-
clusively with Olmsted. Her descrip-
tion of the physical characteristics and
uses of these parks is also largely cor-
rect. However, she leaves the reader
with the inaccurate impression that
such large parks were the only kind
designed in the last half of the l9th
century. In fact, most major American
cities laid out numerous squares, par-
ade grounds, parkwayso seaside parks,
playgrounds, and other specialized
public spaces, in addition to at least
one large scenic park.

Some of the most interesting material
in The Politics of Park Design is found
in the chapter on the reform park,
but unfortunately oversimplifi cation is

a particular problem here. Small neigh-
borhood parks with structured and
supervised activities did not spring
into existence at the turn of the cen-
tury, although they certainly prolifer-
ated then. Olmsted's Charlesbank, de-
signed in 1889, was the first such park,
and became the Jrrototvpe for the whole
genre. Located in Boston's West End
tenement district, this ten-acre siteo

with its outdoor gymnasiums, kinder-
garten classes, and other amenitieso
attracted visitors from all over the
country and ahroad. The Boston Park
Commission had an exhibit at the
Vorld's Columbian Exposition of 1893

in Chicago that included models of
Charlesbank's gymnastic apparatus.
This was surely one factor in the rapid
dissemination of this park formo in
Chicago and elsewhere.

The failure to recognize Charles-
bankos role as prototype accounts for
several inaccuracies. For exampleo
Cranz maintains that day care was

never provided at these small parks,
that park documents of the period

never mention the race and ethnicitv
of users, and that racial segregation
was practiced. None of these was true
of Charlesbank. Finally, this chapter
stresses the reform park as the only
or at least the most important park
form of the 1900-1930 period, neglect-

ing the fact that, beginning in the
I890s, vast metropolitan and regional
park systems were established in rnany

American cities.
Cranz's discussion of the recreation

facility era and, particularly, her treat-
ment of the age of the open-Fpace
system (still in progress) are percep-
tive and illuminating. The recreational
facility is especially associated with
the long tenure of Robert Moses as

Park Commissioner of New York Cit.v.

During this period, the actual acreage
of many park systemso including New
York's, increased dramaticallv, but
park programing was gradually phased

out. Both new and redesigned older
parks became aesthetically Lrarren, as

shrubbery disappeared, roads were
black-topped, and standardized play-
ground equipment and wire fencing
were installed. More positive results
of this period were the World Var II
Victory gardens, some of which are
still in active use today.

The open-space era was formally
inaugurated with New York mayoral
candidate John Lindsay's 1965 White
Paper on Parks and Recreation, and
with the desigrration of Central and
Prospect Parks as National Historic
Landmarks. Cranz maintains that the
term "open space" made its debut in
1960 in Chicago park documents.
While this expression has certainly
been in common use only since the
1960s, the journalist Sylvester Baxter
may claim to have invented it. [n 1893,

as secretary of the provisional Boston
Metropolitan Park Commission, he ti-
tled the very first section of his report
for that year, "Need of an Ample Pro-
vision of Open Spaces." He used the
term repeatedly, not only in this
pioneering document, but also in the
reports of the park commission for
Malden, Massachusetts, written when
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he was chairman there. This error.
although not monumental, is unfortu-
nately typical of the many historical
inaccuracies in Cranz's book.

\Ve are still in the midst of the
open-space era, although some of the
excitement and "anything goes'o at-
titude of its first vears has sobered
down. Many parks of the pleasure
ground era have since received Na-
tional Register and/or local landmark
designation, which has led to greater
concern for their design qualities and
physical maintenance. New park
forms, such as vest-pocket parks and
adventure playgroundso have been in-
stituted; and undesigned natural
areas and urban wilds have been ac-
quired by newly established conserva-
tion commissions-a development that
Cranz does not mention.

In the second section of the book,
Cranz examines all four phases of
American park history in terms of
park providers (enlightened commu-
nity leaders, park commissioners, rec-
reation specialists, bureaucrats) and
park users, and the benefits and uses

of public space. Here she seems to be
on solid ground. The same cannot be
said of the concluding chapter, o'The

Role of Parks in the City," in which
she explains the transitions from one
era to another as dialectical adjust-
ments. This obscures the fact that
many different types of open space
coexisted from the beginning and that
there was always considerable overlap
between one era and another.

Despite its many flaws, this book is
valuable; its chief problem arises from
the relative dearth of thorough histor-
ical studies of individual parks and
park systems. Insufficient ground-
work exists for the type of synthesis
Cranz attempts. Nevertheless , The
Politi.cs of Park Design has done much
to make a comprehensive history of
American parks eventually possible.

The Politics of Park Design: A History of
Urban Parks in America, Galen Cranz,
MIT, 1982, 347 pp., illus., $25.00.

Deborah lleuins:

GRAHAM STUART
THOMAS

Graham Stuart Thomas, O.B.E., is

one of the most important living writ-.
ers on horticulture, yet I am sure that
few readers of this journal have heard
of him. His books on shrubs and
climbing roses and on ground cover
plants are now classics in the horticul-
tural literature, but until recentlv he

shared too few of his ideas on garden
design. In the books reviewed here,
Thomas expands our aesthetic under-
standing of plants and trees, and
proves to the general public what his
admirers in the gardening world have
known for a long time: that he has, as

art historians say, o'an eye." Thomas is
so good and so prolific that one who
aspired to become a sophisticated gar-
dener would make progress by simply
studying his books and making fre-
quent forays to a good botanical gar-
den and arboretum, to see the plants
and trees in the flesh.

Three Gardens is the fascinating
tale of the making of a great gardener
and horticulturist; it is part autobiog-

raphy, part diary of the creation of
the three gardens Thomas made in
England purelv for himself. A,lthough
hundreds of gardening books provide
the reader with ideas and plans, few
reveal the making of a garden in such
a detailed and site-specific way, and
few reveal the unfolding of the deci-
sion-making process.

From the time he received a fuschia
at the age of 6 from his grandfather,
Craham Stuart Thomas has been ob-
sessed by gardening. At 16 he became
a student at the Cambridge University
Botanic Garden, in spite of his father's
admonition that "You will never earn
your living at that, my boy." Here he
got both the academic training and
practical experience he needed. To
earn his keep he left Cambridge and
went to work for the Six Hills Nursery,
beginning a long and distinguished ca-
reer by potting seedlings; he could do
4,000 a day, a thousand short of the
record. Thomas later moved to the
firm of T. Hilling and Co., where he
made a collection of shrub roses, the
prelude to his great books on roses.
In the mid-1950s he joined the Sun-
ningdale Nursery-founded in 1847,

and famous for their rhododendrons.
All this led to his appointment in 1955

as garden advisor to the National

n&tu,*

STANWAY COPPICE. THE TREES PLANTED IN THE FOREGROUND LINK THE COPPICE WITH THE TREES
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Trust, a position he has only just relin-
quished.

Thomas's storv g;ives us fascinating
insight into the world of English gar-
deningo and the book includes a 

oowho's

who" of personalities of the last 50
years who touched the author's life.
The connections between Thomas and
the great gardeners of his age are the
unifying thread. He learned from them
all, the learned directors of Wisely
and Kew, the great Gertrude Jekyll,
whom he visited the year before she

died, the head kitchen gardener at St.

John's College, Cambridge.
The book, however, goes beyond

the story of the development of this
master horticulturist and designer to
become a sourcebook of ideas on how
to garden better. The great garden
books are always those that reveal, as

Thomas's does, the subtle differences
between varieties of a plant, or the
little tricks of horticulture to fool
plants into thinking they are in their
natural habitat. Ve learn which roses

Graham Stuart Thomas grows in his
own home-and assume, without ques-
tion, that these are the best-and what
are the merits of various kinds of
snowdrops.

The reader who is not an experi-
enced gardener will not be able to
visualize many of the plants discussed;
still, the book is a fascinating profes-
sional autobiography and a unique
record of a brilliant man's approach
to the probleins of design. Ifyou know
your plants, the book will only add to
your sophistication. The appendix is
wonderful: all plants mentioned in the
book are listed not only with growing
requirements and height but also-
most unusual for lists of this kind-
their width. Garden writers and even
nursery catalogues often fail to prov-
ide this essential information. Finally,
most helpful from the design point of
view, each plant is referenced to the
page on which it is discussed, so that
we can quickly learn howThomas him-
self used it.

ln The Art of Planting Thomas's
title gives away his point of view. He

discusses landscape and garden design
in the same terms one would discuss
the problems in painting-composi-
tion, creation of spatial depth, color
and form. In the tradition of the Eng-
lish landscape movement and those
who came under its influence in the
l9th century, ofVilliam Robinson and
Gertrude Jekyll, Thomas champions
an aesthetic which seeks to reflect the
character of compositions in nalure.
The best flowers are those in which
the natural form of the plant has not
been changed by hybridization (e.g.,
double tulips), and the best land-
scapes and gardens are those that re-
spect the natural terrain and condi-
tions of a site as well as the functional
uses of a garden.

The Art of Planting opens with a

brief but incisive overview of the his-
tory of gardens and landscape design
in Britain-a very good introduction
to the subject for the novice. The short
chapters include discussions of color,
perspeelive. boundaries. water in gar-
dens, fragrance, with detailed exam-
ples and comparisons. The book calls
for many rereadings, so that what you
need at a particular moment will
stand out. After a recent reading,
when I was thinking about town gar-
dens, two observations remained with
me: glossy, shiny-leaved plants are
good for small gardens because they
reflect light; and one very large over-
scaled shrub in Ir tiny garden will give
a sense of depth and perspective and
mystery bv preventing the eye from
seeing the entire garden at once.

Two-thirds of the book is a list of
plants, which makes Graham Stuart
Thomas the king of lists. His are or-
ganized by color, texture, and form;
if, for exampleo you wanted to create
a garden of only grey and glaucous
foliage, you would have 24 pages of
plants and trees to choose from.
Among other chapter-lists are: the
horizontal line; plants of feathery ef-
fect; sword-like leaves; grassy leaves;
white or cream variegated foliage. The
last one alone, which is unique, makes
the book invaluable for the designer.

Trees in the Larudscape does not
have so many lists-though it has some

fascinating ones-but it is his most
easily accessihle book to the amateur,
and the best one in decades on the
issues of design with trees. The subject
is making landscapes, not gardens.
Thomas's rule is that all landscape
designs on the large scale shoultl har-
monize with native plantings and
established mature groupings of trees
and shrubs. The garden is for exotics.
He constantly refers to the work of
Humphry Repton, and his entire ap-
proach is related to Repton's ideas.

Thomas first teaches how to look at
trees in the landscape, then how to
apply these lessons to the making of
new landscapes. In 'oPractical Points
in Regard to Planting" he observes
how, in native woodlands of at least
100 years growth, species do not grou-
in separate areas, but overlap; i.e., an
acre of oaks might thin out and move
into a stand of beeches on one side or
into ash on another. AII trees would
be unevenly spaced, and it is this ran-
domness we should imitate. Under each

photo is a discussion of what is wrong
or right with the picture, and these
captions, even more than the text,
should be reread to etch the ideas in
the mind.

Thomas's books are unequaled in the
field and are real teaching tools. Studv-
ing first the book on trees and then
the landscape in the light of Thomas's
ideas might inspire one to become as

intimate with the landscape as Ger-
trude Jekyll, who claimed she could
identify the tree she was standing under
by the sound of the wind or rain coming
through its leaves.

The Art of Planting, Craham Stuart Thomas,
Codine, 1984, 323 pp., illus., fi24.95.

Trees in the Landscapeo Graham Stuart
Thomas, Jonathan Cape (dist. Merrimack
Publishers Circle), 1984, 2OB pp., illus.,
fi22.95.

Three Gardens, Graham Stuart Thomas,
Collingridge (dist. Capability's Books, H
way 46, Box lI4S, Dear Park, WI 54br
1983, 189 pp., illus., $29.95.
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William Lalte Douglas:

A SOUTHERI\ GARDEN
ELIZABETH LAWRENCE

A Southern Garden was written for
the community of plant lovers and
garden enthusiasts. Like others of its
genre-Katherine'White's Onward and
Upuard in the Garden,* Villiam Lanier
Hunt's Southern Gardens, Southern
Gardening,t and Gertrude Jekyll's
workst-this book is easv to read and
entertaining as well. Because of its
style and geographic setting (the author
is writing for climatic zone B, from
her experiences with gardens in Raleigh
and Charlotte, North Carolina), read-
ing it is like sitting on the verandah,
sipping iced tea, and "visiting" about
gardens with a Southern relative.

A colleague and I have been in-
formally collecting "grandmother plants"
for several years no% making lists of
plants that have, for whatever reason,
fallen into obscurity and disuse. This
book could be a companion to our
list, not only because it first appeared
in 1942, but also because it catalogs
and discusses many plants known to
gardeners ofpast generations. Its style
is reminiscent of the genteel way our
grandmothers gardened and exchanged
information and experience.

This book will be of help to those
refurbishing an old garden, or creat-
ing a new oneo in zone 8. It will appeal
to the growing general interest in
locating and reusing older varieties of
plants before they are all bred into
"perfection." Yet it is not a compendium
of historic horticultural information
like Ann Leighton's works, Early Ameri-
can Gardens (1970), and American
Gardens in the Eighteenth Century
(te76).

It is organized by season: "The
Garden in Winter," "Spring Comes in
Rbruary,"'An lntroduction to Sum-
mer," and "The Climax of Fall." In
each chapter are essays on specific
plants-ooThe Amaryllis Family," o'Daf-

\IISS LAWRENCE'S
CHARLOTTE GARDEN

fodils in Old Gardens"-many rival-
ing the lyrical and unaffected style of
Southern writers (EudoraWelty comes

to mind). IVriting about spring bulbs,
for instance, the author gives the fla-
vor of Southern gardening in a few
sentences:

The best way to get a stock ofSilver
Bells is to watch the farm markets

in February when they appear among

the cut flowers brought in to add a

little to the butter money. The
farmers' wives are reluctant to part
with the bulbs, for they are slow to
increase, but they can be coaxed to
sell you a few later on when the
tops die down. I bought some from
the butter woman this year. She

said she had them from her grand-
mother. The fact that I was eager to
buy, and she was not eager to sell,
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did not raise the price. In fact, she

said that they would be thirty cents

a dozen, and when she brought them
told me that she had made a mistake,

that they were only a quarter.

Also included is a table of blooming
dates for annuals, bulbs, perennials
and biennials, shrubs and vines. A
concluding essay, o'Further Notes,
19670" was added when .4 Southern
Garden was reissued that year. The
preface to the paperback edition,
written in 1983, really adds nothing to
the book, since, as the author says,
"to bring A Southerru Garden up to
date ... can't be done. I could no
more rewrite the book than I could
remake that garden that it was written
about ... that garden is goneo and so

are many of the friends who helped
to make it."

Books like this get little attention
from landscape architects. Few are
written by landscape architects; ando
in an effort to establish professional
credibility, many of us have tried to
distance ourselves from the work they
suggest, small-scale residential garden
design. It is unfortunate, because these
books have something to teach us about
plants and planting design.

Beyond that, as Katherine White
observed,'obooks that deal with horti-
culture and plants ... grve pleasure
not only to gardeners but to any other
reader." Older gardeners will enjoy
this book because they will remember
the plants, and how they were used;
for younger gardeners the pleasure
will be in its association with the plants
and traditions of another time and
place.

*Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1979.

fDuke University Press, 1979.

fln reprint from the Antique Collectors'Club,
or selected titles from the Ayer Company,
Salem, New Hampshire.

A Southern Garden: A Handbook for the
Middle South, Elizabeth Lawrence, University
of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1984,
257 pp.. illus.. $8.95 pb.

E. Lynru Miller:

BASIC ELEMENTS OF
LANDSCAPB
ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGN
NORNIAN BOOTH

Vhen I was asked to review Basic
Elements of Landscape Ar chitectur al
Desi6n, my initial reaction was, 'oAnother
do-it-yourself book on landscape design
in nine easy lessons and one hard
one." Fortunately, the book does not
fit that description, and will satisfy
the craving of landscape architecture
students, who are on a constant search
for resource material.

Booth achieves his objective, o'to

present the vocabulary, significance,
characteristics, potential uses, and
design guidelines for-landform, plant
material, buildings, pavements, site
structures, and water." Each of these
elements receives a chapter, with de-
tailed information on material long
neglected by publications of a similar
nature. The discussion of the tread/
riser relationship in outdoor steps
succinctly explains the problem, pro-
viding solutions to one of the most
common mistakes made by designers,
who have always had difficulty under-
standing the ambience of outdoor
space. Metric equivalents are given
for all measurements, making the book
extremely useful to foreign profession-
als who have limited access to this
type of resource material.

The final chapter, on the design
process, is heartwarming because it
puts the methodology of the process
in understandable terms. Now the stu-
dent will be able to proceed without
worrying whether he or she is still
"ideating." The use of the single-family
residence to illustrate the design
process is probably unfortunate; those
who do not understand the general
nature of the example may come to

associate landscape architects with
single-family homes and nurserymen.

The book is profusely illustrated
with o'gutsy" graphics by the author-
one of its stronger aspects, but they
overwhelm the small, poor quality, un-
titled, and uncredited photographs.
The plant material described in chapter
2 is limited to plants of the Midwest
and Northeast. One laments the ab-
sence of the o'most sought after" ele-
ment of the urban scene, lawn or turf.
But these shortcomings, together with
the lack of a bibliography, are minor
and do not detract from the book's
overall quality.

Since Booth intended the book not
only for students of landscape archi-
tecture, but for building architects and
civil engineers, it should bear a warn-
ing: 'oHazardous to your professional
health if purchased as a panacea for
all site planning and landscape design
problems."

It would be easy to find semantic
fault with some of Booth's nomencla-
ture and historic examples, but his
intent was to provide a compendium
of information too often taken for
granted in schoolso and the book sys-

tematically presents and analyzes an
enormous quantity of material. The
author is to be congratulated for
creating a first-rate book out of class
handouts. It will most likely evoke
critical sneers from older profession-
als pressured by the productive acu-
men of the younger generation-no
doubt the most prolific writers since
the advent of our profession.

Basic Elements of Landscape Architec-
tural Design, Norman Booth, Elsevier, 1983,
315 pp., illus., $42.00.
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Nancy Baker:

ARCHITECTURAL
COMMON SEI\SE
RAD DIKE

Personal notebooks are fascinating,
but, like bread, they are best fresh;
they can't be reworked too much. This
slim specimen suffers from a confu-
sion of topicso and the author appears
to have tacked on a lot of explanatory
material. Pollowing a weak introduc-
tion defining its three major concerns
as sun, site, and self, six pages of
drawings analyze the anatomy of a

pregnant \,roman, the fetuso and the
birth process. There is enough clearly
conveyed information here to deliver
a baby without fear, but the cryptic,
typed page headings, in harsh con-
trast to the soft drawings and print,
develop no connection to architectureo
nor do they egual in quality the tech-
nical presentation.

Fortunately, sun and site are han-
dled with aplomb. The delightful
drawings often soar in their immedi-
acy, elucidating the complexities of the
relationships between the earth and
the sun, and of site analysis-winds,
soils, plants, seasonal shadow pat-
terns, transferral of energy, control of
light. These issues are primary to the
creation of architecture, but often
neglected or taken for granted in prac-
tice.

A group of drawings relating to
ooself' provides a compilation of care-
fully measured observations on the
human body in a variety of spatial
relationships, from chairs to room
size, in settings familial, communalo
and public. The best of the drawings
have a convincingly scientific quality.
Most cluster around Dike's rediscov-
ery of golden proportions in a multi-
tude of relationships: a pregnant
woman, cones of vision, divine shadow
fans, the height of a tree in proportion
to its root spread. Such constructions
I found more forced than informative.

Toward the end is a rainbow listing of
philosophical epigrams and formula-
tions from whicho the author suggests,
one may select relevant gems. The
philosophic overlay does not work on
the stringent notebook format; the
connections between physical and
metaphysical remain in the mind of
the author.

Architectural Common Sense: Sun, Site and
Self, Rad Dike, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1983,
181 pp., illlus., $15.45 pb.

Gary L. Koller:

THE LOV/
MAII{TENAI{CE
GARDEN
CRAHAM ROSE

Gardening can be made into an ardu-
ous, time-consuming task with which
busy people elect not to become in-
volved. However, many people inex-
perienced in landscape design or plant
selection still wish to enhance the
quality of their life by creating gar-
dens, and for them The Lous Mainte-
nance Garden will be useful.

The first of the four major sections,
'oCreating a Low Maintenance Gar-
den," includes tips on analyzing one's
needs, tackling the work, and design,
with special emphasis on the impor-
tance of surface treatments for the
grounds. As Rose states, the choice of
ground covering, paving or planted, is
dictated not only by taste and by the
way you use your garden but also by
ease of upkeep and cost.

The section on 'oMinimum-care
Plants" is divided into categories such
as trees, shrubso climbing plants and
wall shrubs, perennials and annuals.
As a gardener, I realize that plants are
low maintenance only if selected to fit
the existing or modified site condi-
tions, and if special attention is paid

to the ultimate sizeo spreado and form
of the plant. Rose emphasizes the
point: 'othe selection of plants is the
single most creative act of gardening,
as well as being the most rewarding,
and will therefore justify the greatest
share of your time and effort."

The section of laborsaving design
ideas presents schematic drawings of
garden layout, supported by a text
which elaborates on the design con-
cept and philosophy; a detailed plant-
ing list; notes on architectural details;
and color photographs illustrating
specific details.

The last section stresses low main-
tenance techniques, with information
on such design details as water features
and on sculpting the land and laying
hard surfaces. Horticultural informa-
tion includes creating and working the
soil; plant nutrition; simple plant
propagation; weed clearance and con-
trol; weed killers, and pest and di-
sease control.

The Low Maintenance Gard.en is
illustrated with superb color photo-
graphs, attractive color drawings, and
instructional schematics. One helpful
feature is a page refereneing system
which allows terms, techniques, and
methods mentioned in the text to be
more fully explained in another section.
The lack of detail in the book is,
however, disappointing. The section on
plant propagation, for example, is
only four pages long and so cursory
as to be useless. Sources of follow-up
information might at least have been
cited. The uninformed gardener often
hasn't the least idea where to find this
information.

The Lou Maintenance Card.en is
aimed at people with little exposure
and expertise in the field. People
knowledgeable about gardens might
use it as a primer for friends or clients,
to increase their awareness of and
appreciation for the process of creating
the garden.

The Low Maintenance Garden, Graham
Rose, The Viking Press, 1983, 168 pp.,
illus., $12.95.
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SILVER CITIES
PETER BACON HALES

ln the l9th century, Peter Hales tells
us in this attractive and impressive
book, photography had a power and
influence difficult for us to compre-
hend today; it was a"miracle of clarity
and fact," and photographers who took
the city for their subject o'transformed

[a] new and unsettling world into ac-

ceptable and comprehensive patterns"
for their viewers. In his study of the
urban photographic tradition from the
invention of daguerreotypy in 1839 up
to World War [, Hales promises to
recount not only the "story of photog-
raphy's interaction with American ur-
ban culture," but also the 'orevolution
of American attitudes toward the city
as revealed in an evolving medium."

Silaer Cities shows the fruit of much
thorough research in archives large
and small, and Hales's well-written
analyses of individual images testify

to a rare kind ofcareful looking. Temple

University Press has provided lavish
illustrations. The images we find here
sometimes show their age but are more
often still resplendent with the care
and craftsmanship put into them a

hundred-odd years ago.

Arguing that, even as photographers
strove for "complex statements" of their
city subject, their work became a tool
of the civic boosterism that took root
especially in the "instant cities" of the
West, Hales considers the early da-
guerreotypes of New York, Boston, and
Philadelphia, and then moves west to
Chicago and San Francisco. Photog-
raphy offered a "potent symholic de-
vice" to enclose and order the appar-
ently planless, growing city, he con-
tends. As architecture and landscape
design also became crucial o'ordering"

professions in the l9th-century city,
they annexed a sophisticated but pre-
dictable photographic iconography
which developed its own conventions
to stress the grandeui of Beaux-Arts
monuments and the picturesque details
of urban parks.

A particularly engaging central chap-

ter on the Chicago World's Fair des-

cribes the scandal provoked by the
fair planning commission's attempt to
control the public image of this archi-
tect's dream. Granting a single photo-
graphic concession to C. D. Arnold,
an obscure but amenable Buffalo pho-
tographer, the commission required
all publications to use photographs
made or approved by him, prohibited
large cameras and tripods on the fair
grounds, and permitted Arnold to
charge other photographers $3 per
photograph for work on the grounds.
The ensuing outrage among both ama-
teur and professional photographers
showed up in revealing ways the eco-
nomic and social interests represented
by city photography, which was clearly
no longer a mere art or hobby. Among
the protesters was Alfred Stieglitz,
whose attack in 1893 was actually the
opening round in a fiercely conducted
battle on behalf of the interests of
artistic amateurs-in which, as we
know, Stieglitz prevailed.

The story resumed with the publi-
cation of Jacob Riis's reform tract,
Hous the Other Half Lioes (1892);

Hales devotes the second half of his
book to a comprehensive survey of
reform photography in the prewar
years. Glorifying Riis as'oa revolu-
tionary on many levels," whose camera
work o'served to topple structures of
thought and behavior which had been
stagnant for yearsl' Halesos discussion
is rich with fascinating photographic
examples but lacks a firm grasp on the
notoriously slippery intellectual and
social content of middle-class progres-
sive reform. Though he suggests that
professionalization and bureaucracy
within the reform movemento as well
as the public's increasing familiarity
with reform imagery, discouraged and
constricted imaginative photographic
work, Hales has little to say about the
crucial exception of Lewis Hine. Halesos

occasional tendency to substitute for
real analysis the now tired jargon of
cultural history becomes particularly
marked here, and we hear a little too
much of Victorianism, laissez-faire,

PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN, FIRST WARD CARBACE BOX AND DIRT ALLEY. CHICAGO COMMONS
COLLECTION. REPRODUCED FROM HALES, SILVER CITIES BY THE COURTESY OF THE CHICAGO
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
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cultural programing, utopianism and
modernization.

Hales's method steadily addresses
key questions in the history ofphotog-
raphy, and his evidence speaks for
itself. Yet the aspect of his topic that
makes his work so promising-the city
itself-remains irritatingly out of focus
throughout the book. Short shrift is
given to the geographic, economic, and
industrial factors that distinguish one
city from another, that set the metrop-
olis over the regional center, and that
determine relations between the city
and the hinterland providing its labor
and its markets. City politics is vir-
tually ignored-not onlv labor unrest
but also the fact that the very rag-
pickers, coal heaverso and cave dwellers
startled by Riis's flashpowder could,
and did, vote.

Such subjects should not be omit-
.ted. Although the city was and is pre-
eminently a place of looking, what
could be seen became, as the lgth
century wore on, more mystery than
enlightenment to its inhabitants. As
the economic demands of corporate
capitalism dominated ever more com-
pletely not only workplace, but also
home and leisure, city forms and sym-
bols-including the reform movement
itself-promoted consumption and
vicarious experience in place of more

autonomous, less "modern" human en-
terprises and aspirations. Mediations

-including architecture, design, jour-
nalism, and advertising-solicited tire-
lessly for what trecame the quintessential
transaction in the corporate city; un-
ceasingly, worker-consumers were per-
suaded to "consume the products of
their labor returned to them in adver-
tised commodities as something myster-
iously without origin," in the words of
historian Alan Trachtenberg. Because
it does in fact take these solicitations
and transactions for its subject, urban
photography is in some sense a rep-
resentation of representations-and as

such yet more social, ironico and com-
plex than we may have thought.

Without an analysis that penetrates
the city mystery, Hales misses an under-
standing of urban photography which
grants it the full measure of its social
and aesthetic significance. Though he
does not, in the end, accornplish the
cultural history his introduction prom-
ises, he lays out a freld, and indicates
its complexity, in a way that cannot
help but stimulate the kind of thinking
that his important subject deserves.

Silver Cities: The Photography of American
Urbanization, lB39-1915, Peter Bacon Hales,
Gmple University Press, 1984, 315 pp., illus.
fi47.9s.
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THE MACY'S STORE IN QUEENS AND THE HOLDOUT

Jim Morgan:

HOLDOUTS!
ANDREV ALPERN and
SEYMOUR DURST

Hol.d.outs! is definitely a New York
book. Not only are 55 of the 57 sites
profiled located in Manhattan (plus
one each in the Bronx and Queens),
but the exceptionally dense real estate
development of Manhattan gives the
book's thesis its poignancy.

In an introductory chapter, authors
Alpern and Durst offer a compendium
of holdout incidents from Denver to
Israel. They also recount the plot of a
1965 Broadway musical comedy, Sky-
scraper, which revolved around a
romance between a real estate developer
and the owner of a brownstone who
wouldn't sell.

But the book's remarkable appeal
lies in the stories of actual Manhattan
building developments that were frus-
trated or modified by the intransigence
of individual holdouts. Not only is
each tale charmingly told, but the
antique photographs and drawings that
accompany most of them are a feast
for the eye. When combined with in-
formative plans of sites as developed
around the unavailable properties, and
excellent photographs ofthe results as

they appear today, the book is a sat-
isfying blend of nostalgia and appre-
ciation for architectural m6nages that
New Yorkers pass everyday. May I say
that anyone who is fascinated by Man-
hattan, not just those of us who live
here, will enjoy perusing these pages.

Neither Alpern the architecto Durst
the developer, nor Lindsay the former
mayor (who wrote the foreword) ap-
proves ofholdouts, to be sure. Lindsay
sees them as a serious government
problem. Alpern occasionally speaks
ill of those who have destroyed or
sullied a grand architectural compo-
sition. Alpern and Durst sometimes
express satisfaction when they write
of a holdout who managed to lose
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everything by being impossibly venal.
Such people they call'ofoolish holdoutso"

the other categories being"frightened,"
o'greedyi' and "professional."

Though Durst has struggled with
holdouts in the past on his own real
estate developments, the tone of the
book is gentle ando in a few caseso

even sympathetic to the plight of the
holdout. One such strong-willed per-
son was Mrs. Mary Sendak of Queens.
In 1963, R. H. Macy and Company
asked Skidmore, Owings and Merrill
to design a new department store for
a Queens Boulevard site adjacent to
Mrs. Sendak's little plot. Vhen she

ultimately refused to sell out, SOM
had to design a notch into the 426-foot
diameter concrete structure so that it
would not overhang her garden.

As an architect active in New York
City community politics, my feelings
toward holdouts are very positive. In
a city dominated by real estate develop-
ment (much as Houston is dominated
by oil interests), individuals who won't
buckle under to commercial forces pro-
vide a healthy counterbalance. Fur-
thermore, the resulting ooaberrations"

in the cityscape add variety and scale

that no planner of grand urban com-
positions is ever likely to supply by
design. Finally, these ooleftover" build-
ings become vestiges of a vanished ar-
chitectural past. They provide histor-
ical clues which, when explained by
perceptive observers like Alpern and
Durst, greatly enrich our understand-
ing of the city around us.

Holdouts! Andrew Alpern, AIA, and

Seymour Durst, with a foreword by John V
Lindsay, McGraw-Hill, 1984, 174 pp.,
829.95.

Reuben Rainey:

THE GRANITE GARDEN
ANNE VHISTON SPIRN

Anne Spirn's elegantly written study
fills a conspicuous void in the litera-
ture of urbanism by addressing the
subject of oonature in cities and what
the city could be like if designed in
concert with natural processes' rather
than in ignorance of them or in out-
right oppositionl' Its point of departure
is Claude L6vi-Strauss's observation
that the city "stands at the point where
nature and artifice meet." For the
author, "nature" in the city comprises
far more than the embellishment of
street trees or the green connecting
tissues ofparks and plazas. It includes
the city's air, topography, geology,

water, and living organisms-all of
which decisively influence the oohealth,

safety, and welfare" of every inhabi-
tant. The city, she claims, has often
heen understood as'oan entity apart
from nature and even antithetical to
it," a fallacy that perpetuates many
urban environmental problems. A city
should instead be understood as an

integral part of nature, and, with the
suburbs and surrounding countryside,
viewed as o'a single evolving system

within nature, as must every individual
part and building within the larger
whole."

Spirn's study is part prophecy, part
compendium. It is prophetic in the
Biblical sense, forecasting future sce-

narios while proclaiming essential
values to cope with a present situation
of crisis. The crisis in this case has

been caused by our unconscionable
failure to manage nature prudently in
the urban realm, resulting in ooincreased

mortality of the elderly, the sick, and
the very young, permanent brain dam-
age among children, overall degraded
health of city residents and workers;
increased magnitude of natural haz-
ards, dwindling water supplies," and
a host of other problems. The book is

preachy, which may grate on some

readers, but its message is meticulously
documented and cogently argued.

It is also a valuable compendium of
case studies and applied technology
for planners, architects, landscape
architects, city officialso and citizens.
As Spirn correctly perceives, we have

developed the means to deal with the
problems of nature in the cit-v, especially

over the last twenty years; we have

simply not applied them. Much of the
information is in relatively inaccessible

technical journals and conference pro-
ceedings. To redress the balance, she

summarizes portions of this literature
and brings it to bear on specific urban
problems. Spirn is quite aware of the
equally pressing political, social, and
economic concerns in the design of
cities, but such considerations are
beyond the scope of her work. She has

deliberately chosen to write as a land-
scape architect and environmental
planner concerned with the oolook and
shape of the city, especially the open
space in which buildings are set."

Spirn's organization of a vast array
of technical material is outstanding.
The prologue and part I discuss the
perspective of the book and introduce
general issues of nature in the city.
Parts 2 through 5 discuss, respectively,
ooAir" (pollution, microclimate, wind
problems),'oEarth" (unstable groundo
wasted resources, contaminated and
compacted land), "Vater" (floods,
droughts, and poisoned water), and

'ol-ife- (urban plants, parks, forests,
pets, pestso and wildlife habitats). Each

of these parts is broken down into two
chapters, the first discussing the prob-
lem, the second offering solutions,
documented with case studies of suc-

cessful responses, drawn predominantly
from the United States and Europe.
Each part concludes with a special
section, ooPlan for Every Cityo" setting
forth specific initiatives to deal with
the problems discussed. Each part can
be read as a self-sufficient entity and
contains a comprehensive annotated
bibliography of case studies and tech-
nical works.
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Part 6 argues for design of cities
modeled on responsible ecosystem
management. The oovision of the futureo'
in the epilogue is a rather Augustinian
view of "the lnfernal City" versus the
"Celestial City"; the latter, of course,
being the humane environment that
will result from proper management
of nature in the city. Spirn claims her
vision is no fanciful utopia but an
o'achievable realityoo' many elements of
which have already been realized in
disparate circumstances.

Readers specifically interested in
the design of urban sites will find
much valuable information as well as

trenchant challenges to familiar prej-
udices. The lawn and pastoral park
fixation of many American designers
comes under heavy criticism in re-
gions where water is too precious to
oowaste"; Dutch "wild parks" are
suggested as a possible low mainte-
nance alternative. Low cost parks of
hardy weed trees and shrubs like
Ailanthus ahissima (the proverbial
tree that grows in Brooklyn) are rec-
ommended for miniscule budgets.
Skyscrapers are almost completely
eliminated from the "Celestial City"
because of the problems of air pollu-
tion and wind danger for pedestrians
that they cause. Spirn insists that each
site be designed in relation to the
whole urban ecosystem and fulfill
more than one function. For example,
a small park in a central business
district can serve not only as a quiet
oasis for mid-town workers, but also
as a purifier of air, a buffer for noise,
or perhaps even a retention basin for
flood control. The author thus chal-
lenges designers to contemplate new
dimensions of contextualism.

The book is not without flaws, the
most glaring heing in the realm of
graphics and layout. The graphics
themselves are well chosen and in most
cases elucidate the argument, but in
many instances they are rather poorly
reproduced. The layout is also prosaic
at best. A book of this importance
deserves a more elegant presentation.

One also wishes that Spirn had

developed her concept of nature in
more detail. A close readingo especially
of part 4 ("Water"), where Spirn's
prose resonates at its finest, reveals
that her concern with nature in the
city is not limited to such practical
dimensions as hygiene and economy-
in this instance, cleaning up the water
and conserving it. She writes: ool-ike a
primordial magnet, water pulls at a

primitive and deeply rooted part of
human nature. More than any other
single element besides trees and gar-
dens, water has the greatest potential
to forge an emotional link between
man and nature in the city.o' One per-
ceives transcendental overtones in this
statement which suggest the experience
of some kind of deep'oemotional link"
with "nature" is desirable for the well-
being of city-dwellers. The carefully
conceived use of plant materials and
water in the design of cities will ap-
parently serve to awaken and nourish
this "primitive" and "deeply rooted"
human capacity for relationship with
nature. In all probability this is why
Spirn envisions ooevery citizeno'in her
projected "Celestial City" possessing
a private garden (a notion I find guaintly
implausible). In any case, these nascent
ideas merit further development, as

they are an integral part of the con-
cept of"nature," so crucial to the book.

These are minor blemishes, how-
ever, on an otherwise masterful worko
imbued with a profound sense of en-
vironmental stewardship, a faith in
human rationality, and a vision of the
oohumaneo' city as the indispensable
setting for the good life. Its appear-
ance in the wake of the withdrawal of
government funding from many essential
urban environmental programs by the
Reagan administration could not be
more timely.

The Granite Garden, Anne Whiston Spim,
Basic Books, 1984, 334 pp., illus., $29.95.

Thomas R. Fisher:

MACRO

FRANK P. DAVIDSON with
JOHN STUART COX

Thke away the anecdotes and Macro,
by MIT professor Davidson and writer
Cox, would be more an essay than a

book. Not only is the argument essay-

like in its simplicity-a call for more
large-scale engineering projects and
more people trained to manage them-
it meanders like an essay. Rather than
build chapter by chapter to a unifying
conclusion, the authors sprinkle their
conclusions throughout the book.That
might work in a ten-page essay, but
over the course of 403 pages it tries
the reader's patience.

Why promote large-scale engineer-
ing projects? Authors Davidson and
Cox name their target on the first
page: the "small is beautiful" econom-
ics of E. E Schumachero with its advo-
cacy of oointermediate" technologies,
less wasteful of resources and more
attuned to cultural and climatic dif-
ferences than most advanced'Western
technologies.

Schumacher's economics questions
not advanced technology itself, but
the inappropriate use of it; Davidson
and Cox are correct in asserting that
Schumacher'onever claimed that large-
scale engineering is always and inev-
itably inappropriate." The large-scale
reclamation of farmland from the
North Sea by Holland, or the pro-
posed cross-country bikeway in the
United States are projects that few
people, not even Schumacher, would
oppose. But most of the examples
Davidson and Cox use to bolster their
position are of dubious benefit-a rail
tunnel connecting North America, Asiao

and Europe (in an age of supersonic
air travel and satellite communica-
tions); cities built on the ocean. De-
spite the authors' disclaimers, this is
engineering for engineering's sake, the
belief that, because we can do some-
thing, we should.
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To convert us, Davidson and Cox
prey upon our insecurities, referring
constantly to our declining infrastruc-
ture, the decreasing quality of some
American technology, and the increas-
ing technological prowess of countries
like Japan. They also invoke the image
of utopias: through oolarge-scale proj-
ects and programs . . . we can preserve
and enhance individual liberty, the
public health, and the amenities of
social and environmental well-being."
Just how large-scale engineering proj-
ects will improve our competitiveness
with Japan or enhance our liberty
and well-being is not made clear. Even
a cursory reading of the problems of
the American automobile industry in-
dicates that it lost its competitiveness
by becoming too large and self-assured
to respond quickly enough to changing
markets. The dilemma facing many
American industries now is not how
to operate at a larger scale, but how
to scale down their operation and di-
versify their product lines to compete
in many fragmented markets.

The relationship between individ-
ual liberty and large-scale engineering
projects is also murky. Davidson and
Cox barely conceal their impatience
with the democratic process, scolding
us at different times for emphasizing
debate over cooperation, for being in-
dividualists rather than team players,
and for writing laws in response to
crises instead of according to estab-
lished plans. They call, throughout
the book, for more and better leader-
ship. But they seek that leadership
not from elected laypeople but from
oopatient study groupso drawn from
the best talent in all relevant fields to
shape the guidelines within which our
various macro-engineering initiatives
can emerge." The government best suit-
ed to macro-engineering, it would seem,
is a government of technocrats.

The ideal is not new. As Langdon
Winner has pointed out, Bacon, Saint-
Simon, Veblen, and Spengler, among
others, have all said-with much
misgiving-that oorule by technically-
trained experts is the only kind of

SEA CITY FROM THE AIR

government appropriate to a social
system based on advanced science and
technologv." Davidson and Cox never
make the claim directly. Indeed, they
state that ooonce a major goal has been
settled upon, there is still much room
.. . for individual initiative and ver-
satility in carrying it out." But the
experts set the goal. Macro-engineer-
ing may preserye individual liberty,
but it will be preservation in a jar on
a shelf built by a technical elite.

The macro-engineering of large-scale
projects is in itself a harmless idea.
Some projects by their nature require
large-scale solutions. As the authors
state, such solutions need not be mono-
lithic in character or inappropriate to
people's needs. The political implica-
tions of macro-engineering, though,
are anything but harmless, reviving
the age-old idea that our freedom is
better served by those who control
our technology.We all might be best
served by considering one of the book's
illustrations, Brueghel's painting of
the Tower of Babel. As that adventure
taught us, building higher, traveling
faster, or defying the limits of our
resources does not necessarily bring
us greater liberty or well-being, or
bring us any closer to God.

Macro, A Clear Vision of How Science and
Technology Vill Shape Our Futureo Frank
P. Davidson with John Stuart Cox, William
Morrow, 1983, 450 pp., illus., $17.95.

Ben Claaan:

MONUMENTS AI{D
MAII\ STREETS
HARRIS STONE

Harris Stone introdtces Monuments
and, Mairu Srreers by suggesting that it
follows a line of investigation touching
on modern architecture in relation to
art, work, nature, and the machine.
If so, the line is irregular and dis-
jointed, the attention given each sub-
ject inadequate, and the questions
poorly put. At the same time, this
work is not aimed at the scholar but
at a larger public audience, and it
points up problems in architecture that
even many professionals refuse to ad-
mit exist.

Stone's credentials are credible
enough. An architect and teacher at
Kansas University, he spent many of
his formative years as an environmental
activist attempting to retake New
Haven, Connecticut for the people who
live there. As a member of the city's
Redevelopment Authority and other
community action groups, Stone con-
tinually battled the corporate, insti-
tutional, and bureaucratic interests
that dominated urban planning and
decision making.

One outcome of these efforts was
Workbook of an Unsuccessful Archi-
tect (Monthly Review Press, 1973), a

series of essays describing Stone's ex-
periences, interwoven with statements
about architecture. He concludes-
with a classic Marxist argument-that
architects are prevented by the forces
of the political economy from making
social and artistic statements that
relate a structure to both its social
and physical setting. The format of
the Workbook reflected Stone's plural-
istic tendencies. Writing directly in
longhand on pages ready for photo-
graphic reproduction, complete with
his own line drawings, he developed a

less costly alternative to traditional
publishing techniques. The end prod-
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uct is a quick and inexpensive copy
format that gives the reader the sense
of work in progress on a subject at
once personal and didactic.

Monuments and Main Srreers is a

continuation of the Workbook in aim,
content, and style. In page after page
of rather ordinary handwriting, and
finely drawn but often curiously un-
emotional pen-and-ink sketches, Stone
darts about, probing the soft under-
belly of architecture in an attempt to
find a point of entry for the changes
he sees as necessary. The author con-
tends that his second book "poses new
questions that produce a refinement
of my analvtic technique into a series
of verbal and visual tracings," He com-
pares this methodology to the archi-
tect's use of a base drawing over which
are laid a series of drawings that define
and detail the ideas underneath.

If this methodology seems overly
structured, the content is even more
so. There are four major chapters in
the book, or oomessages" as Stone calls
them. o'From the Media and the Fields"
first takes on the messages sent by
such current architectural stylists as

Kurokawa, Eisenman, Craves, and the
rest of the Post-Modern bunch-
finding them devoid of relevant con-
tent-and then relates Stone's attempt
to create a utopian community on a
farm in Massachusetts, dedicated to
evolving new principles for a relation-
ship between people and their build-
ing. "From the Past" deals with great
architecture through history, whieh is
somehow limited to a study of round
buildings. "Of Belief' discusses a
passion that supersedes style-not
necessarily successfully, in the work
of Kahn, Mies, and Gropius, though
Alvar Aalto comes off well. In "From
Main Street'o we move from an'oancient
path" in ltaly to New Haven, Con-
necticut, in what I presume Stone con-
siders an unbroken line.

The framework for these messages

is the dialectic between the sacred and
profane in architectureo the oomonu-

ments and main streets,'o set against a
panorama of forward-thrusting and

backward-leaning tendencies in design.
The overall result is an unusually com-
plex statement, accomplished in a very
broad sweep, that inexplicably denies
the notion of a popular tract.

Passion is required for anything,
including intellectual exploration, to
succeed well. Stone has it, and his
exuberance in trying to convey his
innermost beliefs, as well as his will-
ingness to admit his confusions is rather
endearing. He makes you wish that
the world \.vere a simpler place, if only
to make his task easier. Unfortunately,
as Stone's own work reveals, a better
world of architecture and building re-
quires a carefully orchestrated scenario
of a collective consciousness (and un-
consciousness) bound to a vision of a
delicate balance between unrelieved
order and uncontrollable disorder.

Stone, the old-line activist and
socialist regular, would have the peopl,e
determine the outcome of this ongoing
dilemma in creating a humane environ-
ment. But even this requires a pro-
gram. In the most engaging essay of
this new book, Stone describes his
Factory in the Field, a student seminar
that tried to develop a new approach
to architecture, using industrial tech-
nologyo through the creation of a self-
sufficient community of artisan/crafts-
people. Like most utopian communi-
ties, the Factory in the Field was ill-
fated. Stone concludes that, o'Our

efforts were doomed to endless trial
and error, for we never formed a clear
concept of our relationship as builders
to the tools we were using and the
structure we were working on.'o This
is not surprising since few as yet have
understood building as a process.
Where this leaves the people is, in-
deed, difficult to imagine.

In the attempt to bring such themes
to popular discussion, Stone overlaps
the work done by others in three dis-
tinct areas: on the subject of the fail-
ures of modern architecture;r on the
relationship between technology and
culture;2 ando on the precise demands
of reasserting control over the built
environment.3
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If Stone has not matched these pre-
vious efforts, it is not from a lack of
trying, but rather a lack of focus,
Significantly, none of the books that
provide a background to Stone's dis-
cussion (with the exception of Tom
Wolfe's From Bauhaus to Our House)
have succeeded in reaching a wide
audience. None have been able to
break through the sacred doors
shielding the secret society of archi-
tects. Stone's abortive efforts in this
direction are to be commended. By
writing a people's book, and one with
plenty of pictures, Stone will possibly
reach a different, largero and poten-
tially more receptive audience. And
this is without a doubt the first step
to a better architecture, although not
an inexorable and irreproachable pro-
gram for change.

L Among these books Brent Brolin's Foilzre
of Modern Architecture (Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1976) is protrably the most thought-
ful, Peter Blake's Iorm Follows Fiasco (Little
& Brown, 1977) the most popular, and Tom
Wolfe's Irorn Bauhaus to Our House (Fanar,
Straus & Giroux, I9Bl) the most infamous.

2. Lewis Mumford's monumental series on
technology and culture is the primary sour-
cebook on the subject. Jacques Ellul's lie
Technological Society (Random House, 1967)
is another probing study from a French Re-
formist viewpoint, while Leo Marx's Machine
in the Carden (Oxford University Press,
1964), which Stone quotes, is a highly ap-
proachable literary attempt.

3. For example John Tirrner and Robert Fich-
ter, Freedom to Build (Macmillan, 1972\ and
Housing By People (Pantheon, 1977), as well
as the numerous books on the subject by
Christopher Alexander and his associates.

Monuments and Main Streets: Messages
From Architecture, Harris Stone, Monthly
Review Press, 1983,248 pp., illus., $10.00
pb.
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DESIGI\I]\G, DRAFTI]\C AND
DIAGRAMINC ON COMPUTERS :

A REVIEV OF CADD SYSTEMS FOR
THE IBM PC

Computer-based tools have established themselves in many
disciplines as effective and cost-efficient adjuncts to profes-
sional practice. In the environmental design fields (ar-
chitecture, interiors, landscapeo urban design) we have al-
ready experienced a rapid growth in their application.
Recent studies by professional organizations indicate that
almost every design office will have some form of computer
tool in common use within the next few years.

One computer application that has caught the imagina-
tion of many professionals is graphics, in particular the
systems known today as computer-aided desigrr and draft-
ing (CADD) systems. The purpose of this review is to exam-
ine a recent development in the CADD market, the intro-
duction of desktop, microcomputer-based drawing systems.

Since its inception in the mid-fifties-when it was the
subject of futuristic articles in several magazines-com-
puter-aided drafting has struggled into commercial viabil-
ity. The industry as we know it has offered useful tools only
within the last ten years. Several factors constrained the
development of drafting systems, ranging from the difficul-
ties of turning a labor-intensive profession into a capital
intensive one to problems in applying the technology.

Underlying many of the problems are technological is-
sues which have been brought to the fore by the develop-
ments reviewed here. Many of the successes of CADD to
date have been in spite of the state of fundamental com-
puter hardware technology. The field has been and is still
to a large degree constrained by the lack of adequate ma-
chinery.

A BRIEF CADD PRIMER
Computer-aided drafting systems became commercially

viable with the advent of the class of computers known as
minicomputers. Minis were introduced in the fifties as alter-
natives to the enormous machines (mainframes) which had
exclusively provided centralized computational resources.
Minicomputers were designed to be installed in scientific
laboratories, industrial plants, and at the departmental
level in large organizations, to provide more distributed
computing power than the centralized mainframes, and to
act as problem-solving tools with a project orientation.
Minis established themselves as reliable processors in the
sixties, paving the way for the spread of powerful applica-
tions-specific systems on dedicated machines. Computer-

aided drafting \ras one of the applications that was de-
veloped rapidly in this environment.

The trend toward miniaturization has continued un-
abated, and, just as minis liberated users from the domina-
tion of a centralized machine, so microcomputers have
freed us from the need to share our computational re-
sources. Computer-aided drafting has now become avail-
able on the small desktop systems that brought us indi-
vidual word-processing capabilities and the ubiquitous
spreadsheets. Before leaping into these uncharted waters,
it behooves us to consider the proper role and capabilities
of these new tools with a somewhat tritical eye.

A few caveats before embarking on any technical discus-
sion: this review is not an exhaustive technical checklist of
microcomputer CADD systems, nor an unequivocal recom-
mendation of particular systems. Exhaustive checklists of
technical features can be found in technical magazines.*

The systems chosen for review all run on the most com-
mon of personal computers, the IBM PC. A multitude of
other systems are available which run on other machines,
but the IBM PC is the hardware which most readers are
likely to know.

CADD systems are available in a wide range of capa-
bilities, at a range of costs which normally (but not always)
refect the capabilities supplied. The standard term for
these systems (CADD) does not fairly convey their real
application. Desigrr systems should assist the professional
to investigate design alternatives and to develop solutions
to a stated problem. Drafting systems should assist in creat-
ing a fully executed, drafted drawing. There should be only
one criterion by which to evaluate a drafting system: does

it allow the user to create with ease a finished product
which can be presented as a completed, drafted image,
requiring no additions outside the drafting system?

It is unfortunate but true that micro-based CADD sys-
tems are hampered by the technological constraints im-
posed by the personal computers. Screens are too small to
display a drawing of any density without losing all com-
prehension. The l6-bit processors are too slow for many of
the more complex geometric functions commonly encoun-
tered in the drafting process. Data storage devices are
often incapable of storing drawings of any reasonable size.
The finished plotted drawings of the majority of the systems
are of a standard which most professionals would not ac-
cept from their most junior draftsman, Fully finished draw-
ings from architectural and interior design offices typically
contain a rich library of line weights, line styles, and hatch
patterns with considerable annotation to represent the di-
versity of information implied by the drawn image. [t is
these graphic capabilities which place enormous burdens
upon computer-aided drafting systems.

These constraints are not unique to systems based.on
the IBM PC. They are common in systems of all sizes and
priceso although some have been overcome in the more

PNOTISSIONAL READING
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expensive systems. Vhile the processing components of a

system lend themselves to miniaturization, the ancillary
devices (screens, keyboards, and so forth) often do not.
Many of the solutions devised in larger systems have used
software to work around the imposed constraints. This
places even more load on the system, straining still further
the limited capacities of a personal computer.

Having said so much, let me state that the systems re-
viewed here do have a use, Many practices apply them,
typically to produce relatively uncluttered drawings of
small projects, relying upon the machine to store and order
the information rather than to speed up the drawing proc-
ess itself.

These systems might be more realistically regarded as

computer-aided diagramingo rather than drafting or design
systems. As such, they should be able to create, store, and
reproduce images of relatively low density and with a re-
stricted set of graphic capabilities. A package like Ener-
graphics, which can produce diagrams of charts, graphs,
surfaces, and symbols, but does not attempt to go beyond
the physical or computational limits of the machine, is a

very powerful diagraming system, but unfortunately in-
adequate as an architectural drafting system.

The six systems reviewed here, AutoCAD, CADPLAN
(including CADDRAFT), The Drawing Processoro Ener-
graphics, MicroCAD,t and VersaCAD, represent the range
of price and capabilities typical in this market. Software

prices vary from $300 to approximately $2,000, and hard-
ware configurations needed to support the systems from
$2,000 to over $8,000. All the packages were tested at the
Southern California Institute of Architecture on an IBM
PC with 320 kilobvtes of memory and an 8087 coprocessor.
Peripherals included a l0-megabyte hard disk, dual screen,
and a selection of digitizers or a mouse, as appropriate.
Most systems either required or performed better with this
or a similar configuration.

Reviews of CADD systems must be tempered by the
anticipated application of the system. A purchaser who
needs a production drafting program for interior design
would apply one set of standards; for drawing circuit dia-
grams (the original purpose of many CADD systems), a
very different set of criteria has to be met. This review is
more a general overview of capabilities and potentials than
a detailed critique of particular applications.

Basically, all the systems allow the operator to manipu-
late graphic images by handling individual lines. Each sys-
tem provides for the user to draw lines and move, delete,
and otherwise change them. Some allow the user to draw
more complex geometries (circles most often, although some
permit closed polygons of any number of sides). Every
system allows the user to label drawings by adding text to
drawn images. Beyond these rudimentary functionso each
has particular strengths and weaknesses, especially from
the point of view of one or another specific application.

A consistent weakness of all the systems is the difficulty
of initial set-up. Larger (minicomputer-based) systems re-
quire trained personnel to carry this out, thus sparing the
user. With smaller, cheaper systems, the user is left to
match one item of hardware to another-no easy task,
when the manufacturers have come to no consensus on
standards. Potential purchasers are strongly advised to
find a dealer who will undertake to assemble the necessary
components and make them work together. A system which
forces the end-user to configure the hardware is only for
the very technical-minded and the very patient.

AutoCAD is perhaps the most widely available of all
PC-based systems. AutoCAD (the company) has entered
into distribution agreements with many dealers throughout
the country, including the American Society of Interior
Designers. Many of the dealers are adding additional fea-
tures to the system before selling it to the end-users.

The user can configure the system with a variety of
devices (single or double screens, various digitizers, plot-
ters, and so forth). The software embodies many of the
more desirable features of its larger competitors. For exam-
ple, operations available to the user at any moment are
displayed on the right-hand side of the screen. To execute
a commando the user moves the cursor to the appropriate
command and presses a key. Symbols can be stored and
recalled by name (for instance a desk can be drawn and

..stored in the library for recall into any drawing the user
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is composing). Dimensioning is available, as is user control
of labeling. The user can enter text to be added to the
drawing, specifying size, location, and orientation. Auto
CAD has also established a user group. They are the only
micro-based CADD system to have done so at the time of
writing and are to be commended, since these groups can
prove to be the most valuable aspect of a system. (Several

other systems will shortly start user groups.)
CADPLAN/CADDRAFT is the most architecturally liter-

ate of the six systems reviewed. Tho versions are available,
CADDRAFT being essentially a subset of CADPLAN, and
intended primarily as a teaching tool for computer-aided
drafting.

CADPLAN includes many powerful features not found
on any other microcomputer CADD system to date. One of
these, the ability to draw a wall by indicating a centerline
only, and having the system expand this to a pair of lines
with all corners and junctions correctly drawno is only now
being added to many of the $100,000 systems. Another
feature unique among micro-based systems is the ability to
insert doors and windows in a continuous length of wall by
merely indicating the position of the door and the direction
of swing. The system automatically clips the lines of the
wall, draws a return, the door, and the swing. Similarly
the placement of windows requires only a single command.
Unfortunately, the graphic symbols used in these features
and the resulting images are of a standard for which a

draftsman might expect to lose his job. They are beyond
the control of the user to alter, as they have been written
in assembler language and are thus inaccessible. The three-
dimensional capabilities reported to be under development
were not available for review.

CADPLAN and AutoCAD appear to have several fea-
tures in common. The use of menus in both systems is
similar, as are their layouts, Graphic symbols and drawing
functions are also often similarly constructed. CADPLAN
appears to have implemented additional, specifically ar-
chitectural, functions in their system (such as the door
exarnple above) and this rnakes CADPLAN somewhat more
comprehensive.

A recent development in CADPLAN, issued after the
initial reviews were conducted, has been the addition of
automatic dimensioning and a database extraction capabil-
ity. Reporting from the drawing database permits the gen-
eration of bills of material, etc. This reporting capability
places CADPLAN yet further in advance of all other pack-
ages reviewed here. [t does, however, place signfficant de-
mands upon the computer. With the ordinary IBM PC
performance is a concern but this will be alleviated as

more powerful versions of the PC are released like the IBM
PC/AT, announced in August 1984, which executes most
operations at approximately four tirnes the speed of the
ordinary IBM PC. Unfortunately, computers are assem-
blies of discrete components, each with constraints that

must be overcome. [n this application, the bottleneck in
the IBM PC/AT is the speed and size of the disk drives on
which all the information is stored.

The Drawing Processor, as the name suggests, is con-
ceived as the graphic equivalent of a word processor-that
is, a program that structures graphic input and provides
for its storage and reproduction. The system was only re-
leased in late 1983, and suffers somewhat from its youth.
It is not as sophisticated as the more established programs,
but several features set it apart. The most useful is the
ability to manipulate text very powerfully, allowing the
user to control size, slanto placement, and proportion. Its
curve drawing features are well above those of other sys-

tems. As yet, it has no features (such as the double-line
capacity of CADPLAN) that make it a special architectural
tool. Its strength lies in its promise to deliver a versatile,
flexi-ble graphics processing system.

The drafting of line drawings is only one of the capa-
bilities of Energraphics, which is a cheap and versatile
system. Besides producing drawings in two dimensions, it
allows the user to define three-dimensional objects and
three-dimensional surface images, and to produce a wide
variety of business graphics (bar, pie, and line charts),
using either data entered directly into the system or data
initially created using one of the many spreadsheet pro-
grams available.

Basic two-dimensional drawings are created either by
calling up symbols from libraries and placing them on a

grid, or by drawing lines between points indicated by the
cursor. These capabilities limit the potential drafting appli-
cations of this systemo but make it a very powerful general
drawing package. [t is well suited to educational applica-
tion and the production of simple constructed images. If
the user is creating basic two- or three-dimensional drafted
imageso better quality drawings can be produced with other
systems reviewed here.

MicroCAD, a system specifically designed for architec-
tural and engineering applications, assists the user to create
and display objects in both two and three dimensions. The
operator can draw an image both in elevation and in plan,
and hence compose a three-dimensional object. One draw-
back is the lack of a function to remove the lines hidden
by planes at the front of the object; the image can only be
displayed with all the lines showing, leading to some confu-
sion. This renders a complex image effectively useless to all
but the most patient viewer.

Since MicroCAD was designed primarily to assist in the
manipulation and display of three-dimensional images, it
lacks many of the basic graphic functions found in a draft-
ing system. The system is presented as a desigrr, not a

drafting system, it is only fair to note. Still, it is useful to
have a full range of drafting capabilities available in creat-
ing any drawn image.
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Since the initial reviews were conducted, MicroCAD has
released a new version (Version 3.3) of their system in
which several of the problems identified here have been
addressed, and several enhancements and extensions
added. Most significantlv. three-dimensional images can
now have hidden lines removed (that is, lines which are
graphically depicted as lying behind another face of the
object will not be displayed).

There are significant restrictions in this system-only
one object can be operated upon and, as the introduction
to the system notes, oomental gymnastics" have to be per-
formed in setting up the drafted image to be processed.
Further gymnastics are required in switching back and
forth between the drafting package and the hidden line
removal package, in order to display the finished work.
This juggling of systems is a characteristic of personal
computer-based systems which must be overcome before
the systems become useful to the average user.

T & W systems have probably been supplying drafting
systems on microcomputers longer than anyone else. Their
first was sold successfully as CADapple, for Apple comput-
ers. Upgraded to the IBM PC and substantially enhanced,
the system is now known as VersaCAD.

This program offers the most extensive set of basic draft-
ing functions. The user can create larger drawings than on
most other systems because VersaCAD uses the disk exten-
sively during operations. This does make it somewhat
slower than other systems, however. While VersaCAD lacks
several of the more specific architectural features of
CADPLAN or AutoCAD, its drafting capabilities are in
general more powerful.

SUMMARY
VersaCAD is by far the most competent drafting system of
those reviewed here. MicroCAD is a "design" system, capa-
ble of the manipulation and display of three-dimensional
images, but without many of the basic graphic functions
desirable in a drafting system. Energraphics is a powerful
general drawing program, suitable for educational pur-
poses and the construction of simple imageso but limited in
its drafting applications, The Drawing Processor is a ver-
satile graphics system, notable for its ability to manipulate
texto but has no specific architectural capability.
CADPLAN and AutoCAD have many po\,verful architec-
tural features (although CADPLAN suffers from a low level
of graphic quality in its symbols); AutoCAD has the addi-
tional advantage of the only user group in the industry.

Several of these vendors should consider removing them-
selves from the unruly melee the CADD market is fast
becoming and concentrating instead on producing respon-
sive diagramizg systems for desigrrers. As machines like
the Macintosh appear, offering very powerful sketch pro-
grams, the expectations ofthe average consumer are rising.
The Macintosh has been popularly received in the design

community because it allows the untrained user to create
a relatively rough graphic image quickly. The density of the
display fits the roughness of the imageo just as a very soft
pencil produces a rough diagram which correctly conveys
its degree of accuracy.

Those vendors who remain in the micro CADD market
should be prepared for the enormous changes that will be
visited upon them by makers of hardware. Very substantial
changes are already appearingo as smallo cheap machines
are offered with computational and display capabilities
well beyond those of the current set of personal computers.
Several of the vendors reviewed here are unfortunately
tied very closely to the IBM PC, having written their pro-
grams in code used only on this machine. As 32-bit ma-
chines become available, with displays of resolutions
greater than 1000 by 1000, at prices under $10,000, these
vendors will find themselves competing against established
manufacturers of drafting systems which today cost over
$80,000 to purchase. From years of selling their systems at
considerably higher prices, these vendors have managed to
invest substantially in the development of competent draft-
ing systems. When these are released on desktop machines,
current vendors of IBM PC-based systems will be hard
pressed to compete.

*"Computer Aided Design," Davis Straub, PC World, October 1983,
and "Computer-Aided Design," Rik Jadrnicek, BYTE, Jantary 1984.
Readers are cautioned that such checklists are subject to inaccuracies,
especially since manufacturers frequently change features of their
systems.

tA trademark for Computer Aided Design.

AutoCAD, Autodesk (150 Shoreline Highway, Bldg. B, Mill Valley,
CA 94941), $2000.00 (basic module $1000.00; ADE I $500.00;
ADE II $500.00).

CADPLAN/CADDRAFT, Personal CAD Systems (15425 Los Gatos
Blvd., Los Gatos, CA 95030), CADPLAN $1600.00; CADDRAFT
$495.00.

The Drawing Processor, BG Graphics Systems (824 Stetson Ave.,
Kent, WA 98031), $495.00; Drawing Processor II $995.00.

Energraphics, Enertronics Research (150 North Meramec, Suite 207,
St. louis, MI 63105), $300.00.

MicroCAD, Computer Aided Design (764 24th Ave., San Francisco,
CA 94f2f), $500.00; with layering, $750.00; hidden line removal,
$100.00; three-dimensional rotatable characters, $150.00; bill of ma-
terial, $250.00; iolume calculation, $250.00; SAP 86, $995.00.

VersaCAD, T & W System (7372 Prince Dr., Ste. 106, Hunt'ington
Beach, CA 926471, $1995.00.
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Patricia Schilling:

COMPUTER.AIDED
ARCHITECTURAL
GRAPHICS
DANIEL L. RYAN

This book introduces the designer as

programmer, an impractical notion
that underlies most of its subsequent
recommendations:

The designer must be able to write
a computer program in a language

such as FORTRAN or BASIC and

must also know how to construct
subroutines for the display of the

standard drawing parts.

For this dubious enterprise, Ryan
has written a set of basic graphic soft-
ware routines which he attempts to
place in the context of architectural
practice. In his enthusiasm, he buries
his few useful recommendations in a

welter of unrelated material. He re-
peats unsubstantiated marketing hype
about the value of CADD-"Dollar
savings of from 3:l to 6:l ... time
savings of from 20:1 to 50:I"-aban-
doned long ago by other computer
writers. The book desperately needs

editing, but it has even more im-
mediate problems, as an analysis of
one of the simpler programs shows.

The program on page 255 describes
itself as oocutting an object to show the
integral material," yet it contains no
statements that could be interpreted
as cutting. The statements are simple
data declarations and subroutine calls
for circle, arrowheado and polygon
construction, shading, and plotting.
Moretrvero dimensions are hard-coded
into the program, making it inflexible.
No external information can be put in
by the operator. How would a user
even pick an object to cut? Do any of
the longer, not so readily decipherable
programs do what they are supposed

to do?
Even more perplexing is the set of

COMPUTER GENERATED SOLIDS MODEL SHOWINC CURRENT 3.DIMENSIONAL CAPABILITY

drawings from the U.S. Corps of En-
gineers, Vicksburg, Mississippi, that
the reader is meant to take as com-
puter-generated. Occasionally the text
refers to them as being assembled by
the use of interactive graphics, but
they appear to be either hand sketches

or ink drafting with Leroy lettering.
The inconsistencies in line weight, let-
tering, and stippling patterns are not
compatible with computer work. The
drawings are not beyond the capabil-
ity of current computer work, they
just are not computer work. Moreover,
no reference is made to the system
used to create them; we can only as-

sume that the author is suggesting that
the drawings couldhave been executed
by a computer.

Of the few drawings which might be

CADD work, one is too small to study,
and another quite crude. Neither
these nor the hand work does justice
to the current state of computer-aided
graphics.

The author's comments about archi-
tectural drafting, when relevanto are
misleading. The programmer is des-

cribed as'ooperating the hardware,"
which is unlikely, when programmers
command $30,000-$40,000 a year, and
equipment operators can be hired for
$16,000-$18,000. A drawing response

from a computer is described as tak-
ing "15 sec or less,'o which would in
fact be unbearably slow. 'olnexpensive
squared paper" is recommended for
sketching to the "required'o scale; but
the advantage of most systems is that
the machine can rescale. At other times

he rattles on about drafting, reminding
readers what to include in their draw-
ings, which has nothing to do with
whether or not a computer is used.

The material in this book is needed,

but the writer does not speak from
any real experience of the impact of
computers on architecture. He offers
no new concepts or ideas to criticize.
The comments on architecture are naive,

and even the source code fails to reflect
professional programming practice.

Computer-Aided Architectural Graphics,
Daniel L. Ryan, Marcel Dekker, 1983, 448
pp., illus., $49.75.

h
t
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Fred A. Stitt:

THE PROFESSIOI\AL
PRACTICE OF
ARCHITECTURAL
WORKINC DRAV/INGS
OSAMU A. WAKITA and
RICHARD M. LINDE

The Professional Practi.ce of Architec-
tural Working Dranoings is the best
book on the subject I've seen. It also
contains some of the worst elements of
regular drafting texts-bad drawing
examples presented as acceptable,
and obsolete practices presented as if
they were current.

A few aspects of this book are
hopelessly antique. A lesson on using
triangles and T-squareso for exampleo
is better suited to a book called.Draft-
ing with Grandpa. This will probably
be the last drafting text ever published
with such instructions. Most of the
related pages on pencil pushing, hand
lettering, and other traditional labor
have value only as a stroll down mem-
ory lane. Unfortunately, most students
who use this text won't know that
many of the hand drafting skills they
are forced to learn will soon have no
value whatsoever. Skills they will need
to do working drawings, such as typing
and data base management, will have
to be learned elsewhere.

Vakita and Linde also choose, as

examples of how to do things, some of
the worst architectural practices. For
exampleo they show exterior elevations
with every line of texture l-ll and
every brick course-empty hours of
line work that give drafters an excuse
for not drawing the information the
contractors really need,. There are ele-
vations with door and window keys
that should only be shown on frame
schedules. There are overdrawn inter-
ior elevations that should be replaced
by fixture height schedules, which
take minutes instead of days to pro-
duce. There are sheets of door and

window schedules that could be han-
dled in a fraction of the time and
space by using more rational, non-
traditional formats.

A major omission: although paste-
up and overlay drafting are given a

few pages, there's not a computer ter-
minal in sight. The one reference to
computer-aided drafting is in the index,
which directs the reader to page 29.
Oddln page 29 is just a blank sheet
preceding chapter 2. Considering that
virtually all designers and drafters
will be spending most of their working
lives on CADD systems, not at drafting
boardso lack of data on the topic is
more than odd, it borders on the
irresponsible.

Problems and omissions aside,
Vakita and Linde have produced a

terrific working drawing book. It pro-
ceeds clearly and logically from the
simple to the complex. It leaves no
mysteries. It explains its topics in as

many different ways as possible. De-
tails, for example, are described in
words, in good detail drawing ex-
amples, ond with matching construc-
tion photographs to show what the
details are actually for.

Although the drafting aspect is obso-
lete, most of the working drawing data
and organization that is presented
pertains to real practices in real of-
fices. That is to sayo if a student did
work samples as closely based on real
construction as this book shows and
tried to get a job, he or she would
show genuine potential value to a de-
sigrr offrce.

This book's greatest strength is that
it shows the creation of complex work-
ing drawing sheets as they actually
progress-in layerso or stages. Site
plans, foundation plans, floor plans,
roof plans, building sections, and ele-
vations are all shown as starting in
their most schematic form and then in
progress, step by step, with each new
layer of data added. This makes the
content and the sequence of correct
drawing production totally clear. It
cuts through the confusion faced by
any novice who is introduced to finished

drawings that have hundreds of lines,
noteso symbols, and numberso with no
hint of where all that data came from
or what purpose it serves.

To really clarify matters, the plans
and sections are interspersed with large-
scope construction photos. The text
and drawings clarify what happens on
a job site, and the job site photos give
meaning to the abstract words and
drawings. A-ll in all, it's a great combi-
nation of theory and practice.

The Professional Practice of Architectural
Working Drawings, Osamu A. Wakita and
Richard M. Linde, Wiley, 1984, 608 pp.,
illus., $29.95.

AlanWilliams:

DESIGN FOR SECURITY
RICHARD J. HEALY

Safety and a sense of security are
fundamental to a well-designed envi-
ronment; this piece of the design puzzle
is as complicated as any othero but not
well understood. The designer who
equates security with floodlights, razor
wire, and beefy guards does so at the
expense of the client's well-being and
sense of shelter. Designfor Security-
an enlarged version of a 1968 work-
presents itself as "the only how-to book
that deals exclusively with the methods,
equipmento and design of physical
security,'o but fails to earn that place
on the bookshelf.

As a source of detailed information
on alarms, locks, vaults, and security
lights-each presented with full defi-
nitions and a degree of comparative
analysis-it could be useful to the
architect. But as a how-to guide it is

neither comprehensive, reliableo nor
balanced. There is no discussion of
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the ways different types of people
enter the site, nor how each is handled.
Such basic planning issues as the or-
ganization of building elements to
buffer or hide the location of sensitive
areas are not addressed. Landscaping
isn't mentioned. There is no discussion
ofhow to design gatehouses and lobbies
to be secure without being prison-like;
nothing about smoke bombs, pickets,
or ooman traps"; nor of liability for the
use of dangerous techniques (e.g.,
razor wire). Client policy issues that
directly affect physical design, such
as criteria for natural disaster pro-
tection, and strategies for enlisting em-
ployee cooperation and defusing their
resentment toward protection systems
are not raised at all.

The book's discussion of such com-
mon problems as multiple building ac-
cess, parking lot lighting, and perim-
eter fencing is not only inadequate but
does not go beyond a oocops and rob-
berso' solution. Some guidance as to
where to find the vital information
missing from this book would be wel-
comeo but it has no bibliography, and
no information on the different types
of consultants, and the circumstances
in which they might be appropriate.

Fortunately there is a book which
not only has the technical information
Designfor Security lacks, but goes far
beyond it to become a true reference
handbook for the client and the de-
signer-the Handboolt of Building Se-
curity Planning and Design, edited
by Peter Hopf (McGraw-Hill, 1979).
Howevero the extent of the problem
both books grapple with becomes ob-
vious when even the Hopf book recom-
mends that campus parking lot light-
ing be "well illuminated by six I000w
. . . lamps mounted on a single mast
100 feet high." Vell-being and a sense
of shelter require more than the ab-
sence of assault. The ideas and tech-
nology of protection systems must
somehow be integrated with other as-
pects of people's lives.

Design for Security, second edition, Richard
J. Healy, Wiley, 1983, 280 pp., $39.95.

Michael Stanton:

MARKETINC FOR THE
SMALL DESICN FIRM
JIM MORGAN

SMALL DESIC]\ FIRM
MARKETII\G MAI\UAL
BIRNBERG AND ASSOCIATES

Over three-quarters of the firms in
the desigrr fields employ fewer than
ten people; increased competition and
reduced opportunities have made many
of these small firms aware of the value
of a systematic approach to finding
new business. Designers to whom active
marketing was anathema are no\,v

making salesmanship part of their busi-
ness lives. Two books have recently
been released to help them in this
pursuit: Marketing For The Small
Design Firm by Jim Morgan, and. Small
Design Firm Marketing Maruual by
Birnberg and Associates.

The two have superficial similarities.
Both profess to focus on the needs of
the small design firm, and treat cold
calling, record keeping, interview tech-
niqueso and other traditional marketing
topics. Both rely at least partially on
case studies of successful marketing
practices. However, the Morgan book,
Marketing For The Small Design
Firm, proves useful and informative,
while the offering from Birnberg and
Associates is of extremely limited value.

In his first three chapters, under
the bracing heading of "Facing the
Issue," Morgan recommends that the
small practitioner analyze his practice
and set marketing goals. Trite and
rather obvious suggestionso but Mor-
gan is able to build a persuasive argu-
ment for these basic steps. The other
sections (ooYour Marketing Plan," "Get-
ting Started,'o ooFocusing Your Efforts,"
and ooPromoting Your Practice") treat
the standard aspects of marketing in
a convincing manner. In each section
the recommendations are clear and
easy to follow. Morgan's frequent use

of lists to summarize important points,
set off adjacent to the main text and
highlighted in a contrasting color, con-
tributes to this clarity.

The primary reason for his success,

however, are his sources. He asked
sixteen design firms (architects, land-
scape architects, acoustic consultants,
interior designers, and graphic design-
ers) to answer a series of questions on
how they go about finding new work.
Morgan draws on their responses in
his text and summarizes the marketing
techniques of each in individual o'Firm

Profiles" interspersed throughout the
book.

His second source is his experience
as the owner of a small architectural
firm in Ohio. His own knowledge of
the frequently frustrating business of
marketing gives his book a pragmatism
that makes it more readable and less

professorial than many marketing
manuals. He also has valuable insight
into the unique problems of small firms.
While most marketing books treat in
detail the process of soliciting work
from the federal government, including
lengthy sections on filling out 254 and
255 standard forms, Morgan-rightly
in my opinion-points out how ex-
pensive and often unrewarding the
federal marketplace can be for a small
firm. Likewise, he understands the dif-
ficulty of overcoming the small office
stigma-a problem that faces many
design professionals seeking new clients.

The Morgan book does have some

faults. The index is spotty and in-
adequate for easy referral. While
Morgan tries to address the whole range
of small design firms, his basic mes-
sage is for the architect. Specialized
consultants who ean rely largely on
their personal reputations for work
and designers who get a substantial
amount of work by monitoring com-
missions received by others are left to
extrapolate their marketing program
from the presentation.

These minor objections aside, the
Morgan book is quite good. [t is infor-
mative and easy to use, builds a con-
vincing argument for aetive marketingo
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and has a cornucopia of useful sug-
gestions and caveats on the business
of getting new clients.

In contrast, the Birnberg book-a
superficial treatment of the obvious
aspects of marketing-offers few use-
ful specifics. It begins with a somewhat
self-serving introduction and ends with
the message: we are available as mar-
keting consultants. Call the number
above. In between is a simplistic life-
cycle analysis of the small design firm
in which the firm that fails to market
withers away, reinforced by chapters
on such standard topics as telephone
techniques, effective writing, market-
ing, and flling. The treatment of these
areas is shallow and all are better
covered in Morgan's book as well as
in Marketing, Architectural and En-
gineering Seruices, byWeld Coxe (Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1983), and llolo
to Marlrct Professional Design Seraices,
by Gerre Jones (McGraw-Hill, 1983).

Even more disappointing than the
lack of detail is the absence of any
real orientation to the needs of the
small design firm. The chapter on the
marketing budget, for exampleo in-
cludes a discussion of salaries for full-
time marketing principals, marketing
directorso and marketing coordinators
that is completely inapplicable to the
small design firm. (By the time a firm
can pay a marketing principal the av-
erage $53,016 listed here, chances are
strong it would no longer be "small.")
Likewise, the outline of the potential
marketing budget, while admirable in
its detail, seems inappropriate for a
small firm.and neglects to explain why
specific areas in the budget are impor-
tant and what they might accomplish
for the small firm. The sections on
o'Negotiating" and the portion of the
appendix devoted to a complex over-
head accounting system relate only
obliquely to marketing, and hardly at
all to the small firm. The sample long-
range marketing plan, which, among
other things, calls for a branch officeo
quarterly newsletters and six articles
per year published on the firm, is
beyond the range of most small prac-

titioners. Even if its scale were appro-
priate, it would be of little help be-
cause it is primarily a grouping of
goals without enough emphasis on the
specific strategies necessary to achieve
them.

The Birnberg publication is
short-84 double-spaced pages of text
in a spiral binder. The formating and
proofreading are poor, and the pre-
sentation unattractive. It looks as

though someone tried to expand to
full size the workbook normally given
out as part of a marketing seminar,

Marketing For The Small Design Firm,
Jim Morgan, Whitney Library of Design,
1984, 159 pp., illus., $27.50.

Small Design Firm Marketing Manual,
Birnberg and Associates, 1983, 89 pp., illus.,
$20.00.

Johanna Drucker:

GETTING SOME
PERSPECTIVE

Considering the influence of perspec-
tive on the entire history of repre-
sentation, and its implications in a
culture which places a high priority
on the subjective point of vieq struc-
tured according to its rules, it is re-
markable that so little critical exami-
nation has been undertaken of the
theoretical issues. Villiam Ivins's Ra-
tionalization of Sight functions as a
suggestive introduction, and the work
of Madeleine Bunim on medieval paint-
ing, and John Vhite on the develop-
ment of spatial representation are sol-
id examples of research in the field.

UNDERTHE smlvcs BY RoBERT VICKREY FR0M D'AMELr0, qERS?ECTIYE DRAwtNc HANDB,)K.
(COLLECTION: DR. AND MRS. JOHN M. SHUEY)
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But Irwin Panofsky's fundamental es-

sayo ooPerspective as Symbolic Form,"
has never been translated into Eng-
lish; and such radical formulations as

that of Pierre Francastel, who ques-
tioned the whole conceptualization of
space itself, are not often used or
appropriated for their phenomenologi-
cal relevance to the design profession.
Even more appalling, considering the
nearly universal use of perspective in
design and architectural drawing, is
that a decent standard text demon-
strating its principles has yet to be
written.

Perspective suffers from the un-
justified reputation of being one of
the more arcane mysterieso into which
the student must be initiated before
he understands how the world may be
created through a lrl^aze of dropping,
angling, and intersecting lines. The
strange pleasure of watching the ten-
tative evolution of a constructed form
from this process of calculations and
mechanical manipulations seems a suit-
able, if meager, reward for the period
of excruciating apprenticeship.

The concepts of perspective draw-
ing are relatively simple: an object in
space is recorded on a picture plane
which slices at a perpendicular through
the line between the viewer's eye and
the object. The relative location ofthe
picture plane between the viewer and
the object, the distance of the viewer
from the object, and the orientation
of the viewer's cone of vision (the seg-

ment of visible space capable of being
seen without moving the eye or turning
the head) are the variables which de-
termine the degree of angular distortion
which the rules of perspective manage
to keep in consistent relation to each
other.

While most instruction books on
perspective introduce these variables
and attempt to demonstrate their re-
lation to the construction of an imageo

this set of relations is rarely used to
orient the student at the outset. It
becomes apparent, after a certain
amount of manipulation, that these
are the variables in questiono but the

set of simple relations which deter-
mine the rules of perspective is init-
ially elusive. This contributes to the
undeserved reputation of perspective
as a difficult and technical process.
Divorced from its conceptual basis,
perspective remains a set of rules with
a somewhat arbitrary sequence, which
can be relied upon to produce a reason-
able facsimile of a building, person,
or landscape seen from the point of
view of the ordinary cyclops.

These fundamental principles for
some reason seem more easily demon-
strated with speech, in lecture situa-
tions, than with a sequence of pictures
and text-partly because the effect of
the change in relative positions is more
easily grasped through observing move-

ment than in a series of static images.

Of the books under review, the sim-
plest and most elementary seems to be
the most successful. Joseph D'Amelio's
Per spectiue Drawing Handbook works
so well because it is structured through
the eyes ofthe dumb viewer. A cartoon
figure with blunt features, bulging eyes,

and an expressionless face aligns every-
thing according to his own position
and point of view. Seen through the
eyes of this mini-minded man, the
problems of semblance and resem-
blanceo distortion and convention, be-
come comprehensible. While the grail
of the ideal perspective text seems un-
likely to materialize, I have seen the
success of D'Amelio's book as an intro-
ductory text. The drawings are ugly,
the renderings which represent pro-
fessional work even worse, but the
gradual introduction to the process
and the simple demonstration of the
visual logic make the book effective.
The viewer learns by degrees, through
demonstration, how the components
of a monocular version of our per-
ception are systematized and struc-
tured into the rules of perspective.

Stephen W Rich's Rendering Stan-
d,ards in Architecture and Desiqn is a
genuine textbook, with a solid, thor-
ou$h approach to vocabulary and tech-
nical processes. It plunges immediate-

ly into technical language and various
orthographic and perspective systems.
Vhat the book lacks in ease it com-
pensates for in the rigor of its struc-
ture, and each chapter is complete
with problem sets for which, no doubt,
a teacher's copy with answer sheets

lurks somewhere out of reach.
Symptomatic of Rich's approach is

the formidable-looking chart which de-
scribes the compatibility of various
materials with all the sangfroid of a

printout from a computer dating ser-
vice. Its drawbacks are also similar;
that mysterious chemistry which makes

for dynamic interactions canot be quan-
tified, nor can the experience of, for
instance, o'smudgeability" or ooerasa-

bility." Much of the experience of draw-
ing is sensual and tactile, and different
materials respond to the individual
touch with some range of variation-
which limits the usefulness of such a
chart, and of all the highly systema-
tized details of this approach.

Slightly less than half of this book
is given over to the teaching of per-
spective; while it would be awkward,
if not impossible, for a student to
wend through the maze of diagrams
aird rules alone, this section would be
functional as a classroom text. The
rest of the book is devoted to develop-
ing the visual vocabulary of the de-
signer, establishing the general tone of
oodesigno' drawings. The tone of desigrr

drawing in general is worth question-
ing-its flatness and evenness, its over-
all temper of soullessness, as though
the repression of individual vitality
was essential to "professionalism." The
people in the line drawings stand out
as voided blanks, contours isolating a

bit of space from the lines which model
the buildings projected with uniform
regularity behind them. If the planet
were gradually to be transformed to
this shopping mall generic sensibility,
we would quickly expire of a deadly
uniformity.

While the text of this book is in-
telligent and conscientious, replete with
commonsense pointers about drawing,
explanation of the logic behind select-
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ing points of vieq angles, materials,
and so forth, the tenor of the illustra-
tions is too dull to engage the kind of
imagination necessary to drive the de-
sign process. The book is, however, a
well-made object, excellently bound
and printed, which handles well and
would last much longer than one would
hope was necessary to absorb what it
has to offer.

Felix Konig's Perspectioe in Archi-
tectural Dranoingsattempts to provide
a basic vocabulary of perspective tech-
niques for the architectural designer.
The designs are immediately confusing

-completed perspective drawings whose
construction lines, perpendicular and
vanishing lines create a veritable web
of procedural clues to the ultimate
construction of the image. The only
way to avoid this confusion is through
written step-by-step demonstrations,
which consume a lot of space. A printed
text with illustrations on acetate over-
lay, a sort of visual anatomy of the
procedures for perspective, might be
another solution. But Konig is uncom-

promising in the swiftness with which
he snares the reader in this network
of lines and angles. [t's hard to imagine
a novice with the determination to
unravel the method from this initial
tangle without a machete-armed guide
leading the way.

The book limits itself to exercises
in perspective, and treats many of the
problems which plague beginning stu-
dents: angled planes, curved archways,
and circular staircases. As a reference
book for such problems, which build
on the fundamental rules of the gameo

it would be of use to a student already
sufficiently familiar with the hierarchy
of those lines to perceive the designs
as legible.

Dik Vrooman's Architecture: Per-
spectiue, Shadouss, Retl.ectiorts tackles
three related fields which all deal with
the two-dimensional construction of
the illusion of three-dimensional space.
His focus is clearly defined, and he
does not digress on peripheral topics
like rendering or layout. Such merit
as the book has is due to this un-

pretentious and well-defined scope.
Like the books mentioned previously,
it makes no connection with the stu-
dent's experience of visual perception
as the primary reference point for
perspective drawing. The basic ele-
ments of this visual experience are
demonstrated primarily through the
use of cube forms, in well-labeled dia-
grams at the opening of the book.
While manipulation of this omnipres-
ent cube may serve as the basis for all
such construction problems, the tran-
sition to comprehending visual distor-
tion can be made more effectively by
using familiar forms (houses, furni-
ture, rooms) and points of view. The
chief difficulty is not in elaborating
the ru-les of illusion, but in getting the
student to identify with the visual proc-
esses for which these constructions are
a conventionalized surrogate. Chart
by chart, page by page, this book has
the format of a developmental work-
book. As a classroom manual it would
work well, but without the interactive
support of a teacher, the occasional
otrstacles to understanding the sequence
of steps might become insurmountable.
On its own terms the book is successful
and clear, and would be a useful re-
source to the advanced design student
encountering such specialized problems
as the perspective rendering ofhyper-
bolic parabolas or reflections in three-
point perspective. The question of
whether such technically determined
renderings provide a more substantial
illusion than the intuitive, slightly
fudged approach of most desigrrers is
an open one.

Perspective Drawing Handbook, Joseph
D'AmeIio, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1984,96
pp., illus., $11.50 pb.

Rendering Standards in Architecture and
Design, Stephen W Rich, Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1984, 340 pp., illus., $32.50.

Perspective in Architectural Drawings,
Felix Konig, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1984,
Il7 pp., illus., $15.50 pb.

Architecture: Perspective, Shadows, Re-
flections, Dik Vrooman, Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1983, l5l pp., illus., $20.45.
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Daaid R. Schutind

DETAILII\G FOR
ACOUSTICS
PETER LORD and
DUNCAN TEMPLETON

A number of reference books present
the theory, concepts, methodology, and
application of acoustical desigrr. This
one is well organizedo and unique in
its graphic presentation of conceptual
design details and the corresponding
acoustical ratings. It is definitely for
those with a practicing knowledge of
acoustics.

ln format the book is a compilation
of general details, showing acoustical
building construction common in Eu-
rope, particularly England. Numerical
ratings of acoustical performance are
included, with diagrammatic details
in some cases to demonstrate differ-
ences in the performance of alterna-
tive constructions. Graphs indicate
acoustical performance as a function
of frequency. Many of the details are
not in general use in North America,
due to the difference in building codes,
materials, and sound rating schemes.
For the same reason, the comparative
ratings in the acoustical performance
data are not much use in complying
with regulations or criteria.

The sections on windows, doors,
and building services (i.e., the mechan-
ical system) are of particular interest.
The window section is a good refer-
ence for window $azing data. The ef-
fect of improving the seal at the edge

of the frame is indicated in tabular
form; data for different thicknesses of
glass, including laminated glass, and
for the width of the airspace in double-
glazed assemblies are presented graph-
ically. The door details show novel
approaches to the perpetual problem
of sealing the door at the jamb. Useful
general background information can
be found in the area of mechanical
system penetrations and the discussion
of circular and rectangular ductwork.

fon

ADJUSTABLE CEILINC FOR MULTI USE AUDITORIUM

A major flaw in this book is that it
does not stress the importance of an
airtight seal in sound isolating con-
structions. Normally, sound isolating
details show and note full perimeter
caulking to achieve this seal. The or-
ientation of the open fange resilient
wall channels, to which gypsum board
is mountedo is also incorrect. The text
indicates that the open flange should
be oriented downward; in fact, it should
always be up. The presentation of open
plan acoustics and offices is not bal-
anced in perspective; the source of
the information is a manufacturer of
open office furniture.

Although this book is not a tutorial,
it is a useful source of practical and
workable concepts, helpful in devel-
oping acoustical constructions for spe-
cific projects. It assumes a good know-
ledge on the part of the reader, since
it never cautions against pitfalls to be
avoided. The details would be greatly
enhanced by an accompanying para-
graph describing the utility and po-
tential problems of each. The text's
usefulness is therefore limited to prac-
ticing acoustical consultantso and ar-
chitects seeking a source of information
in addition to their consultant. Others

may find it somewhat misleading and
should probably refer to an expert.

Detailing for Acoustics, Peter l,ord and
Duncan Templeton, The Architectural Press,

l,ondon, and Nichols, 1983, 192 pp., illus.,
827.50.
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Perry Winston:

RETROFIT RIGHT
SEDWAY COOKE with SOL-ARC

SOLARSPACES
DARRYL STRICKLER

Both these how-to manuals are second-
generation efforts which follow closely
on the heels of their predecessors. As
sequels, they give a sense of the direction
the authors are moving in as they
refine their approach to energy-efficient
home remodeling. If the MBA'S oobottom

line" cost-benefit analysis and the New
Alchemist's harmonic relationship be-
tween man and nature are the two
poles, these books pass each other
traveling in opposite directions.

Retrofi.t Right is a companion to
Rehab Right, also produced by the
Planning Department of the City of
Oakland. It carries on the theme of
the earlier book, how to upgrade a
house "in a manner which respects its
architectural integrity and character,"
but adds the dimension of retrofitting

-increasing energy efficiency-which
is best done during a major rehab.
While Relrab Rrlhr was produced pri-
marily by staff members of the Plan-
ning Department (notably Helaine
Kaplan Prentice and Blair Prentice),
the sequel was prepared by Sedway
Cooke Associates, aWest Coast urban
and environmental planning firm, and
SOL-ARC, an architectural energy
consulting.fi rm. Aware that homeowners
and tenants today are besieged by
energy conservation tips from utility
companies, insulation salesmen, and
neighbors, Sedway Cooke's project
manager Fred Etzel decided not only
to discuss these measures but to pro-
vide a way to evaluate them. The first
part of the book presents his "dial-a-
retrofit" scheme, wherein the user
punches in the relevant architectural
style, household size, workforce skill
level, and location within Calilornia
(if not in Oakland). He is then directed

Craftsman Bungalow

with 2 children
Working Couple Childless Working

Couple Relired Couple

Do-lt-Yourself Conlractor Do-lt-Yourself Contractor Do-lt-Yourself Conlractor

G H J K L

SELECTING A BASIC RETROFIT STRATEGY

to one of 18 retrofit strategies, each a
table listing the results of an analysis
of a menu of retrofit measures by an
architecturally sensitive computer pro-
gram ("CIRA'" created at Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory). Each strategy
has its own initial cost, first-year
savings, life-cycle savings, and payback
period, but its priority for the resi-
dent is determined by its net savings-
to-cost ratio.

The retrofit tactics in the tables
carry page numlers that refer to infor-
mation in the second part of the book:
ooVeatherization" (including insula-
tion, caulking, and weatherstripping),
"Equipment and Appliance Retrofit,"
ooSolar and Renewable Resource Strate-
gies," and "Lifestyle Adjustments."
Crisp architectural graphics are cross-
referenced to tables describing how
the particular architectural style af-
fects a houseos energy performance and
retrofit potential. A short chapter on

"Resources" presents financial means
and incentives: federal and state energy
conservation tax credits, utility com-
pany audits and rebates, advice on
selecting contractors, and a listing of
other sourcebooks on home retrofitting.

The book's tight format, ample
economic information, and technical
advice fulfill its stated goal, o'to de-
mystify the way a house consumes
energy." The computer-generated strat-
egy tables, by the Berkeley-based ar-
chitectural firm SOL-ARC, are the most
innovative feature. Some energy con-
servation myths are dispelled: "lower-
ing the ceiling of first foor rooms does
not reduce the overall size ofthe build-
ing's envelope and, . . does not reduce
the load on the heating system." The
tables and architectural details read
clearly and will enliven debates on the
best way to weatherstrip a door or
insulate an attic.

The description of energy use

I
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F]XTERIOR TRIM APPLIED BETWEEN GLAZING
UNITS

"Vhen the Old House Was New," in
the chapter on lifestyle, is a welcome
counterpoint to the prevailing em-
phasis on the technical fix. One sen-
tence dissipates for a moment the illu-
sion of an energy shortage: 'oenergy
consumption in the Queen Anne Cot-
tage has increased, not by virtue of
the house itself, but because its occup-
ants have installed equipment and ap-
pliances to take the place of human
energy and to increase the level of
comfort."

This reference to a less energy-in-
tensive lifestyle complements the sec-

tion on solar retrofits-the liveliest
part of the book, with several well-
drawn illustrations of solar retrofits
ranging from the inexpensive and sim-
ple to the more adventurous (turning
a chimney into thermal mass). The
harmonious integration of the o'newo'

passive solar technology into the pro-
portions, massingo and silhouette of
an older house is the most visually
appealing example of ooright" retrofit-
ting.

Does the book do no wrong? Tech-

nically speaking, very little, but there
are errors of omission. The informa-
tion included in the first chapter's
strategy tables is based on the energy
characteristics of single-family de-
tached houses. These may represent a

large portion of Oakland's housing
stock, but it would not have been very
difficult to include examples of the
hundreds of older duplex, four-plex,
and larger multi-family buildings in
Oakland. Thken as a group, the energy
consumption patterns of these struc-
tures and their tenants could benefit
as much or more from the Planning
Department's attention as the do-it-
yourself homebuyers targeted by this
book.

Another omission is a matter of
style: in all the drawings there is not
one human face or figrre, only a pair
of hands in chapter 2. Not that this
detracts from the accuracy of the in-
formation, but it does reinforce an
overall dryness in the approach. De-

spite the clever matrices, nicely drawn
details, and sincere concern for archi-
tectural integrity, the relationship of
people to their environment is pre-
sented in a rather mechanistic way.

The use of specific residences to flesh
out information on each generic type,
with quotes from the residents ex-
pressing their own experiences, would
have sufficed to correct the impression.

Overall, Retrofit Right is a valuable
tool for the homeowner or tenant de-
ciding how to invest in energy con-
servation-whether he is lucky enough
to own a period pieceo or merely inter-
ested in tightening a drafty door. [t is
commendable when a public agency
decides to assemble important infor-
mation for its constituents; it is remark-
able when the result is of such high
quality.

While Rerrof t Right is designed as

a reference manual, Darryl Strickler's

Solarspaces is meant, like its pre-
decessor Passiue Solar Retrofi,t, to
promote action. Appropriately, it em-
ploys a more flowing style and is more
profusely illustrated with photographs
of existing solar retrofits. Strickler,
though he deals with only one of the
many strategies mentioned in Retrofi.t
Ri6ht, is targeting a much larger
audience.

At first glance, the book appears
less a sequel than a rewrite of the
earlier effort. Both set out to capture
the browseros attention with attractive
examples of completed solarspaces (a
term defined by Strickler as including
attached solar greenhouses, solaria,
and enclosed porches), and follow with
discussions of how to check the'oret-
rofitness" of a house. The new book im-
proves on this discussion by underlining
the three basic functions of a solar-
space: supplementary heat, additional
space, and space for plants.

Chapters on desigrringo arranging
for financing, choosing a contractor,
and construction also repeat the se-

quence of the first book, but the in-
formation is more concise and less

fragmented. The audience is still the
do-it-yourself homeowner, but the
level of technical information has been
upgraded. The construction details and
photographs are much improved and
complement each other well. Similarly,
the final chapter, on using the new
solarspace, expands into a lengthy dis-
cussion of various types of movable
insulation and a full-fledged beginner's
course on indoor gardening, Altogether,
the format of the new book is tighter,
the topic is dealt with in greater depth,
and the illustrations are of higher
quality.

Still, the book perpetuates some of
the shortcomings of its predecessor.
The examples are all single-family
houses in low-density sites; Strickler,
who has traveled all over the United
States to assemble his case studies,
could have shown some of the imagina-
tive solarspaces added to rear porchgs,
balconies, windows, and rooftops of
multi-family buildings in urban set-
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tings. He understandably runs short
of adjectives in the opening chapter,
ooReal People, Real Solarspaces,"
which could have been broken with
quotes from actual users to lend even
more realism to the narrative. Finally,
after bringing the reader painstakinglv
every step of the way on the project,
he omits an ooafteroo photo of the
solarspace.

Both Retrofi.t Right and Sol,orspaces
are useful contributions to the field.
The first keeps pace nicely with the
growing sophistication in home energy
conservation, even at the cost of a
certain coolness and distance, compared
to the concern detectable in Rehab
Rrght. Strickler, on the other hand,
leaves a pleasant impression of the
professional originally attracted by the
dollars-and-cents value of passive solar
retrofits but who has since discovered
the larger purpose of bringing Man
and Nature close together-in one
sun-filled room, as it were,

Retroflt Right, Planning Department, City
of Oakland, Sedway Cooke Associates with
SOL-ARC, I80 pp., illus., $7.95 pb.

Solarspaces: How (and Vhy) to Add a
Greenhouse, Sunspace, or Solarium toYour
Home, Darryl Strickler, Van Nostrand Rein-
hold, 1983, 154 pp., illus., cloth $25.50;
paper $13.50.

Anne Gumerlock:

BUILDING SOLAR
KAREN MULLER VELLS

THE BROCK PASSIVE SOLAR MODEL

ments the book is thorough indeed.
The research and development phaseo
or how the solar construction trend
started, is well reported, with exam-
ples of HUD grant projects (successes

as well as failures), utility programs,
and promotional construction by
product manufacturers.

The examples, illustrated with
plans and photos, date from the mid-
1970s through earlv 1981, although
with the technology moving so rapidly
a book published in 1984 should have
hot-off-the-press examples. The choices
for the case studies are not necessarily
award-winners or totally energy self-
sufficient houses, but they were always
built and invariably they cost less than
$80,000.

A real shortcoming of the book is
the neglect of climate variation. All
places are treated the sameo though
economic paybacks of solar construc-
tion vary greatly with climate and util.
ity rate structure. I would have liked
to see more detail on the effect of new
energy-efficient building codes, which
require more wall and roof insulation,
and on the financing and marketaliil-
ity of solar construction.

The book is meant for professional
and merchant builders; but the exam-
ples are easily understood by the
layperson, and the book gives a good
overview of what is available in new
solar housing. The case studies tell the
tale of lessons learned, of the process
of refining solar systems ayrd integrat-
ing them more efficiently and econom-
ically into the mainstream of produc-
tion housing. The author refers to the
un-solar house as an outmoded prod-
uct, like the gas gtzzler of yesteryear.
That may be stretching it, but solar
has progressed from strictly customo
one-of-a-kind homes to encompass
production housing from standard
plans, and this book documents the
fact.

This well-illustrated volume distills
the results of ten years of practical
experience in solar construction by
builders across the United States.
With case studies of large developers
as well as small builders, the ernphasis
is on energy-efficient construction
techniques (a catch-all phraseo to be
sure) and the hard-learned lessons of
marketability.

Opening with a solar systems primer
could have been a good idea but in
this case misleads the reader as to the
book's intent. He should instead have
been directed to a primer on solar
energy systems-Bruce Anderson's
SoLar Home Boolc (National Associa-
tion of Homebuilders, 1976), or Ed-
ward Mazriaos Possiue Soktr Energy
BooA (NAH, 1979). Asummary history
of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) grant pro-
gram follows, outlining the five-phase
program. The energy-efficient details
of the program are not coveredo but
on the planning, financingo and mar-
ketability of speculative solar develop-
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Building Solar: How the Profeseional
Builder is Making Solar Construction
Vork, Karen Muller Wells, Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1984,207 pp., illus., $32.50.
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Karl Guttmann:

RETROFITTING FOR
ENERGY
CONSERVATION
MILTON MECKLER

In recent years, publishing companies
have flooded the market with books to
teach the design professional, con-
tractor, building owner/operator, and
in some cases even the general public
how to reduce the cost of energy re-
quired to operate their facilities with-
out any real reduction in their life
style. The phenomenon is essentially
American: all other developed countries
have been painfully aware of the cost
of energy ever since the Industrial
Revolution. Retrofitting of C ommcrcial,
lnstitutional and I ndustrial Buildings

for Energy Conseraation joins the
ranks in 1984.

The book is a collection of 26 short
essays, covering most of the field as

seen today, and arranged in 9 parts in
a loose attempt at organization. Among
the authors are some well known names

in the energy field; the essays range in
length from 5 to 83 pages and the
writing styles vary from the highly
technical to the journalistic. Comie
relief (unintentional) is provided by
one eight-page effort ("Utility Rates
and Retrofit Economics") by a gentle-
man who nostalgically reviews the days

when utility rates were set to benefit
the utility companies, and enlivens his
presentation with quotations from
Shakespeare, George Orwell, and the
Bible.

For whom is this book written? To

be sure, a few of the essays are of
interest to building owner/operatorso
at least one to practicing consulting
engineers, and some to members of
the general public seeking to educate
themselves in this field. It is difficult,
however, to imagine any one of the
above groups buying a 414-page book
of which he will read only a small
part.

The authors appear well qualified
in their respective fields but some are
more adept than others in conveying
their message. Some essays assume a
familiarity with basic engineering and
economic concepts, others appeal to
the reader's common sense. Yet, after
the reader has progressed halfway
through the book, he is possessed by
a sense of d6ji vu-has he not been
here before? Surely he has-virtually
all the essays in this book were written
in the mid-seventies. Considering the
rapid development of energy retrofit
technology, much of it is already out
of date.

The best presentation and the one
of most general interest is an essay by
L. G. Spielvogel, entitled "Estimating
Energy Consumption in New and Exist-
ing Buildings." Mr. Spielvogel is a pro-
lific writer of books and articles on
many aspects of mechanical engineer-
ing, and one who not only understands
the problems thoroughly, but can com-
municate effectively. He reports the
results of a schoolhouse energy con-
servation study (J. Rudy, ooSaving

Schoolhouse Energy: Final Report,"
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory LBL-
9106, Berkeley, California, 1979), which
predicted heating energy savings of 37

percent and electric energy savings of
18 percent and yet found only a 15

percent reduction in heating energy
and a I percent reduction in electric
energy after implementation of the
recommendations. There is a message

here for the authors in this book, and
for those of us in the field.

Another sigrrfficant contribution is
the essay by Eugene E. Cooper, "Co-
generation and Retrofit Opportunities."
It provides plant owner/managers with
an excellent overview of the subject,
and will materially assist them in
deciding whether an in-depth study
of cogeneration for their facility is
inficated.

Several of the essayists advise the
reduction of outside air quantities to
save energy. It will do thato to be sureo

but we are today acutely aware of the
consequences, as evidence about the

so-called "tight building syndrome"
mounts-occupant discomfort, reduc-
tion in efficieney, and increase in work-
man's compensation claims. This is
being recognized by ASHRAE in the
revised Ventilation Standard (62-1981),

as well as by the California Energy
Commission, who are increasing the
minimum ventilation for office build-
ings to 20 cfnr/occupant for smoking
areas, where the old code required
only 15 cfrn/occupant if fixed outside
air was used, or five if an economizer
cycle was incorporated.

Among this book's notable short-
comings, its treatment of energy man-
agement systems is inadequate-per-
haps because the essays were written
in the rnid-seventies, [t is also deficient
in the areas of high efficiency motors,
heat recovery incinerators, and indirect
evaporative coolers, and, while heat
recovery from exhaust air is mentioned
in several essays, there is no serious
explanation on a technical level of the
difference between economizer cycles,
regenerative heat exchangerso heat
pipeso or run-around cycles. Some of
the technical data is questionable; the
results of the case studies are unverified
(How right you are, Mr. Spielvogel!)
and there is also the possibly irreducible
number of editing errors.

Retrofitting of Commercial, Institutional
and Industrial Buildings for Energy Con-
servation, Milton Meckler, Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 7984, 432 pp., illus., $42.50.



Hiroshi Watanabe:

LETTER FROM TOKYO

An architectural office I know is designing a building in
Tokyo with the most vaguely defined objectives. From what
I can gather, it's to be something between a gallery and a
salon of intellectual and artistic distinction, annexed to a
posh bar serving only imported liquor-the purpose being
to boost the image of the client, a very successful manufac-
turer of womenos underwear.

According to one scenario, I learned from a young mem-
ber of the staff, a grand opening was envisioned, with the
entire structure wrapped i la Christoo and dramatically
unveiled on the appointed day. I had a dreadful premoni-
tion: was this wrapping to be silk with lacy frills? He
acknowledged, somewhat sheepishly, that the idea had been
tossed around.

That was nearly a year ago. Last week someone else at
the office called to ask my opinion of a name concocted for
the building by a copywriter. Since it was to be an athletic
club where Japan's cultural luminaries would gather to
engage in mental workouts-presumably over glasses of
watered-down Glenfiddich-the copywriter's brainwave
had been to combine the English words ooculture', and
o'stadium," and call it a o'cultium."Vhat could I say, except
that it didn't mean much of anything to me?

All this is by wav of introduction to some remarks about
architectural publishing in Japan. The point is obviouso
but visual ideas, like the rather juvenile joke in silk, are
so much easier to communicate, and, in a commercial
sense, to trade in across cultureso than ideas which depend
on language. Excellence in photographic reproduction,
while not to be dismissed, is a matter of mechanics; words
are less easily managed. Perhaps for this reason, very few
Japanese books on architecture aside from picture books
are rendered into other languages. Only three Japanese
publishers regularly produce books translated into Eng-
lish-Kodansha International,Weatherhill, and Tokyo Uni-
versity Press (which rarely touches works on art). Only a
few architectural historians and critics have had their work
made available to the non-Japanese audience. This is also
a matter of numbers: the people translating Japanese into
English are outnumbered by those translating English into
Japanese, and a page of Japanese rendered into English
will fetch three to four times the price of an English text
rendered into Japanese.

Recently a computer that could translate Japanese into
English made headlines in Japanese newspapers; the mak-
ers' claims for it were not modest: the machine would
eliminate the linguistic isolation hitherto suffered by the
Japanese, and facilitate the worldwide dissemination of
Japanese ideas. The claims were, howevea slightly under-

mined by the sample sentences, and by the statement that
the machine's output would need o'retouchingo' by qualified
persons.

English is the second language in Japanese schoolso ando
while the standard in spoken English is still low, that for
reading comprehension is fairly high. Many graduate stu-
dents and young architects consequently moonlight as
translators of English books into Japanese. The usual pro-
cedure, for a book of any length, is to hire an established
professor or architect as editor in chief, who then farms
out the work to a team of young persons. Given the huge
output of Japanese translators, and the fact that most of
them are amateurs, it is not surprising that the results are
uneven. Embarrassing errors forced Kajima Shuppankai,
the publishing arm of a giant construction company, to
withdraw the first translation of Robert Venturi's Complnx-
ity and Contradiction; later a different translator pro-
duced a completely new version.

When I mentioned to Hiromi Fujii, an architect who
teaches at a university in Tokyo, that I was writing about
the publishing scene in Japan, he recounted the difficulties
he and Masahiko Mineo had faced translating Thfuri's ,4r-
chitecture and Utopia (published in Japan in l98l under
the title Kenchiku shinuta no hokai, The Collapse of the
Myths of Architecture). Among these difficulties was the
Japanese publisher's reluctance to print anything that
might be considered provocative, including such "volatile"
words as "revolution" and "destruction."

Translated books that are selling well in Japan, accord-
ing to Nan'yodo, the premier Japanese-language architec-
tural bookstore in Tokyo, include Space in Architecture,
by Cornelis van de Yen, The Classical Language of Ar-
chitecture, by John Summerson, The Hidden Dimensian,
by Edward T. Hall, and books by Reyner Banham, Sigfried
Giedion, and Manfredo Thfuri. (Foreigrr language books
are the province of another store, Tokodo).

Arnong the current Japanese bestsellers, relatively speak-
ing, is Kazukiyo Matsuba's Kindaishugi o koete: gendai
kenchiku no doko (Beyond Modernism: Tiends in Contem-
porary Architecture). (I say relatively speaking because
the real bestsellers are books in an entirely different cate-
gory: for example, how-to books on waterproofing details,
or books that contain questions and answers from past
architects' licensing examinations.) Matsuba is a newspaper
reporter, and his book somewhat resembles Tom Wolfe's
expos6. He sees postwar Japanese architectural history as
a struggle between Kenzo Thnge and his followers and Togo
Murano and his prot6g6s. The writing is vivid and jargon
free. There is also a trio of books hy Toyokazu Watanabeo
the Osaka architect known for his infectious enthusiasm
for wild theories, such as that Christ survived the cruci-
fixion and lived out his life i. Japar. Watanabe typically
starts out with a statement like: "The borrowed notion is
that ancient civilizations produced works like the Pyramids
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as vainglorious monuments to rulers; such a view is the
result of our oll'n shallow, materialistic values; actually
there is a hidden Purpose behind the pyramids"; then
follows up with some very imaginative speculations-all
crackpot, no doubt, but hard to put down.

Another interesting book is lkaruga no takumi (Car-
penter for Horyuji), an interview by Shigeru Aoyama of
Tsunekazu Nishioka (b. 1908), who was responsible for
reconstructing the main halls of Horyuji and Yakushiji in
Nara. Nishioka is one of the last of the miyadaiAuo carpen-
ters specializing in religious architecture. He reveals how

difficult it is now to secure appropriate timbers of hinoki,
a Japanese cypress vital to traditional buildings-boughto
in the old days, not by the tree but by the mountain-and
how his search has led him to Thiwan.

There is no authoritative complete history, or fsushi, of
Japanese architecture in Japanese, a fact that was brought
to my attention only the other day. Architectural historians
have generally focused on details of the wood structure of
temples and shrines to determine stylistic development, but
no one has yet integrated all these studies into one work.
The closest thing is Bunkazai koza: Nihon no lteruchiku
(Series on Cuhural Properti.es: The Architecture of
Japan), edited by Masaru Sekino, Hirotaro Ota, and
Nobuo Ito. This five-volume work, however, is a collection
of fragmentary studies by different authors. The two people
in Japan most qualified to write a complete history, it is

said, are Hirotaro Ota, now retired, and Eizo Inagaki, the
professor of architectural history at Tokyo University. Pro-
fessor Inagaki has done extensive studies of many different
aspects of Japanese architecture, from Shinto shrines to
modern architecture; what he apparently needs to complete
his mastery of the subject is more work on what is, after
all, the central topic in Japanese architecture: Buddhist
temples. I, and many others, await his treatise with great
expectations.

Another field still in need of translators is the study of
Western architecture by Japanese historians. A number of
interesting pieces have been published that deserve a wider
audience-for instanceo the papers of Katsuyoshi Arai on
Le Corbusier (one of which traces in a most ingenious
fashion the influence of Tessenow on the Domino house).

Before we become too depressed contemplating all that's
not being rendered into Englisho let's look at what is avail-
able. A.D.A. Edita of course has an enormous output
(though it rarely covers Japanese work); it has a successful
formula and has generally stuck to it. While some of the
monographs are of high quality, the text is nearly always
an adornment for the photographs, many taken by the
head of A.D.A., Yukio Futagawa. On my visit to Fujii's
office, I learned that Makoto Ueda, the editor for A.D.A.
Edita who produced, among other things, the two books
on contemporary Japanese houses that introduced the work
of young Japanese architects to so many readers abroad,

had just quit his job. Ueda is a respected figure-whose
major in college, incidentally, was French literature, not
architecture-but the feeling is that nothing much will
change at A.D.A.

Occasionally, other firms put out books in English.
Shufunotomo, whose list includes A Guide to the Gardens
of Kyoto, by Marc Treib and Ron Herman, publishes a

popular magazineo also called Shufunotomo, which trans-
lates as The Housewife's Fricnd. The Kyoto guidebook was

for them a notable exception.
Then there is Japan Architect. Recently, it has instituted

a new policy: all contributions will noil'have to be submitted
in English. Masayuki Fuchigami, an editor, explained to me

that the point was to allow the readers to get a feel for what
the authors are trying to say, without the mediation of a
translator. [t was more important, he argued, to communi-
cate in a genuine manner than to be grammatically correct.
Well, that's all right for people like Yasumitsu Matsunaga,
who can write English, but what about the great majority
of Japanese architects? Shall we have to wade through
pages of incoherent text and he grateful for the chance to
hear the author's "real" voice? Tho architects have already
asked me to translate their papers on the sly, having no
confidence in their own skills. Is this what we've come
tg-bootleg translations? As it turns out, Japan Architect,
like the manufacturer of the translating machine, is taking
no chances. There is in fact a "qualified person" waiting at
the end of the production lineo a native English speaker
who assiduously retouches the manuscripts. So much for
authenticity, a goal established out of a mistaken idea of
what the translator actually accomplishes. [t's precisely the
artifice of the translator that effects a direct communica-
tion between the author and the reader.

Japanese architectural magazines such as Shinkenchiku,
Kenchiku Bunka, and SD rarely offer opinion; every month
they publish virtually the same group of buildings, with
short explanatory essays by the desigrrers. The magazines
and the architectural offices enjoy a cozy relationship that
neither side wants disturbed.

A number of new magazines have emerged in recent
years to offer alternatives, if not in substance, at least in
format. Gunkyo is a quarterly that started in April 1983,

and provides a forum for the younger architects. Keyusord
is a potluck publication; every issue carries fifty short
articles by as many authors. The September/October 1982

issue, for example, carried two-page articles on, among
other things, Peter Eisenman, axonometrics, Italian
rationalism, alternative technologyo kiisch, claisicism, fron-
tality, the color whiteo the beginning of 'ornament, taste,
high-tech, and what were called o'Meier shapes" (i.e., forms
that Richard Meier likes to employ). The lengh of the
essays precludes any discussion in depth, but they make
enjoyable (and often informative) reading.

Finally, a word about architectural criticism in the gen-



eral media: there isn't any. Once every month or so a

newspaper will carry an article, and on television you can
sometimes catch programs on Isozaki, Kurokawa, or Thnge,
but coverage is sporadic. Architecture is not a hot subject.
Ads for whiskey, condominiums, and other consumer goods
will employ shots of the Sagrada Familia, the Unit6 in
Marseilles, or the Chrysler Building, and that's about the
level of public consciousness as far as architecture is con-
cerned.

The Architecture of
the Italian Renaissance
facob
Edited

The University of

-t

Burckhardt
and with an Introduction by Peter Murray

Translated by James Palmes
This is the first English translation of a classic work by the
author of Civilization o( the Renaissance in ltaly. This new,
superbly illustrated edition makes available to scholars and
students Burckhardt's legendary scholarship and
comprehensive approach.
Cloth $50.(X) 320 pages
68 b&w illustrations, 250 line drawings

Eliel Saarinen
Finnish-American Architect and Educator
Revised Edition
Albert Christ-faner
Eliel Saarinen (1873-1950) boldly relected the heaviness and
eclecticism of nineteenth-century building for a pure, clean
line that became the hallmark of twentieth-century
architecture. He was careful to integrate building with site,
form with function, and his sense of monumentality
transcended the various styles in which he worked.

"An elegant, understated book. . . . Each of Saarinen's
buildings and projects is described chronologically and
accompanied by numerous excellent reproductions of his
drawings. " 

- Oppositions
Paper $17.95 190 pages 192 b&w illustrations

The Architecture of the
Well:Tempered Environment
Second Edition
Reyner Banham
Banham was a pioneer in insisting that technology, human
needs, and environmental concerns must be considered an
integral part of architecture. In this edition he has added
considerable new material on the use of energy in human
environments. Included are discussions of Indian pueblos,
solar architecture, and the Centre Pompidou.
Cloth $30.ffi Paper $12.50 320 pages
112 photogaphs, 6E line drawings

Eva Zeisel
Designer for Industry
Edited by Martin Eidelberg
This is a delightful catalog of the work of a key figure in the
modern design of ceramics - particularly tableware. Beautiful,
functional, often witty, Zeisel's art here is illuminated by her
own essay, "On Being a Designer."
Distributed for Le ChAteau Dufresne Musde des Arts
D&coratifs, Montudal
Paper $24.95 2fi) pages 19 color, 144 b&w illustrations
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SPACE DESIGN PUBLICATIONS
Speciel Issues:
Mutlo Hryshl Scilchl Shlnl
Erll Gutrnrr Asplutrdr Arrti Isozrli
Xlyonorl Kllutrlc Alvrr Aillo
Andro Pdhdlo C.rlo Scrrpr
Trdro Ando Xilo Xurokrrr
Glo Pontl Fumlhllo MrIi
Shln'ichl Oktdr Xlm Swoo G.un
Sulcmi Hortuchi Xcnzo Trngc'
l. M. Pcl & Prrlncn
Th. Whlrlpool: Posl-Mod.rlrm By Young Am.ricitr

ArchltFts
Arl D.co Archlt(tur. In Nri Yorl Cily'
Each Special lssue is 9"x 12", about 250-30opp clothbound
and profuscly illustratcd sith color and B&W pholos and
echitectural drawings. Full English texts or English sum-
maries are provided. $24.95 each,'$28.50. Back issues of
Space DesiSn are also available.

GAXKEN PUBLICATIONS
Architecture Of The World, 8 volume Set. Each
volume lO"x 13", 30opp, extensively illuslrated. Japanese
text. Brchure on request. Sl95.m

Traditional Architecture Of Jlptn, 8 votume
Set. The fincst study yct compiled on this subject. Each
volumc 10"x13", loopp, clothbound and slipcased, 100's
oi color and B&W photos and drawings. Japanese text.
Brochure on requcst. $650.0

GA HOUSES:
GA HOUSES ,li Works by Morris & Webb, Stern, Tallcr

dc Arquitectura, Scarpa, Rudolph, Meier, Isozaki ct al.
$19.95

GA HOUSES fil: Works by Grene & Crcene, Graves,
Erickson, Higueras, HHPA, Breuer, Myers, Gehry et al,
$19.95

GA HOUSES T3: Works by Klcrk, Bona, Johansen, Kroll,
Blom, Vcntu.i & Rauch, Nurmesniemi, Martensson et al,
tr9.95

GA HOUSES ,4: R6idcotld Archllcturcof ahe 1970's
ln Jrprtr. t27.95

GA HOUSES ,5: Works by John Soanc, Salvali &
Tresoldi, Meier, Craves, Charles Moore, et al. $19.95

GA HOUSES #6: works by Melnikov, Tigerman, cchry,
Ando, Rudolph, Meier, Stern, Cwathmcy/Siegel, et al.
$ 19.95

GA HOUSES ,f : Sp(ial issuc on Charles Moore. $22.50
CA HOUSES ,ft: New Wrvcs ln Amrricrtr Archlt8ture l.

$ l 6.50
GA HOUSES #9: Ncw Wrves ltr Amclcrtr Archlteturc 2.

sl 6.J0
GA HOUSES ,10: Ncr Wrvca ltr Amcricrr ArchilEiur

3. $16.50
GA HOUSES TII: Ncw Wrvca ln Amcrlcrn Archltcturc

4. Sr6.50
GA HOUSES /12: Works by Stern, Ti8erman, Krier,

K.ucck & Olsen, Jaffe, Kapp€, Sellers, Ranalli,
er al. $16.50

GA HOUSES TI.S: works by Botta, Cwathmey/Sicgel,
TiSerman, Niland, Neski Assm, Moorc-Grover-Harp€r,
et al. $16.50

GA HOUSES ,f 4; R6ldcrtLl Archll(turc ln Jsprn, II.
12?.50

GA HOUSES /15: Works by Pcrriand, Gwathmey/Siegel,
MLTW, Botta, Cregoui, R@he, et al. t16.50

GA HOUSES ,16: Works by Quigley, Smith, crondona,
Moss, Jencks, Manteola/Sanchez Comez/Santos/
Solsona, ct al. t16.50

CA HOUSES are 9"x 12", paperbound, l7J-lsopp,
ertcnsively illustrated with supcrb photos and drawings of
thc newest rcsidential archit(turc *orldwide.
GA Houses Set. n rz volume Scr, clorhbound and
slipcased, comprised of CA HOUSES ll - ll0 and,
CLOBAL INTERIOR Frank Lloyd Wright Special lssucs
,l -,f2. Preferable to the pap€r for busincss or library use.
t495.m.

GA DETAIL:
GA DETAIL #1. Mi6 Vrn Dcr Rohc: Farnsworth House
GA DETAIL ,!. Richud Mchr: Smith & Old wcslbury

Houscs
GA DETAIL ,3. Chrlcs Moorri Thc Sea Ranch
GA DETAIL ,4. Rchc/Dlrtcloo: Ford Foundarion
GA DETAIL f,t. Mrrcd Brcucri KGrfer & Srillman Houses

GA DETAIL volumcs arc l0" x I 5 ", 60pp and srurdity
paperbound with cxcellent ink drawings of construction
dctails. $14.95 cach.

GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE TITLES
GA rl. Frrtrl Lloyd Wrtght: Johnson Bldg
GA ,2. FnnI Lloyd wriSha: FallinSwater
GA #3. Chrrl6 Moon: Sea Ranch
GA ,,1. Rah./Dlnlcloo: Ford Fndn
GA f5. Louls Xrhtr: Richards & Sall
GA #6. E.ro Surlncn: Decrc & Bell
GA /7. k Corbusl.r: Ronchamp
CA ,?. Rlchrrd Ncutrr: Kaufmann & Trcmaine Hses
GA #9. Jrm6 StlrllnS: Lcicester & Cambridge
GA ,10. Ahrr Arlto: Maison Carre
GA fl l. L Corbu3lcr: La Tourette
GA ,12. Phlllp Johmon: Johnson Hse
GA #lt. k Corbuslcr: villa Savoye
GA fl4. Mlcs: llT & Berlin Callery
GA rl5. Fnnk Lloyd WriSht: TaLesin
GA fl6. Alvrr Arlto: Imatra & Seinajoki
GA ,17. Antonlo Grudi: C6as Batlo & Mila
GA #lE. Le Corbusicr: L'Unitcs Marseille & Berlin
GA ,19. Trllcr dc Arquilcturi
GA /20. Prul Rudolph: Boston & TuskeSee
GA ,21. Hrre Schrroun
GA ,22. Rlchrrd Mclcr: Smith & Old Westbury
GA ,123. Ateller 5
GA /24, Alvrr Arlto: Saynatsalo & Kansanelakelaitos
GA r25. FnnI Lloyd WrlSht: Oak Park Hses
GA ,25. ECo Srrinrn: TWA & Dulles
GA #!7. Mia: Filnsworth Hse
GA ru, Joho Portmrn: Hyatts Atlanta, Chica8o & Su

Francisco
GA ,29. Rehe/Dlnkloo: Aetna & CollcS€ Lifr
GA #30. ta Corbusicr: Chandigarh'
GA r3l. Gunnrr Birlcras
GA,32. t Corbusicr: Sarabhai & Shodhan Hses
GA ,f,3. Brucc Goff
GA ,34. Rlchrrd Mcicr: Douglas Hse
GA,l35. Louls Xrhn: Exeter & Indian Inst.
GA ,36, Fmtrk Lloyd WriShl: GugSenheim & Marin Co.
GA 137. Lc Corbusicr: Carpentcr Ctr. & Millowners Bldg.
GA rJt. Louli Xrhr; Yale & Kimball
GA ff,9. Vcnrurl & Rruch.
GA #l(). Fnnl Lloyd Wrl8hl: Pfeiffer, Fla Southcrn
GA #lU. l.M, Pcl
GA ,42. Vlclor Horrr
GA #43. Msrccl Breucr
GA ,rg. Pittro & RoSGE
GA ,45. Aldo RGsi/Crrlo Aymonlno
GA ,,46, Picrrc Chrrau & B.m.rd Bljvct
GA ,4?. Olao wrSnet
GA ,4t. Luis Brmtrn
GA #49. Chrrhs Rcnnle Mrcklntosh
GA ,50. Crrlo Scrrpr: B.ion-Vega
GA r5l, Crrlo Scrrpr: Olivetti & Stampalia
GA ,52. Louls Sullvrn
GA ,51, Fnnl Lloyd Wri8ht: lmp€rial Hotel
GA ,54. Jorn Utzorn: Sydney Opera
GA #55. Rdph EEkinc: Byker Wall
GA ,56. Mlchcl d. Xlcrk
GA ,57. Johr Poilmrn: Peachtre, Bonaventure &

Renaissance Ctr.
GA ,5t. Wlllcm Msrlnus Dudok
GA *59. C6rr Pelll
GA ,50. Rhhrrd Mcicr: Thc Athcncum
GA 16l. Jorn Utzorr: Bagsvaerd
GA #62. Erll Gutrnrr Asplund
GA *63. Crrlo Scrrpr: Banca Popolare
GA *Ga. Mrntcoh, Srtrchc, Gom6 Srnic Sokons/Vlnoly
GA ,65. Clorltrd T6lr
GA ,66. Grctrc & GrEnc
The GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE (GA) volumes are
l0"x 15", 50pp, bound with laminated papcr jackcts and
offcr pcrhaps thc world's finest architrctural photography
in full-pagc color and photogravure platcs, Cur.cntly
$12.95 each (,30, $16.95) All GA titlcs have
English/Japanese text.

Global Architecture Book. A t3 volume ser,
clothbound and slipcased, comprisinS GA rl - 160 and OA
DETAILS TI - 15 revised and arranged by building type.
t949.50.

A + U/JAPAN ARCHITECT TTTLES
Special Issues:
Rob.rt A. M. Sten Louls l XrhD
Aldo Ro$i Antonlo Grudl
Frrnk Lloyd WrtSht PhlllP Johnson'
Prul Rudolph Alvrr Adto
Chrrl6 W. Moorc E€ro Smrinctri
vcnaurl. Rruch & Scolt Brorn
Amcrlcrn Archlldlure Aflcr Modemlsmr

Spsial Issues are 9"x 12", about 2m-30opp, with sturdy
paper covers and heavily illustrated in color and B&W. All
have full English texts. Each $27.95,'$14.95

Special Editions:
Xrt3unr A QuintNntirl RcpNntrlivc Of Thc Suklyr

Stylc Of Architclure. 9"xll", 2l2pp, 235 fine
illustrations. One of thc most extraordinarily beautiful
examples of fine printing of the last decade. $79.50.

Thc A.chllrturc Of ToSo Munno. vol. l: 1928-1963.

I l"x ll", 3mpp, slipc6ed, English/Japanese text.
$ r 95.00.

shinteochiku Dcllll Dnwitrgs Serlcs: vol. I Houses; vol.
2 Apartment Buildings; Vol. I Hotels. Each volumc
9"x 12", lEopp, 350-450 drawings and photos, cloth,
English text. Each $42.50.

A Guldc To JrprnBt ArchltBlun: A Photo8rrphic Guidc
To Thc Notiblc Modcrn Buildings And The Frmous
Chsslcs ln Jrpro.250pp, paper, $24.50.

works Of lsoyr Yoshids. l2"x 16", 30opp, color and
B&W illus. cloth.

Archil6lunl D6i8ns ln Thc Tr.dllionrl Stylc By ToSo
Murrno. l0"x 13", 22opp, 150 photoSravure illus.
with drawings, slipcaseed, EnSlish summary.

Thr Archll(lure of Junzo Yoshimurr. 12" x12", 255p,
plans and drawings of 60 buildings with 225 color and
B&w pholos, English text added.

BrcL ii!u6 of A + U rtrd JAPAN ARCHITECT rre.lso
rvrlhbh.

GA DOCUMENT:
cA DOCUMENT TT . 14. Temporarily Out-of-Stock,

beinS rcprintcd.
GA DOCUMENT ,5. lnterview: Oraves. works by

Graves, lsozaki, Vignelli, StirlinS, Gehry, Higucras,
Corralcs, ct al.

GA IXrcUMENT lt. lnterview: 8otla. Works by Botta,
Hollein, Mitchell/ GiurSola, Tafi, Mcier, Ciriani, de
Oiza, ct al.

GA DOCUMENT ,f7. Intervic*: Arquitectonica. Worls by
Arquitectonica, Murphy/Jahn, Ando, Rudolph, et al.

GA DOCUMENT ,1. Intervic*: lsoaki. works by
Isozaki, Bofill, Hollein, vandenhove, Moore Ruble
Yudell, Hammond Becby & Babka, et al.

GA DOCUMENT f9. lnterview: Roche. works by
Roche/Dinkcloo, Mcicr, Kohn Pcderscn, Fox, Gregotti,
Birkerts, Miyawaki, ct al.

GA DOCUMENT TI0. works by Craves, Pci, Barncs,
venturi, Manteola/Sanchcz Gomez/Sanios/Solsona, et al.

GA DOCUMENT ,ll. lntcrvicw: Stirlin8. works by
StirlinS, Ungers, lsozaki, Fchn, Cullichsen,
Kairmo, volmala, ct al

GA DOCUMENT ,12: Special Issue on New Amcrican
Skyscrapcrs.

GA DOCUMENTS are l2"x 12", papcrbound, l2J-l5opp,
with critical essays and excellent extensive illustra-
tions covcring ncw non-residcntial aachitecture
world*ide. Currcntly $16.95 each.

GA GALLERY:
Scl6t.d Dnwltr$ Of Arrti lsozrki. $10.95
Selsted Drr*ln8s Of Mlchrel Grrv6. 56.95
Sel(tcd Dnwings Ol k Corbusicr. $10.95
S€leclcd DrrwlnSs Of Mrrio Botlr. $10.95
Scleted DrswlrSs (, Frrnl Lloyd writht. $19.95

GA ARCHITECT:
GA ARCHITECT ,!: Gurnrr Blrk.rls & A3sm. Cloth,

$65.m, Paper, $19.95.
GA ARCHITECT T3: Mrrlo Boltr. Cloth. $55.m.

GA ARCHITECT Volumes are 1 2" x 1 2", 2JOpp, 500 +
photos and drawinSs covering the architect's lifc's work.

The Complete Works Of Frank Lloyd
Wright In 12 Volumes. vol. 12: In His Rendcrings
$l 19.50. Vols. l-l l, tentatively $?5.00 each. Subscription
ordcrs for the sct arc wclcomc. Volumcs to bc published at
3 month intcrvals bcginning Jan. E5. Brchu.e on requcst.

ORDER FROM: GRAYBOOXS, 2407
TIMES BLVD. HOUSTON, TX 77005
(7f3-SX-{301) NoTE: Librarians musr order
directly from GRAYBOOKS for our special price
You may want to check with your acquisitions
department to find what you are currently paying
for these publications. Some vendors will charge
up to 70qo higher than our price.

GRAYBOOKS
Architecture Publications from JAPAN



ABOUT THE COI\TRIBUTORS

Nancy Baker is a designer living in the Bay Area. She has
degrees in botany and architecture.

Micha Bandini is a coordinator of the Post Graduate Programme
in History and Theorv at the Architectural Association, London.
Her recent articles have focused on the problems involved in
creating a cultural criticism for architecture.

Aaron Betsky is the director of the Center for the Study of the
History of Interior Design at the University of Ohio.

Ben Clavan is the vice-president of development at Pacific
Medical Buildings in Los Angeles. He is completing his Ph.D.
in Architecture in the area oftheory and design at the University
of California, Berkeley.

John P. Conron is president of the Old Santa Fe Association,
the Historical Society of New Mexico, and the International
Institute of Iberian Colonial Art.

Harold N. Cooledgeo Jr., is professor of architecture at Clem-
son University.

Dennis P. Doordan teaches courses on the history of architec-
ture and design at Tirlane University. He is the associate curator
of the exhibition Villiam kscaze and the Rise of Modern Design
in Arnerica.

William Lake Douglas is a landscape architect in New Orleans.
He is reviews editor for Landscape Architecture magazine and a
contributing editor to Garden Design magazine.

Joan E. Draper teaches architectural history at the University
of Illinois at Chicago. In 1982, she curated and wrote the
catalogue for the exhibition, Edward H. Bennett, Architect and,
City Planner, 1874-1954. Currentln she is working on a book
on the history of planning in Chicago from 1893 to 1933.

Johanna Drucker is a book printer, writer, and artist. She is
currently completing work on an interdisciplinary Ph.D at the
University of California, Berkeley, on the history and theory of
writing as the visual representation of language.

Thomas R. Fisher is a senior editor with Progressiue Architec-
ture and is responsible for the magazine's Technics section.

Diane Ghirardo has taught at Stanford University and Texas
A & M. She rtow teaches architectural theory and history at the
University of Southern Califomia, and is on the editorial board
of the Journal of Architectural Edu.cation.

Lois Wagner Green, a Berkeley-based design journalist, has
been managing editor and West Coast editor of Interiors, Califor-
nia editor of Interior Design, and a writer for a variety of
publications, including Architectural Digest.

Anne Gumerlock is an energy consultant with the Berkeley
Solar Group and a visiting lecturer at the Department of Archi-
tecture at the University of Califomia, Berkeley.

Karl Guttmann is the president of Guttmann & MacRitchie.
He is a senior member of the American Association of Energy
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=MORE TASTE THAN 
=PRUDENCE 
==A SIUDY OF JOHN EVANS JOHNSON

(t Bt5-tB7O)
by

Henry W. lewis

This is the hitherto unknown story of Virginia's
most important gentleman architect since
Thomas Jefferson. Comments by architectural
historians, architects and general readers:

"Title gives wonderf ul overview of
contents . . Thoroughly investigated and
carefully documented . An extensive
bibliography . . . . Useful for the whole range
of 19h century architecture in Virginia . . . .

Written with wit and judgment . . . . A neat
style . . . . Nothing dullaboutit . . . . Like a
detective story. . . Splendid illustrations,
many 1fth century photographs published for
the first time."

E

i Ord". at $25 the copy from THE BORDERER 

=!eneSS, P_.O. Box'iSSt, Chapel Hiil, NorthE
E Carolina, 27515. 
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Engineers and a technical advisor to the California Energy
Commission.

Laurie Haycock teaches communications design and typog-
raphy at Califomia Arts and Otis/Parsons in Los Angeles, and
has a practice in Hollywood.

Bernard Herman is assistant director of the Center for Historic
Architecture and Engineering at the University of Delaware. He
has recently completed a book on the building and rebuilding
of rural Delaware from 1700-1900. He is a founding member
of the Vernacular Architecture Forum.

A-lan Hess's book on the 1950's Coffee Shop Modem will be
published in the fall of 1985 by Chronicle Books.

Alice Jurow practices architecture in San Francisco. Her essays
have appeared in The Michigan Quarterly Reuiew and Archetype.

Edward N. Kaufman teaches architectural history at the
University of Chicago.

Gary L. Koller is the managing horticulturist for the Amold
Arboretum of Harvard University and an instructor for Radcliffe
seminars on landscape design.

Thomas Kvan is an architect and an associate with The
Computer-Aided Design Group, Santa Monica, and specializes
in computer applications in environmental design.

Raymond Lfichez teaches in the Department of Architecture
at the University of Califomia, Berkeley.
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Michael Mostoller is an architect practicing in New York. He

has taught at Rensselaer, Harvard, and Columbia.

Anne Vernez Moudon is an associate professor in the Urban
Design Program of the College of Architecture and Urban
Planning at the University of Washington, Seattle.

Deborah Nevins is an architectural and landscape historian
who teaches at Barnard College. She wrote the introduction to

The EngLish Flower Carden, by William Robinson (Amaryllis
Press, 1984).

John Pastier is senior editor of Arts t Architecture magazine

in Los Angeles, and author of Cesar Pelli (Whitney Library of
Design).

Katharine K. Peterson is a Ph.D. candidate in architectural
history at the University of California, Berkeley.
.William H. Pierson, Jr. is Massachusetts Professor of Art
Emeritus at Williams College. He was a member of the editorial
board and a contributor lo the Macmillan Encyclopedia of
Architects (Macmillan, 1982), and is the author of the first three
volumes of America.n Buildings and, Their ArcAilects (Doubleday

1970 [], 1978 [IIa], forthcoming [IIb], and 1972 UIII).

Reuben Rainey is chairman of the Department of Landscape

Architecture at the University of Virginia.

Andrew Rabeneck is studio director of the San Francisco firm

of Kaplan Mclaughlin and Diaz. He was a consulting editor
with Architectural Design from 1973 to 1977.

Deborah King Robbins is a Ph.D. candidate in architectural
history at the University of California, Berkeley. She is complet-
ing a dissertation on medieval urbanism in Rome.

Patricia Schilling is currently the principal software engineer
at California Computer Products (CALCOMP), and is working
on the development of interactive graphics applications. She is

the founder of Design Logic, a service bureau for architectural
data processing.

David R. Schwind is an acoustical consultant with Charles M.
Salter Associates in San Francisco.

Debora Silverman is assistant professor of history at the

University of California, Los Angeles. She is preparing a man-

uscript on the social, political, and psychological origins of
French Art Nouveau interior design. She is currently a Visitor
at the Institute for Advanced Study, School of Social Science.

Pamela H. Simpson teaches architectural history at Washington

and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia. She is coauthor of The

Architecture of Historic kxington (University Press of Virginia,
re77).

Maren Stange is the winner of a Logan Award for New Writing
on Photography. She tiaches interdisciplinary studies at the
Maryland Institute College of Art and is the author of a forthcom-
ing book on American documentary photography.

ond lhc Univcrsily of Colilornio, Dovis

LIGHT &
HEAVY
LIGHT

Conlemporory Shodow Use in the Visuol Arls

o lntroduction by FRANCES BUTLER

48 poges, lllustroted, $lO

P,O,L.T, n,O,O,t
P. O. Box 5476 Berkeley cA 94705

R. Windsor Liscombe lectured for the University of London
and the Open University before accepting posts at McGill
University and the University of British Columbia. He has

written on various aspects of Neoclassical art and architecture
and North American design. His book Church Architecture of
Robert Mills (Southern Historical Press) will appear shortly.

Richard Longstreth is associate professor of architectural
history and chairman of the graduate program in Historic
Preservation at George Washington University. His most recent
book is On the Edge of the World: Four Architects in San
Francisco at the Turn of the Century (Architectural History
Foundation and MIT Press, 1983).

Esther McCoy is the author of The Second Ceneration (Peregrine

Smith, 1983) and the earlier Fiae California Architects (1960).

She is also a correspondent for Progressiue Architecture and a

contributing editor at Arts * Architecture.

Constantine Michaelides is the dean of the School of Architec-
ture et Washington University in St. [,ouis, Missouri.

E, Lynn Miller is an associate professor in the Department of
Landscape at Penn State University.

Jim Morgan is a New York City architect, a member of Midtown
Manhattan Community Board Five, adjunct associate professor

at Pratt Institute and New York University, and author of
Markcting for the Small Design Firrn (Whitney Library of
Design, 1984).
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Michael Stanton practices architecture in San Francisco and
is the editor of the Bay Architects Reuiew, the magazine of the
San Francisco Chapter of the AIA.

Nancy Stieber teaches architectural history at the University
of Massachusetts at Boston and is currently completing a disser-
tation at MIT on "Collectivism and Cultural Pluralism: Housing
Design in Amsterdam, 1909-1919."

Fred A. Stitt is an architect and publisher/editor of The

Guidelinzs Letter. He is the author of Systems Graphics (McGraw-
Hill, 1983) and Sys;ems Drafting (McGraw-Hill, 1980).

Doug Suisman practices architecture in Los Angeles and
teaches design at the University of Southern Califomia.

Phillips Talbot is president emeritus of the Asia Society, and
author of the recent India in the 1980s (Foreign Policy Associ-
ation Headline Series Volume).

Marc Treib teaches architecture at the University of California,
Berkeley. A practicing graphic designer, he is coauthor of A
Guide to the Carderu of Kyoto (Shufunotomo, 1980). He has

received a Rome Prize fellowship and will be studying architec-
ture and landscape architecture at the American Academy in
Rome.

Dell Upton teaches architectural history at the University of
California, Berkeley. He edits the Verrwcular Architecture Neus-
letter and is author of the forthcoming Holy Things and Profane:
Anglican Parish Churches in Colonial Virginia and coeditor of
Readings in American Vernacular Architecture (University of
Georgia, 1985).

Hiroshi Watanabe is an architectural critic and writer who has
contributed to AIA Journal, Progressiae Architecture, ARTnews,

Japan Architect, and A+U.

Gerry Wilhelm holds a bachelor's degree in architecture and
is currently the technical director in the computer department
at the Southern California Institute of Architecture.

Alan Williams is a principal in the firm of MBT Associates,
San Francisco. He has dealt with security in the design of major
facilities for IBM, Chevron, BART, and Pacific Telephone.

Perry Winston is involved in rehabilitating low-income housing
for San Francisco's Mission Development Corp. He is the co-pro-
ducer and editor of a documentary frlm, Bord.eraille, about a

Houston neighborhood's effort to obtain running water.

Cynthia Zaitzevsky is a research associate at Harvard Univer-
sity. She is the author of Fredcrbk Law Olmsted, and, the Boston

Park System (Harvard University Press, 1982).
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A PREVIEt^J ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR READERS OF DESIGN BOOK REViEt.l

0n June 3-4, l9B5 there will be a
gathering of innovative architects,
artists, and scient'ists in Anaheim,
California. They will present
their recent works and describe
the impact of advanced technologica'l
tools and media on their creative
desi gn processes .

The conference is titled:
THE DESIGN PROCESS .-
ffiORROt,J

Presentation topics incl ude:

Desi gning holographic envi ronments

Design with natural processes

Advanced creative expression in
computer art
Techno-aesthetics and the visionary
tradi tion
Computers and video in architectural
desi gn

Integration of lasers, computers,
video, and music

Sensi ti zed envi ronments and i ntel'l i -
gent buildings
Simulated realities as an art form

... plus many others.

The early bird bargain enrol'lment fee is
$48 for both days up to February 28, 1985.
If you enro'll between February 28 and April.l5, the fee is $96 for both days. After
April'15, the fee is $1.I0 for both days.
Luncheons are optional at $.l5 per day.
(Academic discounts and scholarships are
available. Ask for information.)

To enrol'l and/or for more information
about the program, contact Fred Stitt,
The GL Foundation--The Institute for
Advanced Architectural Studies, Box 456,
Orinda, CA 94563. (4.l5) 254-9393.
We'l'l be glad to send complete details.
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INDEX-WINTER T9B5

Alvar Aalto: An Annotated Bibliography, by William C. Miller,22

Alvar Aalto: A Critical Study, 6y Malcolm Quantrill,22

America's Castle: The Evolution of the Smithsonian Building
and Its Institution, IB40-IB7B, by Kenneth Hafertepe, B

America Builds: Source Documents in American Architecture
and Planning, by Leland M. Roth, 36

The Amsterdam School, Dutch Expressionist Architecture,
f9E-I930, edited by Wim de Wit,20

The Anthropology of World's Fairs: San Francisco's Panama
Pacific International Exposition of1915, by Burton Benedict, S

An Architectural History of Carbondale, Illinois, by Susan E.
Maycock, SS

Architectural Common Sense: Sun, Site and Self, 6y Rad Dike,Sl

Architecture: Perspective, Shadows, Reflections, by Dilc
Vrooman,95

Architecture * Urbanismo Special Aluar Aalto Issue,22

Architecture in Greece, Volume 17, edited by Orestis B. Dournanis,
60

Art Deco Style, 6y Yuonne Brunhatnrner, Tl

The Art of Planting, by Craham Stuart Thomas,77

At Home in Manhattan: Modern Decorative Arts, 1925 to the
Depression, by Karen Dauies, Tl

AutoCAD, by Autod,esk, BB

Basic Elements of Landscape Architectural Desigrr, by Norman
Booth, SO

Beginnings: Louis I. Kahn's Architectural Philosophn 6y
Alexandra Tyng,28

Building Solar: How the Professional Builder is Making Solar
Construction Work, by Karen Muller Wells, lol
CADPLAN/CADDRAFT, by Personal CAD Systems, SS

Cedric PriceVorks II, 6y the Architectural Association,4S

Chartres, by Emile Mdle,4O

Computer-Aided Architectural Graphics, by Daniel L. Ryan,92

DecoratedValls of Modern Architecture, edited by Kaku.zo
Akahira, 15

Desigrr and Art in Greece, Volume 14, edited by Orestis B.
Dournanis,6O

Design for Security, by Richard J. Healy,93

Designers' Workplaces: Thirty-three Offices by Designers..for
Designers, by Beoerly Russell, T0

Detailing for Acoustics, by Peter Lord, a,nd Duncan Templeton, gS

Do-It-Yourself Graphic Design, by John Laing,73

The Drawing Processoro by BG Graphics STsterns, 88

Energraphics, by Enertronics Research, 88

The Face of the Past: The Preservation of the Medieval
Inheritance in Victorian England, by Charles Dellheim, L2

Farm Buildings in England and Wales, by John Wood,forde, 6l

The Granite Garden, by Anne Whiston Spirn, 84

Graphic Desigrr, by RusseLl W. Blanchard, T3

The Graphic Designer's Handbook, by Alastair Campbell, TS

Holdouts! by Andrew Alpern, AIA, and Seymour Durst,83

A House in the Cotswolds: The History and Decor of a
lTth-Century English Home, 6y Jane Clffird,69

Jean Prouv6: L'Id6e Constructive, 6y Dominique Clayssen, 43

John Pollard Seddon, by Michael Darby, 12

John Gaw Meem, Southwestern Architect, by Bainbrid,ge
Bunting, Sl

The Laura Ashley Book of Home Decorating, by Elizabeth
Dickson and Margaret Coluin,69

The Low Maintenance Garden, by Craham Rose, 8l

Macro, A Clear Vision of How Science and Technology Will
Shape Our Future, by Frank P Do,uidson with John Stuart Cox,85

Manual of Graphic Techniques 3, by Tom Porter and Sue

Coodman, TS

Mario Botta: Buildings and Projects 1961-1982, edited, by
Pierluigi Nicolin, 47

Mario Botta: La Casa Rotonda, ed.ited, by Robert Treaisiol, 47

Marketing For The Small Design Firm, 6y Jim Morgan,94

Mastering Graphics, by Jan V. White,73

MicroCAD, by Computer-Aid.ed Design, 88

Mitchelyciurgola Architects, essd1rs by Romaldo Giurgola and
Ehrman Mirchell, ST

Modern Architecture 185l-1945, by Kenneth Frampton, 17

Monuments and Main Streets: Messages From Architecture, 6y
Harris Stone, 86

More Thste Than Prudence, by Henry W. Lewis,32

The New Jersey House, by Helen Schwartz, 68

Notes on Graphic Design and Visual Communication, by Gregg
Berryman, TS

Olympic Architeeture, by Barclay E Gordon, L8

Peerless Princess of the Plains: Postcard Views of Early Vichita,
by Jack Stewart, Hal Ross and Hal N. Ottauay, 67

Perspective Drawing Handbook, by Joseph D'Amelio,95

Perspective in Architectural Drawings, by Felix Konig,95

The Politics of Park Desigrr: A History of Urban Parks in
America, by Galen Cranz,75

The Professional Practice of Architectural Working Drawings, 67
Osatnu A. Wakita and Richard M. Linde,93



MicroCAD'-
MicroCADrm is the highest quality, fully integmred 2 and 3

Dimensional graphics and modeling system available for the Design
Professional for use on a microcomputer.

Designed by a registered Architecr for use in his own practice,
MicroCADtm was developed with the architectural design process in
mind. Unlike other small CAD systems, MicroCAD rm recognizes
drafting capabilities as the end product of the design process. Our
system is a design rool which provides rrue 3-D spece for your
conceptual work. Our cursor obsener allows you to walk your client
through your building or around i( wirh changing perspectives ar rhe
touch of a butron. MicroCADlm offers you capabilities unequaled
by any other system including 999 layers, rrue perspecrive, plan and
elevation views, and the automatic calculation of section properties.
Rotate, edit, append, rubber-band, scale, change perspective or
isometric easily.

When your design work is complete, you are ready for the drafting process. Our new
MicroCAD yith Enhrnced Drrfting ferlur* adds layering, cross_harching and auto-
matic dimensioning capabilities to your system providing you with the mosr compre_
hensive CADD tool on the market.

MicrocAD's modular sysrem allows you to customize for your specific application
or add features as you need them. With our fr€r updrle polic! your system
grows as we do.

MicrocAD rm is priced from $500 - ro allow even the smallest architectural pracrice
the use of CADD.

For additional information and the name of our representative in your area, contacr:

IMAGIMEDIA TECHNOLOGTES, INC.
7650 Geary Boulevard

San Francisco, CA 94121
415/387 -0263

Real Estate as Art: New Architecture in Venice, California, 6y
Joseph Gioaannini, 53

Rendering Standards in Architecture and Desigr, by Stephen W.

Rich,95

Renzo Piano, Projects and Buildings 1964-1983, by Massimo
Dini,43

Retrofit Right, 6y Sedway Cooke Associates with SOL-ARC, gg

Retrofitting of Commercial, Institutional and Industrial
Bui-ldings for Energy Conservation, by Mihon Meckler, lO2

The Scope of Social Architecture, by C. Richard Hatch,54

Sharing Architecture, by Robert L. Vickery, Jr.,58

Silver Cities: The Photography of American Urbanization,
1839-1915, by Peter Bacon Hales,82

Small Design Firm Marketing Manual, by Birnberg and
Associates,94

Solarspaces: How (andVhy) to Add a Greenhouse, Sunspace, or
Solarium to Your Home, 6y Darryl Strickler, gg

Sources of Modern Eclecticism: Studies on Alvar ltalto, by
Demetri Porphyrios,22

A Southern Garden: A Handbook for the Middle South, Dy

Elizabeth Lawrence, 79

Southwest Center: The Houston Competition, edited by Peter
Arnell and Ted. Bickford, 5l

Stones of Empire: The Buildings of the Raj, by Jan Morris with
Simon Winchester, 39

Three Gardens, by Graham Stuart Thomas,77

A Tower for Louisville: The Humana Corporation Skyscraper
Competition, edited by Peter Arnell and Ted Bickford, Sl

Trees in the Landscape, by Graham Stuart Thomas,77

Tirla: The Toltec Capital of Ancient Mexico, by Richard A. Diehl,
4t

Unbuilt Oxford, by Howard Cobin,37

The Uses of Gothic: Planning and Building the Campus of the
University of Chicago, 1892-1932, by Jean E Block,34

The Vanished Splendot, by Jim L. Edwards and Hal N . Ottaway, 67

The Vernacular Architecture of Brittany: An Essay in Historical
Geography, Gwyn I. Meirion-Jones, 6l

Vernacular Houses in North Yorkshire and Cleveland, by Barry
Harrison and Barbara Hutton,6l

VersaCAD, by T&W Systems, B8

Victorian Architectural Competitions: An Index to Britieh and
Irish Architectural Competitions in the Build.er 1843-1900, 6y
Roger H. Harper, 12

The Well Built Elephant and Other Roadside Artractions: A
Tribute to American Eccentricity, by l. J. C. Andrews,65



LETTERS

TO THE EDITORS: I read with interest
Robin Middleton's review of my book, ?he
Architecture of Death: The Transforma-
tinn of the Cemetery in Eighteenth-Century
Poris in the Fall l9B4 issue of your publica-
tion. That review, as well as others that my

book has received, has given me insights
into the review process.,..

What strikes me most forcefully is that
a book, such as my own, can elicit diamet-
rically opposed responses. Some reviewers
see so much and others 6nd so little. Thus,
Dr. James Stevens Curl (Progressit;e Archi-
tectureo August 1984) "salutes" my book as

a "remarkable work," "nobly conceived,"
and "of impeccable scholarshipl' On the
other hand, Sarah Williams, in the Sr.
Petersburg ?imes (October 7, l9B4), seems

to have missed a ?0-page and 4S-illustra-
tion discussion aLrout the attention to the
cemetery by the French Revolutionary gov-

ernments, because she chides me for neglect-

ing to consider the French Revolution. . . .

One could establish a similar contrast
between the reactions ofVilliam Gass and
Robin Middleton. William Gass endorsed
my book with the observation that "Etlin
has followed the interwoven course of cul-
tural attitudes and cemetery desigrr and
construction in lSth-century Paris with a

care and clarity which makes his arguments
both profound and convincing." Robin
Middleton, though, finds the book "dull
and lackluster" with a "failure to grasp the
essential in his account, a lack of focus."
What is a reader to make of such discrep-
ancies? It is not my place to suggest an
answer.

I on-ly wish to observe that when Mr.
Middleton seeks to substantiate his nega-

tive assessments of the overall character
of the book, he turns to "details" and cites
two "fine connections" that I supposedly
missed. Unfortunately for Mr. Middleton's

argument, one of these fine connections-
"Brongniart's earlier design for an Elys6e

on the estate at Maupertuis"-I do discuss

in my book and not merely in one place
but rather on two occasions (pp. 224,316).
I even illustrate it! (figure 164) Had Mr.
Middleton had the courtesy to refresh his
memory before publishing his review by
consulting the index under ooBrongniart,

Maupertuis Park," he would have found a
reference to both pages and to the illus-
tration. So cavalier an attitude toward the
contents of my stirdy can only reflect on
Mr. Middleton's other judgments as well.
In the end, with such reviews, perhaps
one learns more about the reviewer than
about the book in question.

Richard A. Etlin
Associate Professor
University of Maryland

ond orliticiol lighting design ollernolives-during
the design process CADLight lond lloffer
odvonced lighting design feolures previously
ovoiloble only on lorger systems, including
highly sophisticoled on-screen grophics output.
. Remorkoble color grophics in lwo ond lhree

dimensions
r powerlul, slole-of-lhe-orl 0lg0rilhms
r conlour plots, perspeclives, ond oxonomelrics
! e0sy-lo{ollow documenl0lion ond lulori0ls
. on-line help ond deloull feolures

Review CADLighl t ond ll on your own lBN4@

PC by ordering our demonstrotion pock-
oqes, complete with f ull documentotion,
for only S30eoch.
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--Ertnqrgy works, lnc,
CADtight l: Ooylighting ond CADtighl tt: Arlificiol
Lighting ore together on exciting breokthrough in
lighting design on microcomputers. Now you con
plon ond evoluote lhe effects of both doylighting

CADLight l: (l-88229-l) S595
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CADLight ll: (l-88230-5) 5595
Demopockoge: (l-80279-a) S30
CADLight lond llset: (l-82]27-6) 5995
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Capabilityb
Boolrs

Produced in association with the Royal Botanic
Garden. this luxurious hardcover diary is superbly
illustrated by 31 color plates fiom the famous Curtis
Botanical Magdine & 117 delicate drawings by C.
Grey-Wilson. The spacious 304-page format allows
daily, monthly, gearly comparisons. An elegant gift, a
journal to be neasured. Gold embossed. leath€rette
binding. ,SlO tZ9.9S

THE VICTORIANS AND THETR FLOWERS
By N. Scourse. Details the Victorian era's true passioo
for flowers. Hardcover. 195 pp. 99 photos.

#sll !22.95

THREE GARDENS
By Graham Stuart Thomas. The perrcnal story ol Mr.
Thomas'private gardens: the plants, the design, the
maintenance. Among the reviews:
"...eminentlyreadable..." -HOUSE&GARDEN.
"...richly entertaining and informative, setting a
standard for garden autobiographies that will, I fear,
seldom be equalled." , PACIFIC HORTTCULTURE.
3 plans,'33 photos color & b/w, 16 illus. Hardcover.
189pp. f,St2 t29.95

PEBENNIAI- BORDER DESIGNS
By The Hampton Gardener. A marvelous collection of
lSborderplans. tS13 3 6.00

BOOK OF OLD ROSES
By Trevor Grif{iths. Over 400 full,color phoros with
descriptions of almost 600 roses. 168 pp.

,sl4 i14.95

IN A GLOUCESIERSHIRE GARDEN
By Canon Ellacombe. Intro. by Rosemary Verey. A
Britishclassicreprinted.l94pp. rslS tlS.95

POT.POURRI FROM A SURREY GARDEN
By Mrs. C. W. Earle. Reprint of the 1897 gardeoing &
"social" classic.381 pp. ,516 ff3.95

The Kew Flve-Year
GARDEN DIARY

'!--an inspiring work of great
practical value to any serious
gardener." ''' THE AVANT
GARDENER.

IO% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS OF $65 OR MORE

Send book ,'s 

-
Send FREE 56-oaqe cataloo

Please include $ 1.50 shipping/handling
Wisconsin residents add 5% Sales Tax
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n MasterCharge ! Amer. Express
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n Chage Cad Exp. Date 

-

Signature
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Address

Stare- Zio_
. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED'
CAPABILITYS Books for Gardeners
Hwy 46, Box I 1452, Deer park, WI 54002

Phone Orders (715) 269-5346
BOOKSTOBES & LIBRARIES, please 
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I am puzzled by Mr. Etlin's petulance. Does

he want consensus or simply praise? Review-
ers of books offer no more than their personal
opinion and that, inevitably, is a reflection of
their own knowledge, interests, obsessions and
even prejudices-perhaps also their moods.

As he suggests, criticism reveals the critic as

much as the subject of his inspection. Hap-
pi1y, diversity of opinion is tolerated, indicar
ing that individuality and independence of
mind are valued still. An absolute value can-
not be bestowed on a book, I would think,
even by its author.

I suppose that Richard Etlin's irritation is
aroused by what he considers unwarranted or
unsubstantiated criticism. I shall deal with
his specific complaint. I read his book, care-
fully, and had no need to tum to the index to
know that he had made mention of the Elys6e
at Maupertuis. He cannot be said to have

considered it. Nor does he seem to have
grasped the point I was making. He has not
thought it worthwhile to look up the refer-
ences I gave. I suspect that he has not even
visited the site.

His book, if I read him correctly, is con-
cerned with the establishment-perhaps one
should say re-establishment---of the pastoral
setting as the proper background for death.
His study is focussed on France, on Paris,
and in particular on the change in burial prac-
tice and cemetery design that occurred be-
tween about 1765, when the Cimetibre des
Saints-Innocents was generally agreed to have

become intolerable, and the laying out of the
Pdre Lachaise cemetery on the outskirts of
the city soon after the turn of the century.
Though he deals at inordinate lengh with
cemetery projects in the grand architectural
manner made in the intervening years, it is
evident that they were of little import. They
were uncongenial to most contemporaries. It
was Brongniart's landscaped setting that sat-
is6ed the new sensibility-and satisfied it per-
fectly, it appears. An analysis of Brongniart's
particular image of the picturesque seems

to me germane to an understanding of his
achievement at the Pdre l,achaise. His myr-
iad designs for landscaped gardens should,
ideally, have been considered, though these

are not easy of access. But one garden above
all others should have been looked at care-
fully, the Elys6e at Maupertuis-its name

alone denotes the final resting place. More
important, it was one of the first of the land-
scaped gardens with which Brongniart was

concemed, the winding pathways and several
of the buildings appearing on the estate map
as early as 1776, and it is there that his pic-

turesque sensibilities seem to have been nur-
tured. Brongniart's pyramid (still surviving)
which Etlin illustrates (though his accompany-

ing paragraph is devoted rather to Admiral
Coligny's tomb alongside) served as a gateway,

under the road behind it, from the formal
garden surrounding the chdteau to that sec-

tion ofthe estate in which the Elys6e was laid
out-the Elys6e itself, it is worth noting as

Etlin is unaware of the fact, was some kilom-
eters upstream. At Pdre Lachaise Brongniart
intended a pyramid also as the main built
feature. There are clearly connections. They
might be no more than stylistic, but Etlin has

not explored them, even cursorily, and shows

no awareness that they might matter.. Alex-
andre de Laborde suggests that Montesquiou,
the owner of Maupertuis, was himself respon-
sible for the layout of the Elys6e; this might
or might not be tme, but a discussion of the
issue would enhance our understanding of that
hybrid image, both formal and picturesque,
that evolved at the Pdre Lachaise and for which
Brongniart was primarily responsible. It was

a powerful and appealing image, the embodi-
ment of the new sensibility that Etlin sets out
to explore; it is the climax to his study, and it
is surely not unreasonable to expect that it be

analysed in full, sensitively and intelligently.
I thought that I had already said as much
in my review.

Robin Middleton

TO THE EDITORS: Jean-Paul Bourdier's
DBR 4 review of our book Spectacular
Vernacuktr bristles with indignation, mis-
readings, and a whopper of a misquote,
'We would like to bristle back.

Firsto Bourdier errs in chiding us for
trying to "subvert the notion of vernacular
architecture." Clearly, this is not our con-
scious aim. As delineated hr Spectacul.ar
Vernacuktr's second sentence, our deliber-
ate intent is to "document, discuss, and
defend the vernacular mud architecture
of the desert."

Nor is such a "subversion" an ineffect
of, as Bourdier says, "juxtaposing the spec-
tacular and the vernacular." Ve juxtapose
the terms; but we never claim they are
equivalent. We even take pains to empha-
size that in traditional desert architecture
the exterior wall is "usually undecorated"
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and is even "impassive" and "monotonous."
Sorne vernacular is spectacular. We make

it clear the the vast majority is not. Bour-
dier observes that "the effort to raise the

vernacular to the rank of the remarkably
uncommon contains its own contradictions."
Indeed it does. But who's trying?

Bourdier is horrified by what he terms
our o'romantic expressionism" and "the-
atrically sentimental interpretation." The
"'clinching" example he cites is. it is true.
embarrassingly high-key gush. But the
words are not ours. It is dishonest to state

that they are. They are taken from the
publisher's blurb on the book's back cover.

We regret that Bourdier wishes ooto eat

our hearts with garlic." His approach to
vernacular architecture tends to be soci-

ological and instrumental, ours to be aes-

thetic and exploratory. The intellectual
"lenses" vary. But does this difference ne-

cessitate squabbling like schoolboys trying
to break each other's glasses? Vernacular
is a vast, complex field. It contains plenty
of room for views which complement rather
than invalidate each other.

Jean-Louis Bourgeois
Carollee Pelos

I am distressed to hear of both the degree to

which the authors of Spectacular Vernacular

took my critique personally and the level at

which they read it. Obviously, a critique to

them is not a site of discussion, but only a

personal attack, an attempt at invalidating/
excluding another's work, or a declaration of
war. A review of their work, in other words,

can only praise, not evaluate.

I plead guilty for having given the title
of the book a depth of insight and a criti-
cal potential that it does not have and that

the authors themselves disclaim. It is sad,

however, to Iearn that in choosing such a title
they did not even question its implications
(conscious or unconscious), Ifonly "some ver'
nacular is spectacular" and "the vast majority

is not," then why such a title? How does it
relate to the work and how is it supposed to

be read in the market?

It is true, on the other hand, that one (the

last one) of the three passages quoted as ex-

amples of their aesthetic descriptions is taken

from the back cover and that it does happen

authors are not responsible for the publisher's

note on their book. I did not, however, imply

the question of approach in my revieq and

do not wish to make any further comment on

the setting up of self-congratulatory categor-

Big l{ouse, Little House,
BackHouserBarn
Ihe Connected Farm Buildings of NewEngland
THOI}TAS C. HT,IBKA

BIG HOU|
LITTLE

BARN

,t

UNTI4ERSITY PRESS OF NEW ENGLAIYD
3 Lebenon Street, flanorrcr, NH 03755

A generously illustrated humanistic architectural
history of connected farms and the people who
built them. Designed in an exhibit format, archi-
tect and professor Hubka's book is a visual
delight as well as an engaging tribute to our
nineteenth-century forebears. 268 pages. 8o
illustrations. $zg.gS until r/r/85 ($SS.oo

thereafer)

ies such as the "aesthetic and exploratory"
versus the "sociological and instrumentall'
The sureness with which the authors recon-

firm the intent of their book ("to document,

discuss and d,efendthe vernacular mud archi-

tecture"-my own italics-as if the claim to
ilefend does not somehow connote the domi-

nant position of the defender) clearly indicates

how far apart we are in our level of discus-

sion. There are indeed infinite ways of con-

veying the vernacular reality and it is evident

through my critique that what stands out as

hi ghly criticizable in S p e ctac uLar Ve r nac ular
is not its approach nor so much the poverty of

its discussion and drawn documentation, but
its pretensions.

Jean-Paul Bourdier

REPAIRS

The captions to Richard Guy Wilson's re-
view in DBR 4 of Richard Oliver's Bertram
Grosue-nor Goodhue should have credited
Richard Hufnagle for the photograph of
the north fagade of the Nebraska State
Building (in the collection of the Nebraska
State Historical Society) and Marvin Rand
for the photograph of the west fagade of
the Los Angeles Library. Our apologies to
the Architectural History Foundation.
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Keeping abreast of the
industry distingu ishes
the professional de-
signer and architect.

The lnternational
Collection of lnterior
Design features all
that's new, different
and influential on the
international design
scene. This beautiful
8%" x 11%" annual
contains 777 color
pages of the art.
education and phi-
losophy of the busi-
ness, plus hundreds
of resources.

Edited by E rica Brown,
with contributions by
David H icks, Joe D'Urso,
Angelo Dongh ia, A lberto
Pinto, David Mlinaric,
Vico Magistretti
and others.

Limited f irst printing
special price, $19.95

Please send me_
residents add 8%%
New York, NY t0l

. copies at_$19_95, plus $2.50 per book for postage and handling. New york
sales tax ($.l.6s). Make check payabre to cro*!""iFr.*, zso F.riAr."r.,""'69. Please print.
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ArchiteGturc
Galilornia
On the Boards for 1985

Women Architects
January/ February
Looks at the role women play in the
architectural profession in California,
and showcases significant work.

lnspiration
May/June
Highlights the sources of design
inspiration identified by architects at
the Monterey Design Conference,
February 23-24, 1985.

The Goast
July/August
Considers the impact of coastal
development and the unique
architectural styles generated by
the coastal environment.

Gultural lnfluences
in Design
September/October
Re-evaluates the diverse cultural
influences of California's melting pot
society on indigenous architecture.
This issue celebrates the 40th Annual
Convention of the California Council,
The American lnstitute of Architects.

Architects' Studios
November/December
Presents a rare look into the design
environments of California's architects,
and the elements involved in design-
ing creative work spaces.

To submit projects for these issues,
contact Architecture California,
1303 J Street, Suite 200, Sacramento,
CA 95814, or phone (916) 448-9082.
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Ancrutrncrunn Cturonxa
A prolessional journal, published by the California Council, The American lnstitute of Archilects

To subscribe, write: Architecture Calilornia
1303 J Street/Suite 200
Sacramento, California 94814
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$30/6 issues
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DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION

boildets booksootce

ATALOG OF BOOK
198s

From design and construction to
interior design and landscaping -over 3000 titles to teach and inspire.

Send $1.00 for our 28-page catalog.

1801 4th Street, Berkeley, CA 94710
(near University Avenue and Hwy 80)

4r5/845-6874

C S

ARCH
Draf ting Supplies

St

Architects, Designers & Planners
for

Social Responsibility
is starting a

Northern Califoriia Chapter

INAUCURAL EVENT
Feb. 2B

8:00 -10:00
1 1 87 Franklin
San Francisco

for more info
please write or call

ADPSR
1204, Neilsen St.

Berkeley, CA 94706
415.526.7217
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Speci al p re p u blication
offer tbayer

:
the comolete work
arthur a. bohen

This elegantly produced book surveys the work of one of the last surviving
teaching masters of the Bauhaus. Bayer, who is also a major design and
advertising consultant to American industry, has been doing pioneering
work in all of the fine and applied arts for over half a century.
"ln an era when almost every possible seam of twentieth century avant-
garde art has already been mined and published at least once, it is noth-
ing less than astonishing to discover the full scope of Bayer's artistic
achievement." - Kenneth Frampton
91/zx 111/z 448 pp. 386 illus., 45 in color $50.00 prepublication price
through December 31, 7984, $65.00 thereafter
Limited slipcase edition with signed and numbered photographic print by
Herbert Bayer $250.00

The Hot House ttalian New wave Design
Andrea Branzi
The Hot House is a manifesto as well as a history of the most progressive
and heretical experiments in the applied arts and design. Covering two
centuries of avant-garde designs, it focuses in particular on the 1950s
lo the present-discussing the role that such magazines as Casabe//a,
Domus, and Modo have played on this lively f ront, and providing an
insider's view of such figures and groups as Alessandro Mendini, Gae-
tano Pesce, Alychmia, Global Tools, Michele De Lucchi, Ettore Sottsass,
and Memphis.
9 x 11 408 illus., 128 in color $25.00

New paperbacks

H. H. Richardson
Complete Architectural Works
Jeffrey KarlOchsner
This book is the definitive guide to all of H. H. Rich-
ardson's work, built and unbuilt, extant and demol-
ished-his municipal offices, educational buildings,

department stores, libraries, railroad stations,
churches, and private residences. lt is illustrated
throughout with sketches, plans, and interior and
exterior photographs; maps and addresses are
supplied for buildings which survive.
"... an architecture buff 's delightl'-A/A Journal
7|/axll 480 pp. 386 illus. $25.00

The Federal Presence
Architecture, Politics, and National Design
Lois A. Craig and the Staff of the
Federal Architecture Proiect
This kaleidoscopic survey of architecture and
design traces the federal government's role in

shaping America's built environment from l-En-
fant's baroque plan for Washington, D.C. to the
space-age technology ol Cape Canaveral. lts rich
exhibit of documents and photographlc material
accompanied by a lively text reveal the U.S. govern-
ment to be one of the most active, and at times most
creative, patrons of architecture and design.
81/z x11 600 pp. over 900 illus. $17.50

The Architectureof the Gity
A/do Rossi .lntroduction by Peter Eisenman . translated by Diane Ghirardo and Joan Ockman
Aldo Rossi, a practicing architect and leader of the
Italian architectural movemenl La Tendenza, is also
one of the most influential theorists writing today.
The Architecture of the Clty is his major work of
architectural and urban theory. lt is a protest
against functionalism and the Modern Movement,
an attempt to restore the craft of architecture to its

position as the only valid object of architectural
study, and an analysis of the rules and forms of the

city's construction.
An Oppositions Book.
lr/zx9e/q 208 pp.
'105 illus. $12.50

{

The MIT Press
28 Carleton Street, Cambridge, MA02142
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Finally...CAD power
can afford )ataprlceyou

TIT

You probably know that computer-aided
drafting (CAD) will at least double your
productivity. But have you seen the in-
credible price tags that go with most of
this equipmenP

Meet VersaCAD...the proven CAD sys-
tem that even a one-person
business can afford. ln fact, if you
have an IBM Personal Computer,
you already own the heart of the
system.

Professional power. Desprte rts low
cost, VersaCAD can do as much as
some systems costing 1 O times more.
Its versatile software has been chosen
by such companies as Honeywell,
United Technologies and Hewlett-
Packard for their drafting needs

Easy to learn and use. VersaCAD was
created by designers, with a simple and
logical structure. lf you want an ellipse, press
"E" on the keyboard and an ellipse appears, ready
for you to rotate, enlarge, copy, etc What could be
simple?
We'll support you all the way. With nearly
2000 systems up and running, our training and
support are tops in the industry. And our continuing
update program guarantees that your system will
not become obsolete.

Ready to know more? Call or write us today, and we'll
send you a free booklet, "How to Select a Low-Cost CAD
System." Find out how you too can join the CAD revolution
VersaCAD runs on the IBM PC and most compat bles. as well as the Hewtett.
Packard Seres 200 lt s avalable as CADAPPLE on the Apple ll serres

o

T&W SYSTEMS, INC.
7372 Prince Drrve. Surte {06 Huntrngton Beoch, CA 92647
(7 ,4) 847-9960
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Fortheorning:

Julius Posener: Industriekuhur: Peter Behrens and the AEC

Manuel Castells: Dreanning the Rational City

Chris Arnold: Building Technologyo English and American

Thomas Vonier: Daylighting o,nd Energy Analysis software

Frank J. Heger: Construction Disctsters

Lois Wagner Green: The Englishwoman\ House

Stephen Foxz Daaid R. Williams, Pioneer Architeet

Alan J. Plattus: Nluseums


